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INTRODUCTIO:bT.

Drmn_o the fierce theological

controversies that accom

panied and followed the Reformation,
was as yet unknown,
representative

while a judicial spirit

while each party imagined

of absolute

and necessary

itself the

truth

in opposi-

tion to absolute and fatal error, and while the fluctuations
of belief were usually attributed
it was natural

that all the causes of theological

should have been sought
theology.

to direct miraculous agency,

exclusively

Each theologian imagined

changes

within the circle of
that the existence

of

the opinions he denounced was fully accounted for by the exertions of certain evil-minded
means ofsophistieal

men, who had triumphed

that had been cast upon the deluded.

His own opinions

on the other hand, had been sustained or revived
ties raised
spiration,

by

arguments, aided by a judicial blindness

for the

purpose, illuminated

and triumphing

by

by apos-

special

by the force of theological

in-

argu

ments.
As long as this point of view continued, the posi
tion of the theologian and of the ecclesiastical historian was
nearly the same.

Each was confined

to a single province,

and each_ recognis/ng a primitive faith as his ideal_ had to
indicate the successive innovations

upon its purity.

But

2e95
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when towards the close oi the eighteenth
cline of theological

passions enabled

century the de-

men to discuss these

matters in a calmer spirit, and when increased knowledge
produced more comprehensive
point was materially

views, the historical standing-

altered.

It was observed

that eve D-

great change of belief had been preceded by a great change
in the intellectual

condition of Europe,

that the success of

_ay opinion depended much less upon

the force of its ar-

guments, o_ upon the ahWxty of _ts advocates, thau upon
the predisposition
predisposition

of society to receive

it, and that that

resulted from the intellectual

type of the age.

As men advance from an imperfect to a higher civilisation,
they gradually
imaginations

sublimate

and refine

er conceptions

creed.

Their

and doctrines that were formerly most pow-

erful, and they sooner or later
into conformity

reduce

Reformation,

all their

with the moral and intellectual

which the new civilisation produces.
ifest.

their

insensibly detach themselves from those gross-

the tendencies

opinions
standards

Thus, long before the

of the Reformation

The revival of Grecian learning,

were man-

the development

of

art, the reaction against the schoolmen, had raised society
to an elevation in which a more refined and less oppressSve
treed was

absolutely

essential

and Oalvin only represented

to its well-being.

the prevailing

bodied them in a definite form.
ral intellectual
dispositions

influences

wants, and em-

The pressure of the gene

of the time determines

which ultimately

Luther

the pro

regulate the details of belief,

and though all men do not yield to that pressure with the
same facility, all large bodies are at last controlled.
A
change of speculative

opinions does not imply an increase

I1TI'EODUCTION.

of the data upon which those opinions rest, but a change
of the habits of thought
Definite

arguments

and mind which

are the symptoms

seldom the causes of the change.
accelerate the inevitable

they reflect.

and pretexts, bul

Their chief merit is to

crisis.

They

derive their force

and ef_cacy from their conformity with the mental habits
of those to whom they are addressed.

Reasoning which in

one age would make no impression whatever, in the next
age is received with enthusiastic
to understaud
its force.

applause.

It is one thing

its nature, but quite another to appreciate

And this standard of belief, this tone and habit of
thought, which is the supreme

arbiter of the opinions

of

successive periods, is created, not by the influences arising
out of any one department of intellect, but by the combination of all the intellectual and even social tendencies of
the age.

Those who contribute

most largely

mation are, I believe, the philosophers.

to its for-

Men like Bacon,

Descartes, and Locke have probably done more than any
others to set the current of their age.
a certain cast and tone of mind.
peculiar
tendencies

They have formed

They have introduced

habits of thought, new modes of reasoning, new
of enquiry.

The impulse

they have given

the higher literature, has been by that hterature
nicated to the more popular writers;

to

commu-

and the impress

of

Itese master-mlnds is clearly visible in the writings of
multitudes who are totally unacquainted with their works.
But philosophical

methods, great and unquestionable

• eir power, form but one of the many
vontribute to the mental habits n¢ society.

influences

as _s
that

Thus the dim

8
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eoveries of physical science, entrenching

upon the domain

of the anomalous and the incomprehensible,

enlarging our

oonceptlons of the range of law, and revealing the connection of phenomena

that had formerly appeared altogether

isolated, form a habit of mind which is carried far beyond
file limits of physics.
Thus the astronomie_d discovery,
that our world is not the centre and axis of the material
universe, but is an inconsiderable

planet occupying to all

appearance an altogether insignificant and subordinate position, and revolving with many others around a sun which
is itself but an infinitesimal

point in creation_ in as ikr as

it is realised by the imagination,

has a vast and palpable

influence upon our theological

conceptions.

Thus the

commercial or municipal spirit exhibits certain habits of
thought, certain modes of reasoning, certain repugnances
and attractions, which make it invariably tend to one class
of opinions.

To encourage the occupations

that produce

this spirlt_ is to encourage the opinions that are most congenial to it.

It is impossible to lay down a railway with-

out creating an intellectual

influence.

It is probable that

Watt and Stephenson will eventually modify the opinions
of mankind almost as profoundly as Luther or _roltaire.
If these views be correct, they establish at once a broad
distinction between the province of the theologian and
that of the historian of opinions.
The first confines his
attention to the question of the truth or falsehood of particular doctrines, which he ascertains by examining the
arguments upon which they rest; the second should endeavour to trace the causes of the rise and fall of those
doe_aines which are to be found in the general intellectual

_m_,noa
vondition of the age.

9

The first is restricted to a single

department

of mental phenomena,

connections

which

determine

and to those logical

the opinions

of the severe

reasoner ; the second is obliged to take a wide survey of
file intellectual
and

influences

to trace

of the period

that connection

he is describing,

of congruity

which has a

much greater influence upon the sequence of opinlon_ than
logical arguments.
Although

in the present work we are concerned

only

with the last of these two points of view, it will be necessary to consider briefly the possibility of their coexistence ;
for this question involves one of the most important
lems in history--the

position

will and the individual

prob-

reserved for the individual

judgment

in the great

current

of

general causes.
It was a saying
whether

of Locke, that

we should not ask

our will is free, but whether wE are free ; for our

conception of freedom is the power of acting according to
our will, or, in other words, the consciousness,

when pur-

suing a certain course of action, that we might, if we had
chosen, have pursued a different one. If, however, pushing

our analysis

determines

still

further,

we ask

our volition, I conceive

ciples of liberty we are capable
found in the two facts, that

what

it is that

that the highest prinof attaining

are to be

our will is a faculty distinct

firom our desires, and that it is not a mere passive thing,
the direction

and intensity of which

are necessarily deter-

mined by the attraction
and repulsion of pleasure and
pain. We are conscious that we are capable of pursuing a
course which is extremely

distasteful, rather than anoLhw

[0
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course which would be extremely agreeable; that in doing
Bo we are making a continual and painful effort; that
every relaxation

of that

effort produces

the most lively

pleasure; and that it is at least possible that the motive
which induces us to pursue the path of self-abnegatioap
may be a sense of right

altogether

uninfluenced

by pros_

_ts
of future reward.
We are also conscious that if
our desires act powerfully upon our will, our will can in
its turn
natural

act upon
powers

our desires.

of our will by steadily

can diminish the intensity
pressing them;

We can strengthen
exerting

the

it.

of our desires by habitually

we can alter, by a process

We
re-

of mental disci-

pline, the whole symmetry of our passions, deliberately
_electing one class for gratification
and for development,
and crushing and subduing the others.
These considerations do not, of course, dispel the mystery

which perhaps

necessarily rests upon the subject of free-will.
They do
riot solve the questions, whether the will can ever act
without a motive, or what are its relations

to its motives,

or whcther the desires may not sometimes be too strong
for its most developed powers; but they form a theory of
human liberty which I believe

to be the highest we can

attain.
He who has realisod_ on the one hand, his power
ot acting according to his will_ and, on the other hand, the
IJower of his will to emancipate itself from the empire of
pain and pleasure_ and to modify and control the current
of the emotions,
ffeedcm.

has probably

touched

the limits

of his

The struggle of the will for a right motive against the
pressure of the desires, is one of the chief ibrms of virtue ;

L_rrRODUC_O_.
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and the relative position oi these two influences_ one of the
chief measures of the moral standing of each individual.
Sometimes_ in the conflict between the will and a particu
lar desire, the former,

either

through

its own natural

strength, or through the natural weakness of its opponent,
or through the process of mental discipline I have desclib
ed, has obtained

a supreme

ascendency which

is seldom

or never seriously disturbed.
Sometimes_ through
that are innate, and perhaps more frequently throl_h
for which we are responsible,

the two powers

causes
causes

exhibit

al-

most an equipoise_ and each often succumbs to the other.
Between these two positions there are numerous gradations ; so that every cause that in any degree intensifies the
desires, gives them in some cases a triumph
The application
recurring

of these princit)les

over the will.

to those constantly-

_igures which moral statistics

present is not diffi-

cult. The statistician_ for example_ shows that a certain
condition of temperature increases the force of a passion-or_ in other words, the temptation
and he then proceeds
that

vice _ strictly

to a particular

vice;

to argue, that the whole histor:y of
regulated

The vice rises into prominence

by atmospheric

changes.

with

tempera-

the rising

ture; it is sustained during its continuance_ it declines
with its decline.
Year after :year, the same figures and
&e same variations

are nearly reproduced.

:'n the most dissimilar
and the evidence

nations only strengthen

is so ample, that

it enables

_rtain limits, even to predict the future.
rise and i_ll with the winter torrents
drought;

Investigations

the insect life that

the proof;
us, within

The rivers that
or the summer

is called into being

by tha

1_
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genial spring, and destroyed by the returning frost; tha
aspect of vegetation, which pursues its appointed changes
through the recurring seasons; these do not reflect more
faithfully or obey more implicitly external influences, than
do some great departments of the acts of man.
This is the fact which statistical tables prove, but what
i_ the inference to be deduced from them _ Not, surely,
that

there

should

is no such thing

have regarded

as free-will,

as antecedently

but, what we

probable,

that the

degree of energy with which it is exerted is in different
periods nearly the sa_ne. Ks long as the resistance is
unaltered, the fluctuations of our desires determine the
fluctuations of our actions.
In this there is nothing extraordinary.
It would be strange indeed if it were otherwise
--strange

if_ ttle average of virtue remaining

the same, or

nearly the same, an equal amount of solicitation did not
at different periods produce the same, or nearly the same,
amount of compliance.
an order
influenc_

The fact, therefore,

that

there is

and sequence in the history of vice, and that
altogether independent
of human control con-

tribute largely to its course, in no degree destroys the fre_
dora of will, and the conclusion of the historian is per
fectly reconcilable with the principles of the moralist.
From this spectacle of regularity,
changes in the moral condition

we simply infer that the

of manklnd

axe very slow ;

that there are periods when, certain desires being strengthened by natural causes, the task of the will in opposing
them is peculiarly arduous ; and that any attempt to write
a history of vice without taking into consideration exte_
aaJ influenee_ would be miserably deficient.

13
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Again, if we turn to a d{fferent class cf phenomena,
nothing can be more certMn to an attentive observer, than
that the great majority even of those who reason much
about their opinions have arrived at their conclusions by
a process quite distinct

from reasoning.

They

may be

perfectly unconscious of the fact, but the ascendency of
old associations is upon them; and, in the .overwhelming
majority of cases, men of the most various creeds conclude
their investigations by simply acquiescing in the opinions
they have been taught.
They insensibly judge all questions by a mental standard derived from education ; they
proportion their attention and sympathy to the degree in
which the facts or arguments
their foregone conclusions;
vince themselves

that

presented to them support
and they thus speedily con-

the arguments

in behalf

of their

hereditary opinions are irresistibly cogent, and the arguments against them exceedingly absurd.
Nor are those
whohave

diverged from the opinions they have been taught

necessarily more independent
of illegitimate
influences.
The love of singularity, the ambition to be thought intellectually superior to others, the bias of taste, the attraction of vice, the influence of friendship, file magnetism of
genins,--these
and countless other influences into which it
is needless to enter, all determine conclusions.
The number of persons who have a rational

basis for their belief is

probably infinitesimal ; for ille_timate
influences not only
determine the convictions of those who do not exam{n%
but usually give a dominating bias to the reasonings of
those who do. But it would be manifestly absurd to conelude f_m

this, that reason has no part or function in the

_
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formation ot opinions.

No mind, it is true, was ever al

together free from distorting influences ; but in the struggle
between tile reason and the affection which leads to trutl_
as in the struggle between the will and the desires which
leads to virtue, every effort is crowned with a measure of
success, and innumerable gradations of progress are mani_
fested. All that we can rightly infer is, that the process
of reasoning is much more difficult than is commonly sup
posed;
and that to those who would investigate the
causes of existing opinions, the study of predispositions is
much more important

than the study of arguments.

The doctrine, that the opinions
mainly determined

by the intellectual

of a given period
condition

are

of society,

and that every great change of opinion is the consequence
of general causes, simply implies that there exists a strong
bias which acts upon all large masses of men, and eventually triumphs

over every obstacle.

The

inequalities

of

civilisation, the distorting influences arising out of special
circumstances, the force of conservatism, and the efforts of
individual genius, produce innumerable diversities ; but a
careful examination shows that these are but the eddies of
an advancing stream, that the various systems are being all
gradually modified in a given direction, and that a certain
class of tendencies appears with more and more prominence
in all departments of intellect.
Individuals may resist the
stream; and this power supplies a firm and legitimate stauding-point to the theologian : but these efforts are too rare
and feeble to have much influence upon the general course.
To ,'his last proposition there is, however, an importau!
exceptiontobe made in favourof men of genius,who are

_moD_cmoN.
_ommon]y at once representative

15

and creative.

They em-

body and reflect the tendencies of their time, but they
also frequently materially modify them, and their ideas
become

the

subject

or the basis of the

succeeding

de_

velopments.
To trace in every great movement
the
part which belongs to the individual and the part which
belongs to general causes, without exaggerating either side,
is one of the most delicate tasks of the historian.
What I have written
the distinction
sphere

between the sphere of tim historian

of the

knowledged
is impossible

will, I trust, be sufficient to show

theologian.

It

must,

and the

however,

be ae.

that they have some points of contact ; for it
to reveal the causes that

into being without throwing

some

called an opinion

light upon its intrinsic

value. It must be acknowledged,
also, that there is a
theory or method of research which would amalgamate the
two spheres, or, to speak more correctly, would entirely subordinate

the theologian

to the historian.

Those who have

appreciated the extremely small influence of definite arguments in determining the opinions either of an individual
or of a nation--who

have perceived

crease of civilisation

implies

how invariably

a modification

an in-

of belief, and

how completely the controversialists of successive ages are
the puppets and the unconscious exponents of the deep un.
tier-current of their time, will feel an intense distrust of
their unassisted reason, and will naturally look for some
guide to direct their judgment.
I think it must be admitted that the general and increasing

tendency, in the pr_

ent day, is to seek such a guide in the collective wisdom
of mankind as it is displayed in the developments

of history.

16
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In other words, the way in which our leading thinkers, oon
_cionsly or unconsciously, form their opinions, is by endear
oaring to ascertain what are the laws that govern the sucoes.
aive modifications of belief; in what directions, towards
what conceptions,

the intellect of man advances with the

advan_ of civilisation ; what are the leading characteristies
that mark the belief of civilised ages and nations as compared with barbarous

ones, and of the most educated

compared with the most illiterate

classes.

as

This mode of

reasoning may be said to resolve itself into three problems.
It is necessary, in the first place, to ascertain what are the
_eneral intellectual tendencies of civilisation ; it is then neeessary to ascertain how far those tendencies are connected,
or, in other words, how far the existence of one depends upon
and implies the existence of the others; and it is necessary,
in the last place, to ascertain whether they have been accompanied by an increase or diminution

of happine_,

of virtue,

and of humanity.
My object in the present work has been_ to trace the
history of the spirit of Rationaliam;
by which I understand, not any class of definite doctrines or criticisms, but
rather a certain cast of thought,

or bias of reasoning,

which

has during the last three centuries gained a marked a_cendency in Europe.
The nature of this bias will be exhibited in detail in the ensuing pages, when we examine
its influence upon the various forms of moral and intellee.
tual development.
At present, it will be sufficient to Bayt
that it leads men on all occaaious to subordinate dogmatic
theology to the dictates of reason and of conscience, and,
a necessary consequence,

greatly to restrict its lnfluenee

1"/
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opon life.

It predisposes

men, in history, to attribute

all

kinds of phenomena to natural rather than miraculom
causes ; in theology_ to esteem succeeding systems the expressions of the wants and aspirations
timent which is planted

of that religious sen-

in all men ; and, in ethics, to regard

as duties only those which conscience reveals to be such.
Jt is manifest that_ in attempting
to write the history
of a mental tendency,

some difficulties have to be encoun

tered quite distinct from those which attend a simple relation of lkcts. No one can be truly said to understand any
great system of belief; if he has not in some degree realised
the point
appearance
thought

of view from which
of plausibility

its arguments

and of cogency,

assume

an

the habit

of

which makes its various doctrines appear probable,

harmonious,

and consistent.

Yet, even in the great

con-

troversies of the present day---even in the disputes between
the Catholic and the Protestant_ it is evident that very few
zontroversialists ever succeed in arriving
tion of the opinions they are combating.
ty becomes

far greater

at this appreciaBut the difficul-

when our research

extends

over

forms of belief of which there are no living representatives_
and when we have

not merely to estimate

measures of probability

subsisting

in different societies, but

have also to indicate their causes and their
reconstruct the modes of thought

the different
changes.

To

which produced super-

mfifiom, that have long since vanished

from among us ; to

trace through the obscurity of the distant past that hidden
bisa of the imagination
arguments, deeper than
in each auoeeeding
2

which--deeper
any change

than

any strife of

of creed---determinea

age the re.Allaed belief;

to grasp the

|8
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principle of analogy or congruity according to which the con.
ceptions of a given period were grouped and harmonised,
and then to show how the discoveries of science, or the
revolutions in philosophy, or the developments of indus
trial or political life, introduced new centres of attraetion_
and made the force of analogy act in new directions ; tc
follow out the process till the period when conclusions the
reason had once naturally and almost instinctively adopted
seem incongruous and grotesque, and till the whole current
of intellectual teudeacies is changed :--this is the task
which devolves upon every one who, not content with relating the fluctuations of opinions, seeks to throw some
light upon the laws that govern them.
Probably, the greatest difficulty of such a process of
investigation arises from the wide difference between professed and realised belief. When an opinion that is opposed to the age is incapable of modification and is an obstacle to progress, it will at last be openly repudiated ; and
if it is identified with any existing interests, or associated
with some eternal truth, its rejection will be accompanied
by paroxysms of painful agitation. But much more frequently civilisation makes opinions that are opposed to it
simply obsolete. They perish by indifference, not by controversy. They are relegated to the dim twilight land
that surrounds every living faith ; the land, not of death,
but of the shadow of death ; the land of the unrealised and
the inoperative.
Sometimes, too, we find the phraseology_
the ceremonies,
the formularies, the external aspect of
some phase of belief that has long since perlslmd, eoanect_
ed with a system that has been created by the wants and

INTRODUCTION.
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is thrilling with the life of modern civilisation. They re
semble those images of departed ancestors, which, it is said,
the ancient Ethiopians were accustomed to paint upon their
bodies, as if to preserve the pleasing illusion that those
could not be really dead whose lineaments were still visible among them, and were still associated with life. In
order to appreciate the change, we must translate these
opinions into action, must examine what would be their
effects if fully realised, and ascertain how far those effects
are actually produced.
It is necessary, therefore, not
merely to examine successive creeds, but also to study the
types of character of successive ages.
It only remains for me, before drawing this introduction to a close, to describe the method I have employed in
tracing the influence of the rationalistic spirit upon opinions. In the first place, I have examined the history and
the causes of that decline of the sense of tile miraculous,
which is so manifest a fruit of cixilisation. But it soon
becomes evident that this movement cannot be considered
by itself; for the predisposition in favour of miracles grows
out of, and can only be adequately explained by, certain
conceptions of the nature of the Supreme Being, and of the
habitual government of the universe, which invariably accompany the earlier, or, as it may be termed, the anthropomorphic stage of intellectual development.
Of the nature of this stag_ we have some important evidence in the
history of art, which is then probably the most accurate
expression of the religious realisations ; while the history of
the encroachments of physical science upon our fi]_t notions
of the system of the world, goes far to explain its decay

_0
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Together with the intellectual movement,

we have to con.

sider a moral movement that has accompanied it, which
has had the effect of' diminishing the influence of fear as
the motive

of duty, of destroying

the overwhelming

im-

portance of dogmatic teaching, and of establishing the supremacy of conscience.
This progress involves many im
portant consequences; but the most remarkable of all is the
decay of persecution, which_ I have endeavoured to show,
is indissolubly connected with a profound change in theolo_cal realisations.
I have, in the last place, sought to
gather fresh evidence of the operations

of the rationalistic

spirit in the great fields of politics and of industry.
In the
first s I have shown how the movement of secularisation has
passed through every department of political life, how the
progress of democracy has influenced and been influenced
by theological tendencies, and how political pursuits contribute to the formation of habits of thought, which affect
the whole circle of our judgments.

In the second_ I have

traced the rise of the industrial spirit in Europe ; its collisions with the Church; the profound moral and intellec
tual changes it efibcted; and the tendency of the great
science of political economy, which is its expression.
I am deeply conscious that the present work can fur.
nish at best but a meagre sketch of these subjects, and that
to treat them as they deserve would require an amoun*.
both of learning and of ability to which I can make no pro
tension.
I shall be content ff I have succeeded in detect,
ing some forgotten

link in the great

chain of causes, or in

casting a ray of light on some of the obscurer page_ of thp
history of opinions.
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I.

SENSE OF THE MIRACULOUS.

AND wrrcHcRAI_T.

THERE is certainly
300 years

EUROPE.

no change

striking,

in the history of the last

or suggestive

of

more

curious

enquiries, than that which has taken place in the estimate
the miraculous.

At present,

an account of a miracle
an absolute

and

taking

even

with all examination

derisive

place in their own day, with
incredulity

of the evidence.

unable to give a satisfactory

phenomena

that have taken

dream

of ascribing

range

being,

them

dispenses
they

explanation

may

of some

place, they never on that account
to supernatural

as they

of reasonable

which

Although

be entirely

i hypothesis

of

nearly all educated men receive

believe,

discussion.

agency,

altogether

such an

beyond

Yet, a few centuries

the
ago,

t readily
there was
no solution
to which A the
mind of mau
turned
in every
perplexity.
miraculous
account
was more
then
universally
_rdinary.

accepted

as

perfectly

There was scarcely

not, at some time, been

the

credible,

a village

probable,

or a church

scene of supernatural

and

that had
interl_osi.
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tion.

The powers

IN

]_UROPE.

of light and the powers

r_garded

as visibly

struggling

for

miracles,

supernatural

cures,

startling

prophecies,

and }rodigies

ity of the one, while
attendant
o! her.

horro_s,

I propose
department
names

the

in the present

in the history

magic,
scarccly

could

have

chapter

to examine

in the clearest

manner,

of evidence,

the very possibility
prevalence.

the position

of the

denounced

crime, and

investigated

traeted

without

exciting

whose

subject.'

most

and
Nations

z The general truth of this statement
though

there

are_ undoubtedly,

Templars were accused

of sorcery,

and its

avarice
that

can scarcely,
the

on count-

Tens of thou-

agonising

the faintest

a few remarkable
when Philip

lives were

the question

a_], as they were for the most part extremely
sectarianism

an

every land enacted

the accused.

by the

that

as to preclude

its continuance

judges,

perished

on the

to

it with all the emphasis

of almost

Acute

and condemned

influence

entirely

upon the con-

and so ample

sands of victims

poor,

treated

that the Bible established,

of dollbt, attested

in sifting evidence,

extremely

it deserves

as if it belonged

the reality

so varied

The legislators

torments,

vast

It is a subject

been too generally

believed

.aws for its punishment.
less occasions,

that

Yet, for more than fifteen hundred

The clergy

of authority.

of the

under the several

sorcery.

no voice or bearing

of the present.

the activ-

manifbstations

obtained

visions,

with all their

visible

of opinions, having

years, it was universally

spent

and magie,

and

in the spirit of the antiquarian,
the past, and

Saintly

.judgments,

of mirach, s, which is comprised

which has, I think,

amount

mastery.

of every order, attested

witchcraft

were

of witchcraft,

troversies

of dallrness were

the

and

pro-

compassion
ignorant

had

but

were

;

and
little

completely

I think, be questioned,
exceptions.
Beautiffl

Thus

the

wished to con-

MAGIC AND wITCHCRAI_r,
Beparated
one

by position,

question

Germany,

by interests,

were

but

united.

especially

l'rSves,
eight

six
hundred

burg.'

In

Dijon,

and

Rennes,

tiny

Nancy,
witches

At

at

and

perished

Douay

boasted
in sixteen

in

that

year
were

he

years.

they

every

where

on this

province

clerical

of

influence

raged with a fearful intensity.
said to have been burned
at
bishop
in the
passed

Toulouse,

Toulouse,

persons

almost

a single

decrees

of Paris,

of blood.'
hundred

by

in a single

In France,

Parliaments

and

hundred

and by character,

in those

predominated,
the persecution
Seven
thousand
victims
are

_9

of

bishopric
on the

I_ordeau,x,

were
seat

for

sorcery

had
The

of

Rheims,

the
at

year.
put

by

by a harvest

a single
Remy,

that

the

Rouen,

Inquisition,

to death

executions

and

of Wtirt_

subject

all followed

the

a single

Bamberg,

four

execution,
a judge

eight
took

of

hundred
place

at

fi,;eat¢their property ; and the heretical opinions of the Vandois may possrbly
nave had something to say to the trials at Arras, in 1459 ; and, indeed, the
name Vauderie was at one time given to sorcery. There were, moreover, a few
Gases of obnoxious politicians and noblemen being destroyed on the accusation ;
and during the Commonwealth there were one or two professional witch-finders
in England. We have also to take into account some cases of convent scandals,
such as those of Gauf[i'idi, Grandicr, and La CadiSre; but, _hen all these
deductions have been made, the prosecntion_ for witchcraft _ill represent the
action of undiluted superstition more faithfully than probably any others that
could ba named. The overwhelming majority of witches were extremely poor,
they were condemned by tim highest and purest tribunals (ecclesiastical and
lay) of the time; and as heretics were then burnt _ithout difficulty fi)r their
opinions, there was little temptation to accuse them of witchcraft, and be.qides
all parties joined cordially in the persecution. Grillandus, an Italian inqumltot
of the fifteenth century, says---' Isti sortilegi, ma_ci, nccromanth'i, et similes
tarot ¢_teris Christi fidelibus panperiores, sordidiores, viliores, et eontemptibi
liores, in hoc mundo Dee permittente calamitosam vitam communiter pe,'agunt,
Oeum vernm infeliei metre perdtmt et aeterni ignis ineendio eruclantur.'
(Dr
tC_t//eg//s, cap. iii.) We shall see hereafter that witchcraft and heresy repre.
tent the working of the same spirit on different classes, and, therefore, u_ally
_.¢ompanled each other.
t Wright's Sorcvry, vol. i. p. 18{_; Miehelet, Za Sordkre, p. 10.
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Paris

in a few months

that

country

EITROP_.

were., in the emphatic

old writer, ' almost infinite.'
Spain were there

_

'

The fugitives

seized and burned

the persecution

words

of an

who escaped to

by the Inquisition.

spread

to the

smallest

towns,

and the belief was so deeply

rooted

a sorcerer

as 1780.

Torquemada

devoted

of witchcraft

as zealously

as to the

was burnt as late

himself to the extirpation
extirpation

mind, that

of heresy, and he wrote a book upon the enormity

of the crime/
On French
134-136;

in the popular

In

In Italy, a thousand
witchcraft,

Madden's

see Thiers'

IT_tory

persons were executed

Trait_

of Phaatasmata,

de_ Superstitions,

in

tom. i. pp.

voi. i. pp. 306-310;

Garinet,

Hiztolre de ?a ?Jagle ¢n France, paaHm, but especially the Remon.qtrance of
the Parliament
of Rouen, in 1670, against the pardon of witches, p. 337 ;
Bodin's /)/_wnoman/e
de8 Sore'/_r,.
The persecution
raged with extreme
violence all through the south of France.
It was a brilliant suggestion of De
Lancre, that the witchcraft
about Bordeaux
might be connected with the
number of orchards-the
Devil being well known to have an especial power
over apples.
(See the passage quoted in Garinet, p. 176.)
We have a fearful
illustration of the tenacity of the belief in the fact that the superstition
still
continues, and that blood has in consequence
been shed during the present
century in the provinces that border on the Pyrenees.
In 1807, a beggar was
seized, tortured, and burned alive for sorcery by the inhabitants
of Mayenne.
In 1850, the Civil Tribunal of Tarbes tried a man and woman named Soubervie,
for having caused the death of a woman named Bedouret.
They believed that
she was a witch, and declared that the priest had told them that she was the
cause of an illness under which the woman Soubervie was suffering.
accordingly drew Bedouret into a private room, held her down upon
burning

straw, and

placed

a red-hot

iron across

her

mouth.

The

They
some

unhappy

woman soon died in extreme agony.
The Soubervies
confessed, and indeed
exulted in their act
At their trials they obtained the highest possible charao.
tera It was shown that they had been actuated solely by superstition, and it
was urged that they only followed the highest ecclesiastical
precedents.
The
jury recommended them to mercy; and they were only sentenced to pay twenty.
five francs a year to the husband of the wctlm, and to be hnprisoned for four
m(mths.

(_ordier,/_g_nd_

In the Ri2ud
teconnaltre

Amdtaln,

de_ Hauf_a-Pyr_.

que non seulement

_es personnes
_. 90.)

Lourdes,

1855, pp. 79-88

now used in the diocese of Tarbe_ it is said--'

On dolt

il pent y avoir, mais qu'il y a m{nne quelquefois

qul sont vdritablement

' Horente,/F_tory _f _e t.W_/_.

poes_d4es

des esprit8 malins.'

(Itd4

(English _m_alation),pp. 1zo-442,

_OlC

A_-D wrrcHcT.A_'r.

a single year in the province

31

of Como; and in other parts of

the country, the severity of the inquisitors at last created an
absolute rebellion.'
The same scenes were enacted in the
wild valleys of Switzerland
wls

then ruled

in three

months;

or Ravensburg,

Valery, in Savoy.'
ed in Sweden,'

In 1670, seventy

and a large

long series of persecutions
Church

and continued
of Rome

power the reality

alleged

forty-eight

and eighty

were

of them were

more salient

which extended

events

burnt.
in that

over almost every

in every way that

and the continued

at

persons were condemn-

for centuries with unabated

proclaimed

witches
burnt

in the little town of

proportion

And these are only a few of the
country,

In Geneva, which

by a bishop, five hundred

were executed
Constance

and of Savoy.

existence

fury.

The

was in her

of the

crime.

&mongst other cases, more than thirty women were burnt at Calahorra, in
1507.
A Spanish monk, named Ca.qtanaga, seems to have ventured to question
the justice of the executions as early as 1529 (p. 131). See also Garlnet, p.
176 ; Madden, vol. i. pp. 311-315.
Toledo was supposed to be the headquarters of the magicians, probably because, in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, mathematics, which were constantly confounded with mahdc , flourished there more than in any other part of Europe.
Naud_, Apo/og/epour/es
Grand8

llommes

_w_pfonvzz

de MaRie

Buckle's History of CiviHsallon,
!/¢/s [_st/tut/an/b_,
pp. 463-468.

(Paris,

1625), pp. 81, 82.

voh i. p. 334, note, and Simancas,

See also
De Catho

Spins, De Str/gibu_ (1522), cap. xli. ; Thlers, vol. i. p. 138; Madden, voL
i. p. 305.
Peter the Mart)r, whom Titian has immortalised, seems to have
been one of the most strenuous of the persecutors.
Spins, Apol., e. ix.
' Madden, voL i. pp. 803, 304.
tae_ibes TelPs shot to the assistance

Miehelet, La 8ordJre, p. 206. Sprenge:
of the devil
Mall. Mal., pare ii. c. xvi.

Savoy has always been especially subject to those epidemics of madness which
wore once ascribed to witches, and Boguet noticed that the principal wizards
he had burnt were from that comttry.
An extremely curious account of a
¢te.ct_t epidemic of this kind in a little village called Morzines will be found in
Un_ Rdation sur une Epid_nie d' Hyst_ro-Dbnonopath_
en 1861, par le Docte_
b. Constans (Paris, 1863).
Two French writers,
have maintained this epidemic to be supernatural.
t Gompaxe Plancey, .D/d. Info'nale,
m'qft, p. 55 ; Madden, voL L p. 854.

Main

art. Blokula

Kardec and Mirville_

; Hut,_hir_on

on W'uk/*
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She strainedevery nerve to stxmulatethe persecutioTLSLe
taughtby allher organs that to sparea witch was a direct
insultto theAlmighty,and to her ceaseless
exertions
istobe
attributed
by far tl:egreaterproportionof the blood that
was shed. In 1484,Pope InnocentVIII.issueda bullwhich
gave a Ibavful
impetusto the persecution,
and he itwas who
commissionedthe Inquisitor
Sprenger,whose book was long
the recognisedmanual on the subject,
and who is saidto
have condemned hundreds to death every year. Similar
bullswere issuedby Julius11.in 15(_4,
and by Adrian VI. in
1523. A long seriesof ProvincialCouncils assertedthe
existence
of sorcery,and anathematisedthosewho resorted
to it. 'The universalpracticeof the Church was to place
magic and sorceryamong the rese_wedcases,and at prSnes
to declaremagiciansand sorcerers
excommunicated ;''and a
form of exorcismwas solemnlyinsetted
intheritual.Almost
allthegreatworks thatwere writtenin favourofthe executionswere writtenby ecclesiastics.
Almost allthelayworks
on the same sidewere dedicatedto and sanctionedby ecclesiastical
dignitaries.Ecclesiastical
tribunalscondemned
thousands to death,and countlessbishopsexertedalltheir
influenceto multiply the victims. In a word, for many
centuriesit was universallybelieved,that the continued
existence
of witcherai_
formed an integralpartof the teaching of the Church, and that the persecutionthat raged
through Europe was supportedby thewhole stressof her
infallibility."
iThiers,_per_,

voLL p. 142.

For ample evidenceof the teachingof Catholicismon the subject,
IN
t[adden's
History of P/u=nt.,
voLL pp.284--248; Des Mousseaux, Pr_
/eJD_
(Paris,1854_ pp. 174-177 ; Thiers'_u]_*rst.,
tom. L pp. 188-168.
The two last-mentloned
writerswere ardentCatholics.Thiers,who wrote In
I_78 (I have used the Pariseditionof1741),was a verylearnedand moderLte

MAGI{)

AND

Such was the attitude
erence to this subject,

WITCHCR_,Fr.

_{_:

of the Church

of Rome

but on this ground

with

the Reformers

re!
had

no conflict with their opponents.
The credulity which Luther manifested
on all matters connected with diabolical intervention,

was amazing,

even for his age ; aud, when speak-

ing of witchcraft,

his language

rating.

have no compassion

'I would

exclaimed,

'I would

tablishment
diate

sequence
ercised

greater

where
the

the witch trials

persecution

the ablest
was

was

defender

of the English
tial

influence

h,

the ca

clergy as the direct

in any

fell almost

of the belief

ministers

other

entirely

proportionately

country,

into their

atrocious.

was Glanvil,

and

con

of religiouF

the Reformed

than

the greatest

In England

of the progress

where

Establishment;

Baxter,

on these witches,'

and there, as elsewhere

by the

measure

In Scotland,

and unhc_i

was the signal for an imme

of the superstition;

was represented
and the exact

scepticism.

emphatic

them all! '1

of the Reformation

outburst

its decline

burn

was

e_
and

hands,

Probably
a clergyman

one of the most influen.

of the Puritans.

with Puritanism,

into the _N'ew World;

in ]_Iassachusetts

form one of the

darkest

and

It

spread,

the execution_

pages in the his

theolo#an,
and wrote under the approbation
of 'the doctors in the faculty ot
Paris : ' he says---' On ne sgauroit nier quql y att des ma_ciens
ou des eorciert
(car ces deux mote sc preanent ordinairement
dana la mrme signification)
sans
eontredire visiblement lee saintes lettres, la tradition sacr6e et profane, les lois
¢anoniques
impudence

et ctviles et l'exprrienee
de tous lee si_cles, et sans rejeter ave¢
l'autorit6 irr6fragable
et inf, tfllible de l'Eglise qui lance si souvent

lee foudres de rexcommunication
contr' eux dane ses Prbnes ' (p. 182).
So also
Garine_----' Tous its conciles_ tons lee synodes, qui se tinrent dane lee seize
premiers sibcles de l'rglise s'61_vevt centre lee sorciers;
tous lee _crivains
eccl_slasfiques

lee eondaranent

bull of Innocent VIII.

avec plus on moins de sdvrrit6

' (p. 26).

The

is prefixed to the Malleus Mal_ftcarum.

Collae_iade Fasdnatianlbus. For the notions of Melanchthonon then
_bjecta, see Baxter's World of 8pi_.its, pp. 126, 12':.. Calvin, also, when r,
_odelliag the laws of Geneva, left those on witchcraft intact
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tory of America.

The

_

greatest

EUROPE.

religious

leader of the last

_entury _ was among the latest of its supporters.
If we ask why it is that
once so universally

and

the world has rejected

so intensely

believed,

why a narra-

tive of an old woman who had been seen riding
8tick, or who was proved

to have transformed

wolf, and to have devoured
deemed

so entirely

the

incredible,

what wa.

on a broomherself

into a

flocks of her neighbours,

most persons

would

is

probqbly

be unable to give a very definite answer to the question.
It
is not because we have examined the evidence and found it
insufficient,

for the disbelief

not prevent,

examination,

absurdity

is so strongly

is difficult

even

time

always

it is rather
attached

to consider

When

been

burnt

it does

the

idea of

because

to such narratives,

was felt, and

simply

so complete a change

it may be ascribed

when

them with gravity.

no such improbability

sons have
mentioned.

precedes,

on the

that

it

at one

hundrcds

of per-

two grounds

I have

takes place in public opinion,

to one or other

be the result of a controversy

Yet

of two causes.

It may

which has conclusively

settled

the question, establishing
to the satisfaction of all parties a
clear preponderance
of argument
or fact in favour of one
opinion,

and making that opinion

by all enlightened
selves

examined

men, even
the

evidence

a truism

though

which is accepted

they

on which

have

it rests.

not themThu% if

any one in a company of ordinarily educated persons were
to deny the motion of the earth, or the circulation
of the
blood, his statement would be received with derision, though
it is probable
that some of his audience would be unable to
demonstrate
give sufficient

the first truth,
reasons

and that very few of them could

for the second.
' Wesley

They may not them

_oIc

AND wr_a_.

_elves be able to defend
that, at certain

known

those

took

subjects

brought

forward

place,

spirit

of the

_ading
character
habit

eventually

ions as could
arguments.
That the

upon

yet

were discovered

lief_ we must

admit

the

that

ibr the change.

al' imposture

that

motives

eusers, might

have

the middle ages.

that

and of its

to any one who

If we ask what

the decadence

under torture,

new

of the beto acunsatis-

of the instanceg

discovered,

actuated

multiplication

but

of the

that we can say of the

can have

to

it is, thus, a

they were quite inadequate
All

may have

The

modification

be evident

question.

been said during

_rease of knowledge

and definite

of civilisation,

were occasionally

that

old opi_

it is _the result, not of

during

factory nature of confessions
licious

and they

is to be attributed

in Europe;

must

arguments

of probability.

or of new discoveries,

of the progress

opinions;

and

of certain

profound

prevailing

investigates

a new tone

by the mo_t cogent

arguments,

impartially

count

a rejection

per.
the

measure

in witchcraft

insensible,

direct consequence

als%

modify

new antipathies,

class of influences ; that

of thought

influence

the

and

be produced

of a gradual,

world

tendencies

profoundly

They form

alter

as absolute

any series of definite

then

It is possible,

intellectual

mind.

They

disbelief

this second

habits

general

new attractions
cause

writers

or experiments,

by the whole learned

of a century

public

of thought.

known

on

to be effectcd by what is called the

The

of the

controversies

arguments

demonstrations.

literature

They create

and that

accepted

a change
age.

the

of history,

some definite

as rigid and conclusive
tbr as complete

their position ; but they are aware
periods

which were ultimately

35

some

the darkest
of books

added nothing

of the ma.
of the ac*
periods of
and the in.
to these

ob
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vious arguments.

Those who lived when the evidences

witchcraft

in profusion, and attracted

existed

of all classes and of all grades
been

as competent

merely

a question

judges

as ourselves,

of evidence.

the accusations

was the

the scepticism.

The

progress

on the

gradual

of medical

knowledge

private

Indeed,

• to Pinel,

the

but it was

who wrote

philosophy
long

after

of

never

influential
of the con-

of madness
the

ma_

opinions of

upon the public mind, or made the battle-ground
*revelry.

was

cessation

and not the cause, of

influence on the
subject,

must surely have
if the question

The

consequence,

have had considerable
some writers

of intellect,

of

the attention

is mainly

superstition

due

had van-

ished ; and even if witchcraft

had been treated

this would not have destroyed

the belief that it was Satanic,

in an age when all the more startling
supernatural,

and

when

maintained

that

by the employment

of natural

laws.

acted

discovery,

it is true, was made
great

opponents

attention,

of the

word translated
be translated

laws

' poisoner.'

* This
maintained

and was much
against
'

This

which

as the history

was first,

¢as supported

sorcery.

It

One
which

on by the

was, that

condemnation

discovery

the
may

in itself is, how-

I believe,

the

of doubt.
to which

asserted

by Wier.

reign of Charles

II._ The

on the _ontineut

to have placed

It does not attect

of the witch of Endor,

in 1he New Testament,

during

insisted

was once supposed

above the possibility

demoniacs

the discussion,

Satan

insufficient to account for the change.
It
the enormous mass of evidence of the worl;.

ings of witchcraft,
luch passages

during

' witch ' i'n the Levitical

ever, obviously
does not affect

the belief

diseases were deemed

theologians

frequently
attracted

as a disease,

the believers

(In England
other

or of the
iu

It was much

side of the question

by Bodin, and ,.'n England

by Glanvil, Morl

MAGICAND wla'CHCRAFT.
witchcraft

triumphantly

of witches--assum_g

tloubt

these

can

shouht

be punished

with

death,

command.

The

persons

of any

distinct

of witchcraft

evidence

of it was questioned.

and witches

was

characteristics

of scepticism

in the seventeenth

confined

thinkers,

but gradually

includerl

almost

of

effected

identified

with

the

any great

It was not the triumph

prominent
At

to men who were avowedly

free-

over

a wider

with

clergy.

any

be-

century.

it spread

by

no

A 'disbc-

one of the most

all the educated,

proportion

was not

be

was disbelieved

llef in ghosts

first it was nearly

and whose

lives---there

irrespectively

fore the scriptural

by diabolical

neighbours,

countless

is, that the existence

large

the existence

in inflicting,

of evil on their

destroyed

that

altogether
truth

engaged

every folln

machinations

Assuming

that there were really certain persons

who were constantly
agency,

appealed.

_7

the

circle,

exception

This progress,

active

of a

however,

prop:_gandism.

book or with

and

It is not

any famous

writer.

of one series of arguments

over an-

other.
On the contrary,
no facts are more clearly estabUshed in the literature of witchcraf_ than that the movement
was

mainly

silent,

unargument_ive,

men came gradually
came gradually
subject

through

appeared,
to

first

theological

the educated

insensible;

in witchcrat_,

to look upon it as absurd;

tone of thought
least

to disbelieve

and

because

they

and that this new

of all, in those

influences,

that

and

who were

soon

laity, and .last of all took

spread

possession

_f the clergy.
It may be stated,
whenever

a religion

tem of terrorism,

I believe,
which

and which

as an invariable

truth,

rests in a great measure

that_

on a sys-

paints in dark and forcible

cob

ours the miaery

of men and the power of evil spirits, is in.

tensely

it will engender

reali_d,

the belief in witchcral_

ol

-_
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magic.
The panic which its teachings will create, wiL
overbalance the _aculties of multitudes.
The awful images
of evil spirits of superhuman

power, and of untiring

malig-

nity, will continually
haunt the imagination.
They will
blend with the illusions of age or sorrow or sickness, and
will appear

with an especial

vividness

in the more alarming

and unexplained ,phenomen'_ of nature.
This consideration
will account for the origin of the con.
eeption

of magic

in those ages when

belief

is almost

exclu-

sively the work of the imagination.
At a much later period,
the same vivid realisation of diabolical presence will operate
powerfully
passed

on the conclusions

so completely

out

of the reason.

of the

modes

We have now

of thought

predominated
in the sixteenth and seventeenth
we are so firmly convinced of the unreality
that it is only by a strong
can reali_e the position
is, I think,
without

difficult

coming

establishing
that

we should

The defenders
distinguished

to examine

to disbelieve

Yet it
evidence

is so vast and so varied,
it without

what, on other

deem the most extraordinary

rashness.

of the belief, who were often men of great
talent,

maintained

we

with impartiality,

that the historical

of witchcraft

that

of the beliefi

the subject

to the conclusion

it is impossible

subjecis,

effo_t of the imagination

of the defenders

the reality

which

centuries, and
of witchcraft,

and

that there was no fact in all

history more fully attested, and that to reject it would be to
strike at the root of all histolfical evidence of the miraculous.
The belief

implied

most extraordinary

the

continual

and

impressive

nature as to _all strictly

within

occurrence
character,
human

of acts

of the

and of such a

cognisance.

The

mubject, as we have seen, was examined in tens of thousands
of cases, ir

almost

every

_hich included the acutest

country
lawyers

in Europe,

by

and ecclesiastics

tribunalm
of the

_OIC
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age, on the scene and at the time when the alleged
taken

place, and with

witnesses.

The judges

condemnation
followed

the

accused;
death,

to exercise their power

opinion

was directed

explained

is essentially

by

coincidences,

when we consider

and

delusions;

but,

of strange

statements

that

in legal

documents,

rationalistic

an extreme

may be said with

confidence,

for such

which

ages in which
credulous;

and

evidence
fact, our

been completely
Now,
attach

of evidence
flourished

basis in i_ct.

were,

probable,

would

it is true,

reluctance
that

the

to believe
degree

concerning
doctrine

of secular

a hundredth
but

i_ be_
a very

it would

hay6

of the proofs.
of improbability

will depend,

degree

the belief,

have placed

If it were a natural

of witches,
that

to accumulate

on all matters

witchcrat_

we possess

will

be altoget_aer

no substantial

are, upon our doctrine
in which

which

In our own day, it

stifled by the multiplicity

it is evident

to histories

explanation

to this f_tct we attribute

yond the region of doubt.
buprobable

it is very dif-

it would

their testimony

If we considered

of the

had

witchcraft

yet we do not reject
part

that

an amount

a conception

history.

by

by optical

improbability.

grossly

others

others

not involve

The

undoubted.

Some cases may be

by imposture,

ficult to frame a general

impossible

and

and, although

the multitudes

were sworn and registered

round

constantly

was long considered
others

The

the details of witch-

cumulative.

monomania,

be

motives

and dcliberation.

concerning

craft, the fact of its existcnce
The evidence

would

strongest

to the question fiJr many centuries;

there was some controversy

chance

the

sworn

to desire the

and, as conviction

they had

with caution

whole force of public

acts had

of innumerable

had no motive whatever

of the

by a fearful

earnestly

assistance

in a great

we
mea_

evil spirits, and upon th_
is realised.

If men b.elieve
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that invisible

beings,

and intense

malignity,

and directing
persecution

of superhuman

all their

energies

of mankind;
miracles,

this is believed,

a vivid truth,
occupying

that

of witchcraft

future

that

would appear

or was

disposition

influence
in the

all

assent of cubas

intervention

thoughts

of mcn, which
hnprobability

far less than if this doctrine
When,

to reject

thereibre,

every history

as intrinsically

as

over the reason, and

the antecedent

unrealised.

of any examination

¢4

cvcnts,--if

realised, living, and operutive

prominence

growing
diabolical

the bodily functions

fi_retold

would demand,

rejected

the

itself to the mind and imagination

exercising

its importance

and

that, in past ages,

not with the dull and languid

if it presents

activity,

the world,

to the temptation

gover_md
and

tom, but with an intensely
surance;

haunting

if they believe

these spirits have actually
men, worked

power, restless

are perpetually

we

which

absurd,

was

find

a

involves

independently

of the evidence

on which

ma.v infer from this t_act the declining

realisation

it rests,

we

of the doe

trine of evil spirits.
These

two

considerations

will serve, I think,

to explain

the history of witchcraft, and also to show its great signifi.
canee and importance
as an index of the course of civilisation.

To follow out the subject

thr greater

space

into details

than I can assign

would

require

to it, but I hope

able to show, sufficiently,

what have been the leading

through

has passed.

which the belief

In the

ruder

forms

_'ltchcraft

universal,'

by features

of peculiar

_mua

Terror

of savage
atrocity.

is everywhere

pha_et

life, we find the belief

and accompanied,

h_

in most instanecas_

The reason
the

a

to be

of this is ob

beginning

i On the universality of the beliet_ see Herder, _/_'/o_pAy
giii. c. 2 ; M_ttry, H't_loire _le M'a_ie, ptutSi_

of

religion.

ofH',MmTs b
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The phenomena

which impress

themselves

_|
most forcibly on

the mind of the savage are not those which enter manifestly
into the sequence

of natural laws and which arc productive

of most beneficial

effects, but those which are disastrous

apparently

abnormal.

the smallest

deeper iml)ression
ations.

_Vhen,

aspects

of nature

deadly

forms

land,

the

realised

Gratitude

apparent

is less vivid than fear, and

infi'action

of a natural

the

more

are presented

of disease

savage

from

gorge;

the earthquake

tered their thousands
and distorts
and

he feels
exposed

pletely

ignorant

varions

parts,

the direct
continually
inlo
them

with

when

blasted
have

and

cowers

is strange,

before

chain

the

slaugh-

acts

with

them.

to invest

supernatural.

dread

that

IIe

will

strive
has

mastered

its

he deems

Feeling

endeavour

calamity

and comunites

of what

of evil spirits.

If some great

. him, or if some vengeful

the

portentous,

of nature,

of sequence

near him, he will naturally

he will attempt

has

pestilcn(.e

to all the influences

isolated

gifts.

an intensely

In the darkness

famine

and the

he lives in continual

communion

his

chasms and the wild echoes

in all that

of the

and

terrible
the more

; in every form of disease which refract_

the reason;

deadly,

Completely

oper-

desolate

things

presence.

a

under the blaze of the comet, or the

gloom of the eclipse;

land ; when

convulsion

these

of diabolical

of the night ; amid the yawning
solemn

stal"cling and

to his mind, when

or natural

derives

perception

of the mountain

law produces

than the most sublime of its ordinary
therefore,

and

them

to enter

to propitiate
fallen

passion

has

himself

with their authority;

upon

his reason,
and

ai_ excited imagination
will soon persuade him that he has
succeeded in his desire.
If his abilities and his ambition
place him above the common
*,he most ready

path

to power.

level, he will find in this bell o_
By professing

to hold corn

_
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reunion with and to control supernatural beings, he can ex
ercise an almost boundless influence over those about him,
and, among men who are intensely predisposed to believe iu
the supernatural, a very little dexterity or acquaintance with
natural laws will support his pretensions.
By converting
_e terror which some great calamity has produced int.c,
Anger against an alleged sorcerer, he can at the same tim¢
take a signal vengeance upon those who have offended him,
and increase the sense of his own impoz_ance. Those_whosa
habits, or appearance, or knowledge, separate them from the
multitude, will be naturally suspected of communicating
with evil spirits ; and this suspicion will soon become a certainty, if any mental disease should aggravate their peculiarities. In this manner the influences of ignorance, imagination, and imposture will blend and eoSperate in creating a
belief in witchcraft, and in exciting a hatred against those
who are suspected of its practice, commensurate with the
terror they inspire.
In a more advanced stage of civilisation, the fear of
witches will naturally fade, as the habits of artificial life
remove men from those influences which act upon the imagination, and as increasing knowledge explains some of the
more alarming phenomena of nature. The belief, however,
that it is possible, by supernatural agency, to inflict evil
upon mankind, was general in ancient Greece and Rome;
and St. Augustine assures us that all the sects of philosophers admitted it, with the exception of the Epicureantg
who denied the existence of evil spirits. The Decemvi_
passed a law condemning magicians to death. A similar
law was early enacted in Greece ; and, in the days of Demo,
thenea, a sorceress named Lemia was actually executed.'
I Garinet, pp. 18, 14
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aggrandising

sphere of the spiritual, did much to foster
we find that whenever, either
era, that philosophy
accompanied
tigation

of natural

to magic.

phenomena;

however, the persecution
almost

entirely

In one respect,
a somewhat

very small.

free from

prised

some

The
tired

and

head

often assured

other

peror, he had ascertained,

that

of success;

_ause of agitation.
been lately imported
therefore
dominant.

repugnant
Several

against

the

Some

of the

a po-

were

practices
they were

of the

magicians,

which

a

desthem

reigning

to the popular

era.

belief_

might be assailed

with

a constant
had_ also,

from Greece ; and were

conservative

emperors,

had

the emperors.

of the forms of magic
the

com-

of foretelling

and had thus proved

into the empire
to

but simply

way stimulated

the horoscope

in which the government

most prospect

repre-

against
that

Rome,
to have

however,

these

persons

according

and

methods

to assume the purple_ and in that
By c._sting

it'

The

of Pagan

of magic

to foster conspiracies

soothsayer

tLe period

fanaticism.

without,

movement,

the

and it was found

tendency

to rebellion.

edicts

religious

form,

Under

astrological

future;

On the whole

been, in those coun

the later period

different

made it.

he injured mail, and not be-

any phase of a religious
requirement.

strong

this, the an,

magic seem to have revived,

litical
the

Besides

seems to have

during

the laws against
senting

it has been

and the progress

magician was punished because
cause he offended God.

taken

and

were never directed earnestly to the invJ.s

lhis respect was, in consequence,
tlqes,

the belief;

before or alter the Christian

has been in the ascendant,

by a tendency

¢ient civilisations

the

spirit

that

in consequence,
were

executed

was

passed
with

_onsiderable
though

though somewhat

magicians

be inferred
under

the

spasmodic

were occasionally

from this that
name

was

gods, were still retained
made divination
treason,

suppressed.

and

concerning

shows

clearly

comprised

edge of the future,

morally

wron_

of divination

formed

Some of the more public
such as the oracles of the

honoured;

spirit

and a law, which
of the emperor

in which

desired

the others

to monopolise

and consequently

while

was

considered

the future

the

The emperors

to their courts,

that

many of the systems

in integral part of religion.
modes of foretelling the future,

Bdt ai

it _s not to

everything

of magic

On the contrary,

energy.'

persecuted,

they banished

the knowl-

drew many
them

high
were

astrologers

from other

parts

off'ihe kingdom.'
They were so far fi'om attaching
the idea
of sacrilege
to practices
which enabled them to foretell
coming

events, that

both passionately
among

Marcus

attached

Aurclius

and Julian,

and who

were

the best men who have ever sat upon a throne,

were

among the most ardent

to their religion,

who were

of the patrons

Such was the somewhat

of the magicians.

anomalous

cians

in the

last days

great

interest

from its bearing

of Pagan

position

Rome,

and

of the magiit acquires

a

on the policy of the Christian

eT_Vher°rs"
en the

Christians

were

[_oman empire, they naturally
a very different

spirit

through

tht

looked upon this question

with

from that

first

scattered

of the

heathen.

Inspiled

by an intense religious enthusiasm, which they were nobly
sealing with their blood, they thought much less of the civil
' This very ob._'ure branch of the subject has been most admirably treated
by Maury, Hist, Jz.e de la Magie (Paris, 1860), pp. 78--85.
An extremeh
Imrued and able work, from which I have derived great assistance.
i MamT, oh. iv.
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of magic,

and sacrilege

seemed much more terrible in their eyes than anarchy.
position, acting upon some of their distinctive

_eir

doctrines,

had

filled them with a sense of Satanic presence, which must have
shadowed
them
the

every portion

to discover
pagan.

adopted

The fearful

in its most

intensity

of their belief, and have predispo_rt

diabolical

influence

conception

material

upon their minds.

destiny

of all who were

Church,

and

of especial

that

their

of eternal

the

persecutors
The

with

its full

that this was the

narrow

circle

were doomed

whole

of

punishment,

form, had flashed
They believed

beyond

poignancy.

in every movement

world

was

of their

to agonies
divided

be-

tween the kingdom

of God and the kingdom

persecuted
Church
world the second.

represented
the first, the persecuting
In every scoff that was directed against

their

creed,

in every

edict

that

menaced

of Satan.

their

The

persons,

in

every interest that opposed their progress, they perceived
the direct and immediate action of the devil.
They found a
great and ancient
geous

rites,

preoccupied

religion subsisting

its traditions,
the

strong
were

predisposition
reaL

them.
demons,
kind.

barrier

especial

lous standard,

to interpret

Nor

they

From the magicians

New Testament,

what seemed at
In this religion

every

event by a miracu-

them that all its boasted
believed

had in all ages

had

of the devil, and their

did they find any

The world

Its gor-

its miracles

to their mission.

workmanship

persuaded

who

them.

and

public mind, and presented

first an insuperable
they saw the

around

its priests,

difficulty

in explaining

to be full

of malignant

persecuted

of Egypt

prodigies

and deluded

to the demoniacs

their power had been continually

In the chosen land they could only persecute

manof the

manifested.

and afflict; but.
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among the heathen,
universally
intellectual
spirits,

as divine.

accounts

influenced

the early teachings

these theories,

the immediate

pagan

were

world

imperfect

morality--angels,

by those Platonic

of the Church.'
objects

subsidiary

permission

the religious
compromise

spirits

of finite

government

religion

of the

was not irreconcilable
adopted

of mankind.

this conception

Deity,
In this

state was true

of subsidiary

then

and

called,

and who, by the

monotheism

with pure theism.

to

of the

power

were

and inaccessible

was effeeted between

According

of the devotions

or, as they

of the supreme

inter.

form, had so profoundly

who acted the part of mediators;

The

of the

of diabolical

strengthened

wlfich, in their Alexandrian

demons

consequence

condition of the age, acting upon the belief in evil

vention, had been still further

ism.

supreme power, and were

which was the natural

and upon the scriptural

theories
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they possessed

worshipped

This doctrine,

IN

regulated
manner,

and

a

polythe-

and lawful, but
The Christians

it

had

spirits ; but they main-

tained them to be not the willing agents, but the adversaries,
of the Deity ; and the word

demon, which, among

the pa-

' The Alexandrian or Neo-Platonic school probably owed a great part ot its
influence over early Christianity to its doctrine of a divine Trinity--the
Unity,
the L%-_s, and the energising
with the Christian doctrine.

Spirit---which was thought by some to harmonise
Many persons have beUeved that Neo-Platonie

modeq both of thought and expression are reflected in St. John's Gospel.
The
influence which this school exercised over Christianity forms one of the most
remarkable
pages in ecclesiasti"_l
history.
From it the orthodox derived a
great part of their metaphysics
rerntng

the worship

; and, in a great measure, their doctrinq

of demons, to which St. Paul was long

thought

con.

to have

,lluded.
From it the Gnostics, the first important sect of Christian heretics,
obtained their central doctrine of the ff_ons, which Julian endeavoured to con
solidate into a rival system.

On the doctrine of the demons, in its relation to

heathen worship, see the chapter on Neo-Platonism

in Igaury, and the enrlous

argument, ba_d on the Platonic theory, which occupies the greater part of th_
dghth book of the De C3/_e
1)_;

_A_m
gans, signified

only
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the level

of a Divinity

among the Christians signified a devil
This notion seems to have existed in the very earliest
period of Christianity ; and, in the second century, we find it
elaborated

with most minute

who wrote in that century,
of these evil

and detailed

care.

Tertullian,

assures us that the world was full

spirits, whose

influence

every portion of the pagan

creed.

might be descried
Some of them

to that band of rebels who had been precipitated
into the abyss.
and who, having

attached

taught

them

their

to eternal

way to thwart

especial

ship which
immoral

delight
was due

deities

to the daughters

suffering.'

the

diabolical
devil, and
Jupiter,

most

to Him

pure,

Minerva,
so was
the

the

Diana,

heathen

Cuhu .Fwminarum,

to themselves

alone.

:Not only

not only
or Pluto,

were

but

lib. i c. 2.

the

to have

the

more

and

This curious

notion

a

so was

High.

The

of departed

achieved

of EnoeRl, which was thought

who
was

and

Most
names

as

undoubtedly

of wisdom,

of the

under

the wor-

also those

the type of chastity,

conception

and

such divinities

literally

heroes, and who were supposed
._

of the Almighty,

personification

_virits who were worshipped

authority of the prophecy

These were now seeking

was to attract

of heathenism,

of men ;

to commit

their faces, had been

the purposes

Venus, or Mars, or Mercury,
appeared

with Satan

to dye wool, and

the still more fearful offence of painting
justly doomed

belonged

Others were the angels who, in the antedi-

luvian world, had become

in every

in

so many

is given

by some--and

on the
Tertul

lian seems to have inclined to their opinion--to be authoritative Scripture.
Augustine suggests, that the ' angels ' who were attached to the antediluvians
•ere possibly devils--incubi,

as they were called---and

that the word angel, in

d_e writings attributed to Enoch, and in all parts of Scripture, signifying onl_
meue_er,
may be applied to any spirit, good or bad. (De O/_. De/, lib xv
cap. _3.)

This rule of interpretation

had, as we shall see, an important

fiueaceon the later theoloKvof witchcraft

i_
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acts of splendid and philanthropic
heroism,
who had assumed the names of the dead.
demnation

was passed upon those bright

fancy, the progenitors
and dryads
stream.'

The

traditions
in the
which
oracular

land

of Venus;

by invisible

clustered
shrines,

and

with unholy

were
the

replete

and the

legions,'

with

household

around

that

vestal

power,

and Fauns,

and Dusii, they had not only frequently
but

had

objects

of thcir

passion.

made

the

were all

the names of Sylvans

innumerable

appeared
women

This fhct was so amply

that it would be impudence

were

virgins,

of their presence.

mankind,

exploita

the miracles

attestations
among

Under

the

splendow

gods

centres of Roman

every
and

their

the air;
the

nymphs

hallowed

with an unfading

hands through

so thickly

of a poetic

fairies, the

grove

lamp, which burnt

temple

transported

every

air was filled

of every

The immortal

creations

of the medi0eval

who peopled

were all devilJ
The,_same con

to deny it.'

Persons

a Much the same notions were long after held •bout

th{

attested,
possessed

the fairies.

A modern

French writer states, that till near the middle of the eighteenth century, • mass
was annually celebrated in the Abbey of Polssy, for the preservation of the nuns
from their power.
(Des Mousseaux, Pralique, des Dbrno_, p. 81.)
One sect of heretics of the fourth century--the
Messalians---went
to make spitting a religious exercise,
they inhaled.
(M•ury, p. 317.)

in hopes of thus

casting

out

so far as
the devils

' Hoc n%oare impudentite vidcatur ' (St. Aug. De C_iv. Dei, lib. xv. cap. 23_
The Saint, however, proceeds to say, ' Non hic aliquid •udeo to, mere definire.'-.W_ealso Justin

Martyr, 2fp. c.v.

The same notion was perpetuated

through

the succeeding age_ and marriage with devils was long one of the most ordinary accusations in the witch trials.
The devils who appeared in the female
form were generally called succubi, those who appeared
like men, _acuh.
(though this distinction was not always preserved).
The former were corn
paratively rare, but Bodln mentions • priest who had commeroe with one foe
more than forty years, and another priest who found • faithful mistress in •
clcvi] for half a century : they were both burnt alive (D&rnonomani,
p. 107).
Luther was a finn believer in thiq intercourse (Ib/d.).
were much more common;

and hundreds,

perbaps

been burnt on account of the belief in them.

thousands,

de= _er_
The incubi

of women

hay=

It wma observed, that they had •
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with devils were constantly liberated by the Christiau_, and
tombs of the exorcists have been discovered in the catacombs2

_._Christian

in any respect deviated

path of duty, a visible man_eqtation
appeared

to terrify

thoughtless
lheatre

dissipation,

she became

remonstrated
act.

him.

A Christian
went

possessed

to the
with

with the evil spirit

The devil replied

peculiar attachment

lady,
theatre,

a devil.

the

in a fit cf
and

at the

The

exorcist

on the presumption

apologetically,

to women with beautiful

from

of the devil sometimes

of its

that it had found the

hair;

and it was an old Cathdac

belief, that St. Paul alluded to this in that somewhat curiou.q passage, in which
he exhorts women to cover their heads, because of the 'angels'
(Sprenger,
Nail. Ms/., Pars
had no children,
inquisitor

assures

i. Qu_cst. 4; and Pars ii. Qu_est. 2). The incubi generally
but there were some exceptions to this rule, for Nider the
us, that the island _f Cyprus was entirely peopled by their

sons (Ma/L Ma//.fi., p. 522).
The ordinary phenomenon of nightmare, as the
name imports, was associated with this belief (see a curions passage in Bodin_
p. 109). The Dusii, whose exploits St. Augustine mentions, were Celtic spirits,
and are the origiu of our ' Deuce' (Maury, p. 189). For the much more cheerful wews of the C_balists, and other secret societies of the middle ages, con
cerning the intercourse of philosophers with sylphs, salamanders, &c., see thai
very curious and amusing book, I.e Corot.. de Gabalzs, ou Entre_iens sur la
whom
infants,

SecrJtes (Paris,
1671).
I,ilith, the first wife of Adam, concerning
the Rabbinical traditions are so full, _vho was said to suck the blood of
and from whose name the word lullaby (Lill Abi) is supposed

by some

to have been derived, was long regarded as the queen of the succubi (Plancey,
Div_ Inf., art. Lili_).
The Greeks believed that nightmare resulted from the
presence of a demon named Ephialtes.
There is one of these inscriptions
another in the catacomb of St. Callista.
order of exorcists,

whose functions

t_r. Spencer Northcote,
inscriptions.
Christianity,

in the Museum at the Lateran, and
In the Church of Rome there is an

are confined

in his book

to baptisms;

on the Catacombs,

and with

identifies

these

the ancient

I have not done so, because it is quite certain that, in primitive
the practice of exorc'_aing possessed persons was general; and

because Sprenger asserts, that the employment of exorcising at baptisms wu
sot introduced till a later period (Mall. Ms/., Pars it. Qu_est. 2). Sprenge_
does not give his authority, but as he is usually well informed on matters of
tradition, and as he treats the omission as a difficulty, I ha_e adopted his view
See also Neander's H/st., vol. ii. p. 870.
4
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The rites of paganism
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something

which

In the theatre, in the

in all the public festivals,

manifested

their presence.

tian soldier, on one occasion,

refilsed

crown,

been

because

Bacchus

laurels

and Venus;

than comply

and endured

ed,

spirits,

were

they mingled

acts.

Watchful

_'ersally believed;

objects
and

_rhich, in this secular

as men realise

4evoted

to them

duty.

They seemed

Wherever

beleaguered

manifesting

of their
it was
religious

the undivided

when their faith has been
,ecution.

_ maintain-

must have spread among
they turn-

by

their

malicious

presence

by

of life, and the Christians
hatred.
realised

age, we can scarcely

realised

rather

fiends stood beside every altar;

with every avocation

_vere the special

Tertullian

and

to

was elicited

with his strict

of miracles.

who were perpetually

supernatural

punishment

may be easily conceived.

surrounded

a festal

dedicated

wrote a treatise

which such a doctrine

an atmosphere

they

severe

had only complied

the early Christians
*.obreathe

originally

there

A Chris-

even to wear

Much discussion

but Tertullian

Ing that the martyr
The terror

had

with the custom.

by the transaction,

had in sores

of life, and all were there-

with diabolical influence.

circus, in the market-place,
was

IN

with

an intensity

conceive.

doctrines,

when

energies

of their

intensified

De Spec_aeu//_, cap. xxvi.

All this was uniIt was

they

have

lives, and

in the furnace of per-

Another woman,

this writer aMurm

as_ having gone to see an actor, dreamed all the following night of a winding
Iheet, and heard the actor's name ringing, with frightful reproaches, in her
_ara To pass to a much later period, St. Gregory the Great, in the sixth
century, mentions a nun who, when walking in a garden, began to eat without
making the sign of the cross.

She had a bitter cause to repent of her lndec_a!

haste, for she immediately swallowed a devil in a lettuce (/)/a/off/, Hb. i. c. 4)
the whole passage, which is rather long for quotation, is extremely curiouL
• De Comn&

_oIc
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'I"ae bearing of this view upon the conception of magic
is very obvious. Among the more civilised pagans, as we
have seen, magic was mainly a civil, and in the last days of
the empire, mainly a political crime. In periods of great p_
litical insecurity, it assumed considerable importance; at
other periods it fell coml)letely into the background.
Its
relation to the prevailing religion was exceedingly indeterminate, and it comprised many rites that were not regarded
as in any degree immoral. In the early Church, on the
other hand, it was esteemed the most horrible form of sacrilege, effected by the direct agency of evil spirits. It ineluded the whole system of paganism, explained all its
prodigies, and gave a fearful significance to all its legenda
It assumed, in consequence, an extraordinary importance in
the patristic teaching, and acted strongly and continually
on the imaginations of the people.
When the Church obtained the direction of the civil
power, she soon modified or abandoned the tolerant maxims
she had formerly inculcated; and, in the course of a few
years, restrictive laws were enacted, both against the Jews
and against the heretics. It appears, however, that the mu
titude of pagans, in the time of Constantine, was still so
great, and the zeal of the emi)eror so languid, that he
at first shrank from directing his laws openly and avowedly
against the old faith, and an ingenious expedient was devised for sapping it at its base, under the semblance of the
ancient legislation. Magic, as I have said, among the Romans, included not only those appeals to evil spirits, and
those modes of inflicting evil on others, which had always
been denounced as sacrilegious, but also certain methods of
fore_!llng the future, which were not regarded as morally
wrong, but only as politically dangerous.
This latter do

5_
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formed an offshoot of the established

had never been separated
had been devised

religion_ and

from it with precision.

for the purpose of preventing

The laws
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hnposition_ and they had been executed in that spirit.
Christian
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with extreme severity,
efthe
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pagans.'
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At first_ that secret magic which the decem..

had prohibited,

genera|
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or

but which
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use, was alone condemned

few reigns, the circle of legislation

afterwards
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; hut, in the course of a
expanded, till it included

the whole system of paganism.
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immediately

enacted

an extremely

decreed
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burnt

any aruspex
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alive,

after
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emperor

house

of a
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of his employers

should

confiscated,

Two years later, however,

to prohibit

to d'lscover remedies
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and

a procla

attenuated
the force
it was not the inten-

magical

rites which

for diseases,
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or to protect

tho

death

stantine,

his successor.

but completely
appears

The history
Maury, _r/a

1'o_-/dmt.

!

He

harvests from hail, snow, or tempests.*
This partial tolerance continued
till the

Constantius

:

magic.

into the

of celebrating

mation was issued, which considerably
of this enactment, for it declared that
tion of the

Constantine

secret

who entered

property

the accuser rewarded.'

his conversion,
law against

passed

to have been

of this movement

Magi,

away

under

governed

has been traced

and also by Bcuguot,

De_ueflon

of Con

by far stronger

with masterly

ability

de .Pagani_me

by
danm

Oodez_,
lib. ix. tit xvi. c. 1, 2. The pagan historian Zoaimus observes,that when Coustautinehad abandoned his eountry's gods ' ha
made this beginningof impiety,that he lookedwith contempt on the art of
foret_ling' (lib. ii. c. 29); and Eusebiusclassifieshis prohibitionof prophecy
w_ththe measuresdirected opeuiyagaiustpaganism. (V//a Cim_.,lib. k c. 16.1
* (?#d.Th. lib.i_ t. xvi. l. a
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than
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more
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behad

of their

were to be thrown

hooks

al

All who attempted

who were

their

the

many

fives

and

and

of magic.

of paganism.

which

the

demons,

in Rome

the

which

At
that

destroying

augurs,

by

of magic

worship.

manner,

Arian

influenced

he complained

with

directed

privileges

significant
human

those

as among

pagan

the

with a stern and

th_ forms

of the

in denying

their

much

emphatically

to excruciating

they

which

the

ihture--the

; arid

embraced

his laws

and

every

were captured

beasts

be put

been

laws,

sternest

diviners--were

clans who
wild

upon

tempests

in the

had

against

by the assistance

to prohibit

to

closely

producing

enemies

have

he dh'ected
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rites

were

not

among

the

observed

as a

'enemies

of the

applied

to the

Cod. T&, lib. ix. t. xvi. 1. 4, 5, 6. The language is curious and very pe
remptory--thus, we read in law 4 : _Nemo haruspicem consular, aut mathema
ticum, nemo hariolum. Augurum et vatum prava confessio eonficescak
Clmld_i ac magi et ceteri quos malefieos ob facinorum magmJtudinem vulgus
appellat, nec ad hanc pattern aliquld moliantur. Silent omnibus perpetuo divinandi cuHositas: etenim suppUeium, capitls feret gladio ultore prostratus quicuaque ju_is obsequium denegaverit.' Another law (6) concludes : ' Si conrictus ad propfium facinus detegentibus repugnaverit peruegando sit eculeo
dedit_, ungulJsque sulcanfibus latera perferat pcBuasproprio diguas facinore._
On the nature of the punishments that were employed, compare the Comme_.
on the law, in Ritter's edition (Leipslc_ 17_8), and Beugaot_ tom. i. p. 148+
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Christians,

and which proved

so effectual

popular mind, was transferred
The task of the Christian
was, i_ truth,
ceived;

one of the

were

natural

consequence

men believed

unable

terrorism,

Priests

mlfltiply
was

was nowhere

questioned

for a moment
were

tonism, and were
Egypt,

The Fathers,

can be con-

barbarity
which

credulity.

could

were the
As long as

the

at length

future,

them

to achieve

their

most unquestionably

might

fulminate

most

continue

their anathemas,

penalties;

but scepticism,

one

corrective

for the

to be found.

writing

it

overpower

that a few simple rites could

The

populace
The

by the dreams

long books

of spirits,

and

on the
their

it is true, vehemently

This
never
pagan

of l_eo-Plamysteries

intercourse
denounced

but they never seem to have had the faintest

and

evil.

the efficacy of magic.

all infhtuated

the hierarchy

the
magic

their

the

scepticism
philosophers

Roman
practices

would

and enable

desires, they would

and emperors

that

they could easily ascertain
that curiosity

to practise them.

men.

that

As long as they believed

cherished

difficult

to destroy

baffle their enemies,

not

most

of the prevailing

that

was quite certain
fear.

to the magicians.'
emperors in combating

and all the penalties

devise

in exasperating

of
with

magic,

suspicion that it

_as a delusion.
If Christianity had had nothing to oppbse
to the fascination of these forbidden rites, it would have been
impossible

to prevent

from reverting

the

to them;

immense
but, by

majority

of the people

a very natural

process,

a

I Beugnot_tom. L p. 148. On the_e laws, M. Maury well says, eDe hi
m_-tese trouvalentatteintslea rninistreadu potythdismelea plus en cr6dlt,lee
pratiqueaqul inspiraientb]a superstitionleplus de contiance. • _, • Biem
desgens ne se souda|ent plus de rendrea_x dieux le culte 16galet contact6
realslea oracles,les a_
lea pr6sages,presquetous lea pa/eusy rocouraien_
ave_ confiance_
et lear e_ enleverla posaibilit6c'6talt leurd6pouillerde ce¢ml
INmatlear oonsola_lon
et leurjole' (pp. 117, 118_
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jeries of conceptions

were rapidly

introduced

which fOITaed what may be termed
in which

the talismanic

_ian ceremonies,
of unlawful

virtues

became

charms.

while these sacred
was never

theory

of the

correct;

talismans

writers

this would
Christian

most

to tile curiosity
corporated

into

by the

that,

eighteenth
of the

not

century

the result, not

of imposture,

of Christianity

but

had

of the

been

the

been

clergy;

case.

would have

The

pandered

and something
would

Nothing

which

If the

in medi0evalism

knavery

have

Church.

the change

clergy.

that cuhninated

was universal,

place, because
No part

Christian

oracles or auguries

the

however,

the

like all other priests,

gous to the ancient

virtue
the

result

which

to the

multiplied,

certainly

priests,

of holy water, and of Chri_

wcre indefinitely

of the

the

of magic,

of magic, the power of predicting

claimed

simply

a rival system

It is very remarkable,

if the superstitions

had been

into theology,

a kind of counterpoise

othel great fascination
/uture,
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have been

of this

passed

over

in-

kind took

theology

of a normal

had a tendency

analo-

was

development.

to develop

into an

oracular system; and had such a system arisen, it would
have been the result of deliberate fraud.
On the other hand,
there

were

pecially

many conceptions

concerning

under the pressure
and natural,

the

with

efficacy of baptismal

of a materialising

if not

tishism, assimilating
nuiversally

connected

legitimate
with

the

magical

water,

which,

into a kind of fenotions

that

were so

diffused.

that saint which refers to a period
of Constantius,
magic.

faith, es-

age, passed, by an easy

transition,

St. Terome, in his life of St. Hilarion,

Christian

the

and which

ceremonies
It appears

began

shows

a miracle

of

a few years after the death
clearly

to occupy

that a Christian,

relates
the
with

position
reference

named Italicus,

that
to

was ac

i
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:

_ustomed to race horses against the pagan duumvir
and that this latter

personage

by means of magical
and paralysed

rites, which stimulated

shrank

from

but Italicus at last persuaded
of his intervention,

and

Hilarion

himself

endowed

with a peculiar

the

arrived.

had

water.

chariots

Immediately

a supernatural
adversary

rapidity

faltered

by an invisible
wonder, of

a bowl

circus.

sprinkled
chariot

magicians

was of

spirit of toleration,
provocations
manifested,

signal

Christian

for the
the holy

flew with
of his

as if they had been struck
rang with

Some called

abandoned
directed

course

raider

suspended

wild cries

ot

for the death of

which Constantius

pagan

against
Julian,

the

whose

when we consider the age he lived in, the

he endured,

and the

is one of the most

lie was passionately

devoted
admitted,

religion

side by side, and

while the horses

The circus

Ihe

pagan

which

the day of the

his horses with
of the

to the goal;

joy, or of anger.

persecution

and

of water

As the

the Christian magician, but many others
ism in consequence of the miracle.'
The

to

in horse-racing;

At length

and staggered,
hand.

at the application,

were placed

the

the

appears

and which was, therefore,

virtue.

start was given, Italicus

in de.

him that the cause was wortLy

obtained

thronged

saint

actively

consecrated,

The

spectators

his own horses,

The

startled

participating

the victory,

The Christian,

to St. Hilariou.

have been, at first, somewhat

races

gained

those of his opponent.

spair, had recourse
rather

invariably

of Gaza

intense

remarkable

religious
facts

zeal he

in history.

to those forms of magic which
and his palace

was always

WstaSaned/H'dar/on/s. This miracleis related by Beugnot. The whole
life of St. I_Ularion
is crowdedwith prodigiesthat illustrate the viewtaken lu
the !ext. Besidescuringabout two hundredpersons in a little more than i
month, driving away serpents,&c., we find the saint producing rain with flu
_c facilityas _nelaterwitches.

MAGIC

,hronged

with

magicians.

which Constantius
nation of Julian

by a crown2

tan renewed

prayers

offered2

This

and

midnight

that province

consented

nessed. _ In the

and

heresy.

' The

said, became

did

very

cuted, because,
not to forget

to crown

the

because

songs.

Arian

that he could cure an attack

most trivial

exhorted
door.

pillar and

expiated

this not very alarming

his body,

his wife
An

old

man, who im-

of diarrhoea

a marble

was exe-

to allay the parox-

A young

the vowels,
In

impar-

as it has been

of thc

alternately
torture

with

philosopher

she endeavoured

ysms of a fever by magical

wit

of the

;' and the
he had

in

empire, fearfifl

everywhere

tenets

One

religion,

inoperative

of the
were

portal

were still
in Greece,

established

of philosopher,'

letter,

the

which

was persecuting,

with death.

in a private

woman perished,
agined

portions

'a title of proscription

offences were visited

law against

discontent

to the

not adopt

name

of a cross,

but Valentin-

another

sacrifices,'

persecution

East, Valens

zeal, all who

continued;

to its remaining

; but, in other

of suffering

form

the short reign of Jovian,

so much

opposed

at the coro-

among the Christians,

and made

excited

it was directly

that Valentinian

tial

During

seems to have

law

of the entrails,

was renewed

occasion, the

the persecution,

t impious

scenes

on that

5_

consultation

; and it was reported

the same tolerance

where

The

had forbidden,

Chat they presented,
_urmounted

/KN'D wrrCHC'_I_-AW1_.

by touching

while

he repeated

superstition

by

and by death2
reviewing

by the orthodox

these
and

persecutions,

which

by the Arians

against

were

directed

magicians,

1 St. GregoryNazianzen(3rdoration against Julian).
I bJ_ Th., lib. ix. t. xvi. L 7, &c.
Maury, pp. 118, 119.
4 AmmianusMarcellinul.lib. _
v. I, 2.

we
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must carefully guard against some natural exaggerations.
would be very unfair to attribute

It

directly to the leadel_ of

the Church the edicts that produced them.

It would be still

more unfair to attribute
to them the spirit in which those
edicts were executed.
Much allowance must be made for the
!ersonal barbarity
rapacity

of certain emperors

and prefects;

which made them seek for pretexts

by which

might

confiscate

the property of the wealthy;

alarm

that

created

was

by

for the

every attempt

they

and for the

to discover

t'ne

successor to the throne.
We have positive evidence that one
_r other of these three causes was eo_mected with mos_
of the worst
earlier

outbursts

history,

on political

of persecution;

that persecutions

as well

and we know, from

for magic

as on religious

had taken

grounds,

long before

Christianity

had triumphed.

We must not, again,

the severity

of the persecution

by the precise language

laws.

If we looked

should
worship

conclude

simply at the written

that

a considerable

broken.

In practice,

A general

however,

connived

have seldom exhibited.

at their infraction.

application

of the penalties

fitful, and uncertain.
extreme

severity.

and universally
had pervaded all
modern

Popular prejudice

ran

; and the rulers frequently

We find, therefore,

that the

that were decreed was irregular,

Sometimes
Sometimes

tised without disguise.

we

pagan

the law was constantly

laxity of administration

$ounter to many of the enactments

of the

of the

parts of the empire, to an extent which the weakest
governments

measure

enactments,

portion

was, at an early period, absolutely

suppressed.

pmce

they

were

the forbidden

Very frequently,

enforced

_vith

rites were prao-

in one part of the

empire persecution raged fiercely, while in another part it
was lmknown.
When, however, all these qualifying circum.
_tances have been admitted,

it remains clear that a series of

MAGIC

AND

WITCHCRAI_r°
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Jaws were directed ag"ainst rites which were entirely innocuous, and which had been long universally

practised,

as parts

of the pagan worship, for the purpose of sapping the religion
from which they sprang.

It is also clear that the ecclesiasti-

cal leaders all believed in the reality of magic ; and that they
had vastly increased
attributing
Theodosius,

the popular

sense of its enormity,

to all the pagan rites a magical character.
this phase of the history

In the beginning

of magic

Undel

terminated.

of his reign, that emperor contented

self with reiterating

the proclamations

b7

him-

of his predecessors;

but he soon cast off all disguise, and prohibited, under the
_everest penalties,

every portion of the pagan worship.

Such was the policy pursued by the early Church towards
+.he magicians.

It exercised

in some respects a very impor-

tant influence upon later history.
of tradition
reality

was

formed

of the crime above

second place, the nucleus
the inquisitors

which,

In the first place, a mass
in later

the possibility
of fact, around

were accumulated,

ages, placed
of doubt.
which
a great

In the

the fables ot

was considerably

By a curious, but very natural transition,

enlarged.
portion

the old pagan worship

passed from the sphere of reli_on

that

country

of magic. _'The

people

continued,

the

of
into

in secrecy

and danger, to practise the rites of their forefathers)
They
were told that, by those rites, they were appealing to powerful and malicious

spirits ; and, after several generations,

they

came to believe what they were told, without,
however,
abandoning the practices that were condemned.
It is easiel
for superstitious men, in a superstitious
age, to change all the
notions that are associated with their rites, than to free theb
minds from their

influence.

Religions never truly peris}

except by a natural decay.
In the towns, paganism had
arrived at the last stage of decrepitude, when Christianit_

t,/
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arose ; and, thert fore, in the towns, the victory of Christianity
was prompt and decisive ; but, in the country, paganism

still

retained

and

its vigour, and defied all the efforts of priests

magistrates

to eradicate it.

still further

strengthened

kind

of compromise

The inrasion
the pagan

of the barbarians

element,

was ei_ected.

and

Paganism,

at last

mystem, was annihilated,

but its different

to exist in a transfigured

form, and under new names.

portions

of the

They coalesced
resemblance,
inence

were

gave

those

Christian

acceptable

and

Lic faith, the
Another
upon

traces

portion

recognised

numerable
position,

influential.

intertwined

which

verge

of the
religious

by councils, and habitually

ignorant

ecclesiastics,

magical

and frequently

than the regular
A third portion

rites, which

tion and anathemas,

prom-

them

pecu-

have

and which

the

long

form of inan equivocal

sometimes
faith,

encouraged
attracting

and

occasionally
by the more
a more

in-

with which they
in the form of

in defiance

continued,

condemn-

associated

practices,

ceremonies
continued

were practised

muppression of paganism,

faith.

may be detected.

occupied

and

censured

tense devotion
were allied)

rendered

It assumed

rites,

with authorised

Many

they bore most

Antiquarians

countenanced,
the

new

became a kind of excrescence

Christianity.

upon

the

every part of the Roman Catho-

of paganism

superstitious

continued

an extraordinary
and

of this amalgamation

sometimes

ed, hovering

by

to which

doctrines
system,

since shown that, in almost

elements

absorbcd

with the doctrines

in the

liarly

system

a

as a distinct

of persecu-

aider the nominal

for nearly eight centuries'

rites, of course, only form one element, and perhaps

These
not a

Manyhundredsof these superstitionsare e-a_ed by _niera A
numberalso are givenin Scott'sD/acovcryof W'_ft
• Mlchelet,La _brc/_r_p. 86, note. See also Maury.
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very prominent
analysis

one, in the system

which

omitted

All those grotesque

to notice

ceremonies

6|

of witchcraft;
them would

of the witches'

mentioned
and

together,

among

witches,

the

sabbath,

as tile two

articles

of

Diana
most

many

portrayed
In numerous

and Herodias

prominent

accusation

we find enumerated

any

be imperfect.

which Shakspeare

m Macbeth were taken from the old paganism.
descriptions

tut

arc

figurea

brought

against

of the old practices

of

the augurs.
In

the

paganism,

sixth

century,

considered

tion of Christianity
justly termed

the

victory

as an external

the

and thirteenth
merous,

and

been

completely

period

when
most

have been

imbued

and

and anomalous

elapsed

between

superstitions
universal,

the

the

the

sixth
nu-

executions

for

There

never

of men were more

by supernatural

sense of Satanic

It
fact

were most

rare.

minds

moulded

was more profound

begun.

strange

comparatively

a time, in which

',ions; or in which the
presence

which

centuries,
credulity

sorcery should
had

and what are

the dark ages may be said to have

during

over

and the corrup-

itself, were both complete;

,_seems, at first sight, a somewhat
that,

of Christianity
system,

power

and universal.

conce F

and Satanic

Many thousands

of cases of possession, exorcisms, miracles, and apparitions
of the Evil One were recorded.
They were accepted without the faintest

doubt,

and

•_pon which the imagination
a great

become

expatiated.

¢he habitual
There

saint who had not, on some occasion,

visible manifestation
appeared

had

of an evil

as a grotesque

black man, sometimes
oriest haranguing

spirit.

and hideous
as a beautiful

was scarcely
encountered

Sometimes

in the pulpit, sometimes

a

the devil

animal, sometimes
woman,

field

sometimes

as a
as a

as an angel of
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light, and sometimes
it may
believed

now

in a still holler form'

appear,

these

and intensely

degree of terrorism.
tions

had proved

conceptions,

realised,
The

very

Yet, strange as
though

intensely

did not create

any great

multiplication

their corrective.

It was

firmly believe._

that the arch-fiend was for ever hovering
tian;

of supersti

about the Chfi_

but it was also believed that the sign of the cross, or a

few drops of holy water, or the name of Mary, could put him
to an immediate

and ignominious

saints wcre crowded
him

as

with

uniformly

his devices,

vanquished,

Satan himself, at the command
again

assailed

devoted

an unarmed

in obscuring

resources of archangelic
soble

pagan

who

Legions

humbled,

with menacing

and

eloquence

to the

contemned.
and

who had

all the powers
and all the

in favour of a young and
every

hand;

sophism,

but the
quenched

love, and drove back the fiend,
ruaglciau

who had sent
array,

which St. Maur was moving,
gestures,

represent

maiden,

to the maiden's

of terrestrial

of the

of Cyprian, had again

of devils, drawn up in ghastly

church towards

they

He had exhausted

aspired

baffled and dismayed,

but

the virtue of virginity,

_lmple sign of the cross exposed
every emotion

The lives

and ignorant

herself to religion.

of sophistry

flight.

the progress

him. _

surrounded

and obstructed,

of the saint;

scattered

air.

stone was long shown, in the Church

St. Sabina at Rome,

them in a moment

but a few

words of exorcism
A ponderous

the

which the devil, in a moment

through

_he
of

of despai_

On the appearances of the devil in the form of Christ, see the tract by
Gereonin the Jfa//eas Ma/_f., voLii. p. 77 ; and also IgnatiusLupus,in EdiaL
8. I_ff_
(1603), p. 185.
s See this story very amusinglytold, on the authorityof Nivephorus,ha
Blnsfeldiusde Co,tfe_n'onibusMalefl,urrum (TrOves,1[I91),pp.465-467. St
GregoryNazianzen mentions (Orationrviii.) that St. Cyprianhad beea s •
_gteiaa
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had flung at St. Dominick,

vainly

hoping

crush a head that was sheltered by the guardian angel.
Gospel

of St. John

suspended

to
The

around the neck, a rosary, a

relic of Christ or of a saint, any one of the thousand

talis-

mans that were distributed among the i_aithful, sufficed t9
baffle the utmost efforts of diabolical malice.
The consequence of this teaching
so i_ar removed

was a condition

from that which exists

that it is only by a strong
we can conceive

it.

oasis of witchcral_,
conceptions
towards

imaginations

exertion

What

miraculous,

which

rendered

of the fifteenth
the virtue

been much

that

the intellectual

extent.

all that

All those

predisposition

so fearfillly

and sixteenth

upon

centuries,
rites was

innocuous.

credulity
accepted,

If men had been a

the effects of their superstition

more terrible.

would

It was firmly believed

any one who deviated

from the strict line of orthodoxy

soon succumb

the power

beneath

_o spirit of rebellion
Amid

there

was

did not pro-

ran, however,

The more terrible

unmoved

and they were invariably
tion.

teaching,

character.

natltre were entirely

that
must

terrorism.

all this strange

:ein of a darker

of Satan ; but as there

or of doubt, this persuasion

duce any extraordinary

the

existed ;

and triumphant

of ecclesiastical

them comparatively

little less superstitious,
have

day,

acted

but the implicit faith, the boundless
with which

in the present

may be called

presence,

which is

of the imagination

existed to the fullest

of diabolical

the

of thought,

by exorcisms

attributed

phenomena

one
of

and sprinklings,

to supernatural

interposi

In every nation it has been believed, at an early period,

that pestilences,
rare and startling

famines, comets, rainbows,
phenomena,

eclipses, and other

were effected, not by the ordi-

nary sequence of natural laws, but by the direct intervention
of spirits.

In this manner,

the predisposition

towards

the
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nations,

which

has

frequently
against

is the characteristic

been

perpetuated,

identified

and

of all semi-civilised
the

these phenomena

themselves.

mate masters
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clergy

have

also

with acts of rebellion

The old Catholic

priests

were consum

of these arts, and every rare natural

event ,_ as,

in the middle ages, an occ'_sion for the most intense terrorism
Thus, in the eighth
and was generally
nance which
struck

through

as a consequence

people

In the ninth

terror

a fearful famine afflicted France,

represented

the French

of tithes.'
o.

century,

to the payment

a total

eclipse of the sun

century,

Europe,

and

is said to have been one

of the causes of the death of a French
century

a similar

phenomenon

was struck

terror;

down by sudden

king.'

In the tenth

put to flight an entire army.'

More than once, the apparition
an almost maddening

of the repug-

manifested

of a comet filled Europe
and, whenever

a noted

with
person

illness, the death was attributed

to sorcery.
The

natural

result,

I think,

of such modes

would be, that the notion of sorcery

of thought

should be very common,

but that the fear of it should not pass into an absolute mania.
Credulity

was habitual

was fitful
prised

and

that

and universal,

transient.

sorcery,

though

We

need

very

but religious
not,

familiar

terrorism

thereibre,

be sur-

to the minds

of

men, did not, at the period I am referring to, occupy tha!
prominent position which it afterwards assumed.
The idea of
a formal compact

with the devil had not yet been formed ; but

most of the crimes of witchcraft
tised, and
century,

punished.

Thus,

a son of Fredegonda

were recognised,

towards

the

anathems,

end of the

died after a short illness;

' Garinet, p. 88.
• Ibid. p. 42.
• Buckle's H'u_¢.voLL p. 845 (note_ where an immense amount of _
on the subject is given.

sixth
and

..
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nttmbers

of women

e_cruciating
prince/
ficiis"

were

torments,

wheel, for having
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put to the most prolonged

and at last burnt

In Germany,

the same subject

Charlemagne

stringent

laws,

great

numbers

seem to have

devices,

of opposing
There

condemning

were

though

century--Agobard,

almost

one

_-he popular

great

persecuted

to obtain

clear

have comprised

attributed

ecclesiastic

of the

and
Hail
to
ninth

the rare merit
t-4 -

the middle ages, and even
the sect of the Cabalist._j

as magicians.

notion

of their

an extraordinary

minds, and which captivated
of Cardan,

universally

century,

who were especially

lects

to death,

belief.'

as late as the seventeenth

which long exercised

new and

in his reign.*

of Lyons--had

too, all through

any very

enacted

sorcerers

perished

archbishop

existed,

et .Male-

in force, as did the old Salic law on

in France.

thunderstorms

and

on the

the death of the

the Codex de 2_[athernaticis

very
and

or broken

caused, by incantations,

long continued

their
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Agrippa,

_ascination

the powerful
and

It is not easy
mystic

and

Paracelsus.

many traditions

doctrines,
over many

daring
They

that had been

inte_

seem to

long ct_ent

amop.g the Jews, mixed with much of the old Platonic
doctrine of demons, and with a large measure of pure naturalism.
would
was

With

a degree

be deemed

then

barely

perfectly

of credulity,
compatible

natural,

was

I Gaxinet_ pp. 14, 15.
• This was the title of the Roman

which,
with

combined

in our

sanity,

age,

but which

some singularly

code I have reviewed.

Mathematic_

the name _ven to astrologers : as a law ot Diocletian put it, ' Artem ge_
_eCxi_e disci atque cxerceri publice interest.
/_
autem mathematica
danmab ]is eat et interdicta omniuo.'
• Garluetj p. 39.
• Garinet_ p. 45.

He also saved the lives of aome Cabalists.

fortunately one of the chief

Hirer.d_ Juifs, pp. 83, 87.
5

persecutors

of the Jews in his time.

He was unBedarnd_

. .
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bold scepticism ; and, probably,
under the form of allegories
Cabalists

believed

bodiments

than was actually avowed.

in the existence

gnomes,

human excellence,
frailty.

a greater amount was veiled

or representatives

talamanders,

life.

four elements,

and ondines, beings

highest

and

nature

unwearied

and celibacy,

deep

communion

by

tie must learn, above all, to

upon the angry quarrels

with

of oppos-

an aspect of a continuous

manifestation

of the

action

of the

upon mankind.

It is not difficult to detect the conception
:his teaching.

by

laws.

ing creeds ; to see in each religion
spirits of nature

He who

from the common course of

study,

look down with contempt
and

spirits of

aim of the philosopher.

and with nature's

law, a new phase

by human

with these elemental

IIe must purify his soul by fasting

patient

sylph_

of far more than

but mortal, and not untinctured

would do so, must sever himself

The

of spirits of nature, em-

of the

To rise to intercourse

uature was the

mrRol, E.

As, however,

the conditions

of the age,

encrusted

and

defaced

material

details,

which

no religious
these

simple

by so many
invariably

which

doctrine
notions

of those
resulted

underlies
can resist
were

grotesque
from

soor_
and

mediaeval

habits of thought, that it is only by a careful examination
that their outlines can be traced.
It was believed that it
was possible
amrriage;
lesire

for philosophers

and

that

of the splrit-world.

for both

parties

prospects

next.

passionate

It was not only highly

gmtifylng

The

was mortal,

future life; but her human
immortality,

these spirits in literal
most

in this world,

for the

many centuries,

to obtain

such a union was the

unless he was

but greatly
sylph,

improved

though

and had in herself
husband

imparted

one of the

she lived

their
for

no hope of a
to her his own

reprobate,

in which

xase he was saved from the pangs of hell by participating

ia

Q
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Lhe mortality
elaborated
".he Fall,

of his bride.

in great

Scarcely

This general

the orthodox

and the coruscations

been attributed

of

spurned.

the reality

of these

to reveal themselves

of Aurora

to the flashings

on both

were indignantly

any one seems to have doubted

was

to the history of

of paganism,

tenets

spirits, or that they were accustomed
mankind;

conception

detail, and was applied

and to the mythology

which subjects
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to

are said to have

of their wings. _ The

only

question

was, concerning

their

nature.

According

to the

Cabalists,

they were pure

and virtuous.

According

to the

orthodox, they were the incubi who were spoken of by St.
Augustine ; and all who had commerce with them were deservedly

burnt.'

The history

of the Cabalists

instance of the aberrations

furnishes,

I think,

age which was not yet ripe for its reception.
opponents

of the

Church

were

so completely

by the tide, and were engrossed
as absurd

as the wildest

at all surprising
of orthodoxy

that their conceptions
Garinet, p. 35.
Greenlanders
ball

legends

believe

have

in an

When the very
carried

with a mythological
of the

that the philosophers
should

a striking

of a spirit of free-thinking

been

hagiology,

it is not

who arose in the ranks

extremely

credulous,

should have been characterised

This, however, is doubtful.
the Aurora

Herder

to be formed by spirits

s On the Hebrew Cabala, see the learned

away
system

by the

mentions
dancing

and

that the

and playin_

work of M. Franck, and on tho

notions in the middle ages, and in the sixteenth

and seventeenth

centuries,/A

¢.]om_ de Gaba/_s.
Plancey,/)/c_.
In female,
art. Cabale.
All the heathen
were supposed to be sylphs or other a_rial spirits.
Vesta was the wife
of Noah--Zoroaster,
her son, otherwise called Japbet.
The sm of Adam wal
dt_erting the sylph for his wife, and the story of the apple was allegorical,
This last notion appears

to have

been a relic of Manich_ism,

and was very

common among the heretics of the tenth and eleventh centuries (Matter, H'_
du Ggu_/e_
tom. iii. pp. 259, 260). Paracelsus was one of the princip_
• _serters of the existence )f the sylphs, &c.
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coarsest

materialism.

IN

Among

EUROPE.

the very

some slight degree, cultivated

profane

period I am referring to, a prominent
to Michael Psellus.
now, I imagine,

literature

little

during

author, though

read, still retains

who appeared

the close of the eleventh
_The Operation
an exposition
rarchy

for some centuries.

century he wrote

of Demons;'

he is
writer

Towards

his dialogue

on

which is, in a great measure,

of the old Neo-Platonic

doctrine

of spirits, but which also throws

Che modes of thought

the

a certain po-

sition in literary history, as almost the only Byzantine
of leputation

in

place must be assigned

This voluminous

very

few men who,

prevailing

of the hie-

considerable

in his time.

light on

He assures us

shat the world was full of demons, who were very frequently
appearing

among

presence

his countrymen,

in many different

ways.

He had himself

one, but he was well acquainted
ual intercourse
Grecian, named
apparitions;

who, having

life, had

been

pearance

he most minutely

to digest

with persons

surrounded

adopted

by

spirits

described.

information

on the

it into a philosophical

the teachings

that all demons

have

bodies.

inference

from the orthodox

torment

of fire.'

t This
atrongly.

Their

of men and animals,
They are rather

was a very
Cudworth's

act,

old notion.
Int.

System,

whose

solitary

habits

Having

and ap-

thus amassed

Psellus

proceeded
it with

the laws and opera.

He lays it down as a fundamental

dure the
mould.

who had

system, connecting

necessary
like those

never seea

a perfectly

subject,

of the past, and unfolding

tions of the spirit worhl.
p6sition

their

with them.
IIis principal authority
was a
Marcus, who had at one time disbelicve_
in

but

considerable

and who manifested

like

This, he says, is the
doctrine

that they en-

bodies, however,

cast into an unchangeable

the clouds, refined

St. Basil

are not_

seems

vol. ii. p. 048.

to have

and

maintained

subtle
it vet 3

_GIC
matter,

capable

any orifice.

The horrible
have

that

]us, however,
ception

to the prevailing

which

he could

the

into a long disquisition
quainted

to spiritual

about

and
Psel-

formed

oilinions , attributing

of incubi

It is for

been quite fi'equent,

an ex-

to physical

causes, an aberra-

for by the

ill their profession.

exploits

some-

as one of its results.

only account

was so general

dentally

pangs.

some physicians

attributed

and

to

enter into men and ani-

to have

that

sensitive

seek a temperate

regarded

mentions

what was generally
which

extremely

in order to allay their

was generally

into

they endure in their place

them

they so frequently

]_ossessiou appears

madness

tion

tortures

and they continually

this reason
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any form, and penetrating

rendered

what moist warmth
mals.
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of assuming

of punishment
suffering;

_

materialism

IIe mentions

as not unknown,

and

incienters

a devil who was said to bc ac-

with Armenian.

We find then
_,he crimes

that, all through

that were afterwards

the middle ages, most of
collected

by the inquisitors

m the treatises on witchcraf_ were known;
and that many
of them were not unfi'equently punished.
At the same time
the executions,

during

six centuries,

were probably

numerous as those which often took place during
decade of the fifteenth
and sixteenth
centuries.
twelfth

century,

uew phase.
it---that

Df working
fine paid

the subject

is to say, of a woman

erate compact
tinually

however,

The conception

passed

transported

through

into an entirely

of a witch, as we now conceive
who had entered

with Satan, who was endowed

miracles whenever

not as
a single
In the

into a delib-

with the power

she pleased, and who was conthe

air to the Sabbath,

her homage to the Evil One
]_mry. D. 18n.

first appeared. '

where
The

_0
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panic

created

after

by the

a time

EUROPE.

belie_ advanced

with a fearfully

at first slowly,

accelerated

sands of victims were sometimes

burnt

Every

stricken

country

panic.

in

Europe

IIun&'eds

of the ablest

extirpation

of the crime.

the subject,

and

the eighteenth

was
A vast

century

btr,

Ttmu.

alive in a few years.

judges

it was not until

rapidity.
with

the

wildes_

were selected

for the

literature

was created

a considerable

portion

o_
of

had passed away, that the executions

finally ceased.'
I shall now endeavour
produced

this

outburst

to trace

the

general

of superstition.

causes which

We

shall

find, I

think, that in this as in its earlier phases, sorcery was closely
connected
subjects

with the prevailing

modes of thought

; and that its history

dications

is one of the most taithful in

of the laws of religious

the progress

on religious

belief in their

relation

to

of civilisation.

The more carefillly tile history of tile centuries prior to
the Reformation
is studied, the more evident it bccomes tbaL
the

twelfth

European

century
intellect.

which it would
revival

the

Owing

be _edious

modified

which, therefore,
the popular
find a feeble

implied

spirit

turning

had then

to trace,

taken

condition

and necessitated

I The

last judicial

of the
causes,

a general

place, which proof Europe,

and

a modification

of

For the first time for many centuries,

we

of doubt

for purely

combating
secular

the spirit

knowledge

aome small degree, the passion for theology;
!mquenee of these

point

complicated

difficult

the intellectual

belie£

a curiosity

great

to many
and

of Latin literature

foundly

lity;

forms

things,
executaon

a diminution

of the

iu Europe was, I believe,

of credu-

replacing,

in

and, as a concontemptuous
in Switzerland_ i]

1782 (Michelet's 8orci_re, p 415) ; the last law on the subject, the Irish Statute
which was not repeaJed tiLl 1821.
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aatred with which all who were external
been

regarded.

In every

there was manifested

of r(stless

and

feverish

_it h the preceding
:rthodoxy
often

was

repressed,

torpor.
seemed

in each

fierce flame among
by that

fearful

Abelard

by subtle and perplexing
trines of the faith.
uncompromising

tens

gigantic

shadowed

the

proportions,
whole

burst

philosophy

was first planted

doubts concerning
forth

which,

intellect

suaded some of the ablest men that

the

by

distracted

the leading docof a stern and

from

Seville

began

at a later

of Europe,

were

Then it was that

minds of the learned

flashed

had
into a

of thousands

from Cordova ; and the fbrm of Averroes
those

to ac-

and was only quenched

Then, too, the teachings
infidelity

though

Manich_eism, which

of the priests.

and the

a spirit
strangely

century

in the Church,

in which

of an impartial

in Europe,

and of

which,

succeeding

the Albigenses,

massacre

had

of untroubled

heresies,

consistency.

at the instigation

the standard

contrasted

The long slumber

for some time been smouldering

murdered

that

t)y many

and

of thought

a vague disquietude,

anxiety,

broken

quire new force

to Christianity

department

knowledge,
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and

and

to assume

period,
almost

overper-

reign of Antichrist

had begun/
At the same time, the passion for astrology,
and for the fatalism it implied, revived with the revival of
For the history,of this very remarkablemovement,see the able essayof
Renan on Averroes. Among the Mahometansthe panic was so great, that
the theologians pronouncedlogic and philosophyto be the twogreat enemiet
_ftheir
profession,
andordered
allbookson those
dangerous
subjects
tob_
burnt. Amongthe Christians,St.Thomas Aquinasdevotedhis genius to the
oontroversy; mad, for two or three centuries, most of the great works in
_aristendom bore some marks of Averroee. M.Renan has collectodsome
curiousevidencefrom the Italian paintersof the fourteenth century,of the
premineuoeAverroes had assumed in the popular mind. The three prin
_ml figures in Orcagna's picture of HoII_in the CmnpoBanto at Pisa, mr
MahometsAntichrist,madAverrees.

pagan learning,
the palaces

and penetrated

of kings.

into the halls of nobles and

Every

lion against

ecclesiastical

cal opinion,

was regarded

doubt,

every impulse of rebel-

authority,

above

as the direct

and their increase as the measure
things were now gathering

all, every hereti-

instigation

of Satan,

of his triumph.

darkly

Yet these

all around.

Europe

wag

beginning to enter into that inexpressibly painful period in
which men have learned to doubt, but have not yet learncd
to regard

doubt as innocent ; in which the new mental activ-

ity produces
persuades
gestions

a variety

of opinions,

of the devil.

teachings

of Abelard,

panic.

There

The

dogmatic

systems

enduring

the

it was

at least fitr too weak

teaching;

no capacity

of a suspended

the human intellect
consequence

of Satanic presence

prominence,

and have created

judgmcnt.

by carsing

the guilt of hon-

horror

of

terror.

they sought

press, and which they firmly believed

pagans

and

more and more, as they acquired

philosophy

of which
second

the

were

the

repositories.

a peculiar
Multitudes
suggestions

Mahometans

a relish for the

first, or the physical

their repugnance

the

in vain to re

to be the

diminished

increased

She had

must have assumed
a peculiar

for
The

the doubts

of its excrcise.

by asserting

by doubts, which
Their

above

that, in such a state of thought,

conception

the

no con_

or traditional

It is easy to perceive

which

to allay

enquiry;

to rise

cursed even the moral faculty
est error.

devil

in the

no disposition

that are the necessary

were distracted

was yet un.

of it may be discovered

research;

suflhrings

Church had cursed

knowledge

old credulity

spirit of rationalism

traces

was no independent

dence in an honest

of the

the

them that all but one class of opinions are the sug

born ; or if some i_int
the

while

sciences

Every

step

to the coarse material

ot
iE
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ism which wa_ prevalent,
general

intellectual

Church.

On

aspect

of the

other

stel-nest

'.fine oi evil spirits

greatest
and

uttermobt.

twelfth

century,

sterner

and

more

presented

Rebellion

and

world

popular

we find

teaching

cast,

and

began
the

about

devotions

confidence

with

very exuberance

almost

of an unfaltering

_levices, was exchang('.d
The aspect of Satan
af Christ

troubled

gentleness

engaged

in miracles

Shepherd,

which

still the

the sterner

representations

change.
mira(.lcs

and the aspect

art had been usually

parable

every

chapel

subject

of the

of Christianity

eleventh

of un-

on his (.ountenance,

The

almost

thvourite

at his

asceticism.

century,

and

of the

Good

in the

C._ta-

painter;

and

were
all this

comparabegan

to

The Good Shepherd
entirely
disappeared,
the
of mercy became less frequent, and were replaced
details

Judgment.
er, and

In the

mocked

man, with an expression

of mercy.

adorns

of the
The old

Till the elo_e of the tenth

and calm resting

combs, was
rare.

had

became more formidable,

as a very young

a

Satan, and in the

and gloomy

the central figure of Christian

represented

by the

faith

for a harsh

became less engaging.

_entury,

tively

toyed

the

to assume

by fiu_aticism.

had

her

to employ

that,

people to be more deeply tinctured
which

doubt

supplied

which she was prepared

solemn

an

of all crimes ; and her doe-

_kccordingly
the

the

hosti:e to the

Church

of the future

oi" terrorism

to the

rendered

more ,n_nifestly

}land, that
inflexibility.

were, in her eyes, the
vitl: engines

and every generation

tendencies

the
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of the Passion
The countenance

more mournful.

and

the terrors

of Christ became

About

the twelfth

of the

Last

sterner,

old-

century,

this

elmnge became almost universal.
From this period, writes
one of the most learned of modern archaeologists, 'Chfr*
appears

more and more melancholy,

and often truly terrible.

T_
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It is, indeed, the

rex tremend_e

majestatis

It is almost the God of the Jews
of wisdom."

monachi 'rathe

rising into general
the Flagellants
over

multitudes

practice

of constant

use it, the monasteries

arose, whose stern
prevailing

to subjects

their imaginations.

iniquity

discipline
directed

that were well
Ahnost

the

In the
princes

of the

was

some

and

century,

issued

the

an immutable

Church

progress,

rebellion,

gradually

filtered

century,

gnorant

to become

heretics.

the

confessional;

the

' Didron, Iconograpkie

of heresy;

the new tribunal

by the

to those

The priest
in

conflict
there

faint spirit ot

who were far too

in the pulpit

his intercourse

CYtr_ienne, Histoire

to

for heresy had t:_ken

and a real, though

monk

IIL

appeal

and an age in which

down

per-

Innocent
first

their power for the suppression

; or, at least, executions

slight

to inflame

and stimulated.

place in several great countries in Europe.
The terrorism
which was thus created
between

of

almost unknown,

was revived

and, in the course of the following
was introduced

and passionate
the thoughts

calculated

thirteenth

the Inquisition,
to employ

bleedings---

at the same time, religious

calm of orthodoxy,

beginning

instituted

and

; _ and, soon at_er,

secution, which had been for many centuries
amid

Ir_.

fear the beginning

In the same age, we find the scourgings

the ' minutio

l_ments

of om Dies

making

de Dieu

or in

with

the

(Paris, 1843), p. 262.

[lee, however, for the whole history of this very remarkable
transition, pp.
_5-273.
To this I may add, that about the thirteenth century, the representauom of Satan underwent a corresponding
change, and became both more
terrible and more grotesque
$ubject is examined,

(Maury,/_gendes/'/e_es,

the more evident

it becomes

p. 136).
that, before

The more th{

the invention

of

printing, painting was the most faithful mirror of the popular mind ; and that
_here was s'_areely an intellectual movement that it did not reflect.
On the
general terrurism of Lhi_ period, see Miehelet, Hig_ire de __an_,
tom. vfi. pl_
14_), 141.
• Madden, voLk pp. 859-895"
Cab_i_
Rap/wrts
Phys_]m_ st M_-aut
ik pp. 77-79.
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peasant ; the Flagellant,
spectacle
Satanic

hymns,

and by the

; above all, the h_quisitor,

communicated

presence
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by his mournful

of his macerations

judgments,
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to the

and triumph,

lower

classes

by his

a sense

which they naturally

of

applied

to the order of ideas with which they were most conversant.
b an age which was still grossly ignorant
popular faith was necessarily
which faithfully
religious

reflected

teaching,

limits.

part, in wild

though

legends

ons ; of miracles
prominent

they

often went

of fairies, mermaids,

of saints_ conflicts

century

imaginations

revelled

in the

Satan.

The

their

inquisitors

was

traversed

operating

very first victims

sorcery,

of course,

could not make

crime

more unhesitating

direct

tendency

than

to multiply

the accusations.

tagious

Some,

and political

accused of

they had a

The

imagina-

subject.

whose

con-

of the

minds

A conwere

diseased, persuaded themselves that they were in
with Satan ; all had an increasing predispositior

t: see Satanic
To these

was engendered.

that

Such

it had been, but

of

among

in the reality

upon the

thoroughly
communion

and

condemned2

tions of the people were riveted
terror

of the

proclaiming

who were

the belief

the

hue, and the
details

on all sides;

persons

About

of the ministers

Europe,

actively
were

and who were,

demnations

and drag-

or illustrations

they began to assume a darker
people

its

for the most

giants,

defeated,

Sabbath_ and in the awful power

devil

far beyond

ot

in which the devil took a

witches'
the

superstitions

efficacy of some charm or relic.

of the

the

tone and colouring

had once consisted,

part, but was invariably

of the boundless
twelfth

full of grotesque

the general

These superstitions

and credulous,

agency
things
events,

around them.
should

be added a long series of social

into wh'_h

it is needless

: Gm-inet_ p. _.

to enter, fol
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they have very latelybeen paintedwith m.ttchless
vividnes_
by one of the greatestof livingwriters.
_ A sense of inse.
curityand wretchedness,
oftenrisingto absolutedespair,
had
been diffusedamong the people,and had engendered the
dark

imaginations,

and

which,

in a superstitious

rants.

It has always

large proportion

whose

sorrow;

that

and

and

rebellious

passions,

age, are their

necessary

concomi-

been observed

by the inquisitors

of those who were condemned

were women,
allays

the wild

lives had been
music,

the bitterness

which

of regret,

clouded

soothes

that a

to the flames
by some great

the

passions,

had an extraordinary

and

power

over the possessed.'
Under

the

influences

which

the notion of witchcraft
and

acquired

thiI%eenth
advanced
and

the

nated

an increasing

centuries.
by their
popular

very

occurred

of the

nature

imagination

allude,
the

became

and which

history

that, putting

tion, at twenty-five
ants of Europe.'

millions,

A great

accounts,
dm_g

German

I
phy.

learning,

his opinion

the number

the six years

by a very moderate
or a fourth

regarded

of humanity.

with much skill and

ma d be estimated,

force,

an event

be justly

and he has recorded

those who died of the pestilence
continuance,

century,

in the history

aside all exaggerated

it

more and more fasci-

may, indeed,

investigated,

of that time;

and

produced

to give a fearful impulse

of course, to the black death.

sician has lately

in the twelfth

causes that

In the fourteenth

as one of the most appalling

to trace

with an accelerating

which was well calculated

to the terrorism;

attempted

to a more definite form,

prominence

Most

by the subject.

I have

was reduced

of

of itm

computa-

part of the inhabit-

Many great towns lost far more than half

* Michdet, _ _rd&e.
* Binsfeldius,p. 1_.
' Heeker'sEpidemi_ 9f _ Middle Age,, p. 29. Boccacciowii._essedand
Ilescrlbedthis pestilence.
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country
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districts

were almost

de

populated.
It would be scarcely

possible to conceive

an event fitted

to act with a more terrific force upon the imaginations
men.

Even

in our own day. we know how great

of

a degree

of religious terror is inspired by a pestilence ; but, in an age
when the supernatural

character of disease was universally

believed, an affliction
duced a consternation
One of its first
wealth

of such unexampled magnitude
prowhich almost amounted to madness.

effects

was

an enormous

of the clergy by the legacies

victims.

The sect of the Flagellants,

century unknown,

reappeared

every part of Europe
too, arose the dancing

increase

of the

of the terror-stricken
which

had been for a

in tenfold numbers, and almost

resounded

with their

mania of Flanders

hymns.

Then,

and Germany, when

thousands assembled with stl_nge cries and gestures, overawing by their multitudes

all authority,

and proclaiming,

amid

their wild dances and with shrieks of terror, the power
the

triumph

of madness
Cologne

of" S._tan/
raged

It has been observed

with an especial

prevalent?

In Switzerland

the

was ascribed

plague

though
immense

violence

and TrJves, in which witchcraft

the Pope
numbers

made
of that

in the dioceses of
most

and in some parts of Germany
to the

poison

of the

Jews;

and

a noble effort to dispel the illusion,
unhappy

race were

arc said to have perished

More generally,

it was regarded
of Satanic

that this form

was afterwards

Some thousands
as an evidence

and

power;

put to death.

in Mayenee

alone

as a divine chastisement,
and the

most

o_

grotesque

s Hecker,p. 82. The dancers often imagined themselvesto be immezsed
Ina stream of blood. They werehabitually exorcised.
There is _ill an annual festival near TrOvesin commemoration
of thl
el_idemm. Madden,_ol. i. p. 420.
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_xplanations were hazarded. Boots with pointed toes had
,een lately introduced, and were supposed by many to have
been peculiarly offensive to the Almighty)
What, however,
we have especially to observe is, that the trials for witchcrat_
multiplied with a fearful rapidity.'
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries they may be said
have reached their climax. The aspect which Europe
then presented was that of universal anarchy and universa:
terrorism. The intellectual influences which had been long
corroding the pill:its of the Church had done thei," work,
and a fearful moral retrogression, aggravated by the newly•cquired ecclesiastical wealth, accompanied the intellectual
_dvance. Yet, over all this chaos, there was one great conception dominating unchanged. It was the sense of sin and
-_atan; of the absolute necessity of a correct dogmatic sys:ore to save men from the agonies of hell. The Church,
which had long been all in all to Christendom, was heaving
in what seemed the last throes of dissolution. The bounda.'ies of religious thought were aU obscured. Conflicting
;endeneies and passions were raging with a tempestuous vie
.ence, among men who were absolutely incapable of enduring
an intellectual suspense, and each of the opposing sects pro
c;aimed its distinctive doctrines essential to salvation.
Doubt was almost
' Hecker,

universally

regarded

as

criminal,

and

p. 82.

s Ennemoser,

Hist. of Magic,

vol. ii. p. 150.

I may here notice, by way of illustration,
two facts in the history of art
the first is, that those ghastly pictures of the dance of death, which weft tffte_
watds

so popular,

aud which

represented

an imaginative

bias of such a wild

and morbid power, began in the fourteenth century (Pdgnot sur lts JDantes da
Marts, pp. 26-31).
The second is_ that in this same century the bas-reliefs on
cathedrals
frequently represent
mm kneeling down before
devot_g themsc.vea to him as his servants (Martonne, _

1S7).

the devil, and
d" Moym A9¢ _

_-AGtC_D
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_rror as damnabIe ; yet the first was the necessary coz_dition_
and the second the probable consequence, of enquiry. To
tally unaccustomed to independent reasoning, bewildered by
the vast and undefined fields of thought from which the opposing arguments were drawn ; with a profound sense of the
absolute necessity of a correct creed, and of the constant
action of Satan upon the fluctuations of the will and of the
judgment ; distracted and convulsed by colliding sentiments,
which an unenlightened psychology attributed to spiritua
inspiration, and, above all, parched with a burning longing
tbr certainty ; the minds of men drifted to and fro under tht
influence of the wildest terror. None could escape the
movement. It filled all Europe with alarm, permeated with
tts influence all forms of thought and action, absorbed every
element of national life into its ever-widening vortex.
There certainly never has been a movement which, in its
ultimate results, has contributed so largely to the emancipation of the human mind from all superstitious terrors as the
Reformation. It formed a multitude of churches, in which
the spirit of qualified and partial scepticism that had long
been a source of anarchy, might expatiate with freedom, and
be allied with the spirit of order. It rejected an immense
proportion of the dogmatic and ritualistie conceptions that
had almost covered the whole field of religion, and rendered
possible that steady movement by which theology has since
then been gravitating towards the moral faculty. It, above all
dimi_fished the prominence of the clergy, and thus prepared
the way for that general secularisation of the European intellect, which is such a marked characteristic of modern civil
isation. Yet, inappreciably great as are these blessings, it
would be idle to deny that, for a time, the Reformation aggravated the very evils it w:_s intended to correct. It was,
I
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for a time, merely an exchange
asserted

the necessity

doctrines,
lic.

by

emerge

a very

slow process

had been so ingrained

twelve

of the Pope.

the

human

thought,

centuries,

to weaken

of truth,

of probabilities,

that

tlmt

and the conditions

research,

advanced

minds were

that

were subjects

mind can

by the teach-

it required

a long

destroyecL

faculties,

the laws

are essential for an

with which

then entirely

indeed, much cultivation

It it

of dogmas

what is not yet

the limits of human

impartial

as the Catho-

quite as firmly as

of error; and the virtue
in all religious

and painful discipline
The nature

and authoritatively

in the infallibility

from a system

ing of more than

The Protestant
of his distinctive

in his own infallibility

his opponent believed
only

of masters.

and the certainty

as dogmatically

I_e believed

EUROPE.

even

unfamiliar.

of logic, considered

row sense ; but there was no such thing

the most

There

was,

in its most nar-

as a comprehensive

view of tile whole field of mental science, of the laws and
limits of the reason.
There was also no conviction that the
reason

should

with

be applied

to every

the same unflinching

severity

speculation.

Faith

ot an abnormal
suspension

always

of the critical

to the mind

condition,

faculties.

it always

of the
this.

called

though

credulity,

one word

reverent

was

men

more respectful

the

idea

subversion

It sometimes

included

or

comprised

It was the op-

posite of doubt and of the spirit of doubt.
men

of theology,

as to any other form of

presented

intellectual

more than this, but

department

What

called

faith;

than

the

irreverent
and

al-

other, yet

the two words were with most men strictly synonymous.
Some of the Protestants
added other and moral ideas to the
word,

but

they

long as such
vulsion

firmly

a conception

was necessarily

retained
existed,
a period

the

intellectual

a period

idea.

AB

of religious

con-

of extreme

suffering

and
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terror ; and there can be little doubt
was, in consequence,
through

reader

has seized

marks, he will already
of witchcraft.

n witches,

their intellects

of men must have

Satanic

agency

re

application

to

that men should believe

have been fitmiliarised

power and Satanic

been so forcibly
and

around

them.

presence,

and

belief.

In

to these articles

ttle habitual

a strong

current

disposition

ot

to see

A long train of circumstances,

in the Reformation,

a religious

with

tile imagblations

directed

govern

arid to produce

which culminated
Christendom

In order

their

should be prominent,

of belief, as to tinge
thoughts,

perceived

foregoing

these things with an unfaltering

order that witchcraft

their

spirit of the

must

of Satanic

they must rcg'trd

has passed.

the

have

the history

the conceptions

that the Reformation

the most painful of all the transitions

which the human intellect

If the
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terror

which

had

diffused

gradually

through

overcast

the

horizon of thought, creating a general uneasiness as to the
future of the Church, and an intense and vivid sense of Satanic

presence.

connected

These

with abstruse

acted in a twofold
the people.
intricate

Although

speculations

speculations

upon

the

of their

filled

with a sense

posed

to believe

superstitions

cannot

follow the more

character

Besides
of Satanic

prosecute

of thought
apply

which
them

to

this, the upper classc_
presence,

of any history
the witches,

sary consequence, stimulate the delusion.
is confined to the lower class, its existence
tag and unprogressive.

of

they can, as I have

and they readily

in the reality

They will, therefore,

belief, but they

grosser

teachers,

tone and

produce,

the

illiterate

their own sphere of thought.
being

were, it is true, primarily

points of speculative

manner

said, catch the general
these

influences

will be disof witcherai%.

and, as a necesWhen the belief
will be languish-

But when legislators

denounce

it in

_
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in their bulls;

against it in their pulpits,

when priests

and inquisitors

burn

thousands

the stake, the imaginations

of men will be inflamed,

ror will prove

and the consequent

multiplied.

contagious,

Now, popes and legislators,

tors, will do these things

just

_t tkeir belief in the conceptions
intensity

with which

We

have

witchcraft

by religious

a striking

was more clearly
passionate

most graphic
death,

influence

the Reformation

than an intense

often described,

he had

While

worthiness,
arrived

passed

under

the

wretchedness

oppressed

very

shadow

at the doctrines
enquiry,

slowly

for many

sions.

Like all men of vivid imagination

mind, and became

the

w:ts contemplated.
hallucinations
variably

He was

and

attributed

lu every critical

was

through
subject

vibrations
to the direct

came, in consequence,

between

atmosphere
medium

successive

by one word

and oscillating
a t_eological

painfidly

He only

after a long and dif-

pathy,
staa.ed,

doubt.

through

years

a

sense of moral un-

by intellectual

of Protestantism

struggling

of

his feet,

to make life itself

by the keenest

he was distracted

of belief, uncheered

and

s_

in the

how, in the seclusion of his monastery

how the gates of hell seemed to open beneath

burden.

upon

No single feature

in his character

and the sense of hopeless

ficult

which

He himself

language,

at Wittenberg,

of the

of thought

marked

and to the

have been directed

in the life of Luther.

sense of sin.

inq,fi_i

terrorism.

illustration

of the modes

for a time sustained

and

be

to the firT_._cs_

I have noticed,

their imaginations

to those conceptions

at

the ter-

delusions

priests

in proportion

inveigh

opposing
formed
which

about
every

to numerous

conception

his
event

strange

which

action of Satan.

the donfinating

conclu-

who are so circum.

of judgment,

event, in every, mental

phases
of sym-

he

in.

Satan beof his life.

perturbation,

he re
!
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:ognised

Satanic power.

he constantly

In the monastery

of Wittenberg,

heard the Devil making a noise in the cloisters ;

and became at last so accustomed
that, on one occasion,
he perceived

that

having

burg still marks

to the fact, that he related

been

it was only

went to sleep again.
:he Devil.

8S

the

The black

the

awakened
Devil,

by the sound,
and

accordingly

stain in the castle of Wayt
an ink-bottle

at

In the midst of his long and painful hesitation

place where

he flung

on

the subject of transubstantiation,

the Devil appeared

and suggested

In such a state of mind, he

naturally

a new argument.

accepted,

Satanic

miracles.

interrupted,

with

implicit

behind

law

,riety.

in the

Fools, deformed
by devils.

these infirmities

cians were ignorant
of Satan.

occasion,

character

Every

men;
form

the

who

the Devil
head,

half crazy

Devil

of a leading

appeared
barrister,

filled with the utmost

persons,

the

Physicians,
by natural

blind and
indeed,

causes;

of
been

by a devil

Torgau,

wife and servants

he is said to have

were possessed
explain

On another

courts,

whose place

At

had

and flung them at the minister's

and at last drove the minister's
_ut of the house.

anecdote

minister

of his devotions,

him like a pig.

broke pots and basins,

m the

every

He told how an aged

in the midst

was grunting

faith,

to him,

the

pro*
dumb,

attempted

to

but those

physi-

they did not know all the

power

of disease

might

be produced

by

Satan, or by his agents, the witches ; and none of the infirmities to which Luther was liable were natural, but his ear-ache
was peculiarly diabolical.
Hail, thunder,
_he direct consequences of the intervention

and plagues are all
of spirits.
Many

¢f those

persons who were supposed

cide, had

in :eality been seized by the Devil and strangled

him, as the

traveller

could transport

is strangled

to have committed

by the robber.

men at his will through

the air.

suiby

The Devil
He could b_
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get children_ and Luther had himself come in contact with one
of them.
An intense love of children was one of the most
amiable

characteristics

occasion,

he most earnestly

tives to throw

of the great

the child

recommended
of a devil.

quence of these modes of thought,
improbability

As

to his mind.

rela-

to free their
cons_

did not present

In strict accordance
asserted

the existence

proclaimed

the

the witches. _

I know, indeed, few stranger,
terrible pictures,

reputed

a natural

of the crime, and emphatically

duty of burning

craft during

the

witchcraft

with the spirit of his age, he continually
and frequency

but, on this

into a river, in order

house from the presence
the slightest

Reformer;

and at the same time more

tMn are furnished

the century

by the history

that preceded

of witch-

and the century

that

followed the Reformalion.
Wherever the conflict of opinions
was raging among the educated, witchcrafL, like an attendant
shadow, pursued its course among the ignorant ;' and Protestants and Catholics vicd with each other in the zeal witk
which they prosecuted it. Never was the power of imagina
tion--that
strange fi_culty which casts the shadow of its
tmages

over the whole creation,

and combines

all the phenom-

ena of life according
to its own archetypes--more
ly evinced.
Superstitious
and terror-stricken,
the
mcn were impelled
the

Satanic,

elements

they

of imposture

of delusion,
Sometimes

and

irresistibly

that

found
blended

z Oollocluia Memalia.

them

miraculous
every

side.

and
The

so curiously with the elementa

woman, braving

Erasmus

the

upon

it is now impossible

an ambitious

(Stewart's/)_¢rtath_

towards

strikingminds of

to separate

them.

the dangers

of her

was an equally firm believer iD witchcraiL

p 57.)

• This coexistence has been noticed bymany writers; and Naad_ (Apo/og._
pp. 110, 111) observes, that nearly all the heresies previous to the Reformatic_a
bad been also accompanied by an outburst of sorcery.
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_et, boldly claimed

supernatural

and the most courageous
Sometimes

a husband

the tie which

power,

cowered

attempted,

his church
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and the haughtiest

humbly

at her presence.

in the witch

had pronounced

courts, to oat

indissoluble;

and

numbers of wives have, in consequence,
perished
at the
stake.
Sometimes a dexterous
criminal availed himself of
the panic ; and, directing

a charge

accuser, escaped

himself

with impunity.

personal

was

grudge

crime was attributed
disease,

avenged

of witchcraft

against

Sometimes,

by the accusation,

to sorcery ; or a hail-storm,

suggested

the presence

his

too, a

or a real

or a strange

of a witch.

But,

for the

most part, tlle trials represent pure and unmingled delusions.
The defi_.nders of the belief were able to maintain that multitudes

had

voluntarily

confessed

merce with the Evil One, and
sions

till

during

death.

great

sixteenth
position2
women,

religious

century,

of witchcraft,

Madness

had persisted
is always

or political

and caught

too,

in their confes-

peculiarly

_ and, in the
in the system

we find

old and

to be in connection

asking

tortures

timidly

whether

that were applied
overpowered

it

being

themselves

Very often, the terr01

of the most agonising

an old and feeble woman,'

half-doting

with the Devil without

that they had done what was alleged.

predis-

but soon falter-

conscious of the fact, and at last almost persuading

the frigh'ful

frequent

absorbed

of their innocence,

of justice,

of the trial, the prospect

of com-

the colour of the prevailing

Occasionally,

ing before the majesty

guilty

revolutions;

all its forms were

at first convinced

is possible

themselves

of deaths, and

to tile weak frame of
her understanding;

i Buckle'sH'_t., voh k p. 424, note.
* Calmefl.
• For afrightful catalogueof the tortures that wereemployedinthese cases,
see Scott's.Discoveryof W'_cAvraft(London,1665),pp. 11, 12. All the old
_'eatisesarefull of the subject. Sprenger recommendsthe tortures to be con
tlnued two or three days,till the prisoner was,as he express_ it_ ' decentel
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her brain reeled beneath the accumulated
sciousness of innocence
went

raving

suffering,

the con

disappeared, and the wretched

to the flames, convinced

victim

that she was about to

sink for ever into perdition.

The zeal of the ecclesiastics

_timulating

was

the

persecution

played alike in Germany,
Sweden, England, Scotland,
cordial'_y approved

in

It was alia-

France, Spain, Italy, Flanders,
and Ireland.
All old writer who

of the rigour

of Como alone, eight

unflagging.

tells us that, in the province

or ten inquisitors

were constantly

em-

ployed ; and he adds that, in one year, the number of persons
they condemned

amounted

several of the succeeding
one hundred.'
It was natural
have

phenomena

with past

form.

philosophy

of the

less treatises,

which

theories

retrospective,
connecting

events, and reducing

accordingly

find that,

a vast literature

The different

gated, and the prevailing
orthodox

We

classified and associated

whole

men like the inquisi.

were eminently

general

three centuries,

upon the subject.
the

seldom fell below

some

of sorcery

to a systematic

carefully

years, the victims

of thought

formed

course of about

and that during

that a body of learned

tors, whose habits
should

to a thousand;

Satanic

particular
was

mode of thought

were once regarded

them
in the

was formed

forms of witchcraft
with

the

were all
doctrines

minutely

embodied

;

investiin count-

as masterpieces

of

theology.

It is very dimcult for us in the present day to do justice
to these works, or to realise
they were written-

the

A profound

points of view from which
scepticism

on all subjecta

qumetional_' (Pars ULQumst.14, 15). The tortureswereall the more norr_
ble, becauseit wasgenerallybelievedthat the witches had charmsto deade_
theireffect.
_ Spin_ cap. xh.

MAOIC A._-D wrrcHc_Awr.
connected

with the Devil
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underlies the opinions

of almost

every educated man, and renders it difficult even to conceive
a condition of thought in which that spirit was the object of
an intense and realised belie£
An anecdote which involves
the personal intervention

of Satan is now regarded

_s intrinsically

absurd,

as an anecdote

of a i_airy or of a sylph.

modern

turns

reader

witchcrai_,

assurance,

the intellect

)f thought
auman

over

unworthy

of serious

the pages

and finds hundreds

the gravest
unduly

and

When,

of an author
his

suffel4ng which

therefore,

of an old treatise

of such anecdotes

he is often inclined

so unlike

The

these writers

to depreciate

very

cold

a condition

indifference

display

gives

Latin_ and their gross scientific

nish ample materials

for his ridicule.

who is at once the
credulous

member

most

celebrated,

immortalised

himself

excursions

other writings

have

of the last, they would

of the same

period--lt

fur-

this, Sprenger,
the most

for his reputa-

into another

of all succeeding

But when all these qualifications

an addi-

blunders,

by a series of etymological

which have been the delight
with the exception

Besides

to

pedantry,

and, perhaps,

of his class, unfortunately

tion, made some ambitious

on
with

tional bias to his reason ; while their extraordinary
their execrable

a

related

who represents

own.

as quite
attention.

field, and
blunders,

scholars.'

been

made

all apply

is, I think,

and_
to any

impossible

i , Fcemina,'he assuresus, is derivedfromFe and minus,becausewomen
have leas faiththan men (p. 65). Maleflciendois frommale de tides entiendo.
For dlaboluswe have a choiceof most instructivederivations. It comes ' •
dinquodeat duo, et bolusquodest morsellus,quia duo occidit_scilicet corpus
¢t auimam. Et secundumet.vmologism,licet Grmce,interpreteturdiabolus
elaususergastulo: et hoc sibi cunvenit cure non permittitursibi nocerequantum vedet. Vcl diabolus quasi defluens,quia dc.fluxit,id eat corruih et spe_iaiiteret localiter' (p. 41). If the reader is curious in these mat_rs, he _ill
findanother astounding instance of verbal criticism,which I do not venture tc
luot_ in Bodia,/)era. p. 4O.
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to deny that the books
tar more numerous
ability.

m defence of the belief

fur more learning,

dialectic
the

to de_b.nd it.

witchcraft

was

Thomas
teenth

most

Indeed,

prevalent,

during

there

who did not, on some

Aquinas
century,

it, but that

skill, and ev__n

ablest

men were

to repudiate
the superstition;
they
earnestly, and with tile most intense

conviction,

pains to throw

are not only

against

For many centuries,

not merely unwilling
often pressed forward

real eminence

EUROPR

than the later works

they also represent
general

IN

the weight

of their

was probably

the period

were

few writers

occasion, take
authority

the ablest

of

especial

into the scale.

writer

and he assures us that diseases

when

of the thirand tempests

are the direct acts of the Devil ; that the Devil can transport
men at his pleasure through the air; and that he can transform them

into any shape.

University

of Paris,

Imitation,'

is justly

of his age;

Gerson,

the

Chancellor

of the

and, as many think, the author of ' The
regarded

and he, too,

Bodin was unquestionably

as one of the master-intellects
wrote

in defence

of the

belief.

the most original political philoso-

pher who had arisen since ]_IacchiavelU, and he devoted all his
learning

and acuteness

the subject

to crushing

of witches.

ability was no guarantee

the rising scepticism

The truth
against

is, that, in those

error ; because

on
ages,

the single

employment of the reason was to develop and expand premises that were furnished by the Church.
There was no
such thing as an uncompromising

and unreserved

of the first principles

there was no such thing

of teaching;

criticism

as a revolt of the reason against conclusions that were strictly
drawn from the premises of authority.
every
without

other

age of half belief, principles

being

fully

developed.

from them, men erquire,

If

not merely

In our age, and in
are o_en

adopted

a conclusion

is drawn

whether

deduction

the

MAOIC AND Wr,_ORAI'T.
.s correct,

but

probable;

and if it does not appear

conclusion,

also whether

without

its

absolutely

ages of witchcraft,

result

seems

intrinmcally

so, they will reject

rejecting

an inexorable

89

the premise.

logic prevailed.

the

In the
Men were

so firmly convinced of the truth of the doctrincs they were
_aught, that those doctrines became to them the measure of
probability,
them

and

presented

no event
the

that

slightest

governed the imagination,
an(] secular considerations
assurance.

The ablest

credulous;
covering

seemed

dit_culty

while
never

analogies

principles

between

to the

not unfreqaently

They

tile most

was chiefly employed

every st._ling

of their faith, and

mind.

with

they subdued the reason,
intervened
to damp their

men were

because their ability

to harmonise

their

narrative

in disand the

success was a measure

of

their ingenuity.
It is these

considerations

period I am referring

that

to so great

give the writings
an importance

of the

in the

his-

tory of opinions,

and which also make it so difficult for us to

appreciate

force.

their

I shall endea_ our to lay before the

reader, in as concise a form as I am able, some of the leading
principles

they

tion, contributed

embodied;

and, acting

on the reason,

of witches

were antecedently

It was universally
were ranging

_hich,

acting

the

phenomena

to produce

persuaded

taught

over the world,

ness and the filture

on the

imagina

of witchcraft

men that the narratives

probable.'
that

innumerable

seeking

ruin of mankind

the

present

evil spirits
unhappi-

; that these spirits were

' The principal authority on these matters is a large collectionof Latin
works (in great part written by inquisitors),e_tending over about two cen
turie_, and published under the title of .MalleusMalefivarum (the title of
Sprenger'sbook). It comprisesthe works of Sprenger,Nider,Basin,Molitor,
Gersoa, Murner, Spinth Laurentius, Bernardu_ Vignitus, Grillandus,&c. l
have noticed a great manyother works in their place_ and the re_dermz_
findlzviews of many othersin MaddenandPlancy.
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fallen angels, who had retained
capacities;

and that they,

and wisdom
From

-_volved.

at all events,

far transcending

these conceptions,

many, if not all, the angelic
the

misfortune

not

that

human

improbable

superhuman

malice.
services

surrender

ot

made--that

which

is to secure

code ; and

bribe

for men to direct

the history

once

of the

of

authority.

repeated

in-

in the

of Endor

circumstances

fur-

of the

magic with a unanimous
of every nation

belief.

it was
connected

bear

In an age which

impossible

seem more probable,
closely

by the
can be

the solemn

of the witch

of the

had denounced

retrospective,

more

ecclesiastical

than

them

clearest

voice, and the writings

could

was

the

the

the energies

to live,' was

more

of the universality
which

such

of

they should

a compact

description

The Fathers

that

That

had been

a detailed

was essentially
tenet

object

who would

by

more

men the energies

hopes.
established

which

far

it is not sur-

to those

not suffer a witch

and unvarying
traces

and possess

against

meet

in the smallest

suffering,

If their highest

it is possible

shalt

Levitical
crime.

their

spirits--was

junction
nishes

direct

us, it

we should

ruin of man, we need not wonder

offer their

'Thou

mankind,

for inflicting

they should

ultimate

that

were

around

If they delight

can befall

capacities

p "ising that

evil

consequences

If these spirits are for ever hovering

as said, it is surely

a power

limits of human faculties.

many important

8dine signs of their presence.
than

possessed

to name

for there

with

a

was none

antiquity,

both

and profane.

The popular belief, however, not only asserted the possibility and continued existence of witchcraft, it also entered
into many
gant

of what

and grotesque

most ordinary

we should
details.

operations

now deem

the most

extrava-

In the first place, one of the

of the witch, or of the Devil

acting

MAOXC_
at her com_lahd,
frequently

_n_H(:_A.Fr.

was to cause tempests,
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which it was said

desolated the fields of a single person, leaving

rest of the country entirely untouched.
to deny that Satan possessed,
power, he was

speedily

We read in the Old Testament
permission, afflicted Job;
he employed

If any one ventured

or was likely to exercise

silenced

th_

by a scriptural

this

precedent

that the Devil, by the Divine

and that among

was a tempest which

the means whicb

destroyed

the house in

which the sons of the patriarch

were eating.

tion, in the book of Revelation,

of the four angels who held

The descrlp

the four winds, and to whom it was given to affiiet the earth,
was also generally

associated

with this belief;

for, as St. Au-

gustine tells us, the word angel is equally applicable
or bad spirits.

Besides

this, the Devi] was always

of as the prince of the air.
immense power would
pheric disturbances

His immense knowledge

place the immediate

of

their

which were alleged;

by

superhuman

were, it was thought,

move all sense of the antecedent
uniform

and his

causes of atmos-

of natural laws, but simply

application

These considerations

the

spoken

at his disposal ; and the sudden tempest

would, therefore, be no violation
an instance

to good

but every uncertainty

teaching

of the

sufficient

improbability
Church.

power.
to re-

of the facts

was dispelled
At

all times,

by
the

Fathers and the medimval saints had taught, like the teachers
of every other religion

in the same early stage

of civilisa_

tion, that all the more remarkable

atmospheric

8ulted from the direct

intervention

of spirits. 2 Rain seems

to have been commonly

associated,

as it still is in the Church

with the intervention

of the Deity ; but wind

of England,

and hail were invariably

identified

with

changes

the Devil.

re.

If the

i On the universalityof _ m_lie_m an early stage of civilisation,Jet
8uekle',*l_'uttory,voLL p. 1146.
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Devil could

originate

consequence,

a tempest,

that witches

it followed,

who

as a necessary

had entered

into eompaat

with him had the same power.
The
The

same

Devil

might

principh_s

had

afflicted

therefore

angels;

and

by virtue
produce

of his angelic
The

the

ecclesiastical

the

and

atmospheric

Devil,

and, when

deemed

on the

therefore

demoniacs

subject,

disturbances
the injury

so, the pestilences
supernatural,

disease

and

If the witch

her incantations,
there was
she could also remove it.'

easily

proves

As,

that
; and,

disease, would be
and the

if not

later

unanimous,

therefore,

were ascribed

the

more

generally

was spread

to

over

a small

which desolated

nations

every

strange

that fell upon an individual,

malice of a sorcerer.

of the

of the Deity and

narratives;

strong.

and

were conacts

the bodily functions

of these

extremely

diseases,

as the

might

of the

to disease.

pestilences

permission

derange

testimony

at least,

countable

Great

capacities,

history

veracity

area, to witches;
were

horrible

to deny that they could produce

to impugn

striking

with

the Devil, by the

devils could master

was,

Job

applied

in the Old Testament

them.

therefore,

argument

afflict others.

mtantly described
.

of

and

unac-

a result

of the

could produce

no difficulty

disease by

in believing

that

' There can be little doubt that a considerableamountof poisoningwas
mixedup with the witch cases. In ages when medicalknowledgewas scanty,
and post mortem examinations unknown,this crime was peculiarlydreaded
and appeared peculiarlymysterious. On the other hand, it is equallycertain
that the witchesconstantly employedtheir knowledgeof the property ofberlin
forthe purposeof curingdisease,andthat they attained,in this respect,a ski]]
which was hardly equalled by the regular practitioners. To the evidence
which Michelethas collected on this n-gtter,I mayadd a strik.ng passage
fromGriUandua ' Quandoquevero provenitfebris,tussis, dementia,phthisis,
nydropsis,aut aliquatumefactiocarnis in corpore_sire apoetemaextrinse¢_
lpparens: quandoquevero intrinseceapudintestinaaliquodapostemasit adeo
terribileet incurabilequodnulla pars medicorumid mmweet removerepote_

MAGIC

These propositions

AND

were unanimously

They were illustrated

by anecdotes,

of which can only be appreciated
the literature

at its source.
admitted

There were
erable

the countless

One

of trials

most

graven

on

and of executions,

all the

however,

of the

numbers

by those who have studied

by almost

other details,

discussion.

and firmly believed.

They were indelibly

the minds of men by hundreds
and ttmy were
C_hristendom.
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ablest

men

which excited
striking

i_

eonsid-

of these

was

ttle transportation
of witches through tile air. That an old
woman could be carried some hundreds of miles in a few
minutes
Devil

on a broomstick
might

select, would,

as so essentially
that

amount

meu of its reality.
rationalistic

At

of the

manifest

writers

mental

importance.
theological
of a spirit.
difficulty,
dating

it.

through

conformed
eonsidcrable

Satan,

it was

said

extreme

_psam melefieam

in a fcw

contempt,

who treated

of probability

by

it as a

was still essentialiy

that was asked was, how

with the theological

conception

seemed, at first sight, mucil

ingcnuity

was

remembered,

St. Thomas

accedat aUus maleficus,
t_ritudinem

I am writing,
exist

applied
had

the air, and placed him on a pinnacle

and therefore,

convince

but it lind not yet "Lssumcd any

On this point there
and

of wtfich

thougt_ with

; and the only question

t_ar the narratives

would

undoubtedly

on tim subject,

The measure

that it is probable

of testimony

did

aberration;

day, bc regarded

absurd,

the period

spirit

minds ; for it is noticed,
some

or in any other way the

in the present

and grotesquely

no conceivable

this

or a goat,

sire sortil%_ls,

Aquinas,
qui coutrariis

to eluci-

borne

Christ

of the temple"
if

he could

do

medelis et remedii_

tollat, quam facile et brevi tempore

removere pc,

_st, cmteri vero medici qui artem ipsius medicin_ profitentur nihil valcnt et n_
lciunt afferre remedium.'
(Mad/. MaL, voL iL pp. 393, 394.)

.
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this to one body he could do it to all.
kuk had been transported

by a spirit from Judea

and Philip the Evangelist
miracle.

had been

plexing

difficulties
minutely

many hundreds
it.

to Babylon,

the object of a similar

St. Paul had likewise been carried, perhaps in the

body, into the third heaven.
This evidence was ample and
more

The prophet Habak-

aro,qe.

conclusive;

Nothing

described

tb.an

in the witch

the

witches'

of women had been burnt

Occasionally,

l'.owever,

had been condemned
or by the evidence

it happened

on this charge
of other

but other per
trials was

Sabbath,

that,

when a woman

by her own confession,

witches, her husband

came forth

and swore that his wife had not left his side during
in question.

The testimony

and

alive for attending

of so near a relative

the night
might,

per-

haps, be explained by perjury;
bu*. other evidence was adduced which it was more difficult to evade.
It was stated
that women were often found
sensible

lying

to pain, and without

sign of life ; that,

returne4,

and that they then

that they had been at the witches'

statements

soon attracted

were much divided
ion that the witch
but

she should,

suggested

a bolder

is a proposition

attention

in their judgments.

compact,

the same portion

the

was laboring

they ot_en added

that,

as the

very

of matter

cannot

which rests entirely

I

|

miracle

of transubstantiation

ability

of the pluri-presence

the Devil might

filrnish,

of theologians,

Thes_
who

Some were of opm

delusion

of the Devil ;

originated

be burned.

startling

but those laws have no existence

Sabbath.

under a delusion

notwithstanding,
and

in.

the smallest

after a time, their consciousness
confessed

in a state of trance,

explanation.

in a
Otherm
That

be in two places at once_
on the

laws

of nature ;

for the miraculous ; and the

seems to destroy
of a human body.

all the improbAt all event_ s

for the occasion, a duplicate

bod_

l¢.Aam _,_

wr_cP._z=r

In order to baffle the ministers
became

extremely

mous Catholic
port

popular

miracles

St. Ambrose

a church

of.iustice.

among

motionless,

This latter opinion

theologians;

were triumphantly

and two fa-

quoted in its sup-

was, on one occasion,

at Milan, when he suddenly

the service.
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celebrating

paused

mass in

in the midst

of

His head sank upon the altar, and he remained
as in a trance, for the space of three

congregation
consciousness

waited

hours.

silently for the benediction.

of the saint returned,

ers that he had been officiating

At last the

and he assured

at Tours

The

his hear-

at the burial

of St.

Martin, a statement which was, of course, in a few days verified. A similar miracle was related of St. Clement.
This
early saint, in the midst of a mass at Rome, was called away
to consecrate
had assumed

a church

at Pisa.

its form, remained

at the same time present
blood upon the marble

His body,
at Rome;

at Pisa, where

for a memorial

whole, the most general

opinion

witches were sometimes

transported

and sometimes

the connection
De_

could

but

the saint was

he ]et_ some drops of

of the miracle.'

seems to have

On the

been, that the

to the Sabbath

in body,

in spirit ; and that devils occasionally

assumed

their forms in order to baffle the sagacity
Another

or an angel who

important

and

between
assume

evil spirits
the

of the judges.'

much discussed
form

and

of any

department,

animals.

That

was
the

animal I he pleased,

i Spin_ De _r/y/b_ (1522), cap. xi.
= All the phenomenaof somnambulismweremixed up with the question.
e. g., Spina_cap.x. andxi., where it is fullydiscussed. Manycuriousno
tiouswere held aboutsomnambulism. One opinionwas, that the somnamboIkL_had neverbeen baptised,or had been baptised by a drunkenpriest.
This belief was probably sustainedby the greatuse m_le of animalsin
L_sttgn symbolismas representativesof moral qualities. In differentdistrict_
differentaaim_dswere supposedto be iL especial connectionwith spirit_.
Deltio mentions that the ancient Irish had sucha venerationforwolvesthat
theywereaccustomedto pr_yfor their salvation,and to choose them as god
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seems to h'_ve been generally
difficulty

n_ _u_oPE.
admitted

to those who remembered

of that personage
occasion

that the first appearance
into a herd of swine.

also assures us that, in the desert, St. Antony

met a centaur

and a £_un--a

from his forehead--who

little

were

man with

possibly

horns

devils;'

and,

at all

at a later period, the lives of the saints represent

spirits

in the

thrcpy,

however,

fol m of animals

more difficulty.

and the conversion

The

&witches

history

St. Augustine

no opinion

into wolves,

of _N'ebuchaflnczzar

appeared

; but it was impossible
to regard

the belier:

more universally

On the other

al-

to for-

lycanthropy

fable, and that a canon of the council of Aneyra
ically condemned

evil

Lycan-

of Lot's wHb, were, it is true, eagerly

leged in support of its possibility
get that

as not unfrequent.

or the transformation

had

growing

evcnts,

presented

no

on earth was as a serpent, and that on one

a legion of devils had entered

St. Jerome

; and it presented

as a

had emphat,

hand, therc

held among the ancients.

was

It had

fathers for their children (Thiers' Superst., vol. ii. p. 198). Beelzebub, as is
well known, was god of flies. +Par ce qu'il n'y avoit pas une mouche en son
temple,

eomme on diet qu'au Palais

de Venise

il n'y apas

une seule mouche et

au Palais de Tol_de qu'il n'y eu a qu'une, qui n'est pas chose estrange en
nouveUe, car nous lisons que les Cyr6naiques,
apr_s evoir sacrifid au dien
hcaron_

dieu des mouches,

dire mouchard,

et les (frees

routes les mouches

_ Jupiter,

s'envolaient

surnommd

Myiodes,

e'est h

en une nu_e_ comme nous lisens

en Pausanias In Arcadlcis et en Pline au livre xxix. cap. 62 (Bodin, D/_mon.,
p. 15.)
Dancing bears and other intelligent
animals seem to have been also
connected with the Devil ; and an old council anathematised
at once ma_ciana
who have abandoned
their Creator, fortune-tellers, and those <qui ursas au_
similes bestias ad ludum et pemiciem simpliciorum
circumferunt '--+fcr whal
fellowship can there be between Christ and Belial ? ' (Wier, De Prcest. Darm., p.
557.)
The ascription of intelligence
to animals was general through the mid.
die ages, but it was most prominent in the Celtic race.
on mystic animals in Dalyell's _guperst/t/on_ in _votland,
Renan on C'e/g/c _Poet_.
:zt
,,_

Muratori (Ant/q.

See a curious chaptez
and also the essay of

Its/., Dins. xxix.) quotes an amusing

passage from a writer of the eleventh century, concerning
¢entury was ' moved by the spirit of Pytho.'
_ V/ta _ Pan//.

a dog which in that

MAGIC

been accepted
theologians,

by the inquisitors

If the

by the

on which
witch

retabmd

was wounded

that wound

and most orthodox

who were commissioned

law courts

it rested

9_
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by many of the greatest

the popes, and
evidence

AND

of most countries.

was very curious
in the form

in her human

hunter, having

severed

; but when

of an animal,

she
o!

only a bleeding
wife.'
* 'L'existence

Sometimes

thc paw of his assailant,
he opened

hand, w_ch

des loups-garous

The
definite.

form, and hundreds

such cases were alleged before the tribunals.
a trophy

and

by

retained

it as

his bag, he discovered

he recognised

est attest_e

the
in it

as the hand _f his

par Virgile,

Solin,

Strabon,

Pomi_)nius Mdl% Dionysius Afer, Varron, et par tcus les jurisconsultes
et
ddmonomanes des derniers sibclcs.
A peine commen_ait-on _ eu douter sous
Louis XIV.'
(Plancy, D/d. In female, I4/eantAropie. ) Bodin, in his chapter
on Lycanthropy,
and in our own day Madden (vol. i. pp. 384-358), have collected immense numbers
subject w'th considerable
towards incredulity

of additional
anthoriti4s.
St. Augustine
notices the
hesitation, but on the whole inclines, as I have said,

(C/v. De/, lib. xviii, c. 17, 18).

He also tcllsus

that inhis

time there were some innkeepers, who were said to give their guests drugs in
cheese, and thus to turn them into animals. (Ibid.)
In the Salic laws of the
fifth century there is a curious enactment ' that any sorceress who has devoured
a man should on conviction be fined 200 sons ' (Garinet, p. 6). To come down
to a later

period, we find St. Thomas

Aquinas

boni et mali_ ex virtute naturali, habent
nostra ; ' and, according to Bodin, Paracelsus

asserting

that

' 0runes

angel]

potestatem
transmutandi
corpora
and Fernel_ the chief physician of

Henry IV., held a similar belief.
There is probably no country in Europe--perhaps no country in the world--in which some form of this superstition has
not existed.

It raged however

Jura, in Norway,

Russia, Ireland

especially

where wolves abounded--among

(where the inhabitants

the

of 0ssory, according to

Camden, were said to become wolves once every seven years), in the Pyrenees
and Greece.
The Italian women usually became cats.
In the East (as the
' Arabian

Nights'

show) many

forms were assumed.

A French judge

named

Bogue% at the end of the sixteenth century, devoted himself especially to the
subject, burnt multitudes of iycanthropes,
wrote a book about them, and drew
up a code in which he permitted ordinary witches to be strangled before they
were bum% but excepted lycanthrope_

who were to be burnt alive (Gartnet, pp.

S98-802).
In the controversy about the reality of the transformation, Bodi_
suvported the affimative, and Binsfeldius the negative side.
There is a form of
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The

last class

appears

of anecdotes

to have grown

celibacy.

_OPE.
I shall notice is that which

out of the

I mean the accounts

Catholic

conception

of the influence

of

of witchcraft

upon the passions.
It is not difficult to conceive
duced that passionate
_triking

characteristic

was universally
in order

of old Catholic

regarded

of their

whose

eloquence

charms

had

the inconceivable

subtlety,

the unconquerably
the terror

significance
had probably

the frivolity,

evil propensities

but

they

from the

of women,

became

uess with which

_,d attention

a

influence

the

sufferings
why the

of sorcery

the

of

Hence,

the

malignity
which were

amusement

these

diatribes

certain

immense

of
with

melancholy

they represent

the extreme

of the victims

men to
callous-

were contem-

majority

of those

should be women, early attrac_

; and it was generally

ibility of their nervous

iniquity

in predisposing

and also in producing

The question

who were accused

acquire

and

all the

the unfaithfulness,

fact, that the teaching

a considerable

believe in witches,
plated.

unparalleled

It is not very easy to read

gravity;

the

it so rare.

on the

of one age, and which

the next.

exhausted

in describing

rendered

Celibacy

form of virtue,

theologians

l_rO.

is such •

theology.

as the highest

long and fiery disquisitions

perfect

the order of ideas that

of the t_air sex which

to make it acceptable,

resources
those

horror

constitution,

answered,

not by the

sen-

and by their consequent

liability to religous monomania and epidemics, but by the inherent wickedness of the sex. There was no subject on which
monomaniaunderwhich men l)elievethemselvesto be animals,whichis doubt.
'essthe nucleusaround which the system was formed--a striking, instanceof
_he developmentof the miraculous. See also Bourquelot,La/._¢an_ra_
Amongthe manymad notionsof the Abyssinia_ parhaps the maddestis th_
beliet that blacksmithz and potters can change themselves into hyenas, and
_ht thereforeto be excludedfrom the sacrament(Hccker,._id., p. 120_.
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the old writers expatiated with more indignant eloquence, or
with more copious illustration. 1 Cato, they said, had declared
that ' if the world were only free from women, men would
not be without the converse of the gods.' Cicero had said,
that _ many motives will urge men to one crime, but that one
passion will impel women to all crimes.' Solomon, whose
means of observation had in this respect been exceedingly
extensive, had summed up his experience in a long series of
the most crushh_g apophthegms.
Chrysostom only internreted the general sentiment of the Fathers, when he pronounced woman to be ' a necessary evil, a naturaltemptation,
a desirable calamity, a domestic peril, a deadly fascination,
and a painted ill.' Doctor after doctor echoed the same lug-ubrious strain, ransacked the pages of history for illustrations
of the enormities of the sex, and marshalled the ecclesiastical
testimonies on the subject with the most imperturbable ear
nestness and solemnity. Men who had most seriously formed
this estimate of the great majority of women ; who esteemed
celibacy the highest of virtues, and every temptation to abandon it the direct consequence of Satanic presence ; came, by
a very natural process, to regard all the ' phenomena of love'
as most especially under the influence of the Devil. Hence,
those wild glc.tms of strange and grotesque romance which,
from time to time, light up the literature of witchcraiL
Incubi and succubi were for ever wandering among man.
kind, alluring by more than human charms tile unwary to
their destruction, and laying plots which were but too oi_ea
tuceessful against the virtue of the saints. Sometimes, the
"_itehes kindled in the monastic breast a more terrestrial fire;
and men told, with bated breath, how, under the spell of a vm.
dictive woman, four successive abbots in a German monastery
t See ¢_pecit_lly the long strange chapter on the subject in Sprenger.
|
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had been wasted

away by an unholy flame.'

Oceasionally_

with a still more refined malice, the Evil One assumed the al_
pearance

of some noted divine, in order to bring discredit

upon his character;

and an astonished maiden saw, prostrate

at her feet, the form of one whom she knew to be a bishop, and
whom she believed

to be a saint Z_ Nor was it only among

those who were bound to celibacy
were exercised.

their machinations,

the joys

how many hundreds

' Sprenger,

of wedlock;

disturbing,

by

and none can tell

have died in agonies for afflicting with

barrenness the marriage

flus, the angels
(Nider, Formic.

that the deadly influences

The witches were continually

bed/

Pars I. Qu,'est. wl.

At the request

performed on those
de 21/a/., c. v.)

saints

of _

Sereaus and St. Equi.

a counteracting

surgical

operation.

' See the curious story of St. Sylvanus, Bishop of Nazareth, in Sprenger
Pars II. Qusest. i. cap. xi.).
The Devil not only assumed the appearance of
this holy man, in order to pay his addresses to a lady, but when discovered,
crept under a bed, suffered himscff to be dragged out, and declared that he was
the veritable bishop.
Happily, after a time, a miracle was wrought which clear.
ed the reputation of the caluminated prelate.
As few people

realise the degree

in which

couraged by the Church which claims infallibility,
of this particular

these

superstitions

were en-

I may mentiou that the reality

crime was implied, and its perpetrators

anathematised,

by the

provincial councils or synods of Troycs, Lyons, Milan, Tours, Bourges, Narbonne, Ferrara, St. Malo, MORt Cassin, Oileans, and Grenoble; by the rituals of
Autun, Chartres, PSri_ueux, Atun_ Evreux, Paris, Angers, Arras, Ch_lons, B_
logna, Troyes, Boules, Alet, Beauvais, Menu.x, Rheims, &c. ; and by the decrees
of a long scries of bishops (Thiers,

Sup. Pop., tom. iv. ch. vii.).

It was held, aJ

far as I know, without a single exception, by all the inquisitors who presided at
the witch_ourt%
and Sprcngcr gives a long account of the methods which were
generally

employed

in convicting

those who were accused

of the crime.

Moo

m_ne appears to have been the first who openly denied it, ascribing to the imagination what the orthodox ascribed to the Devil ; and this opinion seems so(m
to have become a characteristic
of frce-thinkers
in France ; for Thiers (who
wrote in 1678) complains that 'Les csprits forts et les libertins qui donnent tout
la nature, et qui ne jugent des choses que par la raison, Re veulent pass¢
persuader que de nouveaux-mari_fa puissent par l'artifiee et la malice du d&moa
estre emp_chds

de se rendre le devoir conjugal (p 567)--a

IVy--' puisque l'Eglise_

que c_t conduitc

very wicked incrodu,

par le Salnt-Esprit,

et qui par com_

_.Aom A_m wnvno_.rr.
I make no apology
Df doctrines

for having

and arguments

_heir intrinsic
opinions.

The

ease before
said,

the reader

follies of the

past, when

ages

to tile history of

they were

adopted

and, in the

an invaluable

development.
were

not on

clue to

It is often and truly

pre-eminently

credulous,

as com-

with our own ; yet the difference is not so much in the

amount

of the credulity,

Men are always

as in the

prepared

direction

to accept,

what they believe

to be exceedingly

ure of probability

ultimately

ence of civilisation.
teenth

and

measure

the beginning

of probability

seemed
ular.

In the

to breathe
Their

all coloured

alacrity

their habitual

meditations.

small

germ

witchcraft

of reality,

ablest

around

and circumstantial

men for many

true ; conducted

centuries

it unbhaken

sixthe
Men

unsec-

conceptions

were

they accepted

harmonised

predisposition

with

to believe

it constructed,

out

complicated

system

this vast and

; accummulated

most varied

The

influ-

entirely

and

which

so great, that

the
in the

theological.

associations;

any anecdote

meas-

century,

that was

and imaginative

with cheerful

was

under

ages, and

essentially

evidence,

details of their

seventeenth

an atmosphere

intellectual

it takes.

Their

the

changing

of the

by theological

miraculous

probable.

middle

was

which

on very slight

determines

creed, and it is itseff perpetually

the

depends,

of study;

us, they fmmish, I think,
past

will probably

importance

men, are well worthy

of intellectual

that

pared

their

so long on a series

value, but upon their relation

by the wisest
the laws

dwelt

which

deem very puerile, because
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in

of a
of

it an immense mass of the

evidence
that
through

; persuaded
it was
the

all the

incontestably

scrutiny

of the

quent ne peut errer, reconnolt qu'il se falt par rop6rafion du ddmon ' (p. 578).
The same writer shows that the belief existed in the Church in the time of The,
odousus (p. 568).

The last sorcerer who was burnt in France perished on thim

eharge(Oarlaet,p. 25e).

,
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law courts of every European nation;and consignedten_
of thousandsof victimsto a fearfuland unlamented death.
There

was not the smallest

h)wn miraculous

desire to explain

accounts,

away

or soften

in order to make them harmonise

with experience, because the minds of men were completely
imbued with an order of ide'_s that had no connection with
experience.

]f we could perceive

by the laws

of matter,

could

observe

them

malignity,

seeking

power

the

misery

awful

aspect

actually

of mankind,

every sphere

the Assyrian

and could behold

every

all the

around

action

energies
and

in which

see the angel of destruction
over

hovering

watching
with

evil spirits, untrammelled
with
of

the

with

their

if we could

the sword
streets

Satan transporting

a deadly

superhuman

darkening
we move;

brandishing

hosts, or over

us ; if we

of death

of Jerusalem;

Christ through

the air,

or the demoniacs foaming in agony beneath his grasp, we
should probably reason on these matters in much the same
spirit as the

thcologians

turies.

minds

Our

images, that
tirely

they

different

evil

spirits

would

ever predispose
the

would

and

be so pervaded
form

a measure

which

is formed

consciousness

sixteenth

us for

of probability

causes

upon

which

of

would

for

of their power.
to eluci-

witchcraft

depended,

They will show that it resulted,

not from accidental

alane_,

or even scientific

individual

but from a general
life.

It grew

nf religious

predisposition

from, and

thought

were weakened

eccentricities,

to see Satanic

it reflected,

; and it declined

or destroyed.

en-

presence

and

pages will, I trust, be sufficient

leading

awfuk

by the e×perience

ever,

manifestations

cen

by these

of the continual

accompany

us to discover

The tbregoing
date

would

from that

of life ; a nervous

of the fifteenth

circum.

ignorance.
agency

the prevailing

ii_

modes

only when those modes

In almos_ every period

of the
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middle ages, there had been a few men who in some degree
dissented from the common supel_titions

; but their opinions

were deemed

and they exercised

entirely

no appreciable

incomprehensible,

influence

their

doctrines,

were

so perverted

being

quently

increased

general

credulity

were directed

generally
and

the

continued,
the

justice

tion was changed
narratives,

sense of their
for authority,

roiled away.

never

l_,t

until

Its decline

We
language

frequently
which

them

opinion.

marks

the

seek in every

the

the

predisposi-

reverence

way to evad_

it even when they

it, could this deadly superstition

find, in the

be

rise, and its destruction

writings

that a certain

in Europe.

of the
amount

in some

with no great

inquisitors,

of scepticism
minds.

sufficient to make any deep impression

It is identified

admit the

question

; not until the

so overpowered

was, even in their time, smouldering
not, indeed,

no

to recoil from these

of the spirit of rationalism
implies

of men

to accept

the

and grossly improbable

to disprove

the first triumph,

inclined

they might

they would

; not until men began

as to make

as the

In such a condition

the evidence, and to make them disbelieve
were unable

As long

and the Satanic,

be more

; and, though

improbability

form,

not unfre-

as long as the minds

of the belief,

as palpably

they

They would refuse to scrutinise

of some imposture,

substantial

gloom.

mh'aculous

always

suspicion

Indeed,

in a mystical
that

the superstition.

the evidencc.

it with jealous
existence

prevailing

men would

than to reject

veiled

materialised,

towards

efforts could eradicate
of thought,

upon their contemporaries.

It was
on public

name, 1 and produced

i I ahould_perhaps,make one exceptionto this state_nent--Peteruf Apoho,
a very famous physician and philosopherof Padua, who died in 1305. He
appearsto have entirely deniedthe existence of demonsm_dof miracles; and
to have attempted, by the assistance of astrology,to constructa general philo_
uphyof reli_on, casting the horoscope of each faith, and ascribing its ri_
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no great

book;

the anxiety

of some theologians.
be treated

rected,

ridicule

who

or attribute

were entirely
men,

through

weakness

for, as Plato

has arisen

want

Sprenger

a still

from a quarter

also, in a long chapter,

impediinstructed

scepticism

which

laymen ; ' who had, indeed, no fixed

University

groping

in the dark,

in which

An assem-

of Cologne,'

and severely

more startling

the panic was raging
some priests

partly

of intellect

but were blindly

of the

some

and

now on one point, and now on another.'

of doctors

of

to the senses, and to be

how to meet a spirit of vague
certain

cot-

speak

among

of faith,

imperfection

held in 1487, lamented,
demned,

sternly

they

away from them, is the greatest

of reasoning,

touching

indeed

Ger-

any effects, as if these things
error

through

and

to elicit

men,' wrote

whenever

says, to refer everything

had arisen among

bly

This

partly

ment to truth.' i

method

scorn, and

to demons

of turtfing

theologians

with

evident

'Those

theologians

fabulous.

learned

incapable

_u_OP/dL

but it was yet sufficiently

son, ' should
demons,

IN

which

instance

of rebellion,

it was least to be expected.

most fiercely

had attempted

was

and authoritatively

conarising
When

in the diocese of Cologne,

to allay the alarm by questioning

the reality of the crime.
About thirty years later, Spins
mentions' that, in some places, the innumerable
executions
lind aroused
aud destiny
pa-haps

the

a spirit of most acrimonious

to the influence
founder of

of the stars.

Averroism

opposition.

He was a disciple

in Italy--and

seems

Indeed,
of Ave_

to have

fo_med t

avnool at Padua.
When he was about eighty, he was accused of magic.
It
was said that he had acquired the knowledge of the seven liberal arts by
_v_a familtar spirit8 whom he kept confined in a crystal ; but he died before
tae trial was concluded,

so the inquisitors

by burning his image.
[_tm3pare Naud6, Apo/.,

He was regarded as one of the greatest of magiciaua
pp. 380-391 ; Renan, Averro_,
pp. 258, 259.

i Mall. Mad., vol. ii. p. 255.
_L ii. pp. 191, 299, 800.

were obliged

to content

• Ma_. Mad., voLi.

themaelveL

pp. 460-468.
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In the north

of Italy, a positive

accompanied

by a tone of incredulity

piteously

l'_ments.

most unfaithful

'Most
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rebellion

had broken

which that

imprudent,

most

men will not believe

more lamentable,

theb

those

influence

to obstruct

enemies of Christ.'
might
crime;

and

which

was

be justly

claiming,

preme jurisdiction
the

misconduct

depart
have

in his treatise
Wier
was

who had

and undefined;

that it was thrown

was a learned

and able physician
many

revolt

teaching,

they endured.

perhaps,

any

not quite

tie

peopled by crowds

to

victims

He
were

He was a Protestas much

trammelled

; though

in the

ibr authority would be regarded as
He had not the slightest wish t_

of the

first

or even to free himself

of thought,

to

appears

man, was greatly

as some of his contemporaries

against

su-

alleging

of ClOves.

of the

sufferings

present day his reverence
an absolute infatuation.

tone, the

form by John Wier,

shocked

by tradition

We find,

suffered witches

and, being a very humane

at the

the

Dsemonum.'

as a doctor that

and therefore,

Church
upon

however,

simply lunatics,
ant,

the

and

and it was not till 1563

into a systematic

'De Prsestigiis

convinced

at the

cases, and occasionally

All this scepticism,

been latent

observes,

were commissioned.

of lay judges

unharmed.

upon

inquisitors

in a very peremptory

of these

the

of it, as they

for conniving

reflection

by the

Pope by whom the inquisitors
too, the clergy

Spina justly

punished

it was a distinct
represented

they ought

they exert all

for those who were guilty

themselves

and

who are destroying

Such a conduct,

was fi_ll of danger

theologian

undevout,

the things

to believe ; and what is still

out_

was quite
of demons,

principles

of the

from the prevailing

convinced

that

the

wbo were constantly

popular
modes

world

was

w-rki_:

miracles among mankind ; and his only object was to reco_
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tile

I_

his sense

of their

ubiquity,

of the

phenomena

that

some

arose from disease.
were labouring
not make
arouse

with
were

an unholy

compact,

or produce

hines of Satan;

but

the

them that

Devil

bewitched

but the Devil

some

amount
were

fhculties
lated
' the

liable

also showed

of the

in the

poisoner

; and that

between

angels

belief

were

clearly

exhibited,

and

not by
suspicion

greatest

possible
he sail,

their

and

by

Persons,

possession,

when

tempers

learned

their
acidu

chapter

on

sex,' he showed,

the Greek philosophers,
to evil influences.
and moral

law, may
notion

and the antediluvian

learning;

afflicted

IIe

infirmities,

He argued that the word

Levitical

The gross improbabilities

unnecessary

and

subject

the patristic

'I_e idea
the 1den of

truly

female

among their sex.

witch,

into them, ar_d

the

by disease, and

peculiarly

translated

ble.

that

that the witches, in mental

were pre-eminent

the cone,i-

had then thrown

In an eloquent

of the Fathers

that women were

was

diabolical

and fi_gility

by the authority

entered

be produced.

to

were impaired

credulity

the air, or

as to absorb

in order

might

by suffering.

through

had done this directly,

old woman,

especially

They did

or become

person

of a witch, and

of suffering

supernatural

they had done these things.

The

that

all the witches

of the Devil.

had

witchcraft,

upon

that

or ride

was thus so enlarged

the intervention

deemed

disease,

of possession
the Devil,

his persl\asion

He was of opinion

under the delusions

tempests,

persuaded

EUROPE.

be translated

of the

intercourse

women,

was inadmissi-

of some parts

of the popular

and illustrated

and the treatise

with

was prefaced

much
by an

earnest appeal to the princes of Europe to arrest the effusion
of innocent blood.
The scepticism
dacious.

of this work cannot

In fact, Wier

be regarded

stands alone in the history

as at_

of witch

_AOm A__m wr_C_'_.
craft, and differs essentially
_ubject.

from all the later writers on the

lie forms a link connecting

fully pervaded

nents, and he never dreamed

excited

Such

among

learned

editions were published,
dam, which were
It was translated

then

on the

the

centres

received

was the

opinions,

attention.

and

Three

description

Shortly

after the publication
in reply,

fi'om the

of independent

in 1569.

and

peared

of the ' Republic,'

the sphere of the

in a few years, at Basle and Amster-

into French
and

as his oppo-

this book

men considerable

' De Lamiis,'

of the leaders,

vhers

of restricting

as it was, however,

of any importance

by a treatise

two periods; he was as

by the sense of the miraculous

supernatural.
first attack
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thought.

It was supplemented

by a very curious

catalogue

of the organization,
of these

of hell.'

last works, a book ap-

pen of Bodin,

the

famous author

arid one of the most distinguished

philoso-

in Europe.

Bodin was esteemed,

by many of his contemporaries,

ablest man who had then arisen
has bcen but littlc qualified
' Pseudomonarchia

in France;

by later writers.'

D_emonum '---one

of the principal

and the
Amid

the

verdict
all the

sources of informa-

tion about this subject.
He gives the names of seventy-two princes_ and estimates their subjects at 7,405,926 devils.
It is nbt quite clear how much he
believed on the subject.
2 A ,ery old critic and opponent of his views ctn witchcraft quaintly speaks
of him as ' Ce premier homme de la France, Jean Bodin, qui apr_s avoir par
une merveilleuse vivacit6 d'esprit accompa_n_c
d'un ju[_ement solide traict6
routes les choses divines, naturelles

et civiles, se lust pout estre mescogncu

pour

homme, et eust est_ pris infailliblement
dc nous pour quelquc intelligence s'il
n'eust laias6 des marques et vestiges de son humanit_ dans cette d_monomanle. _
(Naud6, Apol., 127 (1625).
_one of the chief advocates

Bayle (.Dict..P_il.)
pronouncc<l Bodin to have been
of liberty of conscience of his time.'
In our own

day, Buckle (vol. i. p. 299) has placed him as an historian above Comiues, and
on a level with MacchiaveUi ; and Hallam, speaking of the 'Republic,'
says,
'Bodin possessed a highly philosophical
mind, united with the most ample
• _ores of hlstory and jurisprudence.
No former writer on political philosophy
lind been either so comprehensive

in his scheme, or so copious in his knowledge
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an intriguing

position,

court, and all

he had amassed

an amount

of lealning so vast and so various, as to place him in the very
first rank of the scholars of his nation.
He has also the far
higher

merit of being one of the

philosophy

and political

on these subjects
I!

his judicial

witchcraft.
ship

history,

founders

many of the conclusion.
capacity

he had

IIe had brought

to bear

chief

upon

the

and

The ' DSmonomanie
which

imous and

so conclusive,

any sane man to resist it.
in all countries,
the opinions
&pagan

of an immense

antiquity,

tie showed

appear_

possible

to

multitude

for

to the popular belief

in all religions,

tie

of the greatest

and of the most illustrious
; and he collected

a great

the

it was scarcely

how the laws of all nations

ence of witchcrai_

before

on this subject so unan-

He appealed

in all ages, and

of

is chiefly an appeal

deemed

that

day

of his scholar-

he had written

des Soreiers'

the author

own

at some trials

part of his 'D6monomanie
des Sorciers'
ance of the last work of Wier.

authority,

anticipated

of our

presided

all the resources

subject;

of political

and of having

writers

of the Fathers.

recognised

hundreds

cited

the exist-

of cases which

had been investigated
before the tribunals of his own or of
other countries.
He relates with the most minute and circumstantial
all the
which
through

detail, and with the most unfaltering

proceedings
the
the

witches

at the

witches'

employed

air, their

Sabbath,

in transporting

transformations,

oolmse with the Devil, their various

their

means

confidence,
the

metlmd_

themselves
carnal

inter-

of injuring

their

none, perhaps, more original, more independent
and fearless in his taqa_e,
Two men alone, indeed, could oe compared with him--Aristotle
and Maehiavd.

(Hi_t. of L_, vol. U.p. 68.) Dugald Stewartis equallyeaenmi_tio(])/_,erta

,_Aom A_D Wr_X_HC_RAFT.
enemies, the
sions when

signs that lead
condemned,

As for the treatise
express
had
have

a puny doctor

spirit

of existing

of human

have dared

to

that he should

in his own opinions,
of mankind,

at the evidence

and
as to

of one of
the

very

acme of human

as was the audacity

thus displayed,

greater.

the

to

with which he

facts ; this was, in truth,

arrogance,

But, extreme
was still

find words

should

for the wisest

carp and cavil in a sceptical

impiety

scarcely

of all ages;

confidence

contempt

the most notorious

the

demeanour

and the indignation

That

such a boundless

absurdity.

at the stake.

to the authority

such a supreme

very climax

theh" confes

their

of Wier, he could

it.

oppose himself

to their detection,

and

the astonishment

perused
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Wier

'had

armed

himself

against God.'
His book was a tissue of ' horrible blasphemies.'
' No one who is ever so little touched with the honour
of God, could
anger.'

Not

read such

blasphemies

only had he dared

so many upright

judges

without

to impugn

a righteous

the sentences

; not only had he attempted

those whom Scripture
and the
branded as tile worst of criminals

of

to save

voice of the Church had
; he had even _entured to

publish to the world the spells and incantations
he had lea_ed from a notorious sorcerer.'
Who could reflect without
Cornelius Agrippa, who had been the master of Wier. He was aavocategeneral at Metz, and had distinguished himself by his efforts to prevent prosecu
tionsforwitchcra_ and by savingthelife
of a peasautwoman whom Savinthe
inquisitor
wished to burn. He was, consequently,
generally
thought to be in
_eaguewiththe Devil; and itisrelatedthat_on hisdeath-bed,
hedrew offfrom
hisneck a blackdog,whmh was a demon, exclaimingthatitwas thecauseof
hisperdition
(Crarinet,
pp.121, 122).

In hisearlydays he had studiedmagic,

and had apparentlycome tothe conclusionthatitrestedeitheron impostureor
on a superiorknowledge of thelaws of nature---a
conclusion
which hc triedto
elxforce
ina book on thevanityof science. He was impri_ned for a year al
Bm_Is

on the charge of marc,

and ceaselessly

calumuiatcd

aRex his death.

Before Wiex, probably no one had done so much to combat the perseeutinn_
and his reputation was 6acriliced in the calme. See Plancy's .D/_. I_tf_..
art
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consternation

on the future of Christendom

after such fearful

disclosures ?

Who could question that the knowledge

disseminated

would multiply

to an incalculable

thu_

extent

the

number of witches, would vastly increase the power of Satan,
and would be productive
cent ?

of countless

Under these circumstances,

prosecutions

for witchcraft

sufferings to the inno-

so fi_r from relaxing

continue them with a redoubled energy;
could be the object

of a more just suspicion

than a man who

so impious

acquaintance

with the secrets of so impious

pardon those

whom the law of God condemned

beyond

guilty

and famine

repudiated

would inevitably

fatal example

there

had

duty in this respect.
famous

sorcerer

forming

against

the

ascribed:

Trois

had

of princes.

of such an act had outraged

They had virtually

that

a book, and who

the province

sl:own

such

a profession.

To

to death, was

Those

who were

the majesty

the Divine
desolate

of Heaven.

law, and pestilence

their dominions. 1 One

been of a king tampering

Charles

IX. had spared

Echelles,

on the

with

condition

of his in-

his colleagues

; and it is to this grievous

death

king

'For

the word of God is very certain,

suffers a man worthy

of death

is most

probably

the punish-

said to king Ahab,

should

a man

die for

A_

had

having
ever

and TMers' _u_rst.,

pardoned
heard

of pardon

vol. t. pp. 142, 143.

worthy
being

t pp. 217, 228.

that he

of death.
accorded

to

Naud_ has a/so devoted a

lc_g chapter to Agrippa.
Agrippa had not the good fortune
¢las_ of theologians.
Among the Catholics he was regarded
horror ; and Calvin, in his work J)e S_anda//_,
$ontenmers of the Goq_

sin

to be

that he who

to escape, draws

ment upon himself, as the prophet
For no one
_orcelers.' '

his

the life of the

early

of the

to

and surely, no one

]lad written

indeed

the

and sorcery, it was necessary

to please any
with extreme

treats him as one of the
P. 1511.

_GIo
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Such were the opinions which were promulgated,
the close of the

sixteenth

vanced

of one of the leading

intellects

promulgated_

century,

thies of his readers.
peared

in 1581.

published
guage;

by one of the

the

The

Only

and_ among

years

sceptical

the many

subjects

on which

would be scarcely

possible

to conceive

course

of their

carded.

The

and by which

reasoning,
passion

sense of diabolical
The

trinsically

evidence,
he said,

con-

those wri-

shaped

the

whole

and unhesitatingly

miraculous,

the

of probability

The dreams
of the

dis-

absorbing

llke a dre'm_.

has completely

even when

_proofs

and

arguments

count

of them.'

quate

solution

that

After

consider_and

statements
he here

was destined

away the

them.

on expe
I often

all_ it is setting

men alive on ac

may not be able to discover

of some

of

_There are,'

are founded

our opinious_ to roast
We

it.

to unravel

did the knot.

imagina-

for many

to explain

to believe

I do not pretend

upon

account

it i_ impossible

cut them_ as Alexander
a high value

of a disordered

rack, would

it is quite unnecessary

ment which

they

which

have all vanished

measure

incredible.

riencc and facts.

should

a more striking

It

and is replaced by a shrewd secular common
statemcnts of the witches were pronounced
in-

tion_ or the terrors
them ; but

the

plac_

to the works of Bodin

is calmly

for

capacities,

old theological

disappeared,
sense. The

of it presents

lan-

his scepti-

a prominent

The vast mass of authority

to array,

ap-

Montaigne

work in the French

occupied

and of Wicr.

des Sorciers'

afterwards,

witchcraft

trast_ than his treatment

of Euroi_e ;

and of triumph_

' DSmonomanie

seven

first great

most ad-

could count upon the sympa-

cism was turned,

ters loved

nations

too t with a tone of confidence

that shows how fully the writer

towards

on the subject_

an ade
but we

anticipated

a mode of argu-

long afterwards

to assume a most
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1)rominent

place

more probable

in theologma,

that

and

that

should

lie, than

EUROPE.

controversy--that

our senses

an old woman should
stick;

IN

should

be carried

it is far
that

deceive

us, than

up a chimney

less astonishing

witches

it is fm

should

thai

on a broom
that

perform

witnesse_

the acts

that

were alleged. _
It has been justly
taigne

is an example

be a great

and

general

influence

It is not, I think,

of the

fact.

unclouded

by the dictates

first French

himself

measure

standard,

to every question

a judg-

light

which

of the twelve
of all nations
Latin,

decreed

German,
capital

had

entirely

to judge

is furnished

perfectly

IIe

emancipated
that had so

all questions

of common

sense,
by

aware

that

by

by the

daily

expe.

_the

laws

tables, of the consuls, of the emperand

legislators--Persian,

French,

penalties

Italian,
against

the

of the crime

accusations,
t IAv. ill c. 11.

English--

sorcerers;'

had

reality

Hebrew,

Spanish,

doctors, judges,

premumptions,

or in his argu-

of his mind.

theologians,

riolent

His originality

opinions

that ' prophets,
elucidated

of theologians,

habits of thought

was, no doubt,

ors, and
had

who

by the

of Plato,
Greek,

the explanation
by the

who ventured

of probability
IIe

of man-

of authority.

from the retrospective

a secular

opinions
spell-bound

tone and character
author

long been universal;

a most

to discover

not so much in his definite

was the

the

to

exercised

by the imaginations

ments, as in the general

rience.

difficult

of the past, he applied

and unshackled
consists,

upon

In an age which was still

ment entirely

that Mon-

who had no pretensions

but who nevertheless

kind.

fascinations

by Malebranche,

of a writer

reasoner,

profound

remarked

he knew

and magistrat_

by many

testimonies,

thousand

convictiom%

MXGm A_'D wrrcnc_a_-r.
repentances

and voluntary

but he was also sensible
man judgment
era, in the

confessions, persisted
of the extreme

c(ived

notions;

fiction

are formed

While

Catholics,

of history,

in a credulous
Protestants,

each other in their adoration

and

scholar and of every theologian
an atmosphere

of thought

that was about

was to form around

him ; while knowledge

of credulity,

and

most

by prejudice

were regarded

judge

those whose

it was the merit of Montaigne

the

genius,

opinions

invigorated

of his age

of the

that had surrounded

the broad

field of history,
systems,

the

as the wisest of

from

fully recognise
unchanging

splendour

moral
above

velopment

which

belief,

infuse

every

apparent

Providence

order

; but

8

preside

into the

aberration

the

which

great

and
seeming

the

its

a lesson widely

the fluctuations

over

by the

enthusiasms,

He did not,

principles

opinions ; he did not discover

dazzled

flow of its ever-changing

his contemporaries.
those

was

He looked down upon

its clashing

belief, and he drew from the contemplation
different

that

; to

; and to contem-

being

them.

ebb and

of reality

an intellect

by knowledge

upon

were

to rise, by the force

past, without

reverence
discordant

with

to

was made

intellects

into the clear world

but not enslaved

plate the systems

witk

that bore no relation

the bond-slave

of his masculine

age.

were vying

of the past ; while the ambition

his mind

mankind,

systems ot

undiscriminating

Deists

._f every

shackled

of its prccon-

with which

and

of the hu.

the mind dia_-

a reflection

and of the rapidity

m to death ;' J

fallibility

; of the i_acility with which

phenomena

the world
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traces

he, at least, obtained
Bodin_p. 252.

shine

it is true,
with

of speculative

laws of eternal

direct

an
de-

the progress

chaos, and

reveal

ot
in

of a superintending
au intense

and real.
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:sed perception of the fallibility of the human intellect; a
keen sense of the absurdity of an absolute deference to the
past, and of the danger of punishing men with death on
account of opinions concerning which we can have so little
assurance. These things led him to suspect that witcherat_
might be a delusion. The bent and character of his mind
led him to believe that witchcraft was grossly improbable.
_'_ He was the first great representative of the modern secular
and rationalistic spirit. By extricating his nfind from the
trammels of the past, he had learned to judge the narratives
of diabolical intervention by a standard and with a spirit
that had been long unknown. The predisposition of the old
theologians had been to believe that the phenomena of witchcraft were all produced by the Devil ; and, when some manifest signs of madness or of imposture were exhibited, they
attempted to accommodate them to their supernatural theory
The strong predisposition of Montaigne was to regard witcir
craft as the result of natural causes ; and, therefore, though
he did not attempt to explain all the statements which he
had heard, he was convinced that no conceivable improbability could be as great as th._t which would be involved in
their reception.
This was not the happy guess of ignorance.
It was the direct result of a mode of thought which he applied to all theological questions. Fifty years earlier, a book
embodying such conceptions would have appeared entirely
incomprehensible, and its author would perhaps have been
burnt. At the close of the sixteenth century, the minds of
men were prepared for its reception, and it flashed like a
revelation upon France. From the publication of thq essayt
_" of Montaigne, we may date the influence of that girted and
ever enlarging rationalistic school, who gradually effected
the destruction of lhe belief in witt,heraft, not b_ eefuting

_om
or explaimng

_D

its evidence,

wrrcHcRarr.

but

simply by making men mor_

and more sensible of its intrinsic
Thirteen
treatise

absurdit F.

years after 5iontaigne,

on 'Wisdom.'

but exhibited

than his predecessor.

looked with aversion
_is scepticism

Charron wrote his famous

In this work he systematised

of the opinions of 5[ontaignc;
and originality
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Like

on the miraculous;

many

far less genius
Montaigne,

he

but, like l_Iontaigne,

arose, not from any formal examination

dence, but from a deep sense of the antecedent

of evi-

improbability.

That which Montaigne had thrown into the form of strong
doubt, Charron almost threw into the form of a denial
All
through the seventeenth century, the same modes of thought
continued, slowly but steadily sapping the old belief; but,
though

antiquarians

has exhumed

two or three obscure works that were published

the

industry

of modern

on the subject,'

those works never seem to have

attracted

tion, or to have had any appreciable
the movement.

It presents

influence

a spectacle,

of conflict, but of a silent evanescence
continued

to exorcise the possessed,

to anathematisc

as infidels

any serious attenin accelerating

not of argument

or

and decay.

The priests

to prosecute

witches, and

all who

questioned

the

crime.

Many of the lawyers, rcverting
to the innumerable
enactments in the law books, and to the countless occasions on
i Maury, pp. 221,222.

The principal

of those

writers

was Naud_, whos_

Apolo_
pour lea Crrands Hommes _oupfonnez de _[ag":e contains much euneus historical
information in an extremely tiresome form.
Naud_ also wrote
an exposure of the Rosicrucians, and a political work on Couy_s d_at,
era.
bed ring the principles of ,MaechlaveUL He was the first librarian
of tlm
Mazarin library, in the foundation of which he had a eonsiderable
part.
Bayle (/_ens&s ])/verses, § ccxli.) calls him ' L'homme de' _ance
qui avoit le
plus de lecture.'
He is said to have reconstructed
some of the dances of thq
ancients, and to have executed them in person b_£ore Queen Christina, in Swe:lea (M_-nin, Or/ff/aes du T/,$d2re, tom. i. p. 113). The Apologie wasanswer_l by a Capuehln
8¢av,m_.

named

D'Autun, in a ponderous

work called L'lTwr_duiill
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Which the subject
maintained

had been

the belief

these retrospective

investigated

with equal pertinacity;

ridiculech

ly among those

whose habits of thought

This spirit was exhibited

and whose minds were least governed
probability
sistible,

by

looked

upon

the subject

of judgment.

ciples on which magic

the evidence

rests seem vague, uncertain,
equally

admit or to deny them ; and that it was better

6?

tral position

I

free-thinkers

the credulous
all.'

probably

exercised

_endency

of his teaching

_hc power

of tradition,

stroy the material
apirits.

Malebranche

Bayle

Descartes,

ever reibr directly

a considerable

influence

was to emancipate
to secularise

notions

and visiondiffic.ult to
all, and the

seems

to have

though

he did

to the subject,
upon it, for the
the

philosophy,

mind from
and to de-

that had long been associated

mentions

by

to take a cen-

who admitted

Even

looked upon it in a similar spirit?
not, as far as I am aware,

and

facts had been attested

that it appeared

who rejected

as irre-

with a perplexed

i

between

Some
of the im-

La BruySre said that the prin-

ary ; but that many embarrassing
eye-witnesses;

secular,

authority?

and writers, who were fully sensible

timid suspension

credible

especial-

were most

of the belief, yet regarded

and

_f

stronger, till any anecdote
of the Devil was on that ac-

count generally

scholars

but outside

classes, the sense of the improbability

witchcrag, became cnntinually
which involved the intervention

great

by the tribunalBj

with

that in his time some of the

• ' ce furentles eapritsforts du commencementdu dix-septi_mesi_cle qul
_efforchrentlea premiers de combattrele pr6jug6 r6gnant de d6fendrede
malheureuxfous ou d'indiscretechercheurscontre les tribunaux. Il faUaii
pour cela du courage,car on risquait,en cherchant_ sauverla t_te du pr&
venu,de passer soi-m_mepour un aflid6 du diable,ouce que ne valait paa
mieux,pour un tncr6dule. Lea libres penseurs, lea libertins comme on lw
tppe]aitalors, n'avaientque peu de crddit.' _,Maury,
p. 221.)
• Seethe passagein tfaury,p. 219.
t II_ l_ 22_t

N AmC _
parliaments

had ceased

their jurisdiztion
inferred
had

to burn

the number

many of the

much acuteness,
cauthropy;
real

Voltaire

the

sorcerers
treated

witches

should

had become

as Sprenger

proportionately

first

half

It was between

Montaigne

seventeenth
the

and of Charron,

and

of St. Claude,

600 persons,

chiefly for Iycanthropy.

fifty executions

at Douay,

summed

of Evreux,

those

more rare and languid

civil
of

of the works

of
at

burnt

mentioned,

wrote a letter

him warmly

on the subject.'

however,

in power;

the

was presiding

already

Mazarin

congratulating

the middle of the century,
had reached

century,

A few years later, the

which I have

zeal he had manifested

up

object.'

he is said to have

took place ; and, in 1642, Cardinal
the bishop

in France,

for the destruction

Boguet

where

ridicule;

as emphatically

publication

that

the tribunal

became

philosophers
rare;

its energies

ly-

to add,

be put to dcath.'

for the belief

of the

exerted

with

produced

with a scornful

had been

He

analysed,

which

undoubtedly

authorities

uniformly

successful

He

or Spina, but with a very different

In the
witches.

declined_

power of imagination

of thought

the whole subject

the ecclesiastical

and that within
had

a priest, he found it necessary

._bserved that, since there

power

witches,

phenomena.

process

but, being
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of witches

from this that the contagious

created

that

W_CH_A_.

the growing

the prosecutions

to

on the
Towards

incredulity

for witchcrai_

; and, in 1672, Colbert

direct

s R,_Atrc/tt_ _ V_'it_, liv. ii. p. 8, c. 8.
* He said: ' Touslee l_res de l']_glise sans exception crurent au pouvoit
4e It magie. L'_glise condamnatoujoursla magie,mais elle y crut toujours.
_lv n'excoir_nunia
point les sorcierscommedes fousqui 6talenttromp6s,mat_
¢ommedes hommes qui _taient r4ellemeateu commerceavec les dlables.
(D/_ P/d/., art. _uperst/t/on.) This I believe to be quite true, but it was a
strikingsign of the t_nes,that an opponent of magic could say so without
mininghis cause.
• (_utne_ p. 8S8.

s
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ed the ma_strates

to receive no accusations

of sorcery,

commuted
in many cases the capital punishment
crime into a sentence of banishment.
It was when
these commutations

had been

Rouen drew up an extremely
protesting

in a strain

indulgence

as directly

of high religious

fervour,

against

contrary

to the Word

law, and
After

took place--that

to all the

become

of the

oi
fol

of Luxembourg,

the most remarkable--for

years

traditions

this time but few trials

of the _Iarshal

had already

the

of God, to all

the

very marked

seventeenth

in

scepticism
; an_Lin the

century,

only

seven

sorcerers seem to have been burnt in France.
Still later, in
] 718, the l_arliament
of Bordeaux
burnt a man upon this
charge.

{

to the king,

of French

last twenty
'

address

religion/

on the subject

of

remarkable

the Christian

1681, was, perhaps,

for the
some ot

made, that the Parliament

the precedents
sorcery

and

After

this period

trials, but the prisoners
had

risen

above

_

which his followers

I_

timidatedthose
formularies
frequently
the

clung

indeed,

and

the

unsparing

Catholic

members

rituals,

and

the eighteenth

of the clergy

to fall into neglect,
of the

past

must

to

they were

century

; but

for the most part
the

Those who still
have found

much

of the movement_

such an extremely

Lhe minds of m¢u was very lamentable,

in.
The

and discouraged

for the progress

Satan should occupy

of witches,

as they continue

of some of the order to revive it.
in accounting

ridicule

in the incredulity.

still continued,

all through

one or two

the star of Voltaire

cast upon every anecdote

to the traditions

difficulty
That

horizon,

day, in Roman
employed

the subject

attempts

were,

who did not share

more educated

allowed

the

for exorcism

the present

there

were acquitted;

small place

but that the mirac_

I G_,.,'in_pp. 88_/,844.

in

_t_mc

AnD wrrcHcRA_r.

ious signs of his presence
peared, was exceedingly

should have so completely
perplexing.

the present century, the Abb_ Fiard
signed to e_plain

the difficulty.

phel_ and revolutionists
sentatives

inspiration

tirely

due to Satanic

disap-

At the beginning

of

published

de-

a work

He showed that the philoso-

of the last century were the repre-

of the old sorcerers, that they

direct
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of Satan, and that their
power.

said that this represented

acted under the
success was en-

Lest, however,

it should be

rather the moral than the miracu-

lous influence of the Evil One, he added that many great and
startling

miracles

had accompanied

the philosophic

move-

ment, and that these miracles had not even yet ceased.
cures of Mesmer
both

be

startling

and the prophecies

ascribed

to supernatural

of Cagliostro

agency ; but the most

of all the signs of diabolical

increasing

popularity

The
should

presence was the ever-

of ventriloquism.

On this last subject,

we are happily not left to our own unassisted

conjectures,

for some learned divines of the fourteenth century had solemnly determined

that man was designed

to speak by his mouth ;

and that, whenever he spoke in any other way, he did so by
the assistance of the Devil.'
The history

of witchcraft

so little from its history

in Protestant

in Catholic

sary to dweU upon it at much length.
dency towards

the

and the degree

of religious

of the persecution.
of a rationalistic
it6 decline.

miraculous

differs

In both cases, a ten-

was the cause

terrorism

of the belief;

regulated

the intensity

In both cases, too, the rise and progress
spirit _ er6 the origin

In England,

against sorcery

countries

ones, that it is not neces-

there

was

and the
no regular

measure

till 1541, when the nation was eonvulaed
s Garinehp. 280.

of

enactmeui
by

:
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the first paroxysms
deed
-

had taken

•_

them,
with

,_

of the

motives

belief,

Boil, and
after,

_

Cardinal

perished

under

•_

was compelled
executed.

A few

_,

although

the extreme

_

renders

:,_

forgotten,

,

Owing

people,
reliant
was

_.
!_:
i_
_:.,
F
_:::
:'_-

i

can be little

life
there
type

common

to its insular
that

from

was

formed

of character
in Europe,
terrors,

doubt

position,

in

Some

years
by the

of her servants

that

down

to

others

were

us;

on

the

and

partly
period

which

free

to the more

was
_

to the intense
animated

from
from

are

Continent.

a fearless

distinct

but,

registers

the superstition

than

England

eminently

French

life by sorcery,

were

earliest

essentially

and averse

on

of the old criminal
there

mixed

accused

king's

two

in

of all the victims

been

come

England

the

generally

bishop.

the

had

in producing

though

having

while

that

in

been

of a French

cases have

probable

and,

hands,

imperfection

prominent

partly

superstitious

other

rare;

chine

a few execution_

the noblest

English

to do penance,

there

political

by

and

have

of attempting

_

less

to

of Gloucester,

of Beaufort

it very

very

of Arc,

the sentence

,,3

_z

seem

The

period,

were

Joan

the Duchess

much

earlier

place_ but they

other

!

4

at an

superstition.

_

/

of the Reformation.

been known

th_

and
that

whicl.

morbid

depressing

self

and

aspects

The most complete authority on this subject is the chronological table of
facts in Hutchinson's Essay on W'ttchcraft (1718). Hutchinson, who was •
very scrupulous writer, restricted himself for the most part to cas_ of which
he had learned precise particulars, and he carefully gives his authorities. The
number of executions he recounts as having taken place in 250 years, amounts
to many thousands. Of these only about 140 were in England. This, of
¢ourec, excludes those who were drowned or mobbed to death during the tr_
an¢ those who were sentenced to other than capital punishments. All the
other writers I have seen place the English executions far higher ; and it
e_ma3, I think_ cer'ain that some executions escaped the notice of Hutchinson,
whose estimate is, however, probably much nearerthe truth than those of mo_
wrttex_ See also Wright's _brcery ; and an article from the Fore/gn Rev/_
m 'A Collection of Curious Tracts on Witchcraft,' reprinted in 1838. It im
quite impossible to arrive at anything like precision on this subject.
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_Aom
jf rcligion.

It was natural, however,

._f the Refol mation,
of visitation,
charms,

directing

sorcery,

superstitions

find Cranmer_in

enchantments,

witchcraft,

by the Devil.'

under

Henry

should

one of his articles

his clergy to seek for 'any

_ly like craft invented
few executions

th'_t amid the conflicts

some of the darker

arise ; and we accordingly
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that

use

soothsaying,

or

We find also a very

VIII.;

but

in the fol|owing

reign the law on the subject was repealed, and was not
renewed till the accession of Elizabeth.'
New laws were then
made, which were executed
preaching

before

with severity;

*.he queen,

witches, expressed

a hope

and Jewell,

adverting

that

the

to the

penalties

when

increase

might

of

be stil]

more rigi,lly enibrced.
' 3iay it please your grace,' he added,
'to understand
that witches and sorcerers within these few
years are marvellously

increased

Your grace's

subjects

colour fadeth,

their flesh rotteth,

their

senses

are

practise

furthcr

however,

these

tinent.

For

I

upon

the

the

first

conviction,

by

others

the pillory

of the stake.

pray
than

realm.

is benumbed,

God
On

they

never

the

whole,

those on the Con-

witches
by their

who

were

incantations

and by imprisonment,

to death

Besides

speech

subject.''

laws were far milder

those who were condemned
instead

their

bereft ....
than

your grace's

pine away even unto the death ; their

shown to have destroyed
only punished

within

perished

this, torture,

not
were
while

by the gallows
which had done

The repealwas probably owing to the fact that witchcraft and pulFug
crosses were combined together; and the law had, therefore, a Popi_b
JP|_arance.
' Sermons (Parker Society),p. 1028. Strype ascribes to this sermon the
}awwhich was passed the following year (Anno28 of the.Ref., vol. i. p. ll_
The multitude of witches at the beginningof the reign of Elizabeth(_hicb
8trypenotices) wasthe obviousconsequenceof the terrorismof the precedin_
reig_ andof the reli_ottqchangesactingin the wayI have alreadydescribed
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_o much to multiply
England,

and

themselves

with

discovering
ater

the

many

witch-finders

victims

with throwing

whether

them during

were

did not take

named Reginald

had

Scott

fessions

system

with

have

evidence

protest.

the

that

the

to the Devil, and

manner

of' the strong Protestant

of

and the

no previous

which few sub-

eloquently,

torments

and un

by which

con-

of the manner

egregious

of the inquisitors,

charms.

a con-

A layman

imposture

an ability
Keenly,

collected,

magical
statements

But

the laxity and injustice

that filled the writings
that were ascribed

and

such scenes

the atrocious

was

success;

in 1584, his (Discovery

and with

he exposed

signal

three

condemned,

a boldness

equalled.

These

hung.

noble

published,

were extorted,

in which

one

nights without

with

he unmasked

approached,

writers

fliuchingly,

without

m which

of the

sequent

successive
to confess.

of them were

place

sink or swim, and

them

in consequence

proportion

them into the

several

employed

to content

all over in hopes oi

they would

to compel
habitually

been illegal i_

compelled

their

women

delusion

were

spot,'

were

WitchcraiL,

had always

pricking

in order

siderable

writer

the evidence,

to ascertain

methods

EU1g(VE.

the insensible

tl ith keeping
jlcep,

m

absurdities

the juggling

the childish

tricks

folly of the

IIe also availed himself ill a very dexterous

that emanated

tion was to be determined

feeling,

from the Inquisition.
by argument,

or mainly upon the ability or learning
t It is worthy of notice

in order to discredit

that an_estheaia

If the ques-

if it depended

simply

of the controversialists,

is a recognised

symptom

of sotm

al the epidemic forms of madneas.
Speaking of that of Morzines_ Dr. Con
.tans says: 'L'auesth_sie
ne lait jamais d_faut.
J'ai pu pincer, piquet ayes
mae dpingle

lea malades,

enfoncer

cette

@ingle seus lea onglea ou de route

Iongueur dram lea bran, lea jambes ou sur route autre partie, sans provoquer
parence d'une sensation doulcureuse.'
(Ep/dgmie d_t/y_ro-Dkma_i_
1861, lb. 68,:

Pap.
aa

m.AOlC _
the treatise

of Scott

would

was by far the

ablest

that

appeared,

had

ever

popular

stylE.

ble influenee.

tion,

power

entirely
James

he

continually
a dialogue
passage

upon

mo_t

and

always

refuta-

he found

had

in the

against

confidently
Denmark
that

and which
mind.

had himself
ascribed

to the

the Devil

a law was

in

Satanic

Scottish
IIe

the

caught

encouraged,

of opponents.

of England,

causes,
thought.

concerning

by the subject.

from

general

in his zeal

puritans,

perfection

he boasted

formidable

to the throne

him

most

no apprecia-

throne,

oi thought

it ; he had

on his return

the

by tile attempted

tiw

had

haunted

*ions of the witches,'
as the

tone

Puritans

_.ormy

accession

in

of religious

the

second

hated

to the highest

written

him

to

of the

the

upon

unaffected

superstition

written

modes

L mounted

prepared

much
which

He was

prevailing

although

was exhibited

prevailing

it was

depended

nation perfectly
the witches.

Scotland

on the

and

effect ; for it

Witchcrat_

therefore

James,

attack

ha(I a powerful

of _act it exercised

the

and when

have

As a matter

and represented
It was
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his

machmaregarded

Soon
enacted

after

his

which

t This storm was the origin of one of the most horrible of the many horrible Scotch trials ou record. One Dr. Finn was suspected of having aroused
the wind, and a confession was wrung from him by torture, which, however, he
almost immediately afterwards retracted.
Every form of torture was in vain
employed to vanquish his obduracy. The bones of his legs were broken into
small pieces in the boot. All the torments that Scottish law knew of were
successively applied. At last, the king (who personallypresided over the tor
tures) suggested a new and more horrible device, The prisoner, who had been
removed during the deliberation, was brought in, and (I quote the contem.
porary narrative) ' his nailes upon all his fingers were riven and pulled off with
an instrument, called in Scottish a turkas_which in England wee call a payre
of pincers, and under everie nayle there was thrust in two needels over, even
up to the heads.' However, notwithstanding all this, 'so deeply had the devil
entered into his heart, that hee utterly denied all that which he before avouched_'and he was burnt unconfessed. (See a rare black-letter tract, reprinted
in Pltcairn's 6_/m/aa/ _
of _ot/and, voLi. part il pp. 213, 228.)
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subjected

witches

to

though

they

should

bouts.

This

law

General,

and

bishops
The

the

upon

but

general

tone

denied
also,
other

the

dramatists

belief;
Arc,

and

magicians

was

of witchcraft

is, perhaps,

inveighed

in their

important

the

researches

works

at the

again

not

and

that
only

against
into

the

nature
the

same

time

with
those

the
who

infidels,

but

of the

referred

to the

picture

blot

the

Like most

again

melancholy
darkest

twelve

referred?

tinged

declared

Shakspeare,

he pronounced

and
it was

strongly

were

neigb

Attorney-

throughout

; and

Browne

of his time,

continually

to which

even

their

was

multiplied

in Lancashire

atheists.'

upon

Coke

of Parliament;

rapidly

we owe to it that

which

Bacon

most

existence

by implication,

conviction,

no injury

Commission

Thomas

first

when

of literature

Sir

the

inflicted
passed

were

especially

superstition.

on

a member

the

prosecutions

CvuLtry,

have
was

Bacon

sat

death

EtrROPE.

of Joan

upon

of

his genius.*

follies

shown

by

; yet

in one of his

three

' declinations

• Madden's Phant., vol. i. p. 447.
s , I have ever believed, and do now know, that there are witches ; they that
doubt them do not only deny them but spirits, and are obliquely and upon
consequence a sort, not of infidels, but of atheists.' (t_eligw Medici, p. 24,
ed. 1672.) Sir T. Browne did not, however, believe in incubi, or in lycanthrepy.
s On the extent to which the belief was reflected in the dramatic literature
of Elizabeth and James L, see Wright's Sorcery, vol. i. pp. 286, 296. It was
Iftcrwards the custom of Voltaire, when decrying the genius of Shakspeare,
to dwell constantly on such characters as the witches in Macbeth. But suc_
scenes, though in modern times they may have an unreal and grotesque appear.
ante, did not present the slightest improbability at the time they were written.
It is l-obable that Sbakspeare, it is certain that the immense majority even of
his most highly educated and gifted
contemporaries, believed with an unfalte_
Ing faith in the reality of witchcraft. Shakspeare was, therefore, perfectlj
justified in introducing into his plays personages who were, of all others, moo
fitted to enhance the grandeur and the solemnity of tragedy, when they faith
tully reflected the belid of the audience.

,
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MAOm
flora

religion'

to be 'heresies,

idolatry,

Selden took up a somewhat

peculiar

tion.

the

He maintained

that

death for witchcraft
A woman

whether

and

witchcraft.

characteristic

,!

posi-

women

to

just, but that it was quite
witchcraft

might not be able to destroy

hour by her incantations;

and

law condemning

was perfectly

un necessary to ascertain

1_5

was a possibihty.

the life of her neigh

but if she intended

to do so, it was

right that she should be hung.'
But, great

as were the exertions

pate witchcraft,
fore those

they completely
gained

soon as its ministers
gigantic
wealth,
perished
after.'

magnitude.
there

in England

_.tr superior

to his predecessors.
teaching

the phenomena

ject spread
soon

of Suffolk
finder,

through

influence

m from

Matthew

with witches.

A commission

and
or

never shrank

was in most respects
on the

the

natural

mind, predis-

A panic on the sub-

and. anecdotes
every

agitated,

Hopkins,

before

in life, and consequently

the country;

crowded

a

to thc judges

reigns

It was simply
acting

of witchcraft.

was especially

period

entirely

in fbrmer

and Cromwell

posing men to see Satanic

power

in the whole

ibr the judgcs

of Puritanical

assumed

that more ;flleged witches

Nor is this to be ascribed
witches,

as

their gloomy

the few years of the Common-

to believe
than

As

in the country,

in imparting

classes, the superstition

During

is reason

fi'om condemning

eliciting

an ascendency

succeeded

to the governing

the legislators,

result

be-

which were made du_ing the Commonwealth.

soon as Puritanism
tenets

made by James to extir-

sink into insignificance

side.

of Satanic
The

and the famous

pronounced

it

to

was accordingly

be

count}
witchinfested

issued,

and

i .Adra,_
of Z_ar_dn#,xxv. 22. It is true that this book was dedi
earedto the king, whosewritingson the subjectwerecommended.
• Tahl_Tab¢.
' Rutchinso,_
_ 68.
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two

distinguished

the Parliament
possible

the prosecution,
Among

Presbyterian

to accompany

to take

sixty persons

IN

EUROPE.

divines
it.

It would

any measure more
and

were hung

in Suffolk

in a single

clergyman,

by

to stimulate

find that

for witchcraft

selected

have been im-

calculated

we accordingly

others, an Anglican

were

year. I

named Lowes, who

was now vergiu_

on eighty,

and who for fifty years had been

an in'eproachable

minister

of his church, fell under the sus-

picion.

The unhappy

successive

nights,

and persecuted

life, and was scarcely
was then

thrown

old man was kept

into

for several

_till he was weary of his

sensible of what
the

awake

water,

he said or did.'

condemned,

He

and hung.

According to the story which circulated among the members
of the Established Church, he maintained his innocence man
fully to the end.
would appear

If we believe

that his brain

that his accusers

extorted

the Puritanical

account_ it

gave way under the trial, and

from him a wild romance, whic_

was afterwards, with many others, reproduced by Baxter
' for the conversion of the Sadducee and the infidel.' '
_Ve have seen that

the conception

of witchcraft,

which

#
This is alluded to in Hudibras :Hath not this present

Parliament

A ledger to the devil sent
Fully empowered to treat about
Finding

revolted witches

out ?

And has not he within a year
Hanged threescore

of them in one shire,' &c.
Second part, Canto lit.

• Baxter relates the whole story with evident

pleasure.

He says : 'Amoa S

_e rest, an old readinff parson named Lowis, not far from Framlingham, wu
o_e that was hanged, who c_nfessed that he had two imps, and that one of
them wa._ always putting him oa doing mischief, and (being near the sea) as
he saw a ship under sail, it moved him to send him to sink the ship, and he
consented_

and saw the ship sink before him.'
( Wor/d of _tpirilm, p. _i3.'t For
Hutehinaon, pp. 88-90.

the otherview of the case, see

_oIc
had existed

X_CDw_-lc_c_r'r.

in England

from the earliest

the first time a certain
ism of the
creased

prominence

Reformation;

that

the g;oomy

; and

degree

evidence

the idea

intellectual

which

they

produced.

that, at a certain

period of English

was first

nor can we map out with

exactness

gress.

however,

generally,

that it first became

prominent

ment which followed
the austere

rigidity

may

twang_

and

From

the affected

in that

great

when

to the belie_
can be no doubt
sceptical

move-

The reaction against

Government,

mocking

to regard

tile st:_ges of its pro.
there

among the gayer classes a sudden outburst
sire incredulity.

there

say precisely

attached

the

ample

history,

disposition

the Restoration.
of the last

with

review

We have

but we cannot

of grotesqueness

it is impossible
of a nation

we

in some classes a strong

Speaking

public attention

tendencies

with

as absurd;

in-

its climax under

repeat that

of precision

witch stories

gradually

It now only remains

or the arguments

was manifested

for

terror-

of its decline.

this task, I must

to follow the general
events

directed

of tile Puritans.

for me to trace the history

the

its importance

that it, at last, reached

theology

Inpursuing

period, assumed

amid the religious

as the trials and executions

to the subject
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had

produced

of the most deri-

the solemn gait, the nasal

phraseology

of the Puritans,

they

naturally proceeded to ridicule their doctrines;
and having
soon discovered
in witchcraft
abundant
materials for theix
satire_ they made disbelief
At the

same

tending

strongly

-earr.ed.

time

Hobbes,

philosophers,

the

in it one of the
higher

to produce

intellectual

tests of fashiom
influences

a similar movement

who was the most distinguished

had directed

against

incorporeal

ridicule

the conceptions

all the energies

substances_

had

of demons

the

of living

of his scepticism

treated
and

among

were

with unsparing

of at)Daritions

and

a
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had created in ]_s disciples
a_ below
by the

contempt.'

A similar

philosophy

of Bacon,

immense

popularity.

tablished

; a passion

that

which

general;
directed
covery

the whole

to the study
of natural

general

was

lieve

them,

thought

was
t

ber of the trials
women
thew
reality

were

were

had

there

to every

was formed

event

of the

by a supernatural
the anecdotes

ab-

hypoth-

of witches.

indisposition
with

philosophy

the

modes

educated

witchcraft
became

laymen,

affirmed

'for

so much ; and secondly,

had provided

laws

against

of their confidence

two

of Sir Mat-

of declaring

unquestionable;

for

and the num-

In 1664, however,

in Suffolk, under a sentence
was

of

a profound

in which

of its improbability

diminishe&

to be-

had produced.

influences,

in the manner

among

is an argument

a

a natural

by a conviction

discordant

sense

of witchcraft

all nations

which

dis-

Hale, who took the opportunity

Scriptures
of

and to the

of these three

speedily

hung

beccm_

phenomena,

was a growing

was soon effccted

the first time general

had

was

discredited

yet there

The

very similar t,_

to have been any very careful scrutiny

which the experiment'd

regarded.

been just e_-

Revolution,

phenomena

as they

an

intellect

soon followed

By the combination
hange

had

acquired

of the English

to attribute

does not appear

of their details,

Society'

In this manner

esis, and which rapidly
There

then

philosophy,

of natural

of explaining

them

was formed

had

French
force

laws.

disposition

cause, which
surdity

for natural
the

to regard

predisposition

which

The Royal

preceded

and

a predisposition

that

the

first,

the

the wisdom

such

persons,

of such a crime.'

' On the opinionsof Hobbeson this subject,and on his greatinltuen_ in
discreditingtheresuperstitions,see Cudworth'aI_e/kaua/_tem,
vok LIX1.6.
t The (iadixect)influenceof the RoyalSocietyon this subject is noticed"_y
Hutclfinson,and indeedmost of the writers on witchcraiL See Casauboa
6"_ity, p. 191.
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Sir Thomas
a great

Browne,

writer,

was clearly

who was a great

was called

as a witness,

Glanvil,

he was especially

dialectician,

and as a writer

tured by the pedantry
of that
were

to think, has been sur-

the

praised

eloquence,

in the history

To us, however,

has become the great

As the works of Glanvil

should

be, and

connected

with

qLoapology

his earlier literary

for giving

To those

a general

was an intense

scepticism,
'the

pression

outline

critic

first

into a definite form;"
as simply implying

I shall make

of his opinions.
defender

of witch-

paradox

to say,

of the mind of Glanvil

lie has
English

than they

was intimately

startling

characteristic

modem

philosophy
of the English

enterprises,

a somewhat

that the predominating

s_epticism

influence

who only know him as the

craig, it may appear

a most impor-

are far less known

as his defence of witchcraft

even

been

termed

writer

who

had

and if we regard

a protbund" distrust

i The report of this trial is reprinted in A CoY_.

9

Universelle_an

article

which

is also

by a

thrown
this ex-

of human

_.f Raze am/Cur6

Tra¢_ rdating to Witchcraft (London,1838).
J Biogralahie

who

of experience,

experimental

guiding

mind.

ground

for it occupies

of that

and

and the early Anglican

masters.

interest,

an t

the noblest

so rich in varied

of which Milton
greatest

his con-

not untinc-

of his age, often furnishes

a far higher

tant position

Among

as an able scholar

look upon his career from the vantage

which

he

who in his own day

whose style, though

glorious

majestic harmonics,

it assumes

' that

were bewitched."

by few of his successors.

temporaries

examples

as well as

and swore

a divine,

famous, and who, I venture

passed in genius

divines

physician,

years later, the defence of the dying belief waa

up by Joseph

was very

12'd
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of opinion that the persons

Seventeen
taken
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faculties, and not at aI1 the reject¶on of any distinct
system, the judgment
ly, it would
credulity

can hardly

the believers

that

in witchcrat_

of Dogmatising,

than

the treatise

his philosophical

that corrode

the weakness

and

and to estimate

the

knowledge.

views.

or pervert

of darkness

he paint

tenacity

and the inveteracy

a total

that have

received

by education

been

the

diversities

He showed

himself

of intellectual

:ermed them, the ' climates

that

the

of its greatest

our
most
con-

colours

the

he even accepted
of his doctrine,

abnegation

first condition
acquainted

or as he very

of opinion,' that

and,

of the opinions

as the

perfectly

tone,

intellect,

encircles

darkest

of prejudice;

the consequence

enjoined

of enquiry.

to reveal

to error that accom-

in the

with Descartes,

a few

the distorting

powerful

in the moments

not only did
extent

most

pen, the proneness

panies the human intellect

to the fullest

Developing

to make a comprehen-

only did he trace, _dth

fidence;

to

on ' The Vanity

our judgments,

of the

infinity
Not

ivid and unfaltering

attributed

faculties, to analyse

faIlibility

less of the

of Opinions, '_ in which Glan.

hints of Bacon, he undertook

sive survey of the human

scanty

are commonly

or Confidence

_il expounded

influences

And certain.

be ditiicu,t to find a work displaying

and superstition

scattered

be disputed.

dogmatic

belong

with

happily
to differ-

' There is a good review of this book in HaUam's Hist. of L/t., vol. iii. pp.
$58-¢85.
It is, I think, by far the best thing Glanvil wrote, and he evidently
took extraordinary pains in bringing it to perfection.
It first appeared as a short
essay ; it was then expanded
published

anew under

into a regular treatise ; and still later, recast

the flfle of 'Seep_

fle/ent/fu_a.'

This

and

last edition

i_

extremely rare, the greater part of the impression having, it is said (I do not
know on what anthority)_ been destroyed in the fire of London.
It war
answered by Thomas Whitc_ a ouce famous

Roman

Catholic

controversialist

I cannot but think that Paley was acquainted with the works of Glanvil, fo:
their mode of treating many subjects is strikingly similar.
Paiefa
mttob
_nile is fully developed by GlanvU, in chap. v.

_oIo
ent ages;

_

wrrcHc_._'r.

and he devoted

tions of the imagination,
much severity
On the

an entire chapter'

publication

of thin treatise

who

of the small

cordially

was regarded

Spratt,

in which

him, I

think,

consequences

period of passing

to which he devoted

from

his enterprise

his fellow-labourers.

seem to have
arising

between

one

in the same noble cause;

of the philosophy_

discrepancies

into har-

and in a less degree

clearly

disturbance,

of the

philosophy.

Glan_41 conducted

For, while his contemporaries

apparent

minority

the inductive

was tile task

of his life.

manner

extreme

able

with which this philosophy

or two other divines, were employed
separates

had been

in the Church, and to bring theology

mony with its principles,
the remainder

Glanvil

and became one of the

but

embraced

ro combat the strong antipathy

but the

with as

as Butler.

distinguished

clergy

to the decel>

a faculty which he treated

elected a fellow of the Royal Society,
most
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expected

as the

on the one hand

from the discovery

science

and

the

a
of

Bible, and

oll the other hand increased evidence of the faith, arising
from the solution of those difficulties and from the increased
perception

of superintending

work of creation,'

Glanvil

deeper

general

and

more

saw that

the

intimately

connected

or intellectual
to change

theological

wisdom

system

that condition

in _the wheel-

very clearly

modification

with the

condition

exhibited

perceived

was

existing

prevailing

at

a far

hand.

He

in a nation,
modes

the Church

is

of thought

; that the new philosophy
; and that

that

was about
must either

adapt herself to theraltered
tone, or lose her i_ fluence ore1
the English mind. _Ie saw that a theology which rested
ifltimately

on authority,

and w_ ich discouraged

which

branded

in the strongest
Chapt_ xi.

doubt
manner

as criminal_
every impar

l_2
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tial investigation,

could not long co-exist

that encouraged

the opposite

IN _uuOl"E.

habits

with

of thought

a philosophy
as the very be,

ginning

of wisdom.

He saw that while men maintained

strange

phenomenon

to be miraculous

plained,
hostile

each advance

of physical

to theology;

Aristotle

; the blind pedantic

simplest

assertions

spective

habits

to encourage,
which

and that

passionate

reverence,

which

represented)

of

accounted

the

; the retro.

steadily

laboured

with the new tendencies

In an essay

and Free Philosophy,'

be

adoration

authorities

the universities

were all incompatible

Bacon

Religion

science must necessarily
the

of dead men decisive

of thought

every

as long as it was unex-

which

on ' Antl-fanatical

was designed

to be a

continuation
of the New Atlantis of Bacon, he drew a noble
sketch of an ideal church constructed
to meet the wants of
an intellectual
on the
that

most

could

and a critical
latitudinarian

be defended

few and simple.
to accumulate
felicity
in their
opposite
trated

age.

principles,
with

the traditions

of reason, but

the

assurance

were to be much
of the past than

of clear and distinct
They

because

legitimate

Its ministers

thoughts.'

Its creed was to be framed

thinking,'
were

to acquire

and _a large

to regard

weakness,

faith, not

they

but

less anxious

as one of its manifestations.

by the sense of human

doctrines
were

_ the

compass
as the
Pene-

were to rebuke

I He compares the leading scholars of his day to the mariner who returned
laden with common pebbles from the Indies, ima_ning that that must necessarily be rare that came from afar; and he accusedtbem of asserting, on the
authority of Bcz_ that women haveno beards, and on that of St. Augustine
that peace is a blessing. He pronounced universityeducation in general, and
that of Oxford in particular, to be almost worthless. The indignation such
sentiments created at Oxford is veryamusinglyshown in Wood's Athence_arts.
Glanvil and Cro._se. Crossewas a Fellow of Oxford (a D.D.), who at first
_ehementlyassailed Gianvilin prose, but at last changed his mode of attack,
and wrote comic ballads, which Wood assures us 'made Glanvil and hig
Society ridiculous.'
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the spirit of dogmatic confidence and assertion, and were to
teach men that, so far from doubt being criminal, it was the
duty of every man 'to suspend his full and resolved assent
to the doctrines he had been taught, till he had impartially
Donsldered and examined them for himself.'
A religious system which is thus divested of the suppo_
of authority, may be upheld upon two grounds. It may
be defended on the rationalistic ground, as according with
conscience, representing and reflecting the light that is in
mankind, and being thus its own justification; or it may be
defended as a distinct dogmatic system by a train of evidential reasoning. The character of his own mind, and the very
low ebb to which moral feeling had sunk in his age, induced
Glauvil to prefer the logical to the moral proof, and he believed that the field on which the battle must first be fought
was witchcraft?
The ' Sadducismus

Triumphatus,'

ablest book ever published

which is probably the

in defence of the superstition,

opens with a striking picture of the rapid progress of the scepticism in England2
Everywhere, a disbelief in witchcraft was
i He thought the fact of the miracles of witchcraft being
would make it peculiarly easy to test them : ' for things remote
are either not believed or forgotten ; whereas, these being fresh
attended with all the circumstances of credibilRy, it may be

contemporary,
or long past
and new, and
expected they

should have most success upon the obstinacy of unbelievers.'

(_Preface to ti_

t4addudsmus.
)
2 'Atheismis begun in Sadducism,and those that dare not blantlysay
thereis no God,contentthemselves(fora fair stepand introduction)
to deny
thereare spirits or witcheswhich sort of infidels,thoughtheyarc not ordiaar_amongthe merevulgar_yet are they numerousin a little higher rank of
anderst.mdin_. Andthose thatknow anythingof the world,knowthat most
of the loosergentry,andthe small pretendersto philosophyandwit,aregenerallyderidersof the belief of witchesand apparitions.' I need hardlysay
that the wordAtheismwas,in the time of Glanvil,used in the veryloosest
lense; indeed_DugaldStewartshows,that at one ttme the disbelieversin
apogtolical
successionwerecommonly
denounced
asAtheist&(1)/ssert.,p. 878.)
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becoming

fashionable

disbelief

that

cedent

arose

united

it, as palpably
ludicrous

absurd,

be a waste
since

force,

and
to

proceeded

bear

were

to

examine

that

the

overwhelming,

of witchcraft

placed

to

oll a level

of England.
he firmly

miracles

those

that

That the evidence
believed

had
still in

had

been

combat

it,

of the credwhy witch

was ctfief-

and the

or possession
with

it

of the miracu-

the scepticism

in

and

spirit

question

it was a phase
; that

disbelieved

the instances

order

ai

that

were

reasoning

In

the general

This

He saw that the reason

of the devil

who

direct

subject.

was, because

the work

invariably

or no

laughed

grotesque

laws

a

the ortho-

incredible

the

was

of its ante-

They

it.

although

to examine

was ridiculed

in the law courts
was

time

it

to

the most

essentially

upon

sense

witchcraft.

so

little

but

opposed

as

of the miraculous.

]y due to those
and

of

although

Glanvil

a strong

as involving

the Restoration,

brought

lous and

from

classes;

A1] who were

conceptions,

arisen

craft

entirely

EUROPE.

upper

in discrediting

would

ibility

in the

improbability.

dox faith

_

devil

;

in the Bible,
were tried
of the belief

;' and this, indeed,

was

i See a striking passage, pp. 3, 4 :--_ I must premise that this, being matter
of fact, is only capable of the evidence of authority and of sense, and by both
these the being of witche._ and diabolical contracts is most abundantly confirmed. All histories are full of the exploits of those instruments of darkness, and the testimony of all ages, not only of the rude and barbarous, but
of the most civilised and polished world, brings tidings of their strange performanees. We have the attestation of thou_nds of eye and ear witnesses,
and those not of the easily decelvable vulgar only, but of wise and grave discernsrs, and that when no interest could oblige them to agree together in a
common He ; I say we hav_ the light of all these circumstances to confirm ua
'n the belief of things done by persons of despicable power and knowledge_
_eyond the reach of art and ordinary nature. Standing public records have
been kept of these well-attested relations, and epochas made of these unwonted
event_ Laws, in many natlon,Q,have been enacted against those vile praotlces ; those among the Jews and our own are notorious, Such cases have
been often determine3 with us, by wise and revered judges, upon clear and
tmsu_cflve evid,mce; and thousands in our own nation have suffereddeatb fo_

_oza
scarcely chsputed;
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but, until the sense of d priorl

bility was removed_ no possible accumulation
cause men to be_ieve it.
ed himself.

he urged that there was such a tiling

of unbelief;

a concurrence

supposition

and that those who believed so

of delusions as was necessary

scepticism

his principal

weapon;

acuteness the d trriori objections,
upon an unwarrantable
some strict

analogy

He made his very

and, analysing

in our knowledge

the faculties

and that, as such analogy

most

of men and
probably

exist, no reasoning based on the supposition
collection

of the

that they implied the existence

between

men from examining

with much

he showed that they rested

confidence

laws of the spirit world;

large

on the

of the unreality of wltcherai_, were far more cred-

ulous than those who accepted the belief.'

spirits;

address-

the idea and almost the words of

modem controversialists,
strange

of facts would

To that task he accordingly

Anticipating

as a credulity

improba-

the evidence,

tie

of cases, the evidence

of
of

did not

could dispense
concluded

with a

of which was, as he

thought, incontestable.
Tile
success.

'Sadducismus
Numerous

Triumphatus'
editions

had an extraordinary

were issued,

and several

very

their vile compact with apostate spirits.
All this I might largely prove in
their particular inst_uces, but that it is not needful; since those that deny the
being of witches d_ it, not out of ignorance of those heads of argument
which, probably, they have heard a thousand times, but from an apprehension that such a belief is absurd, and the thin_ impossible.'
t 'I think those that can believe all histories are romances;

that all the

wise could have agreed to juggle mankind into a common belief of ungrounded
f_bles ; that the sound senses
law_ are built upon chimeras;

of multitudes together may deceive then_ and
that the gravest and wisest judges have been

murderers, and the sagest persons fools or designing impostors ; I say those
that can believe this heap of absurdities, are either more credulous than those
whose credulity they reprehend,

or else have

some extraordinary

evidence of

their persuasion,viz.,that it is absurd or impossiblethere should be a witct
or apparition.'

(P. 4.)
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able men came forward

to support

the famous philosopher,

wrote

and drew up a long argument
related

several

opponents

with nothing
Casaubon,
same

learned

adorned
influence

'buffoons,
and stupid

of Canterbury,

might

language.'

to the

Cudworth,

pronounced

the

scepticism

on

of the

he added,

that those who partook

be justly

suspected

of that

scepticism

Several

other divines pressed

they made witchcraft,

up

infidelity. '_

wrote

to be chiefly a consequence

of Hobbcs ; and

the

puffed

of all the great scholars who have

church,

of witches

controversy

eases, and pronounced

in more moderate

the English

Mot%

to Glanvil,

in the same spirit, in which he

vanity,

dean

Henry

eulogium

to be mere

the most profound

subject

its views.

a warm

witch

belief

but ignorance,

the

effect, but

perhaps
the

additional

of the

_cuKOPE.

forward

of Atheism.'

in the same spirit ; and

for a time, one of tile chief subjects

in England.

On the other

side, the

ot

discussion

was extremely languid.
No writer, comparable in ability or
influence to Glanvil, More, Cudworth,
or even Casaubon,
appeared

to challenge

the belief';

nor did any of the writings

on that side obtain any success at all equal to that of the Sadducismus.

The

Webster,

whose

instances

of the

interpretation

principal
work

writer

is remarkable

systematic

was

application

to the magical miracles

a

surgeon

nained

as one of the earliest
of a rationalistic

in the Bible.

Accord

H'mletterson the subject are prefixedto the _..%_ducismus.
J On Credulity and Incredulity. This Casaubonwas son of the great
G_eek _cholar.
* ' As for wizards and magicians, persons who associate and confederate
themselveswith these evil spirits for the gratificationof their own revenge,
,ust_ambition_and other passions; besides the Scriptures,there hath been so
fullan attestation given to them by personsunconcernedin all ages,that those
our so confidentexploders of them in this present age can hardly escape the
suspicion of having some hankering towards atheismJ (I_. _y_t., voLh. p
650. See also vol. i. p. 126.)
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mg to him, the magicians

in Egypt

the witch

had

dressed

word

witch

sonate

of Endor

Samuel,

the
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were ordinary
up an accomplice

in Leviticus

only

poisoner, the demoniacs were chiefly lunatics,
da!ene had been freed from seven vices.'
leholar

named

works

on the

Wagstaafe,

anonymously.
A few

cr'tft in America.
when

a new

it by accounts

fearful

vigour

named

Cotton

The pilgrim
fading
and

of the clime ; and, being
divines, they succeeded
country.

A commission

ton, who
clergy,

appears

warmly

been

a pericct

pulpit,

abandoning
executed.

their
An

into prison,
property,

others

and

old man of eighty

with

ministers,

the frequency
by their brother

A judge

were obtained.
The fhw who ventured
cutions were denounced
as Sadducees
tudes were thrown

Puritan

a panic through

Scourgings

of the

to that

it flourished

procl:Smed

wasissued.

to have

attempt

had brought

supported

in creathlg

appeared

; and, at the same time
Two

Parris,

short

of fi'esh cases of witch-

in England,

c(_nducted the trials.

added to the terrorism

two

increased.

fathers

in Massachusetts.
Mather

signified

and strenuous

the seeds of the superstition
it was rapidly

also wrote

steadily

afterwards,

to per-

and the Mag
An unknown

and one or two others

The scepticism
years

was made to arrest
country

at Oxford,

subject;'

jugglers,

the whole

named Stoughcreature

of the

and tortures

were

and many confessions
to oppose the proseand infidels.
Multifled from the

twenty-seven
was pressed

country

persons

were

to death

a

Websteron W_tc?tea.The identificationof the Scripture demoniacswith
amatlc_had been made by Hobbca also.
• Wagstaafe was a deformed, dwarfish scholar at Oxford,and was the
lpeeial butt of the Oxonianwit (which in the seventeenth century does not
appearto have been extremely brilliant). Poor Wagstaafe consoled himself
bydrinkingwhiskey punch; and having drunk too much, he died. (Woos i
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horrible

sentence, which was never ai_erwsrds

America.

executed

The ministers of Boston and Charlestown

an address,

warmly

thanking

zeal, and expressing
relaxed-'

their

the

commissioners

hope

that

In the first year of this persecution,

drew up
for the, r

it would

never

Cotton Mathel

a history of the earliest of the trials.

iu

be

wrote

This history _ as intro-

duced to the English public by Richard Baxter, who declared
in his preface that ' that man must be a very obdurate
ducee who would not believe it.'

Not

content

Sad-

with having

thus given the weight of his great name to the superstition,
Baxter in the following
Certainty

year published

of the World

with great industry,

an immense

verted

laudatory

in extremely

his crusade;

and denounced,

who were sceptical

number of witch cases ; re-

terms to Cotton
in unmeasured

upon the subject.

in 1691, when the panic in America
said to have contributed
In England it produced
creasing,

pervading

Mather and
language,

all

This work appeared

had not yet reached

its

beyond the Atlantic,

is

much to stimulate
little effect.

all classes

on ' The

in which he collected,

height ; and being widely circulated

already

his treatise

of Spirits;'

the prosecutions, j

The scepticism

was steadily

that was

and silently

under the influence of an intellectual

movement

inthat

was too general and too powerfid for any individual genius
to arrest. At the time of the Restoration the belief had been
common among the most educated.
son wrote,

it scarcely

and in a small se_ion

existed,

In 1718, when Hutchin.

except

of the clergy.'

among

the ignorant

Yet, in the interval,

' Bancrett,Historyof t_e U_Sta_,
ch. xix. Hutnhbmonp pp.9_-119.
• Hutchinson_pp.95-119.
s Mr.Buckleplacesthe scepticisma little earlier. He says : _This impor
taut revolutionin ouropinionwas effected,so faras the educatedclasses are
ooncernc_betweenthe Restorationand Revolution; that i_ to say, in 1660

l_tom
the vast preponderance
questionably

been

_D

wrrcrt_r.
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of controversial

on the conservative

period no less than twenty-five
appeared in England

literature
side.

had un

During

works' are known

in defence

of the belief;

that

to have

and among

their authors we have seen some of the ablest men in England.
The work of Baxter, notwithstanding
name, and the very definite
pears to have

remained

the weight of his great

character of his statements,

entirely unanswered

all

till it was

re-

viewed by Hutchinson twenty-six years after its publication.
Yet it could do no more to arrest, than the work of Scott had
done to produce, the scepticism.
executed in 1682;

Three witches

had been

and others, it is said, endured

the same

fate in 1712 ; but these were the last who perished
in England. _ The
that

of Jane

last

Wenham,

some Hertfordshire
lieved in witches,

trial, at least of any notoriety,
who was

clergymen.

clergyman

and accordingly

charged

ignorant

had no difficulty

her sentence.

A long war

clergy who had been engaged
accused

strongly

asserting

animadverting

disbe-

the jury strongly
with great

disre-

' on his faith as a

the woman to be a witch.

and obstinate,

but the judge

document

treated

was

in 1712, by
entirely

of the parish, who declared

' that he believed

jury, being

prosecuted
The judge

in favour of the accused, and even
spect the rector

judicially

convicted

in obtaining

of pamphlets

a remission
ensued,

in the prosecution,
their belief

severely

upon

The

the prisoner

;
of

and the
drew up a

in the guilt

of the

the

of the

conduct

the majorityof educatedmen still believed in witchcraft; and in 1688, the
majoritydisbelievedit.' (VoLi. p. 333.) By 1718, however,the minorit]
nd becomeinsignificant.
Some of them,of eourse_were mere pamphlets,but a large proportio_
elaborateworks. The catalogueis givenby Hu_htnaon.
* CompareHutchinson,p. 57, and Buckle, vol. L p. 334. I layjud/da//y,
_r in the _/'/nw_s
of Sept. 24th, 1863,there is an accountof an old man who
wasmobbedto death in the countyof Essex as a wizard.
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with the solemn words, _Liberavlmug

that

this was an instance of somewhat

fanaticism ; and that Hutchinson,

a clergyman,
educated
scribed

IN

represented

the opinions

of his profession,
witchcraft

when

subject were repeated,

without

there are very few instances
In 1768, however,

who was himself

of most of the mere

a few years

as a delusion.

later he de-

In 1736, the laws on the
difficulty

of educated

John Wesley

ex

or agitation;

and

men regretting

them.

pre£aced an account of an ap-

parition that had been related by a girl named Elizabeth Hobson, by some extremely
It is true, likewise,'
and

indeed

given
wives'

most

opportunity

men of learning

of witches

I am sorry

of entering

which

that

has been

through

my solemn protest

these

raised,

and

with

such

the history

take

this

of the outcry

insolence

spread

not only to the Bible,

(whether

up witchcraft

to avoid observing

as mere old

against this violent

are at the bottom

They well know

In reviewing
impossible

have

that believe the Bible pay to
I owe them no such service.
I

but to the suffrage of the wisest and best
or not)that
the giving
the Bible.' '

in general,

in Europe,

and apparitions

the land, in direct opposition,

and nations.

on the subject.

for it, and I willingly

compliment
which so many
those who do not believe it.
take knowledge

sentences

he wrote, _that the English
of the

up all accounts
ii_bles.

remarkable

of men in all ages
Christians

know

is in effect giving

of witchcraft
the singularly

it
up

in England,

it ia

favourable

con-

trast which the Anglican Church presents, both to continental Catholicism
and to Puritanism.
It is indeed true that
2 Hu_hinaon, pp. 168-171.
• Journal, 1'/68,

Some noble and liberal remarks.

_QIO _D
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aer bishops contributed much to the enactment of the laws
against witcherat_, that the immense majority of the clergy
firmly believed in the reality of the crime, and that they continued to assert and to defend it when the great bulk of eduoared laymen had abandoned it. It is also true that the
6eepticism on the subject of witches arose among those who
w_re least governed by the Church, advanced with the d_
dine of the influence of the clergy, and was commonly
branded as a phase and manifestation of infidelity. Yet, on
the other hand, it is impossible to deny that the general moderation of the higher clergy was beyond all praise, and that
even those who were most credulous were singularly free from
that thirst of blood which was elsewhere so common. On the
Continent, every attempt to substitute a lighter punishment
for death was fiercely denounced as a direct violation of the
Divine law. Indeed, some persons went, so far as to question
the lawfulness of strangling the witch before she was burnt.
Her crime, they said, was treason against the Almighty, and
therefore to punish it by any but the most agonizing deaths
was an act of disrespect to Him. Besides, the penalty in _hc
Levitical code was stoning, and stoning had been pronounced
by the Jewish theologians to be a still more painful death
• than the stake. _ Nothing of this kind w,_s found in England.
There is, as far as I am aware, not a single instance of the
English clergy complaining of the leniency of the Saws upon
the subject, or attempting to introduce to,%ure into the trials.
Their zeal in stimulating the persecution by exorcisms and
Sanatical preaching, was also comparatively languid. As
early as the reign of James I., the Convocation made a canon
prohibiting any clergyman from exorcising a possessed person,
without a license from his bishop, and such licenses were
Bodln, p. 217.
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scarcely ever granted.'

Dr. Morton, a bishop of Lichfield, hi

162o, employed

himself

with great, aT.d at last successful,

zeal in detecting

a ease of imposture

in a witch story which

was believed by a Catholic priest,* and he succeeded in saving
the life of the accused.

At a still earlier period, Dr. Ham

net, who was at_erwards

Archbishop

upon ' Popish

impostures,'

boldly

most of the forms of witchcraft'
entirely

incredulous

wrong in ascribing
the expression

witchcraft

IIe was undoubtedly

to Catholicism,

at the time it was written, a unique pheclergy.'

wrote his history before the belief

Hutehinson

the history

On the Continent,

of English

of an epidemic or a mania
diseased imaginations,

small amount

of

every form of madness, and

In England,

every difficulty by a
on the other hand,

appears the general characteristic.

* Hutchinson,

Dedication.

• I, at least, have not been

rather the aspect

The religious terrorism acted on

coloured

hypothesis.

presents.

much imposition"

presents

the minds of men to solve

supernatural

ot

witchcraft

there was undoubtedly

bu_, for the most part, the subject

imposture

the moderation

clergy, is the comparatively

delusion which

himself

was entirely e_tinct.

But that which shows most strikingly

predisposed

for it flourish-

under the shadow of Puritanism ; yet

among the English

the Anglican

among them

of so bold an opinion is well worthy of notice,

and was, I believe,
nomenon

enumerated

and appears to have been

on the subject.

ed at least as vigorously

of York, in an attack

The books oL

• Ibid.

s Ibid.

able to find any other case ; but Sir Kenelm

Digby, in his annotation to the passage from Sir Thomas Browne, which I have
before quote_, says of the belief: ' There are divines of grit
note, and far
5_m any suspicion of being in_gious,
Dr. Harsuet _
in Hutchinson.

that do not

oppose it.'

The book of

I belleve_ rare.
I only know it by the copious extracm
There is a notice of its author in NeaPs H_u_. of t_ P_,

_olc

_
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_he Bubjeet are full of cases of jugglers _ tricks;'
the exception

of the period when

and, with

the Puritans were in the

ascendant, it never seems to have assumed the appearance

of

a great and general panic.
Indeed, in most of its worst manifestations, the i'anaticism of Puritanism was manifested. !
In England,
There

was

absolute
Puritan
and

that

ascendancy.
ministers

and

V,_ile

gloomy

superstitions,

complete,

Scottish ministers
prohibiting
prying

all the ecclesiastical
directing
maintained
The

sub-

servitude

maintained

with

all opposition,

of adverse

opinions,

concerns

they enjoined;

their ascendancy

ih
to

and iu, at last,

of legislation.

over the popular

in

of do-

every one to conform absolutely

the whole scope and current

misery of man, the

in helpless

the most private

regulations

tem of religious terrorism,

the

by public opinion, the

in overawing

expression

mestic life ; in compelling

along

was a mental

Supported

into and controlling

their

of society.

strides

was a tyranny

succeeded

the faintest

every section

still cowered
Never

and never

the

loose from her most ancient

Scotland

barbarity.

in which

alike the character

with gigantic

her clergy.

more inexorable

an

and in disseminating

through

and advancing

before

it obtained

was one country

nation,

tenets

and repressed.

in which

in moulding

was breaking

paths of knowledge,
more

There

succeeded
of the

England

jection

was bridled

one country_ however,

the habits

harsh

fanaticism

They

mind by a sys-

which we can now barely conceive.
anger

of the Almighty,

the fearful

See Scott'sDiscovery,pazsir_
* _r W.Scott has well noticed this influenceof Puritanismon Englieh
aitchcraft; and, in comparingthe differentsections of the Church,he says,
On the whole,the Calvinists,generallyspOddn_were,of all the contending
sects,the most suspmmusof sorcery,the mostundoubtingbelieversin its existeac%andthe mosteagerto followit up with what theyconceivedto be the
duep_mi_hm_e_t
of the mostfearfulof exime_' (Dznmnoto_ and Wilc._ft
I_tter a)
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power and continualpresenceof Satan,the agoniesof hell_
were the constantsubjectsoftheirpreaching. All themost
ghastlyforms of human suffering
were accumulated as fMnt
images ofthe eternaldoom of theimmense majorityof mankind. Countlessmiracleswere representedas taking plato
withinthe land,but they were almost allof them miracles
of terror.Disease,storm,famine,every awful calamitythat
fell
upon mankind, or blastedthe produce of the soil,
was
attributed

to the direct

himseff was represented
form upon the
effects.

earth.'

of spirits;

and Satan

appearing

in a visible

produced

its natural

Such

In a land where

where

the intellect

contemplations,
suppressed,
teaching

popular

credulity

where almost
energy

necessarily
the

theology.

fi'ightful

on theological
the

We accordingly

other lands, the superstition
of imposture;
undiluted.'

in Scotland

and it was everywhere
ly, passionately,

of witchcraft.

was

at least

it appears

darkest

character.

mixed

the
In

with much

to have been

by the teaching

it

of the

find that it assumed

the

fostered

such

it produced;

imagination

and

It was produced

was

conceptions,

superstition

by a diseased

proportions

awful

of mcn were concentrated

one form of the panic

reflection

in a land

by these

every form of amusement

created

was but

was universal,

and palsied

and where the thoughts

Witchcraft
was but

teaching

was numbed

with an undivided

most

intervention
as constantly

entirely

of the clergy,

by their persecution.

Eager-

with a thirst for blood that knew no mercy,

with a zeal that never tired,

did they accomplish

their

task.

J I need hardlyreferto thenoble description
of_be ScotchKirk inBuekle'e
_Iistory_a
description the substantial justice of which will be questioned by
ao one who i._ acquainted

with the history of Scotch witchcraft.

On the multi-

turle of miracles and apparitions
of ,_ttan that were believed_ see pp. 849-869
• The very remarkable fact, that no cases of imposture have been detected
in Scotch witch-trials,

is noted by Buckle,

voL il. pp. 189, 190.
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in solemn synod, the college of Aberdeen,

every minister

to make ' a subtle
the parishioners

in 1603,

to take two of the eiders of his parish

and privy inquisition,'

and to question

upon oath as to their knowledge

all

of witches, i

Boxes were placed in the churches

for the express purpose of

_ecclving

a woman had fallen under

t_c _ccu_tien_.'

_uspicion, the

minister

When
from the

pulpit

name, exhorted

his parishioners

and prohibited

any one fi'om sheltering

spirit, he exerted
chial

the power which

organisation,

elaborated

any other in Europe.

Under

And

when

were worthy

we read

that they were inflicted,
and half-dotb_g

the witch-

into the

hands

commissioners.
tortures

nature

of these

imagination

fi_r the most

of

Before

by which

those

tortures,

which

; when we remember
part, on old and feeble

for those men who caused and who encour-

If the witch

was obdurate,

the first, and it was

said the most effectual, method of obtaining
what was termed

than

women, it is difficult to repress a feeling of the

deepest abhorrence
aged them.

skilfully

They were the acquiescing

of the

the

of an oriental

by
her,

In the same

more

entirely

were taken.

witnesses or the directors
confessions were elicited.'

her/

these circumstances,

They were the leading

them the confessions

her

against

was given him by a paro-

perhaps

cases seem to have fallen ahnost
the clergy.

denounced

to give evidence

' waking

her/

confession

An iron bridle

was by

or hoop was

Dalyell, Darker Superst'u_ionsof 8_otland,p. 624.
Ibid. p.623.
s Ibid. p. 624, 8m.
4 See on this subject Pitcairn's _¢minal Tria/e of _,
a vast re.
positoryof originaldocumentson the subject. Pi_airn gives numbersof these
confessions. He adds, 'The confessionswere commonlytaken before presby.
_ries, or certainspecialcommissioners,who usuallyranked among their number the leading clergyof those districtswheretheir haplessvictims r_id_12
(VoLiii. p. $98.)
10
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four prongs,

which were thrust

into her mouth.
It was fastened behind to the wall by a
chain, in such a manner that the victim was unable to lie
down ; and in this position she was sometimes
days, while men were constantly
closing

her eyes for a moment

effect this object, and partly
which was the
into her body. •

sure

kept for several

with her to prevent
in sleep.'

Partly

to discover

her from

in order to

the insensible

mark

sign of a witch, long pins were thrust

At the same time, as it was a saying

in Scot-

land that a witch would never confess while she could drink,
excessive thirst was often added to her tortures.'
Some
prisoners have
even for nine?
The
sufficient

physical

been

waked

for five nights;

and mental

to overcome

suffering

the resolution

_One of the most powerfid

incentives

one, it is said,

of such a process

was

of many, and to distract

to confession

was systematically

to

deprive the suspected witch of the refreshment
of her natural sleep.
Iron collars_ or witches' bridles, are still preserved in various parts of Scotland,
which had been used for such iniquitous purposes
These instrtunents were so
constructed

that, by means

of a hoop which passed

over the head, a piece of

iron having four points or prongs was forcibly thrust

into

the mouth, two of

these being directed to the tongue and palate, the others pointing
each cheek.
This infernal machine was secured by a padlock.
of the collar was fixed a ring, by which to attach

the witch to a staple

wall of her cell.
Thus equipped, and night and day waked
,_me skilful person appointed by her inquisitors, the unhappy
few days of such discipline,

maddened

by the misery of her

less state, would be rendered fit for confessing
*._hedregs of her wretched llfe.
At intervals

outwards to
At the back
in the

and watched by
creature, _Rer s
forlorn

and hell>

anything, in order to be rid of
fresh examinations
took place_

and these were repeated from time to tlme until her "centumacy,"
as it wae
termed, was subdued.
The clergy and kirk sessions appear to have been the
unwearied

instruments

t_z flrat instanve, JJ
voLL part 2, p. 50.)

of "purging

the land of witchcraft;"

ghe oomplaina

• Dalyeil. p. 645.
Burt's _s
from
* I)alydl, p. 645.

and informa2ions

and to _/_

were made:

The ' prickers'

formed a regular profession

_lw North

voLi.

of Scotland,

pp. 227-284.

(Pitea_
in Scotlqmd
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the understanding
worse tortures

of not

But other

were in reserve.

were habitually

applied,

and the caschielawis.
the second

a few.

]_7

The

were the

three

and

perhapa

principal

peImywinkis,

that

tile boots,

The first was a kind of thumb-screw

was a frame

in which it was broken

in which

the leg was inserted,

by wedges,

driven

;

and

in by a hammer

;

the third was also an iron frame for the leg, which was from
time to time heated over a brazier?
Fire-matches were sometimes applied
temporary

to the body of the victim.'

legal register,

eigtlt hours
of another

in 'vehement

tortour'

who remained

in the caschielawis;

in the same frightful

eleven days and eleven nights,
for fourteen

How
victims

tha_

case, but

many

confessions

were

extorted,

of depositions

and confessions

before

a single

took cognisance

of the crime.

more than 150 persons

were accused

in the preceding

how

to notice

how

seen nine women

After
burning

are preserved,

court,

of witchcraft

and

many

; ' and that

commissions

had

these tkcts, it is scarcely

one traveller

in 1678, nine others

many
to say.

We know that in ] 662,

year no less than fourteen

been issued for the trials.'

"w how,

and

by these means, it is now impossible

but they were only taken

having

This was, it is true,

it was only an excessive

of the common torture.

perished

necessary

ibr
daily

A vast number
others

machine

whose legs were broken

as an extreme

application

and

days in the boots, and who was so scourged

the whole skin was torn from his body.'
censured

We read, in a con-

of one man who was kept for forty-

together

casually

mentions

at Leith

were condemned

in 1664,

i,_ a single

Pitcalm.
_ DalyeU,p. 657.
i l_tcairn_vol. i. part ii. p, 376. The two cases werein the same trial in
t596.
• Dalye11,p. 609
* Pitcalrn,vol. ill. p. 597.
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day.'

The

order,

and

defended

charges

the wildest
hy

countries,

the

refused

power

in curing

before

was

frequently

proceedings)

once

broke

struggled
the

those

were

burnt_

only
tells

with

fi'om

the

but

contemplation

painful

duties

employed

such

but

this

provision

(who

of the
yell,

some

the

of

women

consumed

them,

energy

among

in agony

as these

appears

inhumanity

of blasphemy

upon

wer_

mercifill

desp'dring

scenes

can devolve

persons

of Mar

writhing

the_

commonly

a piercing

shrieks

£i_]

were

slow fire that

sank

of such
that

only

xvith

soon with

of innocence

who

sensible

how,

the

that

witches

were

CathoUc

clergy

An Earl

person

Nider

most

the

The

omitted.

the

In

Ill Scotland

for a few moments

spectators,

The

of

comprehensive

and

divines?

to death.'

they

hali:bm'nt

protestations
flames.'

most

execute
disease.

strangled

the

of the most

of Sprenger

grievance

put

heen

fancies

a

to

unscrupulously

very

indeed,

Presbyterian

it was

power

to have

were,

and

wild

amid

the

is one of the
historian

; but

i Dalyell, pp. 669, 670.
For a curious instance of this, see that strange book, ' The Secret Cammonwealth; published in 1691, by Robert Kirk, minister of Aberfoil. lie represents evil spirits in human form as habitually living among the Highlanders.
Succubi, or, as the Scotch called them, Leannain Sith, seem to have been
especially common; and Mr. Kirk (_ho identifies them with the 'familiar
_r/t_'
of Deuteronomy) complains very sadly of the affection of many young
Seotehmen for the 'fair ladies of this a_rial order* (p. 85). Capt. Burr relate_
• long discussion he had with a minister on the subject of old women turning
themselves nto cats. The minister said that one man succeeded in cutting off
the leg of a cat who attacked him, that the leg immediately turned into that
of an old woman, and that four ministers bigned a certificate attesting the fac(
(voh k pp. 271-27'/).
One of the principal Scotch writers on these matterg
Sinclair, who was Professor of Moral Philosophy at Glasgow.
• Wright's Sorcery, vol. i. pp. 165, 166. Even to consult with witcheo
wan made capital.
' Pitcairn, vol. ilk p. 598. Another Earl of _Iar had been himself bled t¢
_leath for having, as was alleged, consulted with witches how to shorten the
life of James IIL (Scott's/)¢mono/ogy, let. i_.)
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past.
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not shrink, if he would form a
There

are opinions

from age to age by footsteps

of blood ; and the inten-

sity of the suff_.ring they caused is a measure
with

which

they were realised.

the result

of Scotch Puritanism,

character

of its parent.

tion, the people

that may be

of the intensity

_Scotch witchcraft
and it faithfully

It is true

reflected

the

that, before the Reforma-

had been grossly ignorant

but it is also true, that witchcraft

was but

and superstitious;

in its darker

forms was _-o

rare that no law was made on the subject till 1563 ; that the
law was not carried
delusion

invariably

the Scotch
clergy,

clergy

to its full severity
accompanied

the religious terrorism

so zealously

maiutained;

all over Scotland,

secution.'

The

One word fi'om them
word

merely

a mental

They

persecution

the
men

was raging

with their consciences
Sir Waiter

shown,

he exhorted

conduct

undisputed.

and

the

most

had

never

around;
to attain

of feeling

that

_ fetch

virtues.

flinched

when

paltered

of a king;

the first great

outburst

his bride.

the clergy to assist the magistrates,

Yet
trying

heroic

men who had never
the favours

but

implies_ not

in the most

courage

tion began when James VL went to Denmark
_parture,

bound-

in a long career of vice.

often

Scott seems to thlnle

those

the per-

the tortures_

but also a callousness

highest

whose

that
was

was entirely
arrested

Their

been attained

men who had

were

have

spoken.

and

the

which

and stimulated
had obtained

their power

aberration,

which has rarely
circumstances,

they

might

was never

these were

applauded

ascendancy

less, and in this respect
that

till 1590 ; that

men

of persecu
Before his

which they did, add

most especially m matters of witchcraft.
The king was himself
_.ted with the subject, and had this one bond of union with

perfectly infatthe ministers ;

and, as Sir W S. says, ' during the halcyon period of union between kirk and
king, their h_rty agreement on the subject of witchcraft failed not to heat the
fires against

all persons

suspected

of such iniquity.'

See also Lint_a's W'_chS/or_, p. 5.

(Dcrrm_logy,

lette_ i_)
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who_

self-devotion

and zeal

in their

sacred

c'_ling

had

seldom been surpassed;
men who in all the private relations
of life were doubtless amiable and affectionate.
It is not on
them that our blame

should

fall;

made them what they were.

it is on the

They

system

the great truth, that when men have come to regard
class of their fellow-creatures
eternal

and excruciating

directs

their

the

as doomed

agonies,

contemplation

of such

agonies,

to the suffering

enemies of their God, as absolute
human nature to attain.
In Scotland

the

character

hard and unpitying
existed,

reflects

kirk was the result
time, almost

credit

alone in Europe,

who first brought

liberal

principles

the Scotch

who upheld

clergy

be overrated.

als, and

they naturally

theological
rebellions
lcws;

garb.

and

liberal

of the Old Testament,
af the Jews,
Yheir

in some

The

Scotch

and for some
cham-

Buchanan,

into clear relief.

It was

them with a courage
to clothe

of the judges

that can

made them

liber-

their liberalism
precedents
and

in a

for theh

captains

union of an intense

feeling, made them revert

of the

theological,
to the scenes

to the sufferings and also the conquests

with an affection

Their whole theology

modes

which

a Scotchman,

They soon discovered

accordinglythe

and an intense

:eivable.

sought

in the history

where Puritanism

movement,

Their circumstances

for
more

it was the unflinching

It was

the

was even

circumstance

liberty.

to

be an

possible

on its teachers.

pion of political

hardly

will

they deem

as it is perhaps

of a democratic

to

theology

earnestness

whom

of theology

of a special

great

a certain

their

the result

than in other countries

on account

respects

when

of those

of

by the Almighty

and

minds with intense and realising

indifference

that

were but illustrations

of thought,

their

that

seems now almost

incono

took an Old Testament
very

phraseology,

were

cast.
de
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tired from that source ; and the constant contemplation
massacres of Canaan, and of the provisions

of the

of the Levitical

code, produced its natural effect upon their minds?
It is scarcely
witchcraft
entirely

in Scotland,
unmarked

one period
witches.

passed

away2

on the subject

movement
England,

advanced
and

yield to it.
were

that
Until

on which we can dwell.
predisposed

we find that

that

the

were

among

but

the

than in
latest

century,
this

time

said that the last execution
who visited

same very keen observer was greatly
still continued

it was quite abandoned

after

be

sceptical

more slowly in Scotland

common,
Butt,

in

this predisposition

confidencc

of a woman who was burnt

which the belief

to believe

the close of the seventeenth

It is generally

At

Two things only can, I think,

with

much

sufficiently

rare.

one

the ministers

in 1722 ; but Captain
speaks

every

At a later period

asserted

trials

for the change of opinions was almost

by incidents

we find

has silently

became

possible to write a history of the deelins of

the country

to
the
they
was

in 1730,

as late as 1._27.'

The

struck by the extent to

in Scotland,

by the educated

at a time when

classes in England

and he found its most ardent supporters

among

the Presby-

terian ministers.

As late as 1773, _the divines of the Asso-

ciated Presbytery

' passed a resolution

in witchcrai_,

and deploring

declaring

the scepticism

;

their belief

that was generaL'

i It is rather remarkablethat tk)diu had also formed his theologyalmost
exclusivelyfromthe Old Testament,his reverencefor which was so great that
some (Grotiusand HaUamamongothers) have questionedwhetherhe believed
theNew.
s The silent unreasoningcharacter of the declineof Scotch witchcral_hu
beennoticedby Dugald Stewart,D/aert. p. 508.
I Buct's Let_a from tl_ North of 8cotla_l, voLL pp. 29-7-234,and _71_
277. I _uspectBurr has misdated the executionthat took place in 1_2_.
placi_ it _ 1_27.
4 _caulay, Hiet., vol. iii. p. 7(,t_
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RATIONALISM

I ]lave now completed

my review of the history of witel._

craft, in its relation to the .theologies of Rome, of England,
and of Geneva.
I have shown that its causes are to be
sought,

not within

nomena

that are comprised

eral intellectual

and

it flourished.
resulted,

the narrow
religious

I have

theological

startling

vividness

Arising

amid

the ignorance

the

into

allied

terrorism

influence

of that

ing on theology.
superstition

great

intellectual

and

it declined
movement

under
which,

has been on all sides encroachupon

the decadence

of the

length ; for it was at once

normal,

one

conquests
so little

of
of a

accele-

passions or individual
genius, and thereto illustrate the laws of intellectual
dethis_ the fact that the belief

stages

by persecution,

with

that

in a great

measure,

mosphere

of controversy.
to leave

how

more

has elapsed

removed

It is impossible
least tlfis respect,

it was
stl_ggle

There are very few examples

ised was always followed
successive

with

chang_

a theological

rationalistic

that was so strictly

Besides

while the period

tempera.

reflected

of an early civilisation,

I have dwelt

rated by sectarian
fore so well suited

out reflecting

but from modes of

and one of the most important

change of belief

velopment.

great

life by

century,

the spirit of rationalism.

witcherat_

intellectual

with credulity,

at considerable

of the earliest

in the gen-

of the ages in which

tenets, and

each

an intenser

since the seventeenth

its

condition

circumstances,

almost

quickened

and phe-

name, but

; that it grew out of a certain

tare acting on certain

which

of doctrines

shown, in other words, that

not fi'om isolated

thought

circle

under the

vast

than

when

enables

us to trace

common

aceuracy_

since its destruction

the subject

from

the history

of witchcrat_

an amount

been removed

real-

the turbid

of suffering

by the progress

has_
atwith,

has, in at
of a ration-
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alistic

civilisation.

frightful

I know

calamities

theological

that

divisions;

of ahnost
many

undying

were

and

alive

Yet

sufferings

seems

so unalloyed

most steels

that

the

wars, the elementp

have been planted

paralysed

that

and

innocent

of a glorious

persons

sc intense.

that

endured

:Not for them

torments.

eternity,

who

insignifi-

no class of victims

nerves the soul against

body against

in so

so many glorious

to sink into comparative

it is probable

wild fanaticism
assurance

religious

that

have

mar.

or at the stake, the

the fate of a few thousand

burnt

cance.

the

the countless

in the dungeon

dissension

nations,

enterprises,

we remember

when we consider

have t_allen in the

noble

when

have from time to time flowed fi-om

tyrs who have perished
millions who

that
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danger,

the

and

:Not for them
has made

al
the

the martyr

look with exultation on the rising flame as on the Elijah's
chariot that is to bear his soul to heaven.
_Not for them the
solace of lamenting
memories
They

would

died

friends,

alone, hated

by all mankind

or the

be cherished
the worst

of age,

the

horrors

of their

of Satan, and

were about

earth for an agony
nal.
which

And, besides
the

belief

fended

must

have

spread

persuaded

the bond-slaves

through

upon

and was eterthe

the

terrorn

people

at

the anguish of the mother_ as she

in a moment

we have to corceive,

illusions

their torments

that was as excruciating,

that it was in the power
to blast

position,

all this, we have to consider

large ; we have to picture
imagined

with the

indeed

to exchange

deemed

The superstitions

blending

them in many cases that they were

were

Their very kinsmen

and accursed.

in childhood,

that their

by posterity.

They

of criminals.

they had imbibed
with

honoured

and unpitied.

shrank from them as tainted
and

consciousness

and

above

of one whom she had of-

every object
all, the awful

of her affection,
shadow

that the
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dread
faculties

of accusation

must

of age, and the bitterness

desertion and to solitude.
suit of a single superstition,
h_

have

destroye_

thrown

on the

it must have

enfeebled
added to

All these sufferings were the r_
which

the spirit of ration__]i$_v

CHAPTER

1I.

ON THE DECLINING SENSE OF THE K[RACULOUS.

THE MIRACLESOF THE CHURCH.
THE same habits of mind which induced
recoil from the belief
involuntary

in witchcraft

repugnance

wards openly to repudiate
modern

miracles.

the continuance
been so strictly

incredible,

it_ have operated
similar

however,

and

and ai_er-

in a very similar

ei_eets, upon

The triumph,

this case so complete,

with an instinctive

as intrinsically

manner, and with very

men at first to

the belief

in

has not been

in

for the Church of Rome still maintains

of miraculous

powers;

nor has the decay

normal, for the fact that most of the Roman

Catholic miracles are associated with distinctively
I_oman
Catholic doctrines has introduced much miscellaneous controversy

into the question.

siderations,

But, notwithstanding

these con.

the general outlines of the movement

are clearly

visible, and they are well deserving

of a brief notice.

If we would realise the modes of thought
prior to the Reformation,

we must

minds the ordinary Protestant
rare and exceptional

on this subject

quite dismls0 from our

notion that miracles were very

phenomena,

the primary object of which

was always to accredit the teacher of some divine truth that
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could not otherwise
Fathers,

IN
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bc established.

and especially

In the _'ritings

of those of the fourth

turies, we find them not only spoken
sion, but as being directed
were

a kind

healing

of the

fervent.
degree

incitements

languid,

They were

securing

universal

rewarding

the

patience

and

of the

for those who had attained

a high

them in the pertbrmance
Thus, one saint having

to lead a life of mortification,

the

which was just

his wants ; and when a kindred
they doubled

the devirtue,

devotions.

spirit visited

to dig his grave,

of

retired

birds daily
sufficient

for

him in his re-

the supply ; and when

lions issued from the desert

sorrows,

saintly

him a supply of'food,

tirement,

the

They

of the faithful.

stimulating

of great

or assisting

their more austere
brought

and

fifth cenin profu-

ends.

aheviating

to piety,

tile signs

respect

of sanctity,

into the desert

charity,

and ._upplying the wants

They were frequent
votions

to the most various

of celestial

the diseases,

and

of as existing

of the

he died, two

uttered

a long

howl of mourning
over his body, and knelt down to beg a
blcssing from the survivor.'
Thus, another saint, who was
of opiriion that
who

had,

a monk should

therefore,

since his conversion,
of a bridgeless

scrupulously

stream,

Besides

when

ascribing

an angel

this, the power

of magic

(Socrates,

from

and

waslfing
to assist

the dreaded

ele-

was, as we have

by Christians
and Pagans, and
of the miracles
of the other

them to the agency of demons.*

Paul the Hermit.
See his Life by St. Jerome.
BL Anthony, the first of the hermits.
• lmmon

naked,

upon the banks

descended

him in safety across

seen, fully recognised, both
each admitted
the reality
though

abstained

stood one day in despair

him, and transported
ment.'

never see himself

The visitor of Paul war

lib. iv. c. 23).

* See some adm_eable remarks

on this subject In Maury, _d_

THE

OF THE

MIRACLES

If we pass from the Fathers
ourselves
the

in an atmosphere

supernatural.

boundless,

The

L_btain the

that was dense and charged
demand

sanctity

power

for

miracles

equal to the

seemed naturally

of performing

crowded

with their achievements,

highest

sanction

of the
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into the middle ages, we find

and the supply was

(d' extraordinary

CHURCH.

was almost

demand.

Men

and habitually

them, and

their

Nothing

to

lives are

which were attested

Church.

with

could

by the

be more

common than for a holy man to be lifted up from the floor in
the midst of his devotions,
by

an angel.

There

or to be visited

was scarcely

show some relic that had cured
had opened

It was somewhat

not in the least incredible,

month,

to cut

that

apparently
health

hopeless

the Virgin.
pp. 240-244.

_ Men

disease, started

at Burgos

once a
should,

have restored

who were

afflicted

a leg
with

in a inoment into perfect

into contact with a relic of Christ or of

The virtue
Also

but

or that it should be

of the Pillar, at Saragossa,

amputated.

when brought

not
that

its head to an ear-

crucifix

of one of her worshippers,

had been

could

more extraordinary,

preach,

the hair of the

or that the Virgin

at the prayer

that

or

that the fish should have thronged

to the shore to hear St. Anthony
necessary

a town

the sick, or some image

and shut its eyes, or bowed

nest worshiI)per.

by the Virgin

Farmer,

of such relics
on

Demoniacs.

radiated
There

in blessings

were

exorcists_

both

among the Christians, Pagans, and Jews ; and though they were not regularly
formed into au order till the middle of the third century, they seem to have
practised

from almost the be_nning.

jeer, see Middleton,/_¥,e
E.nquiry,
L_ristian Ghureh, book iii. c. 4.

For much curious
pp. 85--87;

evidence

Binghara,

on the sub-

Antiqu_ttes

of tlw

: There is a picture of the transaction in the cathedral of Saragossa, opposite the image.
A group of extremely pretty angels are represented
as
fitting on a leg (ready made), while the patient is calmly sleeping.
I believe,
howevw, that the more approved story is, that the leg gradually grew. This
m a miracle about which a vast amount has been _Tittcn, sad which the Spa_
mh theologians

are said to regard as pe_mliarly well established.
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all around

them.

Glorious visions heralded

their discovery,

and angels have transported

them through the air.

sionary went abroad among

the heathen,

confounded

his opponents,

fly before his steps.
combat

prince

cause, apostles

with his army, and avenging

enemies.

slgns

and made the powers of darkness

If a Christian

reword in an ecclesiastical

If a mis.

supernatural

If an unjust suspicion

unsheathed

his

had been known to

miracles

to scatter his

attached to an innocent man,

he had immediately recourse to an ordeal which cleared his
character and condemned his accusers.
All this was going
on habitually

in every part

smallest astonishment
thoroughly

or scepticism.

the supernatural

of the saints,
miracles

of Europe

may

element pervades

in the Bollandist

were operating
apparitions

and

Collection,

place in every country,
saint was canonised,
accounts

miracles;

at about 25,000.'

that

and on all occasions.

it was necessary
to have

from the

been

It does not

and the countless

prodigies

to prove

but except on those

seem never

of

images and pictures that

Christendom,

miscellaneous

believed,

of miracles.

of miraculous

throughout

the old lives

the number of these lives,

Yet this was but one department
include the thousands

the

of the multitude

that were related and generally

accumulated

exciting

Those who know how

form some notion

fact that M. Guizot has estimated

worked

,vithout

occasions

questioned.

were

taldng

Whenever
that

a

he had

miraculous
The

most

' H_u_.d60/v///sat/o_ LemonXVII. The BollandistCollectionwasbegun
az Antwerpby a Jesuit named Rolland,in 1643,was stoppedfor a time by
the FrenchRevolution,but renewedunderthe patronageof the RelgimaChainbex_ It was intended to contain a complete collectionof all the original
documentson the subject. The saints are placed accordingto the calendar.
]fifty-fivelarge folio volumeshave been published,but they onlyextendto the
endof October. See a very beautifulessay on the subject by Renaa,/_tuds,
Rd/_a.
M. Renansays: 'II me sembleque pourun vrai philosophelw
prisoncelhlatre avec cescinquante-cinq
volumesin-folio,serait unvrai paradb

Tltl_

MTRA(_]_

OF THE

CHIYRgJ_.
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educated, as well as the most ignorant, habitually
the supernatural

as the

simplest

explanation

resorted to
ot every

dif-

ficulty.
All this has now passed away.

It has passed

away, not

only in lands where Protestantism
is triumphant, but also in
those where the Roman Catholic ikith is still acknowledged,
and where the mediteval saints are still venerated.
St. Januarius, it is true, continues to liquefy at Naples, and the pastorals of French bishops occasionally

relate apparitions of the

Virgin among very ignorant and superstitious

peasants ; but

the implicit, undiscriminating
acquiescence with which such
narratives were once received, has long since been replaced
by a derisive incredulity.

Those who know the tone that is

habitually adopted on these subjects by the educated in
Roman Catholic countries, will admit that, so far from being
a subject for triumphant exultation, the very t_w modern
miracles which are related are everywhere
regarded as a
scandal, a stumbling-block,

and a difficulty.

Most educated

persons speak of them with undisguised scorn and incredulity
some attempt

to evade

or explain

;

them away by a natural

hypothesis;
a very few faintly and apologetically
defend
them. _Tor can it be said that what is manifested is merely
a desire fox' a more minute and accurate
evidence

by which they are supported.

will, I think,
commonly

be admitted

that

these

rejected with an assurance

and unreasoning
once received.

examination

of the

On the contrary, it
alleged

miracles

are

that is as peremptory

as that with which they would have been
Nothing

can be more rare than a serious ex-

amination, by those who disbelieve them, of the testimony on
which they rest. They are repudiated, not because they are
unsupported,

but because

prepared to admit almost

they

are miraculous.

any conceivable

Men are

concurrence

of

_60
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natural

improbabilities

of supernatural
merely

interference;

EUROPE.

than

resort

to the hypothesis

and this spirit is exhibited,

not

by open sceptics, but by men who are sincere, thougl h

perhaps,
the

rather

IN

not very

prevailing

persons,

believers

characteristic

they

receive

of that vast
with

of' Catholicism,

derive their mental
of their age.
it is indeed

It is

body of educated

in the

treat

them

middle

that

incredible;

anachronisms,

enlightened

the

should

century;

be put

they

as obviously

and

will
in-

but they will add that it is not neces-

unfair to judge

to believe

That this is the general
Roman

conversation,

of the

it is

Church

tone adopted

Catholics,

by the great

major

both in their writings
be a matter

and

of dispute.

th:tt it is the direct product
The districts where an account

is received

by

of the ignorant.

will scarcely

It is also very manii_st
measure of civilisation.

them, and that

members

of the superstitions

miracle

spirit

subj(_(.t, they will

such narratives

Catholics

ity of educated

duties,

from the general

of the nineteenth

sary for all Roman
the measure

i_aith the great

and with a smile ; they will tell you that

as palpable

trinsically

unenquiring

If you speak to them on the
melancholy

forth

modern

Church.

"rod duly perform its h,ading

tone and colouring

reply with a shrug

in their

in their

whose lives are chiefly spent in _ecular pursui*.s, and

who, while
doctrines

fervent

and
of a

with least derision,

are precisel_

those which are most torpid and most isolated.

The classes

whose habits of thought

are least shocked

are lhose which are least
the broad

current

educated

of civiIisation.

by such an account,

and least

influenced

by

If we put aside the clergy

and those who are most immediately
under their influence,
we find that this habit of mind is the invariable concomitant
Dfeducation,

and is the especial characteristic

whose intellectual

sympathies

are mos'

of those person.q

extended,

and who,

THE

therefore,

M_ACLES

represent

most

faithfully

influences of their time.
long been insulated

OF THE
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the various

intellectual

If you connect a nation which has

and superstitious

ment of European civilisation

with the general move-

by means of railways or a free

press or the removal of protecting

laws, you will most infal-

libly inoculate it with this spirit.
It is further evident
merely ephemeral

that this habit of thought

movement,

event, or by some transient

produced

is not a

by some exceptional

literary fashion peculiar

to our

own century.
All
as nations advance

history shows that, in exact proportion
in civilisation, the accounts of miracles

taking place among

them

become

rarer

and

rarer, until

at

last they entirely cease.'
In this fact we have a clear indication of the decline of the old habits of thought ; for those
who regard
to the

these miracles

progress

them maintain
rection given

as real ascribe

of incredulity,

while

their disappearance

those

that they were the results
to the imagination,

imposition

created

thought.

In

and suggested

other words, the

who disbelieve

of a particular

and of a particular

di-

form of

by the medimval habits
old spirit,

according

of

to one

class, is the condition,

and

according

to the other

class, the

cause of the miracles;

and, therefore,

the cessation

of mirac-

ulous narratives,

when mlaccompanied

by an avowed

change

of creed, implies the decay of that spirit.
If these propositions
any candid

person

be true---and

who seriously

I scarcely

examines

think

that

the subject

can

i This has been noticed in an extremely ingenious fashion by Bish_q_
8pratt :--' God never yet left himself without a witness iv the world ; and it is
observable that He has commonly chosen the dark and ignorant agea wherein
to work miracles, but seldom or never the times when natural knowledge pr_
vailed : for He knew there was not so much need to make use of extraordinary
signs whea

men were diligent

the impressions

.. aso.)

of Hm

II

footsteps

in the works of
in lhs

His hands and attentive

creature:

to

(Hist. of Royal L.%ViBty,

[_
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question

them--they

lead irresi_tlbly

to a very

important

general conclusion.
They show that the repugnance of men
to believe miraculous
narratives
is in direct proportion
to
the progress

of civilisation

and the diffusion of knowledge.

It is not simply that science explains some things which
formerly

deemed

supernatural,

such as comets

We find the same incredulity
countries

towards

alleged

images,

on which

science

which contain

no element

are miraculous.
We

find this

the uniform

and though

the fact

in their own Church

bar attraction.
repugllance

its power

fact i_, that

the

of Rome.

Catholics

of their

is to

of modern
are only

there

is an increasing

and blindfold
which

faith.

unreasoning

Alleged

incredulity

has done everything

the mind for their reception.

prog,'ess

them-

theology

these miracles

that

with immediate

of a Church

to prepare

Church

should invest them with a pecu-

to an unscrutinising

by the members

and

strength-

improbability

that

It is not even

miracles are rejected

civilisation

Roman

tendency

light,

or

except that they

of the

by

all notion of the antecedent

m':racles;
alleged

displayed

Catholic

or relics,

no direct

simply that

at the expense

spirit

selves, though
destroy

can throw

or eclipse_

in Roman

by saints,

of improbability,

It is not

ens Protestantism

manifested
miracles

were

of civilisation

produces

in

The plain
invariably

a certain tone and habit of thought, which makes men recoil
from miraculous narratives
with an instinctive
and immediate repugnance,
independently
dogmatic

as though they were essentially

of any

teaching.

definite

Whether

evil, I do not now discuss.
tion advances,

incredible,
in spite

of

this habit of mind is good

or

That

and

it exists

wherever

civi]isa.

is, I conceive, incontestable.

We may observe,
force against

arguments,

however,

contemporary

that it acts with much greateT

than against

historical

miracles

Tmr _m&CL_S oF ThE C_U_Om
Roman Catholics
account

who will reject

of a miraclc

taking
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with immediate

place

in their

ridicule

own

an

day, will

speak with considerable
respect of a precisely similar miracle
that is attributed
to a mediaeval saint.
Nor is it at all difficult to discover

the reason of this distinction.

took place in a distant
intense

vividness

past, are not realised

as those

They do not press upon
are not judged
us invested
/ears,

by the

and

surrounded

Catholic

us with

the same

same measure.

the

contact

They come down
that

imagination,

to

by the haze of
are so unlike

and

with a matured

cloud

and

exercise

In Protestant

judgment.

these

habits of thought

general

a retrospective

countries

thought

had greatly

:he miraculous

and
very

do,

is not

spirit;

and

of their

of their time.

which

beginning,

were

to repudiate

They could not with

had

had selected
glorified

they stigmatised

superstitious.

of

was created

its leaders

position,

a

for l_rote$

when the old habits

The Retbrmation

of His grace, and

devotions

mous, idolatrous,

that

considering,

admit that the Almighty

channels

from the

modern

exigencies

accounts

any consistency
less miracles,

declined.

by the

influence,

been

was only called into existence

by the

We find,

effect.

tantism

pervaded

in

there has not been as complete

change as that which we have

compelled,

brought

and unbiassed

that although

undoubtedly,

thus at no period

their first or thcir most powerful

that

and

Besides this, many of these narratives
the earliest associations
of the Roman

mind, and they are

_herefore,

peculiar

same

child ; the belief in them is infused into his yet un-

developed

and

with the

keen reality,

garb, obscured

by circumstances

they refract

distort its pictures.
are entwined
with

that

which take place among ourselves.

with a legendary

our own that

Events

We

as the

by countas blaspho

find, accordingly,

Protestantism

looked

upon
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modern miracles

(except those which were comprised

the head of witchcraft)
contrasts

remarkably

opponents.
alleged

with an aversion

which

On the

shed tears
Protestant

Patristic

writings
reformers,

the

Church,

of blood in the following reign, beserviL_ was introduced
into Ireland.
the

new

faith proved

a definite

remarkably

; and its leaders

in the belief, that miracles

had gained

of the

of ig-

was the famous voice from

free from these forms of deception
tianity

the result

; just as the crucifix in Christ's

whole, however,

concurred

indeed, some

reign of Queen Mary. which proclaimed

mass to be idolatrous
at Dublin,
cause the

exhibits,

that
of its

and a very few which were obvioua

Such, for example,

the wall in the

credulity

were, apparently,

or enthusiasm,

it, positions.

of its sects

ande_

and distrust

with the unhesitating

The history

miracles,

norance

m _U_OP_.

generally

had ceased when Chris-

ascendancy

in the world.

are full of miraculous

accounts

and especially

in England,

those

The

; and most
treated

Fatristic authority
with great respect ; so that the line of demarcation between the miraculous
and the non-miraculous
age, was generally
eminent
very
mand

drawn

of the Fathers

at about the period

had passed

long after Christianity
of the

be urged

civil power,

in support

away.

had obtained
many

plausible

when the most
As this was not

a complete
arguments

of the view, which appears,

comcould

in England

at least, to have been universal.
When

Locke

was writing

his famous ' Letters

tion,' he was led to a consideration
by an argument

of the Patristic

miracles

which seems then to have been deemed very

forcible, but which, as it belongs
opinion ' fi'om our own, would
tile and irreverent.
tended, under

on Tolera-

to a different

now be regarded

It was absolutely

ordinary

circumstances,

necessary,

' climate

of

as both fu.
it was con.

for the well-being

of

Christianity,

THE

MIRACLES

OF THE

that

it should

be supported

by

that is to say, that the civil power should
nents.

When

ernment,
nature

Christianity

it existed

were suspended

ensured

its

Constantine

the supernatural
obtained

When,

was closed.

; and, therefore,

withdrawn.

The

instituted,

This argument,
not

likely

authority,

Church

arrived

Locke;

and

fence of toleration

of

the era of

at its normal

but

the

at that

was

miracles

and State

had become

was
being

and

final

unnecessary.'

of Oxford,

historical

was

question

to arrest that keen and

accustomed

against

miracles

conversion

at its disposal,

was well calculated
so little

gov-

The power of persecuting

assistance

to stagger

fearless intellect,
ported

the

the work of the theologians

which it opened

by

the laws of

and continual

between

had

position, and exceptional

its oppo-

unrecognised

the power of working

alliance

Christianity

suppress

however,

the civil power

persecution;

condition;

in its favour,

triumph.
placed

was still

in an abnormal
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to bow before unsup-

very time engaged

tile entire weight

in the dc_

of ecclesiastical

tradition.
He appears
for, in one of Newton's

to have consulted Sir Isaac Newton ;
letters, we find a somewhat hesitat-

ing passage

subject.

'of good
three
name

upon

credit

the

continued

hundred
years.
from thence, and

nent for that
sot able

'Miracles,'

in the Church

This argument,

wrote,

for about

two

or

Gregorius
Thaumaturgus
had his
was one of the latest who was emi-

git_ ; but of their

to give you

Newton

a just

in a modified

number

account.

form, has been

and frequency
The history
reproduced

I am

of those

by Muzarelli

(a

Roman theologian of some note) in his Treatise on the Inquisition.
He eit(_
the de_tructinn of Ananias and Sapphira, and of Simon Magus.
This cla_ of
"

miracles, he says, has ceded
I know this very remarkable
_euriou,

H_utoire & l' J_tli_.

; and the Inquisition is, in consequence, required
treatise by a translation in the fifth volume of
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ages is very imperfect.''
adopted

this view.

IN EUROPE.

Locke

In reply

wrote a very remarkable

passage,

attract

attention

at the

time the

long afterwards,

obtained

' This, I think,'

who will build

his faith

since the writers

; and

a great

of extraordinary

and met with no opposition
bc denied.

that

consider,
between

it would

himself

deliv.

before
of the

That the _Free Inquiry'
it displayed

controversial

at all equal

to appreciate

to examine, but

charao

the half century
many

influences

to which

contributed,

of England.

will

its success,

the general

During

most largely

great

dexterity,

to its abilities,

and Middleton,

the theology

in

was called to it by

merit, that

and great

Locke

we readily

the credit of the wri-

attention

But, in order

by his philosophy

word

speak of miracles

besides these things,

be tedious

tbundly modified

miracles

to go no further

of the miracles of the Fathers

ter of the age in which it appeared.
that elapsed

that he

part of the miracles

work of Middleton.

great boldness,

we should

which,
place in

than the Fathe_

stand upon

seems to have slept until public

scarcely

upon

period, whose

After this time, the subject

eloquence,

but

conspicuous

he said, ' is evident,

no less assurance

century

was a book

it deserved;

in other things,

second and third centuries
ters of the fourth.' _

the well-known

he

did not, apparently,

will find cause

after that

time, with

thc fourth

to hav_

argument,

time, or else not to stop at Constantine's,

take as unquestionable
their

which

or reasonings

historians,

than the Apostles'

Oxford

"in extremely

tile discussion.
ered by Church

does not appear

to the

The

Locke
had pro

charm

and

I Brewster'sLife of N'ewto_ p 275. Thereis anotherletter fromNewton
to Lockeon the subject, in King'sLife of Locke, voLi. p. 415; but it is littl,
morethan a catalogueof authorities
Third Letteron Toleratlon_p. 269.
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fascination which the early Fathers exercisea upon the
divines of the previous century had quite passed away. The
Patristic works fell rapidly into neglect, and the very few
who continued to study them were but little imbued with
their spirit, h*othing, indeed, could be more unlike the tone
of the Fathers, than the cold, passionless, and prudential
theology of the eighteenth century; a theology which regarded Christianity as an admirable auxiliary to the police
force, and a principle of decorum and of cohesion in society,
but which carefully banished from it all enthusiasm, veiled
or attenuated all its mysteries, and virtually reduced it to an
authoritative system of moral philosophy.
There never had
been a time when divines had such a keen dread of anything
that appeared absurd or grotesque. The spirit that, in the
previous century, had destroyed the belief in witchcraft,
passed in its full intensity into their works. Common sense
was the dominating characteristic of all they wrote. Generous sentiments, disinterested virtue, reverential t_ith, sublime speculations, had passed away. Every preacher _ as
*mployed in showing that Christianity was in all respects
perfectly in accordance with human reason, in eliminating or
obscuring whatever could shock the feelings or off'end the
judgment, in representing religion as intended to refine and
harmonise society, to embellish all the relations of life, to
give a higher sanction to the dictates of human prudence,
and to extend the horizon of that prudence beyond the grave.
As a consequence of this state of mind, there was an increa_
i,,g indisposition to accept miracles like those of the Fathers,
which were not included in the evidences of Christianity,
and a decreasing reverence for the writers on whose testi.
mony they rest.
It was in the midst of this movement of thought, that
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Middleton
miracles,

published

his great

and brought

into

and the importance
Fathers

contain

alleged

subject.

numerous

place

in such a manner,

avoid the conclusion
that the Fathers
dulity' of their
have

come

down

Justin

century,
death

])Iartyr,

written

for the

an account

and it is said not more

than

distinctly

asserts

and consist
any historior edifi.

the martyrdom

is clearly

early

in the second

fifty years
the

miracuafter

continuance

in his time, and from this date the evidence
fewer

disappeared.
generation,

The

Protestant
and fewer,

historical

the miraculous

universal,
historians

aud

fact

accounts

more
point

and unanimously

is, that

at last

is, that,

generation

became

or throw

of
bc_

entirely
aider

more numerous,
'As

far

as the

light upon anythlng_

in all history
confirmed

the

is ample

miracles

till they

extraordinary.

can illustrate

there is not a single

theory

that

scanty,

which
very

gradually

to

without

encouragement

who wrote

came

plicitly,

possible

them off upon the cre-

; but even in this century,

The

church

scarcely

and are

The works of the first century

supplies

and unbroken.

more

it seems
palmed

purpose,

of St. John,

miracles

own day and under

of such a nature,

to us are extremely

cation of believers

of the

that they had really taken place, or else

cal or controversial

lous.

that

of short epistles

of St. Polycarp

The writings

in their
are

deliberately
readers.

almost entirely

Patristic

accounts of miracles which they

their own notice, and which
related

upon the

clear relief both the difficulties

of the

to have taken

attack

so constantly,

ex-

by them all, as the con-

tinual succession of those powers through all ages, from the
earliest father who first mentions them down to the time of
the

Reformation.

'_

If, then, we gave

dence to the historical

evidence

even

a general

upon the subject,

Prefaceto the _

Inqu/rV.

cre_

we should

THE

be carried
of the

MIRACLES

down, without

OF THE

pause or chasm, into the depths

middle ages ; and we should be compelled

that what Protestants
the Church

regard

of Rome, were

£_vour.

of all the ordinary rules of historical
assertions

of the

writers
we should

the habitual

of
and

If again, in defiance
criticism,

of the

refused to credit the equally positive
of the ninth century,

to admit,

as the worst superstitions

for centuries

_peeial channels of supernatural
the
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fourth

testimony

we believed
century,

but

of the writer_

still be met by the same

dlil_culty, though in a modified form.

It may be contended,

that the Fathers of the fi)urth century were not Roman C_tholics;

but it is quite certain

that they were not, in the ordi-

nary sense of the word, Protestants.

It is quite certain that

there existed among them many practices, forms of devotion_
and doctrinal

tendencies,

Roman Catholic,

which may not have been actually

but which, at least, hung upon the extreme

verge of Catholicism,

which inevitably

gravitated

to it, and

which were the germs and the embryos of mediaeval theology.
Now, it is precisely

in connection

their theology
merous.

the miraculous

that

with this department
accounts

of

are most nu-

Such was the great dii_iculty
of the question,
regarded
from the Protestantpointof view. Mlddleton met it by an
attack upon the veracityof the Fathers,which was so
eloquent,so uncompromising, and so admirably directed,
thatallEngland soon rang with the controversy.He con.
tendedthatthe religious
leadersof the fourthcenturyhad
admitted,eulogised,
and habituallyacted upon principles
thatwere diametrically
opposed,not simplyto theaspirations
of a transcendentsanctity,
but to the dictatesof the most
common

honesty. He

showed that they had applaud_

falsehood,
that they had practisedthe most wholesalefo_
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gery, that they had habitually
that they had adopted

and grossly falsified

to the fullest

extent

pious frauds, and that _hey continually
stimulate

the

devotion

of

the

history,

the system

employed

people.

of

them to

These

were

the

charges which tie brought against men, around whose brows
the saintly aureole had sparkled for centurions with an unfading
splendour ; against those
theological

great Fathers

of so many controversies,
so many creeds.
directly

who had formed the

systems of Europe ; who had been the arbitrators
and the objects

The evidence

of the homage of

he adduced

was

pointed

at the writers of the fourth century ; but he carried

his argument

back to a still earlier period.

flect,' he says, _ou that surprising
with wlfich the principal
affirmed as true what

Fathers

_¥hen

confidence

we re-

and security

of this fourth century

they themselves

have

had either forged, or

what they knew at least to be forged, it is natural to suspect
that so bold a defiance of sacred truth could not be acquired
or become
gradually

general

at

once, but must

mer times, and a long experience
superstition

of the nmltitude

It is manifest
questions
estimate

have been

carried

to that height by custom and the example of forand

would bear.'

that an attack

of the gravest

of what the credulity
of

this kind

and widest character.

opened

out

It shook the

of the Fathers which had been general, not only in

the Church of Rome, but in a great degree among the ablest
of the Retbrmers.
Patristic

writings

In the Church of England
had been

virtually

especially,

regarded

equal in authority

to those of the inspired writers.

great

work

theological

LThe Apology,

of the

English

' in which Jewel justified

pointing out the deviations

the

as almost
The first

Reformation
the Retbrmers,

was
by

of the Church of Rome from the

IatroductorvCImpter.
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Patristic

sentiments.

It had

evel

great divines of the seventeenth
most profound

students

faithful representatives

been the
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century that they were the

of the

Patristic

writings,

the most

of their spirit, and the most loyal r_

sioecters of their authority.

The unsupported

assertion

cf

a Father had always been regarded as a most weighty, if not
a decisive, argument

in controversy.

But surely

this tone

was idle and worse than idle, if the estimate of Middleton
was correct.
If the Fathers wele in truth men of the most
unbounded

credulity

and of

sense of the importance
pletely

supersedcd

the

noblest

heroism;

veracity;

might

it was absurd to

veneration.

as men of undt)ubted
they

They might

sincerity, and of the

still be cited as witnesses

the belief of their time, and as representing
of its intellect;

if the

of dogmas had, in their minds, com-

the sense of rectitude,

invest them with this extraordinary
still be reverenced

iaxest

but their pre-eminent

to

the tendencies

authority

had passed

away.
The landmarks of English theology were removed.
The traditions on which it rested were disturbed.
It had
entered

into new conditions,

arguments.

But beyond

and must be defended by new

all this, there were other, and, per-

haps, graver questions suggested.
ces was it permitted
testimony
measure
again

to reject the

_f all ecclesiastical
of their credulity

was the degree

unanimous

historians ?

of the antecedent

the amount of testimony
were the great

and explicit

_Vhat was the
What

improbability

required to substantiate
questions

of

them ?

which were evoked
and they

for many years to attract the attention
Among

circumstan-

the true from the false, and

1748, by this Doctor of Divinity,
era in England.

what

and of their veracity ?

miracles, the criteria separating
These

Under

iv

were suflicieni

of the ablest enquir-

the laity, the work

of Middleton
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seems to have met with great acceptance.
gy

its impetuous,

urally excited

uncompromising,

Among

and sceptical

much alarm, and the University

the elet,
tone nat,
of Oxford

signalised itself in opposition ; but it is a remarkable sign of
the times that the Fathers found no abler defenders than
Church and Dodwcll.
man, and already
lost his remaining

Gibbon,

entangled

who was then a very young
in the

arguments

t_._ithin Protestantism

of Bossuet,

during the discussion.

IIe could not, he said, bring himself at that time to adopt the
conclusions

of Middleton,

dence

miracles

that

and he could

of good

credit

Church aAcr the leading doctrines
introduced.

IIe accordingly

lea the University
tigated

had continued

of Catholicism

embraced

without taking

not resist the evi.
in the
had been

those doctrines,

his degree.

the subject from a philosophical

and

Hume inves-

point of view;

he

endeavoured
to frame a general doctrine, determining the
relation between miraculous narratives and historical testimony, the comparative
cles and

of the unveraeity

his ' Essay on Miracles."
of Lightfoot,
respect

improbability

Webster,

the current

of the reality of mira-

of historians;

and the result was

Farmer, reproducing

an old notion

and Semler, and anticipating

of German

rationalism,

attempted

in this
to ex-

i Hume's_ksay wasavowedlyan application(rightor wrong)of Tillotson's
famous argumentagainst transubstantiation It is not so generallyknown
that his method of reasoninghad been also anticipated by Locke, who,in a
very remarkable passage in his common-placebook, contends that men should
not believeany propositionthat is contrary,to reason,on the authorityeither
of inspirationor of miracle,forthe realityof the insphationor of the mlrack
can only be established by reason. ' It is harder,'he says, ' to believe that
Godshould alter or put out of its ordinarycourse some phenomenonof the
great worldl_oronce, andmake things act contraryto their ordinary rulepur_
posely,that the mind of men mightdo so alwaysafter,than that this is some
fallacyor naturaleffectof which he knows not the cause,let it look eva"so
nrangv' (King, Life of Lo¢l_ voLi. pp. 230, 231). See,too, the d_apter
Reasonar_ Faith,ia the _.uay on t_ Hlanan _r_,m_.
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plain the diabolical
phenomena

of epilepsy. I

probably
Patristic

possessions

most of the
miracles,

of Scripture

Warburton

ablest

to establish

ter and evidence

of the miracles

and the general

adoption

by the ordinary

and Douglas,

of the clergy,

proceeded
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abandoning

the peculiar

recorded

with
the

charac-

by the Evangelists;

of this tone may

be said to have

ushered in a new phase in the history of miracles.
It has ot_en been relaarked
every great

step which

lect in connection
the earnest
Oxibrd.

and

with

theology,

persistent

The attitude

ing the Middletonian

as a singular

opposition

which

towards
The

in opposition

and the advocates

the two

advocates

to the theory

of toleration

In our own century,

the Test Act and on Catholic

the same as

great questions

mind

of

obedience,

to persecution,

had

and most able adver-

when the secularisation

itics was forced upon the public

of
dur-

of the theory

of passive

as opposed

round at Oxford their most unflinching
saries.

preserved

was precisely

of the

civil liberty

of the University

that university

controversy,

century.

intel-

has been made in spite of

that which it had exhibited
previous

fact, that almost

has been made by the English

of pol-

by the discussions

Emancipation,

on

and when it had

become evident to all attentive observers that this question
was destined to be the battle-field
of the contest between
modern

civilisation

showed clearly

and

tradition,

the University

that its old spirit had lost none of its intensity,

though it had lost much of its influence.
great reactionary
and was

of Oxford

directed

movement
avowedly

emanated
against

Still later, in 1833, a
from the same quarter,
the habits

of religious

' Farmer, who was a dissenting minister,desired to destroythe diiBculty
arising
fromthefact
thatmiracles
weregenerally
represented
asattesting
botl.
*a-uth
anderror.He attempted
toshowthatthere
wereno suchthings
aw
diabolical
miraclm
ofanykind.
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thought

which modern

Its supporters
damentally

great

and

truth.'

tholieism

'

with

mistake.

leled in magnitude
the

Stuarts

a time, the

altogether

which

tended

was quite

had

the

by sordid

of their
to Ca,

that it was impossible

since that which

uninfluenced

words

movement

a defection

; and which, unlike

the-

on its way to give up re-

a force and rapidity

It produced

and fun.

of uninterrupted

in the emphatic

nation was

Her

produced.

the history of English

a half as a history

They believed,

leader, that 'the

vealed

had everywhere

these habits as essentially

They described

ology for a century
decadence.

cLfilisation

denounced

false.

_P_.

taken

former

unparal-

place under

movement,

considcIations.

.was

The point

which I desire to notice in connection

with this defection,

illustrating

in the present

is the

the tendency

extremely

Catholic

I am tracing

small

miracles

place which

occupied

If we ask what

are the grounds

is commonly

be summed

up much as follows :it is said,

spired

messenger

erwise

be established.

impostor
tion.

nor an enthusiast

in any other
mankind
flected

organ

prove

; that

messenger.
Divine

the

may,

which
that

cessation
I suppose,
of an in-

could not oth-

he is neither

his teaching

an

is neither

nor of an over-heated

the

imagina-

of the case, this could not be proved

If the

Almighty

in the works of nature,

of a

of Roman

credentials

doctrines

of religion

He must

they

the divine

intellect

way.

a system

ces of men,
inspired

are

They

From the nature

on which

maintained,

announcing

work of a designing

subject

as

chapter,

in the controversy.

of miracles
Miracles,

the

to

distinct

designed

and written

do so by the
If a teacher

communication

to reveal

from that which

on the conscien-

instrumentality

claims

to

is re-

to be the

revealing

_Iewmau'sAngliam Di_cuttia, p. _.

of an
speeml

supernatural
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truths, he may be justly
in the

performance
no more
would

expected

only way in which
improbable

sideration

destroys

miracles,

it separates

of Rome.

The

acts.

than

Miracles

a revelation;

without
thc

to authenticate

miracles.

common

them

fi_rmer

clearly

were

to the

from those

of the Church

avowedly

and to establish

simply means of edification

was intended

; they were designed

character,

of Divine

ted those which

but of faith.

power.

To make

appeared

of the New Testament

trivial

some actual benefit, besides

constantly

verging

conveyed

The medieval
on the

this,

purposeless,

their

The miracles
by dignity

some spiritual
attesting

miracles,

grotesque,

habitual

if we admit-

characterised

and conferred

trivial,

them

and puerile.

were always

; they always

acter of the worker.

that

Besides

abased

and solemnity

frequently

; and

if not to destroy

would be still further

ry, were

be attained

as the most awful and impressive

would be to degrade

which

message.

; they were di-

as taking place in a dispensation

to be not of sight

and commonplace

they

to introduce

a supernatural

that could not otherwise

miracles should be regarded
manifestations

Gospel

exceptional;

The

they were represented

a revelation

objections

a new religion,

rected to no object

are, therefore,

for

necessary

were

by the

But, while this con.

were absolutely
latter

his mission

it can be authenticated,

of supernatural

be. ineffectual

17_

lesson,
the char-

on the contra-

and unimpressive;
and not unfrequently

passing the border.
Such is, I think,

a fair epitome

in favour of the cessation
edly very plausible

of the common

of miracles;

and very cogent

they prove ?

Not that miracles

POSING them

to have

have

ceased, there

argument_

and they are undoubt; but, after all, what

do

ceased ; but that, suPis nothing

alarming in the fact. A man who has convinced

surprising

or

himself of the
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falseness

of the ecclesiasticial

duce these considerations
impugn

the Biblical

incoherence
extent

IN

miracles,

may very

or introduce

of Providence

exclusively

testimony.

to accredit

an inspired

and consistent

by positive

carried.

pudiate

the

miracles

were ordinary

unanimous

But, aftel
unsupported

we may go further,

to your own F_cts.

belief
and

nations ; you may resist
drawn

messenger.

It is simply an hypothesis,

Indeed,

opposed

of the

from the unsurprised

early

commonplace

the strong
of the

and say

You may re-

Christians,
events

arguments

reception

des, and from the existence

As an d

the smallest

it may be, but entirely

testimony.

that it is distinctly

or

Miracles, it is said, are intended

all, what proof is thcre of this 9
plausible

does not

; but this is the full

they can be legitimately

&positive

ad-

confusion

priori proof, they are far too weak to withstand
amount

fairly

to prove that his conclusion
narratives,

blto the system

to which

EUROPE.

among all

that may be

of the Christian

demoniacs

that

mira-

and of the ex-

orcists ; but at least you must admit_ that the Old Testament
relates many miracles
The

creation

was

the

will not fall under your canon.

was a miracle, and

destruction

Testament

which

miracles

of the

cles, it is said, are often grotesque
and excite an irresistible

dangerous

adopted,
ratives

and

so

The Old

unlike those of the

that there should be anBut the ecclesiastial mira
; they appear
repugnance.

prirnd 9eaci_
A sufficiently

test in an age in which men find it more and more

difficult to believe
gerous

of the plain.

are, in many respects,

New Testament:
is it impossible
other class different from either ?

absurd,

so was the deluge,

cities

any miracles

test for those who know
over an immense
as the deluge,

whatever.
the

ing ass, or the posseased

pigs!

dan-

tone that has been long

part of Europe,

or the e,:plolts

A sufficiently
towards

of Samson,

Besides

such nar_
the speak-

this_ a great

pro

THE

oortion

of

the

MIRACLES

ecclesiastical

,tuctions

of those

if there

are

which

mingled

fest impostures,

OF THE

miracles

are

recorded

in the

are

with

with

a more

jealous

tainly no reason for maintaining
tempt.

The Bible neither

_f supernatural
gifts should
interpretation.

fillfil.

they would

prove

mani-

for treating

scrutiny,

nor implies

but

is cercon-

the revocation

promise

that these

may have been intended

to apply

If these miracles

they would

appear

it is at least as susceptible

is surely not difficult

and

that they are all below

asserts

be conferred

repro

Bible;

reason

gii_s ; and if the general

only to the Apostles,

simply

them ,some that

this may be a very good

these narratives
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to discover

were actually

continued,

the beneficial

They would
invaluable

of a different

stimulate

purpose

a languid

auxiliaries

that
piety;

to missionaries

bouring among barbarous
and unreasoning
savages,
from their circumstances
and habits of mind, are utterly
pable of forming
religion

they are expected

results of the
more decisive

of the

satisfactory

Catholic,

The controversy

cism comprises

arguments.

Thousands

confirmed.

course with

not

no room

for some
of a re-

are false because

the very question

of minds
at each

have

utterances

Protestantism

Thousands
results

of the
the

at

and Catholi-

mass ot complicated

and have found

who,
inca-

300 years

is to assume
between

l_

Even in Europe,

last

as to leave

an immense

these a_uments,
th_ same

to embrace.

evidences

To say that these miracles

they are Roman

Protestantism

of the

proofs than the ambiguous

mote antiquity.

geneous

estimate

controversies

been so entirely

issue.

any just

it

have

and heterotraversed

step their faith

in

of minds have pursued

that were

diametrically

oppo-

site. The question is, whether an examination of the alleged
miracles of Catholicism would not furnish a decisive criterion, or at least
12

one of the

most

powerful

arguments,

for

RATIONALISM
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determining

the controversy.

of Catholicism
doctrines

IN

could

EUROPE.

V_rhat evidence

be stronger

had been crow_ed

cles, that a supernatural

of the truth

than that its distinctive

by tens

of thousands

halo had encircled

of mira-

it wherever

it ap-

pP,ared, and had east a glory upon all its triumphs ?'
proof of the i_Mschood of Catholicism
than

that

it was

mass of miracles
resolved
saints

had

been

to establish

pageantries,
stituted,

bcfore

canonised,

bulls and

either no existence,
Making

of

the

Christendom

on account of alleged

thesis represent
annals

an amount
of the

established,

race.

in-

violently

and

events which had
misunderstood

would

of imposture

human

rejoicings,

of the most

of Catholicism

that

authoritatively

or which were altogether

history

immenso

criticism;

worship

and pilgrim:_ges

every a11owance for the errors

fallibility,

of the

that all these were

issued, innumerable

public opinion all through
agitated,

any

a searching

fbrms

pastorals

processions,

continuously

could be more decisive

it had asserted;

and dissipated

countless

in the

unable
which

What

?

extreme

on this hypo-

probably

unequalled

If_ again, you say that

! E. g., one of the questions of dispute is the veneration of relics.
Now
St. Augustine, the ablest and most tier-headed
of all the Fathers, and a man
of undoubted

piety, solemnly

asserts that

iu his own diocese

of Hippo, in the

space of two years, no less than seventy miracles had been wrought by the
body of St. Stepheu, and that iu the nclghbour}ng province of Calama, where
the relic had previously been, the number was incomparably greater.
He gives
a catalogue of what he deems undoubted
miracles, which he says he had
_..lected from a multitude so great, that volumes would be required to relate
them all. _In _
catalogue we .find no le._ t_an five ca_e$ of re_taration of
life to tim dead. (.De Cir. JDd, lib. xxiL c. 8.) This statement is well known to
readers of
Churchman
pp. 138-140),

Gibbon and Middleton;
but, as far as
who has referred to it is Mr. Ward (Ideal
who notices

it merely

to lament

I know, the only High
of a Christian
Cl_urel_

the very

which we now speak of the miraculous.
This aspect of the
has been very clearly and honestly brought out in Isaac

d_rerent
Patristic
Taylor's

tone with
writings
A_

VIlE _ACLES
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you have formed a definite

and unhesitating

subject from other arguments,
other considerations
transition

opinion oil the

I reply that, putting

this answer

apply to the Tractarian
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might

movement

suggest,

we are considering.

from the Church of England
was not abrupt or unwavering.

contrary, slow, painful, hesitating,
those who made it have described
for months,
their

and even

minds vibrating

difficulties,

colliding

various, blending
torturing

their

destroying

and

and dubious.
Some of
themselves as trembling

years, between

the opposing
to and fro;

with

senthnents

doubt,

conflict

the

and

the most

of every

sometimes

very faculty

creeds,
countless

modes of reasoning

neutralising

minds

by their

of

of that

It was, on the

and oscillating
principles,

Tho

to the Church

Rome, which was made by so many in consequence
movement,

aside all

it does not

hue,

almost

of judgment.

Surely one might have imagined

that men in such a position

would

those

have

gladly

exchanged

shining

speculations

that so constantly elude the grasp and bewilder the mind,
and catch their colour from each changing mode of thought,
for the comparativcly
firm and definite ground of historical
criticism ! The men were admirably fitted for such criticism.
They

were

its intellectual
citation

pre-eminently
aspect

of the past.

and

veloped
Immense

to

was essentially

all searching
unknown.

When,
criticism

proportion

in

perfection,
of the

and they
talent

were

of Europe.

the

investigation

arose, the laws of historical
great

and

a rcsus.

In the time of the Reformers
indeed

into the facts of the past, were
Tractarianism

and antiquarians,

Nor did the age seem at first sight les.,

suited for the enterprise.
_tudy of evidences,

scholars

the movement

however,
were de-

attracting

an

In English

theology, especially, they had become supreme.
The attack_
which Woolston and his followers had made upon the scrip.
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rural miracles
such

L'_ EU_PE.

had been repelled

unexpected

vigour,

as it was long thought,
all theological

with

and Paley

such undoubted

had been directed

movement

with

ability,

with such unanswerable

reasoning

Yet in the Tractarian

by Lardncr

and,

success, that

to this channel

the subject

of modern

mi_

soles can scarcely

be said to have exercised

influence.

as we have seen, had gone over to Rome

Gibbon,

a perceptible

chiefly through a persuasion of their reality.
Chillingworth
still earlier had declared that the same reason had been one
of those which had induced

him to take the same step.

cal had

of Jansenism

upon

based
the

his defence

miracle

of the

these

narratives

hardly

little

influence

they had

sion ; what

little

uate a difficulty

excited

was

for the most part

measure

But

Oxford

Thorn.

at

a serious attention.

What

was chiefly an influence
written

in the
rather

Holy

in their

favor

tone of an apology,

than to establish

Pas-

in a great

of repul

was

written

as if to atten-

a creed. _

This was surely a very remarkable
characteristic
of the
Traetarian
movement, when we remember the circumstances
and

attainments

of its leaders, and

which miraculous

evidence

It _vas especially

remarkable

the great complaints
against

modern

supernatural
festations
past.

become

of the character

great

when we recollect
was, that

the

prominence
in England.
that

away

one of

party were making
conception

faint and dim, and that

were either explained

It would

the

long occupied

which the Tractarian

theology

had

had

of the
its mani-

or confined to a distant

seem as if these who were

most

conscioue

of their age were unable, in the very midst

of their opposition,

to free themselves

from its tendencies

i Dr. Newman'svery able essay (prefixedto Fleury's///story) is essentially
an apo_ for the ecclesiastical miracles; and the miracles of the EngUsb
amnt_ aboutwhichwe have latelyheard so much_never seem to have beec
_garded as evidential.

•r_
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If we look beyond
still more startling

OF THE

CHUECHo

the Tractarian

illustration

movement,

of the

strides which professed
made in most Protestant

extent

Continental

towards

on all sides, and

too of remark,

most manifest

in those countries

are not connected
gical services,
tradition,

the

in others.

movement

has been

where the leading

with very elaborate

creeds

is most free to follow the natural

most contemptuous

ably assailed by the very same objection,
ground

form the necessary consequence
amid its innumerable
diversities
conceptions
sects.

which

regards

faculty

come

variations

gave a substantial

is the

of belief

unity

to the

Rationalism.

of conscience

as the

religious

between

truth

as designed

of mankind,

of Protestant

elevation

authority

discriminating

Christianity

development

itself was invariand was invariably

of honest enquiry, and that
of detail there were certain

modifications

conception

position of supreme
fying

forgetfulness

Much the same general unity may be found

among the various
Its central

that

of

been urged by
in a tone of the

of the fact that for 300 years Protestantism

discordant

is some-

many different modifications

scorn, but with a complete

on the twofold

by

sequence of its

beliefThis consideration
has constantly
those who are termed orthodox
Protestants

radical

Churches

or with litur-

It is true that the word Rationalism

vague, and comprises

defended

has excited

alarm

and where the reason, being least shackled

developments.
what

that

in

has gravitated

hopes in some and the greatest

It is worthy

feeling

and systematised
countries.
The

Protestantism

it has been recognised

the greatest

we find a

prevailing

the extraordinary
Rationalism
has
to which
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to preside

as a conception

more and more sublimated

and

into a

organ, a veriand error.

over

It

the moral

which was to be

spiritualised

human mind passed into new phases, and was

as the

able to bear

|8_
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the splendour

of a more

systems

EU_gPE.

unclouded

lieves to be no exception
rather the highest

IN

Hght.

to the general

tercept

and dogmatic

and

temper

the

imagine

brightness

columns could never fail, and

eternal, that

that

them waxes

they are permeated
they

well

And yet they shift and
and separate ;

new dimensions

more

glorious

and at last absorbed

; as the

in its power,

by its increasing

recede, and wither, and disappear,

eye ranges far beyond

and the

the sphere they had occupied into the

of glory that is above them.

This is not the place to enter into a critical
of the faults

and merits

of Rationalism.

would unite in one sublime

synthesis

human belief, which accepts
new development

on the highest subjects

A system

with triumphant

which

alacrity

no stereotyped

each

standard

the human mma as pursuing

a path of continual

the fullest and most transcendent
can never fail to exercise

examination

all the past forms of

of science, having

to defend, and which represents

A system

might

their majestic

breeze ; they blend

they assume new forms and exhibit

splendour;

ray.

their luminous folds were

the very source and centre of light.

sun that is above

that in.

of its

is but for a moment

that these were indeed

vary with each changing

is as the sun

are as the clouds

exceeding

The insect whose existence

development.

of Christianity

systems

but

and its earlier

but the necessary steps of an imperfect

in heaven,

it [e

law of progress,

form of its manifestation,

In its eyes the moral element

infinity

Religion

progress

-knowledge

a powerful

towards

of the Deity 9

intellectual

attraction.

which makes the moral faculty of man the measure

and arbiter of faith, must always act powerfully
whom that faculty

is most

ued and uninterrupted
lutely to override

developed.

development

our age.

This

in

idea of contin-

is one that

It is scarcely

on those
seems

possible

abso-

to opm

THE

any really

_aCLE8

OF

THE

able book on any subject

in some form.

It is stirring

it is revolutionising
in theology

is so great

iJ altogether

exempt

encountering

that there

any school

that

We have seen in our
defended

and by a strange

;

Its prominence

is scarcely

of Rome itself

it

to its very depths

literature.

from its influence.

own day the Church
on Development,'

without

all science

all historical
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in 'An

application

Essay

of the laws of

progress.
These elements
traordinary

rapidity

in the present

with

century,

it often exhibits
But

of attraction
which

that

invariably

of their action--is

miracles

tinctive

Rationalism

of notice

which these speculations
the

of Scripture.

mark of Rationalism,
interprets

miraculous

lence,
avemion

therefore,

the

narratives,'
in order
clearly

with which

it has engendered.

the very first direction
take

the very sign and
to explain

Wherever

prevailing

disinclination

tile extent

dis-

it is the

it appears

their force.

exists in Protestant

away

the

and will resort to every
to evado

indicates

to the miraculous

the rapidity

advanced

and obscurity

that with most persons

represents

of interpretation

the ex-

This is so emphatically

the word conveys.

accept

has

an attempt

only conception
and

to explain

in spite of the vagueness

and the many parodoxes

it is well worthy

characteristic

do much

it
to

artifice

Its

preys.

to which

this

countries,

and

it has of late years increased.

Every one who has paid any attention
to these subjects
has a natural inclination to attribute
the conclusions he has
arrived

at to the efforts of his own reason,

: A mrge section of Germau theologians,
m.posaiblUty,

or a_ all events the

unreality,

acting

under the

as is well known, even regard the
of miraculous

accounts

as axiom-

at:o, Thus Strauss calmly remarks : ' We may summarily reject all miracles,
prophecies, narratives of angels and demons, and the like, as simply impossible
and irreconcilable

with the known and universal laws which govern the cour_

uf evea_'--Introduction to the Life _f J_.
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i,fluen .e of an unbiassed will, rather than to a general pre_
disposition

arising

probable,

therefore,

school

out of the character
that the

would very generally

other considerations

of his age.

members

of the

deny being

It is

rationalistic

influenced

by any

than those which they allege in their de-

fence, and would point to that system of minute and critical
Biblical

investigation

which

Germany has produced

true source of their opinions.

as the

I cannot but think that it is

much less the cause than the result, and that we have a clear
indication of this in the fact that a precisely
of opinions is shown
has never been
are scattered
colmtries.

in another quarter where this criticism

pursuec].

I allude

in such profusion

Anyone

to the freethinkers,
through

who has attentively

school, which exercises

intensely

Christian.

who

Catholic
that great

so vast an influence over the literature
that it is in many

widely removed from the old Voltairlan

no longer exclusively
contrary,

Roman

examined

_nd policy of our age, must have perceived
respects

similar tendency

negative
positive,

and destructive,

sph_it.

but is, on the

and in its moral aspect intensely

It clusters around a series of essentially

conceptions---equality,

It is

fraternity,

the suppression

Christian.
of war, the

elevation

of the poor, the love of truth, and the diffusion

liberty.

It revolves

represents

its spirit

supernatural

around the ideal of Christianity,
without

narrativea

recoils, while deriving
Christian etchics.

its dogmatic

Such are, I conceive,
and which

the general

has been

and

and nourishment
outlines

advancing

with still more rapid and triumphant
deed be wilfully

and
its

From both of these it unhesitatingly
all its strength

ment, which bears an obvious relationship
_.dism,

system

of

from

of this move-

to Protestant
through

R,L

Europe

strides.

He must in-

blind to the course of history

who does not

rH_ MmACLES OF THE uuu_r.c_.
perceive
have

that

during the last

completely

tantism

superseded

hundred

as the centres
Catholicism
certain

towards

are naturally
degree

exercised

which

schools

forms of Protes-

of the Church of Rome,

those who are repelled from

attracted.

In the sixteenth

in the seventeenth

a commanding

years these

the dogmatic

as the efficient antagonists
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and to

century, Protestantism

and controlling

influence over the

affairs of Europe.
_Almost all the great questions that agitated the minds of men were more or less connected with its
progress.

It exhibited,

and many grotesque

indeed,

had a rigid and definite
powerful

many

extravagances;

unseemly

dogmatic

system,

was almost

with the teaching

immediately

sects

and exercised

influence on those who were around

was dissatisfied

dissensions

but each of its
it.

a

Whoever

of the Church of Rome

attracted

and absorbed

by one ot

these systems, and threw himself into the new dogmatism
with as much zeal as he had exhibited in the old one. During the last century all this has changed.
dreds of great

thinkers

and writers,

Of the many hun-

in every

who have separated from the teachings
tholicism,

it would

eminence

and unquestionable

themselves

be cliff]cult to name

permanently

sincerity

to any

department,

and practices
three

men of real

who have

of the

of Caattached

more conservative

forms of Protestantism.

Amid all those great semi-religious

revolutions

unhinged

which have

and have so profoundly

altered

and society, Protestant

Churches

have exercised
n_ere truism

no perceptible

the

faith

of thousands,

the relations of Catholicism
have made no advance and

influence.

It has long been a

to say that we are passing

through

a state oI

_haos, of anarchy, and of transltion.

During

tury the elements

been multiplying

Jround

us.

of dissolution

Scarcely

ever before

have

the past cenall

has so large a proportioD
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of the literature
contemptuous
tions

have

of Europe

defied

to its very basis;
crowding

while

bleness it exhibits
and a problem
have

gained

the

furnish

into

which

the

Reformation,
attracting
tholicism
Rationalism

of mankind.

last century

France

endeavoured

power of

is lost by Ca-

; _ wherever

of Catholicism

after the

the

Whatever

half

became

the spirit
advances.

threw

became

of Continental
1 Italy

Roman

indifferent

or RationaList2

writers

have repudiated

since the late political

given to the national

T_-

off her al-

to efface all the
of her temerity,
Catholics;

tra-

by those changes,

and
Half

the other

majority

The great
the

doctrines

changes, and as a consequence

sympathies

of

a new era in the religious

She soon repented
ultramontane

posforms

retired from a position which she had found ttntenable.
the nation

and

they once

to have retained

ditions of her past, and proclaimed
history

rival.

organisations

crystallised

its border.

to Christianity,

sects

ancient

Of all the innumerable

the spirit

wards the close of the

are

and fee-

Protestant

of their

the magnetism

by Rationalism

recedes,

and agitated

for every mor, tlist

the

decay

of dogmatism

beyond

is gained

legiance

but

not one seems

those

theme

philosopher,

vanished.
spirit

its control

of its disintegration

their ecclesiastical

formularies,

has wholly

its property,

side ; while the languor

by the

They have still retained
sessed

signs

or a

Entir_ na-

from

thus convulsed

a ready

for every
nothing

their ancient

of politics

has been

upon us on every

Catholicism.

and confiscated

department

But while Catholicism

an open hostility

towards

its censures

every

EU'F_PK.

exhibited

indifference

and wrested

IN

of Ca-

of the dlre_

furnishes, perhe4_

•

dight exception;
but even there the conquests of Protestantism
are insignificant as compared with those of Freetb_nl_ing, and it is said that among Protestants the Plymouth Brethren, who are among the least dogmatic_ have ateo
been among the most succe_ful.
s I need hardly r_mlnd
mm been brought

the

reader

out by Macaulay,

how forcibly and eloquantly

in his Essay on/_n/_

H/ff_rtj.

_

point

_H
tholicism,
smallest

and

_CLES

pursue

deference

their speculations

to its authority.

all such persons
definite
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would

have

which

was

peared

entirely

then entirely

without

paying

In the sixteenth

attached

form of Protestantism
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u_exampled,

a position

and would

ap-

new dogmatic

sys-

tems, as Mormonism

has shown, may still be successful;

but

among the educated

classes

attraction

and

very ignorant

power.

Protestantism
current

people

they seem to have

The

tions of England succeed
few isolated individuals

immense

of thought

which

questions

which in the faintest

intellectual

moeracy,

or the

dignity

formed

dom, and which

the

that

of labour.

nineteenth

vast por-

only movements

are con-

progress
have

demoAll the

Europe

the

of the

and

or Mazzlni.

These

questions

mainsprings

in the

flow and

the fascination

convulse

a
to

an influence

philanthropic

of nationalities,

the place of those dogmatic
century

are

of St. Simon

problems

the rights

The

reproduce

century

like those

and imparted

in Europe.

degree

sects of the sixteenth

with

attracting
countries

in former times impelled

to all the great

nected

organisa-

; but we look in vain for the natural
to its communion,

great

lost all their

missionary

indeed in occasionally
in Roman
Catholic

tions of society

cratic efforts,

age

have

has

Among

The

to some

of heresiarchs

passed.'

inexplicable.

century

themselves

; they now assume

the

of do

now taken

which in the sixteenth

of the
century

policy

of Christen-

have become

en-

tirely uninfluentiah
i M. de Montalembert,in his Life of Zacordairs, has observedof Ls.
mem_u_thatthereis probablyno instance in historyof a man possessingso
eminentlythe gifts of a great heresiarchmal_ing so little impressionby his
defectionfromthe Church,andfailingso completelyto becomethe nucleusof
• sect. After all, however,this was quite natural. The course which I_
mmn_i_pursuedstimulateda greatintellectualmovement; but it was not,and
,_a nevertntend_l to be, in the dire_on of •
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This is, undoubtedly,

extremely

significant

deny its existence.

an extremely
contrast.

Honest

.'th the rationalistic

movement

it has hmlined

that

men will

at its consequences.

hardly
Coupled

that has taken place within
very many writers to conclude

_ha_ the earlier forms of Protestantism
tional;

and an

Wise men wUl not shut their eyes to the

fact or refuse to look steadily
Protestantism,

remarkable

their continued

existence

were merely
depends

transi-

not on any

life that is in them, but on the force of habit and of tradition ;
that perpetual

progress

in the domain

of belief

is the natu-

ral destiny and the inevitable lawof Protestantism
; and that
the fate of Lot_s wife is reserved for those Churches which look
back on the city of dogmatism
sume, however,
Protestant

that

religious

Churches,

power of influencing

because

To infer

lects

unshackled

them, is to look

It is to ignore the intense
influences,
this general

argument

is undoubtedly
against

found within
movement

is an imperfect dcvelopment_
by its traditions

will never

must ultimately

towards

conclusion,

we may most certainly

however_

draw f_om the movement

Itrong

of Rationalism;

predisposition

transform
yet,

we are considering.
in other

or

as an

it is based enof civ-

truth rather than error.

general current and bias of the intellect
direction

embrace r and

that the general tendency

ilisation is necessarily

their

that dogwhich intel-

far more plausible;

the truth of Protestantism,

tirely upon the assumption

and prac-

the spirit of bold and

are so abundantly

which the current of civilisation
overthrow,

in

those who are around

from

marie Protestantism

To as-

extirpated

to have lost the

tical fervour, the moralising
borders.

life has been
they appea-

for it in only one form.
earnest enquiry, that

from which they fled.

One

and most safely
It is_ that the

of the age is in the

words_ that

there

to value the spirit and moral element

is t
of

THE MYRACLES OF THE C_.
Christianity,

but to reject

ciaUy miraculous

dogmatic

systems

a protest

and more espe-

narratives.

We have seen that this tendency
Tractarianism

1S9

itself, although

and a bulwark

was not unlnfluential

that system

against

in

was organized

the tendencies

as

of the age.

Among those who are usually called orthodox Protestants,

it

has been clearly shown in the rapid decline of the evidential
school.

The pre-eminence

that school obtained

during the last century is certainly
any general tendency

towards

Paley and their followers
were

therefore

ground

which

scepticism,
authority
ticuiar

those

which

assailants

interpretations

the

their

had

Churches

attacks

attacks

that

and only two
Miracles,

survived

though

upon

the

not unquestioned

the

almost undisputed

his great

work does not directly
on, the subject

Woolston

eclipse

than

and Tindal,

passed into the

region

the

of Christian

Collins and
of shadows,

deisti-

influence

of two

Hume's

Essay

and

unassailed_

involve, though

English

com-

on

Gibbon

of his own field, but

we except these two, it would be difficult
complete

arose, and

few more

or unlnfluential.
master

pro

It wa_

Of all the English

century,

remains

expanded

and had

school

narrate

ot

of par

the miracles.

the controversy.

certainly

spirit

only to the

graduMly

the evidential

cannot be looked upon as obsolete

edly trenches

The

extended
had

controversy

eighteenth

on the

or to the justice

plete vit torles than they achieved.
of the

assailants

domain of theology,

ah, als of religious

cal works

Lardner and

selected.

of Scripture,

the whole

to

on the defensive, and

Reibrmation

duced a series of violent
to repel these

the miraculous.

to meet

at the

of particular

till it included

not to be attributed

acted strictly

compelled

in England

deists

evidences.

But it

to conceive

a more

have

Chubb, have
and

it undoubt

their

undergone.
long

since

work_

h_',
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mouldered

in the obscurity

IN

of forgetfulness.

now little more than a orilUant
his matchless
ophy

EUROPE.

Bolingbroke

h

name, and all the beauties

of

style have been unable to preserve

from oblivion.

Shaftesbury

retains

his philos-

a certain

one of the few disciples of i_lcalism who resisted
of Locke;
and

but his importance

monotonous

have

fallen

exercise
them

into

all; a deep

not only

Catholic

succeeded

with no opponent
their

tion, I might
has

)iderot,
have

come

which

One might
evidential

have

con-

of miraculous
in itself, but

argument

but

they met

could

which

far higher

place
refuta-

or criticism,

to our

members

literature

is certainly

and Rousseau

own day.

of the

party

is probably
than was

ob-

opponents.
supposed

school, which

juecess, would

English

not a single

authority
other

in French

tained by any of their

ground,

elicited

any

several

to the

on the

enthusiasm

say not a single

and

a place
and

Voltaire

their

works

sur-

it with what was taking

countries.

down with

Raynal,

taken

permanent,

Their

almost

of the

which

very remarkable

whom the wildest

level

upon

any impulse

result

century,

in holding

rests

chill of death,

or to impart

we contrast

and

to wake any interest,

mainly of a discussion

so when

place in Roman

of the tomb

ceased

eighteenth

tIis cold
dissertations

and find few readers

silence, the

It is undoubtedly

more

historical,

This was the

of the

the influenoe

polished

shadow

unbroken

side consistcd

evidence.

that

The

of England.

servative

upon

neglect,

any enquiries,

controversies

much

general

They have long

or to suggest
intellect

exquisitely

no influence.

rounds them.

is purely

though

place a_

had been crowned

have enjoyed

ty; but this expectation
Kant from the beginning

fi-om this

contrast

the

with such marked

a great and permanent

has not been realised.
pronounced

that

populari-

In Germany,

this mode of reasoning

THE

MIRACLES

to be unphilosophical
inclination

gians continue,

disrepute;

indeed,

themselves

witnesses

ness, and that

the old method

and

neglected.'

a matter
garded

of moral truth.

except as it is vivified
faith, the advent
creeds

is deemed

Each dogma
of a moral

by that

cism may shit_ and vary

the

lifeless and inoperative,

new fascination
of an early

D On Kant's

truth,

truth.

The

of thought
but the

civilisation.
being

idolatry

rescued

influence on German

pre-

of human

and this faith is a
is the embodimenl
and is worthless
progress

fr_a

Rationalism

of criti-

of an historical
may make ancient

spirit

that

underlies

will acquire
conceptions

of dogmas

will pass

the sectarianism
see Rose_ On __

pp. 183-190.

J See Dfor example,

which

belonging

from the material

The

is re-

portion

The ideal and type of character
when detached

a_ ay ; Christianity,

m Germany,

Belief

a thing

circumstances

of new modes

them is eternal.

as

In other words, religion

the intellectual

species of moral perception.
expression

pre-

but as the recog-

Faith and not reason is its basis;

and inadequate

the

of Christianity

problem

and contradictions,

than

that

aban-

puzzle, the solution

intellectual

as in its essence

to the moral

nature.

on all sides

of an historical

for

in a wilder-

part of religion.

complicated

nition by conscience
rather

has been

to but

sents fewest difficulties
in its proofs

they are labouring

We find, everywhere,

not as the result

of an extremely

; yet they are

of the movement,

is to look upon the defence

not external

on the proof of

with disrespect

bitterly

vailing feeling

year the dis-

in the old plan, and n-

to the generality

they complain

in

A small body of theolo-

to persevere

that

succeeded

and every

more manifest.

one will speak of their labours

doned

Coleridge

to stake the truth of Christianity
becomes
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CHURCH.

;D in England,

bringing it into complete
miracles

OF THE

the first and second Essays in A/d8 to F_

and

_9_

RATIONALISM

intolerance

that

splendour,

and, sublimated

versy,
system,

have defaced

it, will shine b) its own moral

will assume its rightful
as a person

school, a strong
halfwaymto

tendency

position

that miracles

human
trolling

the laws of matter,

produce

effects which

general

advances

who

laws to special

of

associated.

who admits
that

power of guiding

libert)
and con
free will

of adapting

mind

purposes

without

as his knowledge

his power
That

them

can influence
To adapt

is the

.t

The idea

to anyone

that he can of his own

of every intelligence,

and

occupation

of
to

matter
modify
and

the

and to deny this power

seems but little

It is to make the Deity

removed

from atheism-

the only torpid mind in the universe.

There is therefore,

it is said, nothing

that Omniscience,

by the selection

we are ignorant,

could

call miraculous.

of a violation
so long

acknowledge

one of the laws of nature.

to Divine intelligence

as it were,

would not have been produced

is increased.

characteristic

of the e_idential

knowledge.

no difficulty

and that in proportion

the laws of nature
is itself

not a

simply by the application

must hold that man has a certain

his purposes

been

by supernatural

1 for those

Iris intervention,

notion

they had

can present

liberty;

and

are valid proofs, but that

imply the

which

means guided

of interference

as an ideal

the supporters

They are, it is said, performed
natural

of contro-

to meet the Rationalists,

necessarily

law with

all the sphere

and not a creed.

maintain

they do not

K_[7_OP]_.

above

We find also, even among

natural

1_

accomplish

_ According

improbable
of natural
all those

to this notion,

in the beliet
laws of which
acts which

a miracle

we

would

Q
* See Maasel's 1Essay on Miracles' in the Aids to Fai_
s For an expoeition of this view I cannot do better than refer to an article
oa 'The Supernatural' in the F.Jinburgh Review for October, 1862, and to the
works there referred to. I select a few senteucee from the article which eon-

tJdnthe sure.nee of the argument: ' The re_ of law in natureis indeed, u

Ta_ _ACLES
not differ, generically,
still be strictly

from a human

available

would thus be separated
all the

it would

purposes.

Miracles

for evidential
of the

is peculiarly
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act, though

from a conception

controversialists

them, and which
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with which almost

last century

repugnant

had

identified

to the tendencies

ot

our age.
We have now taken
history

of miracles

a sufficiently

to enable

extensive

us to arrive at a general

sion.

We have seen that ever since that revival

which

preceded

and ignorance

the

Reformation,

in which

Europe

and
had

bcen

and

an unvarying

course.

different nations and churches

The

degrees

have participated

which has been

by its progress.

uninfluenced

last been

swept

away

reflected
by the

the

im-

its character,

a

in which

in the move-

is no part

advancing

torpor

on this subject

but there

have themselves

conclu-

for centuries

ment have been very various,
parties

of the

of learning

dispelled

mersed_ the human mind has been pursuing
uniform

survey

of Europe
Reactionary
and have at

stream.

All the

faras we can observe,universal. But the common idea of the supernatural
is that which is at variancewith natural law, above it or in violation of it.
....
Hence it would appear to follow that, to a man thoroughly
sessed of the idea of natural law as universal,nothing ever could be admitted
u supernatural. . .
But then we must understand nature as including
every agencywhich we see entering,or can conceivefrom analogycapableof
entering,into the causation of the world.
The powerof men in respect of physicallaws extends only, first, to their discoveryand ascertalnment,
and then to their use.
A complete knowledge of all natural lawn
_uld give,if not complete power, at least deg_es of power immenselygreater
that those whichwe nowposseas....
The relationin which Godstands
to those rules of His governmentwhich are called laws is, of course,an in.
Icrutablemystery; but those who believe that His will does govern the world
_ust believethat, ordinarilyat least, He does _vern it by the choice anduse
of means; nor have we any certainreasonto believe that He ever acts othe_
wine. Signs and wonders may be wrought,for aught we know, by similar
!_astrumentality--by
the selectionand use of laws of whichmen knewnothing.'
Thatmiracleswere performedsimplyby the employmentof _mlrnownnatm'al
lawswasmaintainedlong since by Malebranche,and also,I think, by Butler.
13

weight

of tradition

and of learning,

of every

kind, have been

servatism

and all have been opposed
tion the province

of the

oilcle of scepticism
ions of these
craft

and

in vaim
miraculous

possession

into

the

after genera,

has contracted,
Of the

one has completely

diabolical

of cot_

to its progr_s_

Generation

has expanded.

events,

long since passed

all the energies
opposed

and

two

perished.

diabolical

region

and

great

Witoh-

disease

of fables.

the

divi_
hay6

To disbelieve

them was at first the eccentricity
of a few isolated thinkers ;
it was then the distinction
of the educated
classes in the
most advanced

nations ; it is now the common

all classes in all countries
that

were

once

every

village

Year

by year

where

the

numbers

in Europe.

associated

shrine
the

have

continually

and

profession

an incredulous

over with

The rationalistic

expmm

those which

merit

altered

In all countries,

found

the

variety

tendency

has been

passed
society.
vastly

with

disappeared.

unchanged.

even
Their

are recorded

rapidity;
the

and

opinion,
nation

through

the

century

centre

its

activity,
different

it has advanced
old lines

and

and it
among
we have
develop
and

has

slrata

of

with

a

of demarcation

the spirit

to which

to

of theol

in all parties,

In each

obscured,
great

in Scripture,

of intellectual

the

attempted

in the systems

of character

the_ast

with a gen-

of the Fathers

has even

in all churches,

course

accelerated
bec)me

and

scorn, or with a signifi-

spirit

existing.

have been everywhere
km has

miracles

manifest

The miracles

their position

a measure

in regular
During

of

lessened until they at last almost ceased ;

cant silence.

men of every

more

to re_ive them has been treated

are passed

ogy.

relic

silently

was

contempt.

has materially

holy

became

eral and undisguised

away

The countless

every

rapidly

incredulity

theological

and any attempt

with

sentiment

of Rational.

_he intellect

of

rsE

m_eL_

Europe is manifestly
the movement

tending.

of religion.

garded as a system
human reason:
to examine;

If we trace the progress

altered
When

the whole

it began,

it was impious

it was impious

Christianity

it was impious

to discriminate.

On the other

with the supernatural

from all its parts.

]_Iiracles

were flashing

They excited

ture, explained

all

difficulties,
was

forth

no scepticism

The miraculous element pervaded

unusual phenomenon

was re-

and scope of

and no surprise.

_upernatural agency,

and com-

to question;

of every order and degree of magnitude

Every

of

day, we find

aspect

entirely beyond the range

band, it was visibly instinct
incessantly
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from its origin to the present

that it has completely
plexion

o_ ThE ca_Rcm

consecrated

all

immediately

all literadoctrines.

referred to a

not because there was a passion for the

improbable, but because such an explanation

seemed far more

simple and easy of belief than the obscure theories of science.
In the

present

which courts

day Christianity
the strictest

many other functions,

was designed

all the energies of man.
superficial

observer

inent characteristic,
trenchments,

is regarded

investigation,

as a system

and which, among

to vivify and stimulate

The idea of the miraculous,

might have once deemed

which a

its most prom-

has been driven from almost

all its en-

and now quivers faintly and feebly through the

mists of eighteen

hundred years.'

Whenmen firstgraspedthe truth that the tendencyof the human mhtd
waefl,om polytheismto monotheism,there were some who at once rushedon
to atheism, consideringthat to be a continuationof the same movement. The
disbeliefin ghosts led many to materialism,and the discoverythat man was
not the centre of all the contrivabcesof nathre made not a few denyfinal
_auees. Just so, Sciencehavingshown that the phenomenaof naturedo not
result(as everyoneonce supposed)from direct and isolated acts of interven.
tion,multitudeshave passedby the impetus of the movementto the denial of
thepossibilityof miracles. To say that Omnipotencecannot reversethe laws
oi HISappointmentis a contradictionin terma To say that 0JtlTnt_nlte I_Ltld

r
Such
ment
the

has been

we

have

highest

examination

measure

of truth

hand,

collective

as displaying

eral movements
who
look

that

separate
forward

apostasy,

it will

furnish

distorting
Such

the exception

of supernatural

none

of these

of direct

arising

out

explanations

of the
have,

influences

persons

it will

given

age,

of predicted
subtle

the human

mind

that,

with

and otherphyslcal
been

by

be

gen-

of their

to observe

rather

habits
been

spirit

by which

have

but

tendencies

of one of the most

disease

prevailing
indeed,

the

will do well

changes

arguments,

by an

on the other

as to a period

an example

that

unquestionably
To those,

from

future

and

of mankind,

records.

mov_

believe

is furnished

developments

themselves
to the

who

possess

wisdom

history

is ensnared.

nomena,

we

intelleetual

those

one of the most

and powerful

action

To

successive

by the

invaluable

of the general

reviewing.

of the

manifested

and

the result

been

effected

pheby

the

a predisposition

of thought.
of some

Scientific
alleged

mira-

never modifies those laws for special purposes, and in a manner that exceeds
both human capacities and human comprehension, is to make an assertion that
is unproved and contrary to analogy. To say that the metaphysical conception
of Infinity preclude_ the notion of miracles is useless, because (as Mansel an,t
others have shown) the creation of the world is equally irreconcilable with
that conception, and because the existence of evil throws all such reasoning
into hopeless confusion. To say, in fine, that there was no use in miracles accompanying a revelation in an early stage of society, is completely to ignore
the passion for the wonderful and the dim perception of the moral which are
the characteristics of such a society. All these propositions flow naturally, but
not legiUmately, out of the reaction against the 'Government by Miracle,' in
which Europ_ once believed. The lo9/va; consequences of the movement are,
I think, twofold. 1. The difficulty of proving miracles satisfactorny is incal_lably increased, bceause it is shown that, in a certain phase of civilisation,
the belief in miracles necessarily arises, and that many thousands, which are
now universally rejected, were then universally believed, supported by a vast
amount of evidence, and entirely unconnected with imposition. 2. The eesenflally moral character which theology progressively acquires renders miraeuloum
_videnc_ (except for a particular class of mluds) useless.

Tn_ m_CLES
¢les, b It it is an historical
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fact that those explanations

were

preceded and elicited by a deep-seated

incredulity

on the sub-

ject, an instinctive

repugnance

to the old

belief

which

and unreasoning

had long

been

will observe, too, that
measure

manifest

in literature.

if this repugnance

to the increasing

sense

of law

be due in a great
which

ences produce, it has been at least as closely
the declining

influence and realisation

When theology

physical

of dogmatic

an exceedingly

prominent

is the subject

towards

and violently

mind will at last take a theological
secular

matters

therefore,

tual exertion,

when the whole

when the imaginations

scope

ing that belief in existing
are perfectly

atmosphere
directed

conceptions

congenial

upon the reason.

events,
When,

is withdrawn

considerations,

erations

become

thought

is gradually

formed
Lltered.

about

the mental

Such

tone

and

is constantly

and readily
however,

forces

its

the terrestrial
; when,

and govern

; when the rain4

intellectual

influences

from

and when the traces of these consid-

confused
the

inflamed by the

art and literature

by ten thousand

and

it is not at all surpris-

in a great measure secularised

dogmatic

of litera-

interests,

at the expense of the theological

in the progress of civilisation,
ment become

with

all

a period,

and tendency

The imagination

miraculous

has been aggrandised

the

miracles should be universal

that is general.

towards

directed,

with intellec-

theological

meditations,

in
the

In

of men are habitually

subject of their continual
miracles

standard.

is almost coextensive

ture, policy, and art is to subserve

place

which

cast, and will judge

by a theological

when theology

with

theology.

occupies

of men are naturally

scl

connected

the afl'ail_ of life, and
thoughts

They

and unrealised,

acquired.

mind.

The

Men formerly expected

A secular
measure

a new habit

of

atmosphere

is

of probability

is

in every event of llfe some
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_.XTIO_S_
analogous

to the theological

were continually

meditating;

a secular standard.

notions

on which Lhey

they now judge everything

Formerly

explain all phenomena
by science.

n_ EUROPF_

their natural

by miracle;

impulse

it is now to explain

the intercourse

of society.

on countless

cast and character

of thought,

pursuit

Just so, an age that

by a theological,
by

standard.
It
dence that the
everywhere

accompanied

of llfe, and so greatly
day this tendency

is to say a miraculous

that

secular will judge

is to

say

a rationalistic

as an individual

that movement

of thought

which

influence from so many depal_ments
restricted

it in others.

has become so powerful

extends to every earnest

himself

that

province_
will judge

is therefore, I conceive, no chance coincidecline of the sense of the miraculous has

has banished dogmatic

from which

in theology

is essentially

a secular,

and the

which he will display on all

is immersed

and an age that

iu

a certain

subjects, even those most remote from his immediate

everything

them

occasions

The soldier, the lawyer,

scholar will each obtain from his special

standard;

was to

This is simply the result of a general law of the

human mind, which is exemplified

everything

by

thinker,

participate

it sprang.

that its influence

even though

in the

Whoever

In the present

indifference

succeeds

to dogma

in emancipating

from the special influences of education

:ions by which his opinions

he does not

and associa-

are in the first instance

deter-

mined, will find the general course and current of contemporary literature

the most

powerful

attraction

There are, it is true, a few exceptions
are some intellects

of such a repellent

ple fact that one class of opinions
in their neighbourhood
• dopt

the

opposite.

to this rule.

however,

There

character, that the sire-

oI tendencies

will be sufficient
These,

to his mind.

is dominant

to induce
are the

them to

etceptiona

Ts_ _mA_s
With

most

persons

who

opinions

by independent

exercises

an attracting

extremely

powerful

cumstances

which

o_ _
really

_
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endeavour

thought,

to form their

contemporary

and controlling

literature

influence

if it is not irresistible.

which

Owing

is

to cir-

I shall not pause to examine, it flashes

upon them with a force and directness which is not possessed
by the literature

of any earlier period.

thought pervading

it colours

and, if they are unconscious
conclusions.
rationalistic.

The general tone of

all their reasonings,

influences

of its action, determines

all their

In the present day this influence is essentially

There is one other subject of great importance
naturally suggested
ering.

We

character

have
form

and

the religious

through which
all reasonings

but the habits

which

of

was the medium

were contemplated,

and by which

No one can doubt that if the

now prevailing

Roman Catholic countries,

the

It has changed not only

atmosphere

were refracted.

modes of thought

it has altered

manifestations,

all events

which is

we have been consid-

seen how profoundly

of Christian Churches.

the outward
thought,

by the movement

on these subjects,

even in

could have been presented

to the

mind of a Christian of the tweli_h

century,

said that so complete

would involve the abso-

lute destruction

of Christianity.

of these modifications
by the pressure
and denounced
lented

an alteration

development

and were

by the bulk of the clergy.
of Christianity.

ligion could be destined

specially

Church
resisted

They were repr_

The doctrine that re_

to pass through successive

was pronounced

have

As a tnatter of fact, most

were forced upon the reluctant

from without,

as subversive

he would

to be emphatically

phases of

unchristian.

The ideal church was always in the past ; and immutability,
if not retrogression,

was deemed

the condition

of life.

We

_00
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can now judge
Dogmatic

this resistance

IN
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by the clear Ught of experience.

systems have, it is true, been materially

they no longer exercise
rent of affairs.

a controlling

Persecution,

sacred art, and theological

indicated

a passionate

interest

passed away or become
siastical

power

wars, absorbing
literature,

in dogmatic

comparatively

throughout

weakened,

and weakened

intellectual

progress.

Europe

con-

which

3nc_

questions, have

uninfluentiah
has been

Eccle-

everywhere

in each nation in proportion

If we were to judge

sitlou of Christianity

;

influence over the cur-

religious

troversies,

weakened

to its

the present

by the tests of ecclesiastical

po-

history, if

we were to measure it by the orthodox zeal of the great doctors of the past, we might well look upon its prospects
the

deepest

Fathers

despondency

and

has incontestably

and Augustine

have

faded.

passed

whole course and tendency
direction.
siastical

historians,

away

apply

which the New Testament

the conclusion

spirit

of the

to return.

is flowing

The

in another

centuries

ring with

But if, turning from ecclethe

exclusively

so invariably

enforces, if we ask whether
duce the living

never

of bygone

on the ear.
we

The

The days of Athanasius

of thought

The controversies

a strange hollowness

alarm.

with

moral

tests

and so emphatically

Christianity

has ceased

to pro-

fruits of love and charity and zeal for truth,
we st]ould arrive

If it be true Christianity

at would

be very different.

to dive with a passionate

charity in-

to the darkest recesses of misery and of vice, to irrigate every
quarter

of the earth with the fertilising

boundless benevolence,
manity

stream of an almost

and to include all the sections

in the circle of an intense and efficacious

if it be true Christianity
which had separated

to destroy or weaken

of hu-

sympathy;
the barriers

class from class and nation from nation,

to free war from its harshest

elements,

and to make a con-

,

THE _AOLE8
sciousness
dominate

of essential

a spirit

to cultivate

of candour

whom we differ--if
Christianity,

901

equality and of a genuine fiaternity

over all accidental

true Christianity
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differences;

if it be, above all,

a love of truth for its own sake,

and of tolerance

towards

those

then never since the days of the Apostles

been so vigorous

with

these be the marks of a true and healthy
has it

as at present, and the decline of dogmatic

systems and of clerical influence has b_n
^_use of its advance.

a measure if not

CHAPTER

._STHETIC,

SCIENTIFIC, AND MORAL
OF RATIONALISM.

THE preceding
mhown that
miraculous
movement
miracles

Ill.

chapters

during

will,

DEVELOPMENTS

I trust,

have

the last three centuries

the sense of the

has been steadily declining in Europe, that the
has been so universal that no church or class of
has altogether

escaped

its influence,

causes are to be sought much less in special
ing directly

upon

tual condition
torical

the question

of society.

developments,

consider.
resulting
sation

There

we have

two

classes

tendencies

create

only great

of time, exercise

is also the

action

the

its advance,

giving

of society

it in different
a peculiar

it with movements

to

in the civili-

movement,

direct

the

force in a given direction,
absolute authority.

circumstances

progress,

his-

of influences

bodies of men and long

an almost

of special

genius upon this general

bear-

intellec-

or predispositions

from causes that are deeply imbedded
of the age which

spheres

arguments

In this, as in all other great

are certain

and, if we consider

dating

and that its

than in the general

stream of opinions with irresistible
riods

sufficiently

retarding
countries

character,

and

pe-

There

individ'_aJ

or accelerating
and in different

and for a time

asso-

with which it has no natural

con.
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nection.

I have endeavoured

circumstances

growing

20_

to show, that while numerous

out of the complications

of society

have more or less influenced the history of the decline of the
miraculous,

there are two

causes

which dominate

others, and are themseh

es very clostly connected.

these is the

sense

sciences,

increasing

which

predisposes

all the phenomena

of law, produced

_)ne of

by physical

men more and more to attribute

of the

agencies ; the other is the

influence of theology,

partly

from causes

that lie within

itself, and partly from the great

other subjects,

which inclines men to judge

secular rather than

by a theological

But, as we haw
_'e shall hereafter

increase of

all matters

by a

standard.

already in some degree

perceived,

and a_

see more clearly, this history of the mi-

raculous is but a single
movement,

all

that meet them in actual life or in history

to normal rather than to abnormal
diminution

over

part

or aspect

of a much

wider

which in its modern phases is usually designated

by the name of Rationalism
The process of thought, that
makes men recoil from the miraculous, makes them modify
their views
miracles

on many other

grows

government

questions.

out of a certain

of the

world,

more or less changed

nature

of

of the habitual
of the Supreme

of His power, which arc all

by advancing

this change is displayed
Sometimes

conception

of the

Being, and of the manifestations

The expectation

civilisation.

by an open rejection

it appears only in a change

Sometimes
of old beliefs.

of interpretation

of reahsation ; that is to say, men gradually

or

annex new ideas

to old words, or they permit old opinions to become virtually
obsolete.

Each

liar and congenial

different
views

phase of civilisation
of the system

has its pecu-

and government

the universe,

to which the men of that time will gravitate

• nd although

a revelation

or a great

of

effort of human genius

;

_0_
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may for a time emancipate
of the age, the pressure
reassert

I_

EUROPE.

some of them from the condition1
of surrounding

its sway, and the truths

time will remain inoperative
has dawned.
I shall endeavour

till their appropriate

in the present

of the nature

ment of the universe
knowledge,

and

modifications
It

said, by

ised would

embrace;

naturally

no question

that

of religious

belief

and to attribute
which

in its rudest

certain

portion

of matter

nature

sacred talismans
the

power

not

recollection,
of miraculous
crowded

as matter,

speedily

rival

there

can be
earlier

efficacy.

which

and images

that

This

herbs,

efficacy
Of this

or ceremonies,

earliest

it performed,
adumbrated

in

that

a
or

supersti-

into Christianity.

writings

fetof a

attributed

but corresponding
of these.

simply as a form of recognition
the

upon

also, though

of men.

or even as a mark of reverence,
and

uncivil-

in the supposition

magic,

the

fet-

of the

possess an inherent

introduced

perhaps

power;

that

of the worship

dispositions

to particular

with the prodigies

many types

those

reverence

is shown

manner,

of the

the many

sign of the cross was
adopted

form consists

system of pagan

and also

tions that were

and, certainly,
characteristic

or signs

irrespective

supernatural
words,

which

authority,

to it an intrinsic

and less revolting

was

high

is to concentrate

ishism,

altogether

upon

advancing

men who are altogether

tile general

matter,

certain

causes

a very

which

a modified

before

depend.

has been

ishism is the religion

stages

civilisation

and of the govern-

modified

the

to the

show how the concel_

of the Deity

are steadily

to analyse

will soon

chapter to trace the dif-

rorent phases of this development--to
Lions both

influences

that are unsuited

The
It was

or as a holy
but as a weapon

of the

Fathers

and also with
its gloi$.

are
the
ThuB

OF
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by a writer in the beginning

of the second

©entury, that the sea could not be trave_cd without a mast,
which is in the form of a cross.
'lqt_ earth becomes fertile
only when it has been dug by a spade,
body of man is itself

in the same

face, for the eyes and

nose

which is a cross.

holy fi_rm.

together

The

So also is hit

form a cross ; a fact to

which Jeremiah probably alluded when he said, ' The breat.L
of our nostrils is the anointed of the Lord."
Speculations
to the

no less strange

baptismal

which had

water.

of any moral

virtues

of the Deity,
grandeur

period

most rapturous

that

eloquence.

Martyr,

21/m/. i.

age, at

as quite independent

recipient

or those
change

any immediate

creation.'

in the universe
When

in the night of chaos, before
Justyn

baptism,

thought

upon

the

incomparable

was a theme of the

the earth

the lights

Augustine

The

about
was ef-

coSperatiou

had been conferred

of the

of its position

of infant

of some a spiritual

itself, without

by a power

at the

regarded

either in the

opinion

i_cted by the water

efficacy

were directed

if not in the Apostolic

after, was

him ; and in the

element

The

been introduced,

least immediately

and far-fetched

was still buried

of heaven
the wooden

had been
ark floating

on

the Deluge a type of the cross consecrating
the baptismal waters ; and Bede
found a similartype in therod of Moses stretchedover theRed Sea Another
wisecommentator suggestedthat isaac had been saved from death,bemuse,
_hen ascendingthemountain,he bore the ' wood of sacrifice'
on hisshoulder.
['hecross,however, seldom ornever appears in art before thevisionof Cou.
stantine.At first
itwas frequentlyrepresentedrichlyornamented with gems
or flOWerS. As St. Fortunatus writes :_

' Arbordecoraet fulgida
Ornate_
puvpur_
Electa digno stlpite
Tam sancta membra tangere.'
the letter Taa, as representing
to Thet_

the unlucky

* See the eurio_

letter---the

the cros% was specially

reverenced

initial of O_varof.

_rgument in Tertullian,

2)* Y/apt. c. 5, 6, 7, 8.

as oppoml

called

into being,

eternal

solitude,

fection, veiling

or any living

water existed
the unshapen

fled for ever as the chosen

creature

had tenanted

in all the plemtude

the

of its per-

earth,

and glorified

and sancti.

throne

of the Deity.

By water

God separated the heavens from the earth
Water becams
instinct with life when the earth was still barren and uninhabited.
sight

In the

creation

as if its position

matured

reflection

the Almighty

was

ignored,

dispelled

should

it was obviously

of man it might

necessary

but even

the difficulty.

mould

appear

the earth

here a more

For in order that

into the

human form,

that it should have retained

thing of its formcr moisture ; in other words, that
have been mixed with water.'
Such was the direction
with an ever-increasing

in which the human
rapidity,

lectual

torpor

thought

was soon displayed

and countless

became

at first

more

The

in every department

charms and amulets

mind drit_ed,

as the ignorance

general

some-

it should

and intel-

same habit

of

of theology,

came into use, the simple

i , Non enim ipsinsquoquehominisfigurandiopus sociantibus aquisabs_
lutumest ; deterra m_teriaconvenit,nontamenhabUisniaihumectaet succid_
quamscih_t ante quartumdiemse_egat_e aquzein etationemsham superstite
humor%limo temperant.' (Tertullian_De Bapt/smo, c. ill.) From this notion
of the sanctityof water grew the custom of swimming witches--for it was
believedthat everythingtaintedwith diabolicalpresencewas repelledby it and
unableto sink into its depths (Binsfcidius,De Conf.. Mal. p. 315)--and also
probablythe manylegendsof transformedmen restoredto their naturalconcliftonby crossing a stream. Among the ancient philosophers,Thales had
esteemedwaterthe originof all things,which morethan one Father regarded
as a kind of inspiration. ThusMinuciusFelix: ' MilesiusThales returninitium
aquam dixit : Deum autem earn mentem qtue ex aqtut enncta formaverit.
Videsphilosophiprincipalis nobiscumpenltns opinlonemconsonare.' (Od_
,/_, c. xix.) The belief in the expiatorypower of water was forciblyrebuked
by Ovid:' Ah ! nlmi_mfaciles, qui tristiaor4,_ir_medis
]_nmine_k

_a_ _

iL)

tolll posse

putat_

KIl_r, [ '
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possession
against

of which

all evils,

was
both

may be questioned
more prominent
When

supposed
spiritual

whether

to guarantee

than in mediaeval

of the Divine

is in some respects

owner

Indeed,

this form of fetishism

in paganism

they form

phism, which

the

and temporal

men pass from a state of pure

conception

207

it

was ever

Christianity.

t_tishism,

nature

the next

is anthropomor-

very closely connected

with

me preceding, and which, like it, is diffused in a more or lesm
modified form over the belief of almost all uncivilised nations.

Those who have ceased to attribute

to inert

matter,

operations

regard

of spiritual

to their own.

beings

the

ebullition

famine,

of spiritual

the sign of spiritual
feebleness

it also impossible
upon

analogous
the

to some

from some passing emotion.

anger;

great

satisfaction.
which

is the result

and rapid
But

prosperity

is

makes men un-

other than as an unseen

conception

The
of an

at the same time the

in this stage

for them to concentrate
that

of the

phenomenon

agent, pointed

pestilence

of imagination

sphere

strictly

unusual

or the

able to picture the Deity
emotions

as the

of a nature

act of an unseen

object and resulting

thunder,

universe

They consider every

direct and isolated
isolated

the

power and virtue

without

man, makes

their thoughts

and

a visible repres,.nta-

tion.
For while it is a matter of controversy
whether or
not the innate faculties of the civilised man transcend
those
of the savage,
mosphere

it is at least

of each period

certain

that

the

intellectual

tells so soon and so powerfully

all men, that long before matured

at
upon

age the two classes are al-

most as different in their capacities as in their acquirements.
l'he civilised man not only knows more than the savage, he
possesses an intellectual
patient

thought,

strength,

of concentrating

unseen, of disengaging

a power of sustained
his mind steadily

his conceptions

and

upon the

from the images

of

_,08
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the senses, which

the other is unable even to imagine.

sent

tho conception

to the savage

adored without
will be unable
reality

the assistance
to grasp it.

of an unseen Being, to be

of any representation,

simply

admit, and, in one form

continue until that condition
When

pure fetishism

of the savage,

which is probably

when it is endowed

or another,

their first stage, they carve
being ; and it is only
they attribute

They are still worshipping

again, men who have
Being,

endeavour

to assist their imaginations

the object

of their worship,

ute to those representations

They will then

by representations

and they will very soon
an intrinsic

from the foregoing

early anthropomorphic
the channels

of a pure

of some convulsion

of society, into a lower level of civilisation.

It will appear

Sometimes,

once risen to a conception

sink, in consequence

to it

matter, but

their fetishism is fading into anthropomorphism.
and spiritual

a sign

to emerge from the

with that form, that

character.

it must

It is sometimes

men are beginning

matter into the form of an intelligent
a divine

no influenc$

has been changed.

may be of two kinds.

of progress.

he

it is the only one of which his intellectual

will

Idolatry

exercise

Idolatry is the common religion

because

condition

and

It will have no force or palpable

to his mind, and can therefore

over his llfe.

Pr_

of

attrib

efficacy.

principles

that, in the

stages of society, visible images form

of religious de_-otions ; and, therefore, as long as

those stages continue,
of the emotional

the true history of theology,

and realising

found in the. history

of art.

tia_fity, there is scarcely
religion has not exercised
9vet the national
nations in which

art.

parts

of theology,

is to be

Even outside the pale of Chris-

any instance
a great

in which the national

and dominating

Thus_ for example,

the _esthetic

or at least

development

influence

the two

ancient

failed

most r_
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markably

to keep pace with the general

Persians

and the Egyptians.

by the

first formed

lime, that

useless the

genius

all innovation
compulsory

taught

at every natural

beautiful,

India

important

difference

else.

between

Indian

all faculty

them.

grotesque

fanciful

and the prodigious
turned

copying

reflects

the

Christian

The

idealised,
art that

it is also Christian

different

See W'mckelm_n,

stages

Hist. of Art

ever
; and

away from
it seems

subject was interwoven

inventions.

Greek art was simply nature
come the universal model.'

the nations

religion

Greek

the other hand, was an almost pure naturalism,

and

to look

; but there is this

The Indian

of accurately

and the simplest

But it is with

of dis-

symbolism

art was so completely

have vanished,

ooaeemed,

thP

for their keen sense of the

the unnatural,

nature,

and

pro.

rendered

by its prohibition

and Greece are preeminent

consequently
that

by a religo

Thus, again, among

distinguished

soared to the terrible,

chisel ;

not for its own sake, but as the repre-

of something

that were especially

so sub-

as a crime, made the

and hereditary,

men by its elaborate

object,

and

of the

was paralysed

of "_natomy impossible

and

sentative

productions

of Egypt

fession of an artist
,_ctiou,

were the

The fire that was worshipped

ion which branded
knowledge

civilisation

a fetish, at once so simple

it rendered

w.lile the artistic
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to

with

religion,

on

and therefore

and as such

has be-

we are now especially

art which

of religious

most faithfully

development,

; Raoul-Rochette,

en_

Gout8 d'Arcldologie;

and thelectures
of Barry and Fuseli. This imxticular
characteristic
of Indian
arthas been for_dbly
noticed by Mr. Ruskin in one of his Edinburgh lect_mm.
Le_ing ascribes
the imperfections
of Persianartto itsalmostexclusive
employment for military
couragement

subjects ; but this was itself

religion

beauty in different

gave to art_

natioas, which has also exercised

developmentof art, see some curious
14

a consequence

On the great

of the small en-

difference of

the ideal

a great influence

evidencecollected by Ch. Comte,

of

on the
Tr_
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bling us to trace, not merely

successive

what is much more important

for my present purpose, succes-

sive phases of religious
The constant

phases of belle_ butl

reafisation.

fall of the early Jews into idolatry,

of the most repeated commands

and the most awful

Dents, while it shows clearly how irresistible
in an early stage of society,
at first not altogether

furnished

subjects,

a warning

lost upon the Christian

were so derived
artists,
jan

its symbolism,

which was

Church.

probably

introduced

in many

into their new sphere.

is perfectly

incontestable,

pagan imagery

the Church
trast

cases

a considerable

conceptions
which

been

was admitted

anything
manifest.

that

nearly

the

might

and the

lead

The most important

this

readiness

into the

curious

general

to idolatrous

fact
with

symbolism

and instructive

all these instances

judicious,

formerly,psof the ancient

But, although

to the tone which most of the Fathers

were singularly

with paganthe Christian

number

and although

forms an extremely

the pagan deities,

It is

and its very tone of beauty,

from the old mythology--that

who had

artists,

punish-

is this tendency

indeed true that art had so long been associated
ism--its

in spite

adopted

of
con-

towards

of appropriation
desire
worship

and the most beneficial

to avoid
was very

effect of pa-

gan traditions

upon Christian

art was displayed

in its gene-

ral character.

It had

been a strict

among

Greeks

and Romans

every image
indeed,
artificial

always

to exclude

of sadness.

accompanied
lamentation;

from

death

0hic dances, hunts,

sepulchral

The funerals

the

decorations

of the ancients

were,

by great displays of exaggerated

and

but once the

tomb, it was the business of the artist
in depriving

rule

of its terror.
or battles,

ashes were
to employ

Wreaths

laid

of flowers,

_ll the ex lberance

in the

all his skill
Ba_

of the mo_
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buoyant Ufe, all the images of passion or ofrevelrff,
tured

around

indicated

the

tomb;

the inevitable

adorned

while

march

the

genii

were sculp-

of

the

seasons

of time, and the masks that

the corners showed that life was but a player's part,

to be borne for a few" years with honour, and cast aside without regret.
The influence

of this t_dition

markable way in Christianity.
sepulchral

art.

Catacombs;

The places

the chapels

the altar upon which

that

ideas,

ing up under
gularly

were all surrounded

be greatly

and

severe

heightened
The

tian painter

scattered

vited the talents
the highest

combs.

memory

constancy

Yet
With

nothing
two

of the very latest

that

of this

of the

the Chris-

sufferings
might

natural

appears

exceptions,

of art, there

of

same

well

vengeance

kind

was
the
time

have in-

too, were roused

seem but

of Christian

doubtful
period

of

and at the

Passions,

point, and it would
scenes

which

with most profusion

character,

of the artist.

great and terrible
depicted.

the

would

the violence

around

his ornaments

of heroic

a sin

tone, and this expectation

and varied

with displays

by the dead;

were celebrated
that an art grow-

if we remembered

with

were the

would have assumed

very altar-tomb

associated

most horrible

art was

to mcdi_ev'fl or even

we should have imagined

persecution.
oi_en

mysteries

According

such circumstances

sombre

in a very re-

were decorated

the sacred

was the tomb of a martyr?
to modern

was shown

At first all Christian

one

to

that

the

should

be

in the Cataat least being

are no representations

i This is the origin of the custom in the CatholicChurchof placing relicl
of the martyrsbeneaththe altars of the churches. It was also connectedwith
the passagein the Revelationsabout the souls that werebeneaththe altar of
God. In most early churchesthere was a subterraneanchapelbelowthe high
altar,_ a memorialof the Catacombs. A decree of the Second Council ol
Nice (n.y. 787) forbadethe consecrationof any church withoutrelics.
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of martyrdoms2

Daniel

eomplished

sacrifice

unharmed

there

reveal

the

of bitterness

geance_

Neither

the Passion,

in which

tained,

were

and

of the miracles

mingled

pagan
with

wreaths

even

of
of

some of the
were still

most

of all images

beautiful

re
em

of many

of the

early

as the torments

to this;

thinks

of a martyrdom---that
(Tableau

that

Church

For, as we shall

existed

among some of

a tendency

a tendency

that

became

all the

was

to dilate

of hell, the vengeance

and, in a word,

_. Raoul-Rochette

all others

early

is also one of ex-

history.

Church

opposite

at last

beyond
the

suffer-

and it may, I thiuk,

The fact

to see, there

such

which

seemed

touching,

diametrically

day of judgment,

of sorrow,

them, reveals

sublime.

have occasion

period of decadence

and

all the

in ecclesiastical

the theologians

_mtation

The

mythology,

at a time that

to produce

singularly

Cvaistianity,

lost.

delighted,

that is singularly

subjects

any of the scenes

; nor was the day of judg-

of the

exclusion

importance

hereafter

nor

for yen.

hopes, and with representations

ing, and vengeance,

treme

no thirsting

no

of mercy.

most calculated
m an aspect

that was raging.

or complaint,

of the

This systematic

be added,

persecution

sufferings

blems of Christian

are the only im-

forms of suffering,

paganism

images

unscathud

to perpetuate

the Crucifixion,

most joyous

children

to prison,

were ever represented

ment, nor were the
flowers

three

led

horrible

was no disposition

ebtffiition

amid the lions, th_ uJ,_.

of Isaac, the

amid the flames, or St. Peter
ages that

EUROPE.

sterner

dominant

upon
of the

portions

of

in the Church,

there is but one direct and positive

repre.

of the Virgin Salome, and this Is of a very late
des Catacombe_, p. 187).

The

s._ne

writer ha_

_ollected (pp. 191, 192) a few instances from the Fathers in which rcpresenta,
tions of martyrdoms in the early basilicas are mentioned ; but they are very
felt, and there can be no doubt whatever of the broad
Jut in th_ respect bears to that of the tenth

contrast early

and following

centurim.
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and wMch

exercised

the affections

an extremely

of men.

case with educated
this

tendency

then

the

But whatever

theologians,

influence

over

might have been the

it was quite impossible

to be very general

expression

direction.

injurious

of popular

for

as long as art, which wa_
realisations,

took a different

The chaDge in art was not fuUy shown till late in

the tenth

century.

the popularity

I have

which

already

had

representations

the day of judgment

then for the

occasion

to notice

of the Passion and of
first time assumed ; and it

may be added that, from this period, one of the main objects
of the artists was the invention of new and horrible tortures,
which

were presented

i_aithful in countless
on earth,

constant

The next

point which
is the

especially

great

the Virgin,

most

number

add were
Of these

of them

symbols

pictures

of a late

of representations

desigmed

strikes

us in the art of

exclusively

the emblem

period;

as a means

its surpassing

beauty,

and

never decayed, • it had been
realisation

Partly,
partly

of the conception

funeral of an empress

the bird was

symbolical,

of instruction.
hesitation

from

is the peacock,
was selected as

perhaps,

from a belief

adopted

and of

but by far the

were obviously

many were taken without

of immortality.

it evinced.

of Christ

paganismThus, one of the most common
which in the Church, as among the heathen,

nearest

of the

of the martyrs

love of symbolism

are, it is true, a few isolated

greater

contemplation

of the sufferings

or of the lost in hell.'

the Catacombs
there

to the
pictures

on account

of

that its flesh

by the ancients

as the

of the phoenix, and at the
sometimes

let loose from

See Raoul-Rochette,Tab/eau des Oataeom_, pp. 192-195; Didro_
• WhichSt Augustinesaidhe had ascertainedby experimentto be a factm
md whichhe seemedto regard as a miracle. CDeC'_. Dd _b. x_xi. c. 4._
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lmong

the ashes of the deceased.'

Orpheus

men to him by his music, symbolised
Christianity.'

The masks

drawing

the attractive

of paganism,

Jarcophagi,

the last being

the resurrection.
of the

seasons.'

under

which

garded

The
Nor

them as presiding

were

adopted

as

as emblems ef

may be said of the genii

was this by any

the genii

the

to adorn the Christian

probably regarded

same thing

power of

and especially

masks of the sun and moon, which the pagans
emblems of the lapse of life, continued

all

means the only form

represented.

The

ancients

over every department

re-

of nature,

See Ciampini, V_d_fa Monuments,
pars i. p. 115; and Maitiand, On th_
Catacombs.
Raoul-Rochette,
however, seems to regard the peacock rather as
the symbol,

first of all of the apotheosis

apotheosis,

the peacock having

of an empress,

been the bird of Juno,

and then generally
the empress

of

of heaven.

z Orpheus is spoken of by Eusebius as in this respect symbolising Christ,
The reverence that attached to him probably resulted in a great measure from
the fact that among the many apocrrphaI prophecies of Christ that circulated
in the Church, some of the most conspicuous were ascribed to Orpheus.
See
ou this symbol_ _Iaitlan4,

Oa the Ca_c_rabs,

Cat. p. 128 ; and, for a full examination

p. 110 ; Raoul-Rochette,
of the subject,

Tab. d_

the great work of

Boldet_
Osservaziom sopra i C_mitcri de' 8ant_ Martyri
(Romm, 1720), tom,
i. pp. 27-29.
_L I_o (Art Chr_n,
introd, p. 86), I think rather fancifully,
connects

it with the descent of Orpheus

to hell to save a souL

As other

ex-

amples of the introduction of pagan gods into Christian art, I may mention
that there is an obscure picture in the catacomb of St. Calixtus, which R.
Rochette supposes

to represent

Mercury leading

the souls of the dead to judg-

ment (Tab. des Cat. pp. 148-151);
and also that Hercules, though never, I
believe, represented in the Catacombs, appears more than once. in the old
churches,

St. Augustine

having identified

him with Samson.

r,c_sentation, and generally on the connection between pagan
that very curious and learned work, Marangoai_ De//e Co_
/'_

Tranatm.ta_

tlso was believed

ad uao ddle Ohie_e (Romm, 1744_
by some of the early Cl_tJana

(See on this
and Christian art,
Oent//_dw
e

pp. 50, 51.)

The ,'phinz

(e. g. Clement of Alexandda)

to be in some degree connected with their faith; for they supposed it to bq
copied fram the Jewish image of the Cherubim, but they never reproduced it.
Some later antiquarians

have attributed this curiou_ combination

of the Virgin

and the Lion to the advantages Egypt derives from these signs, through
the sun passes at the period of the inundation of the _fle (_yha.

which
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and many thought
destiny
!esced

sentation

later

This

genii

Christian
Even

of St. Peter's,

art, and

ceremonies

Christian

sarcophagi

passed

genii

firmament,' beneath

of

paganism

Christ

naked,

and

very common

more

look

art o! "

down

on the

Once or twice

on the

is represented
correctly

in triumph

'the

waters

with

above the

his feet, in the form of a man extending

a veil above his head, the habitual

pagan

representation

of

deity.'

In addition
from paganism,

to these symbols, which were manifestly
there

duced by the Church
blem

boys,

became

repr_

from it into the

of Catholicism.

the sky, or perhap_

an aquatic

pagan

coa

now, from the summit of the baldacchino

the

proudest

winged

countenances,

over the

very naturally

angels,' and the

as young

and joyous

days.

conception

of guardian

of the

with gentle
in early

that

_1_

that a separate genius watched

of each man.
with

OF EATIONALIfM.

of Christ,

were others
itself.

chosen

pro-

Thus, the fish was the usual em-

because

the

Greek

initials of His name and titles,* and also
are born by baptism

taken

mainly or _xclusively

in water.'

rarely, the stag is employed

word

because

Sometimes,

forms

but much

for the same pmoose,

the

Christians
more

because

it

bears the cross on its forehead,

and from an old notion that it

was the

of serpents,

irreconcilable

posed to hunt out and
Allthisisfully discussed

enemy
destroy.'

Several

which
subjects

The initial

l_ophet3c verses of the Sibyl of Erythra (St. Aug. De 6_.
The dolphin

from

the

in Marangoni.

' 1Md. p. 45 ; Raoul-Rochette,
Tab. d_ 0at.
' 'I_¢.
'L,l(7o_ Xp_o'rb_ e_o_ v_
_.(,n-@.
_).

it was sup-

was especially

selected

because

of

letters

of

D_, lib. xvUt. cap.
its tenderne_

to its

young
4 ,Nospisciculi
secundumI;t_r#
nostrumJesumChristum
inaquAnasc_
tour.' (Tertullian,Ds Bap_v_o, c. i.)
' Maury,L_g_dem P/oust, pp. 173-178. This notion was, I imagi_
Pagau. Thereis a bas-reliefin the Vatican which seems to representa stag
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Bible

of

a symbolical

character

Such were Noah in the attitude
into his breast, Jonah
striking

rescued

were

constantly

from

Daniel

in the

lions'

den, the

Good

the palm of victory,
to a distant

haven,

All of these were
gree the objects
When,

the

manifestly

empire

and

isation

of Europe,

and though
there

the invasion

the

of the Christian

of the barbarians

the character

was manifested

tendency

worship,

and

people

of

Church

the

overcast

Roman
the civil-

of art was speedily

changed,

representations

by the

to represent

by the

goal.

and were in no de

decomposition

many of the symbolical

creasing

the waves
to the

or worship.

the first purity

and when

onwards

symbolical,

of reverence

the

of martyrdom,

through

the horse bounding

however,

dimmed,

ship struggling

the three

Shepherd,

• dove of peace, the anchor of hope, the crown

tinued,

the dove

the fish's mouth, Moses

the rock, St. Peter with the wand of power,

children,

was

repeated.

of prayer receiving

artists

directly

to attach

still con

a constantly

the

object

a peculiar

in-

of theil

sanctity

to

the image.
Of all the forms of anthropomorphism
in Catholic

art, there

deems so repulsive
Trinity,
markable
searches

is probably

as the portraits

that are now so common.

none which

some

French

a Protestant

of the First Person
It is, however,

tact, which has been establi_hed
of

that are displayed

archaeologists

chiefly
in the

of the

a very reby the
present

recen-

In the act of a_u_ckiuga serpent. The passagem the Psalm%about the hart
pantingfor the waters,' was mixedup with this symbol. In the middle age%
stags were invested with a kind of prophetic power. See also Ciamphfi,.De
.Javr/s .,_Mific//8(Rom_e),p. 44; and the very curious chapter in Arringhi,
Rome Eubterranea, tom. ii. pp. 602-606. The stag was supposed to dread the
thunder so much, that through terror it often brought forth its young prem_
turely; and this was associatedwith the passag%'The voice of thy thtmdei
has made me afraid.'
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tory, that these portraits
that

the period

are all comparatively

in which

most profound,

the religious

tendom

expressed

habitually

lions--when

the

conceived
senting

that artists
purely

reverence
solemn

nature

which

and

visible

was

never for a moment

spiritual

they had

realisations

by

of a spirit

beings--and

to be treated,

was
no ex

of Chri_
represevta

so inadequatel_
shrank

when

from repre-

that

makes men recoil from certain

sublime

and

of Europe

that in which

istence. 1 In an age when
were

modern,

the superstition

was precisely

_17

instinctive

objects

was almost

as too

absolutely

un-

known-we
do not find the smallest tendency to represent
God the Father.
Scenes indeed in which He acted were frequently

depicted,

invariably

but

superseded

the

First

by the

and with the features

Person

of the

Second.

appropriated

Christ,

underneath

condemning

Adam

arresting
With
cloud,

the arm of Abraham,
and

this period
easily
Deity,
piter,

occasionally
no traces

imagine

that

extended
a nimbus,

in art of the Creator.
a purely

and also the hatred
would

with

subject ; and Gnosticism,

spiritual

that was inspired

have discouraged

artists

which

with

man,
l_oah,

the law to Moses. I

sometime_

encircled

creating

speaking

or giving

of a hand

dress

and often with the

his figure, is represented

and Eve to labour,

the exception

in the

was

to Him in the representa-

tions of scenes from the New Testament,
monogram

Trinity

from the
we find

At first we can
conception

of the

by the type of Ju-

from attempting

exercised

in

a very great

such a
initu-

i This subject has been briefly noticed by Raoul-Rochctte in his _¢ourJ
_r PArt du Christianisme(1834), p. 7; and by Mauvy,/__gende__P/euses;
but the full examinationof it was reserved for _I. Didron, in his great work,
lcanaffraph_ Chr_tienne, 1F_st.de Dieu (Paris, 1843), one of the most important contributions ever made to Christian archaeology, See, too, Emetic
l)avid_It'_t. & la _Pedntur_au Moyen Age, pp. 19--21.
• I)idron_pp. 47_-182.
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ence over Christian art, and which
divinity

emphatically

of the God of the Old Testament,

same direction;

but it is very

can have had any weight
turies.
evident

unlikely

between

denied

thc

tended

in the

these

reasons

that

the sixth and tweli_h cen-

For the more those centuries are studied, the more
it becomes that the universal
and irresistible ten-

dency was then to materialise
form a palpable

reduce all subjects
tendency,

every spiritual

image of everything
within

unchecked

erence, was shown

conception,

to

that was reverenced,

to

the domain

of the senses.

by any sense of grotesqueness
with

equal force in sculpture,

This

or irrevpainting,

and legends ; and all the old landmarks and distinctions

that

had been made between

and

idolatry

the orthodox

had been virtually

sire to form an image

swept away by the resistless

of everything

of the sanctity

Being.

In that condition

of society

human god, and they consequently
tion exclusively

upon the

Second

Person

to become

course in creeds

practically

obsolete.

and in theological

the

men desired a

concentrated

upon the saints, and suffered the great
Father

of its

Yet amid all this no one thought of representing

Supreme

de-

that was worshipped,

•nd to attach to that image something
object.

uses of pictures

their atten-

of the THnity
conception

or

of

the

It continued

of

treatises,

but it was a

void and sterile abstraction, which had no place among
realisations and no influence on the emotions of mankind.

the
If

men turned away from the Second Persou of the Trinity,
was only to bestow
With the exception,

their devotions
I believe,

twelfth

century;

upon saints or martyra

of a single manuscript

ninth century, x there was no portrait

of the Father

and it was only in the iburteenth

of the
till the
century,

when the revival of learning had become marked, that then
Baoel-Roehette,D/leourt *ur _ _

i"

& PArt _/u'_,

IX'/1.
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portraits became

OF

common.'

From

Raphael

the steady tendency

creasing

prefiminence

in painting

He was only represented
of .he Persons

of the Trinity,

however,

the Father

represented

after

r_presented

exciting

the coeternity

century,

we find

as older, more ven-

the highest

the cendegree of

represented

in different

countries

of greatness.

In Italy,

Spain, and

monasteries

as a Pope;

occupations,*

until at last He became

figure,'

to their ideal

the ultramontane

one, and

of the same age as His Son.

in every painting

reverence, and commonly
according

to represent

the fburteenth

erable, and more pxominent,
tral and commanding

a subordinate

in the least attractive

through a desire

an ever-in-

At first His position

had been

mn_ commonly,
Gradually,

that time to the age of

of art is to give

to the Father.

and sculpture
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of France, He was

in Germany

as an Emperor;

usually
in Eng-

land and, for the most part, in France as a King.
In a condition

of thought

in which

the Deity

was only

realised in the form of man, it was extremely

natural that the

number of divinities

The chasm be-

should be multiplied.

tween the two natures was entirely

unfelt, and something

of

Didron, pp. 227-280.
* See this fact worked out in detail in Didrou.
* ' On peut done relativement

_ Dieu le P_re

partager

le moyen

gge en

deux p6riodes.
Dans la premiere, qut est antfrieure au XIVo sibcle, la flgul_
du P_re se confond avec celle du Flls ; c'est le Fils quI est tout-puissant et qui
fait aon P_re _ son image et ressemblanca
XIIIo sibcle, jusqu'au

X-VI°, J6sus-Christ

Dans la seconde
perd

pfiriode, apr_s It

sa force d'assimilation

i¢ono-

graphique et se laisse vaincre par son Pbre. C'est au tour du Fiis _ se rev6flr
des traits du Pbre, _ vieiUir et rider comme lui.
Enfin, deputs les
premiers si_cles du Christianisme
en importance.

jusqu'i_ nos jours nous voyons le Pbre croitre

Son portrait, d'abord

interdit

par les Gnostiques_ se montre

timidement ensuite et comme d6guisd sous la figure de son Ftls. Puis il rejette
tout accoutrement Stranger et prend une figure sp&dale ; puls par Raphael et

carlapar l'Anglais Martin,il gagne une grave et une admirablephysionomle
quiu'appartieatqu'_ lui.' (Didron,p, 226.)
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the Divine
were

character

most

instance

of

_eification

the

sex

been

and

with

one

in the

was

to be the

notion,

under

through

almost

Beiug,

whom

usually

opposed

first

upon

those

The

most

was

displayed

they

Father,'

his

incarnation

all the

_ ho

remarkable
in

many

of

IIclcaa,
mistress,

the

Magus

had

of the

Jews,'

and

they

regarded

they

Him

as revealed

to
proThis

was

diffused

The

distinguished

God

he

Thought.'

forms,

led

according
whom

Gnostics.

to the

but

old Jewish

who,

Divine

of the

the

but

different
of the

jealously

knowledge,

manifestati)n

Simon

of the

sects

very

or
notions

century
named

simply

a great

to human

person
of the

him a woman

claimed

cessible

ttndency

of a divine

had

Catholics,

Unknown

reflected

Church.

of the Virgin.

Cab'Mists;
about

naturally

in the

this polytheistic

A conception
female

was

eminent

n_" EUROPE.

Supreme
from

termed

as directly
in part

and
'The
inac

by cer-

See on this subject Franck, Sur/a Kabbale; Maury, Uroyance8 etI__lendes
d'.Ant/qu//_ (1863), p. 338 ; sad especially Beausobre, Hist. du Man_ze
(1734), tom. i. pp. 35-37.
Justyn tfartyr, Tertullian, Irenams, Epiphanlus,
and several other Fathers, notice the worship of Helena. According to them,
Simon proclaimed that the angels in heaven made war on account of her
beauty, and that the Evil One had made her prisoner to prevent her return to
heaven, from which she had strayed.
There is some reason to thlnl_ that all
this was an allegory of the soul.
• Most of the Gnostics regarded the God of the Jews or the Deminrge u
an imperfect spirit presiding over an imperfect moral system. Many, however, regarded the Jewish religion as the work of the principle of Evil--the
god of matter ; and the Cainitcs made everyone who had opposed it the object
of reverence,
whilethe Ophitesactually
worshipped
theserpent.We have,
perhap_ a partial explanation of the reverence mn_y of the Gnosties had for
li_e serpent in the fact that this animal, which in Christianity represents the
pr'mciple of Evil, had a very different position in ancient symbolism. It w_
the general emblem of healing (because it changes its skin), and as such ap
pears in the statues of zEsculapius and Isis, and it was also constantly adopted
as a representative animal Thus in the Kithralc groups, that are so eomm_
in later Roman sculpture, the serpent and the dog represent all living cre_ura
• msT)entwith a hawk's head was an old Egyptian symbol of a good _miuL
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or emanations,

of whom
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the two

principal were

Christ, and a female spirit termed the Divine
noia, and sometimes
nice. '_

known

According

was originally

but which

2Eon Christ,
however,

by the

its pristine

she was dcemed

bute, an individual
the mother
reverence.

assistance
purity.

a personification

and entitled

In this way, long before

upon a female ideal
way
should

for

the

Mariolatry

be added

elevation

that Gnosticism
historian

properly si_aifies

has forcibly

lasciviousness.

to others)

had

equal
acquir-

figures of dc_
prepare

of the Virgin;

exercised

attri-

of the Christian
much attention

degree

over the modes of thought

As its most learned
' Prounice

in some

unfallen

commonly,

or almost

as one of the two central

subsequent

_pecial influence

of the

of a Divine

to equal

Catholic

This i_act alone would

ot

by matter,

More

ed its full proportions,
a very large section
world had been accustomed
to concentrate

votion.

or child

_Eon, the sister or (according

of Christ,

the

fi'om its parent-source

of and at last imprisoned

struggling,
towards

an emanation

had wandered

had become enamoured
and was nuw

or En-

name of 'Prou-

to some sects this Sophia was simply

human soul, which
the Deity,

Sophia

by the strange

the

and

it

a very great and
of the orthodox.

contended,

It seems

it should

to have

been

al>

pliedto theSophia consideredin her fallencondition,
as imprisonedin matter;
bat _ere isan extreme obscurity,
which has I think never been clearedup,
hanging over the subject. Prounice seems to have been confounded with
Beronice,
the name which a very early Christiantraditiongave to the womaz
who had been healedof an issueof blood. This woman formed one of "h¢
principaltypes among

the Guostics. According to the Valentinians,
*.he

twelveyearsof her affliction
representedthe twelve_Eons, while the flowing
bloodwas the forceof the Sophia passingto the inferior
world. See on this
subject, Maury, Oroyaac_
st LJgendas, art. Vero_x_a ; and on the Sophia
generally, Matter_/_tat.
_La K_,
woman_ but _

du Gbzosadsme,

p. 4S)that
I suppose

some

torn. L pp. 275--278.

of the Gnostics

painted

only refers to the Sophia

the

M. Frauck

says

Holy Ghost

as |

2¢_
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not be regarded as a Christian
pendent

system

ideas occupied
aroused

a prominent

among

produced

on the other

attracting

influence

philosophy

most

sect, too, appears

philosophy

in which

Nearly

Christian

all heresies have

a apirit of repulsion
opposite

so deeply

part, through

to have estimated

which

ha_

of those of the heretic.

hand, exercised

of the strongest

which

passed, for the

heresy_ but rather as an inde_

place.

the orthodox

views the extreme

Gnosticism,
tonic

of eclectic

EUROPE.

an absorbing

and

kind.

That

Neo-Pla-

tinctured

early

theology

a Gnostic

medium.

more highly

No

or employ-

ed more skilfully _esthetic aids. The sweet songs of Bardesanes and Harmonlus carried their distinctive
doctrines into
the very heart

of Syrian

orthodoxy,

and

cast

such a spell

over the minds of the people that, in spite of all prolnbitions,
they

continued

Catholic

poet

_,nostic

to be sung
St. Ephrem

metres.'

the most

The

in the
wedded

apocryphal

part of Gnostic

Syrian

churches

orthodox
gospels,

origin, long

ascribed

to Christ,

real object
Gnostic

which

of the worship

artists.'

Besides

for so many

verses
which

There is even
cast of features
formed

the

is derived

from the

formed

the high-

this, Gnosticism

, Matter, Hist. du Onast/c/vne, tom. L pp. 360-862.
• Didron, pp. 197, 198.
The apocryphal gospel, however, which
meet influence over art, was probably that of Nicodemus,
o| orthodox

for

to ful_ish

centuries

of Christendom,

to the

were

continued

subjects for painters in orthodox
churches.'
much reason to believe that the conventional

till the

exercised

which is apparently

origin, and was probably written (or at least the

second

part of

it) against the Apollinarlan_
We owe to it the pictures of the Descent into
Limbo that are so common in early Byzantine art. The same subject, derived
from me same sourco_ was also prominent
in the med_val
sacred play[

(_ene,

ff_.'s

of t_ F_.yt_h,S_ag,,p. 19_

For a full discussion

of this point, see Raoul-Rochette's

Typa

de/'Ar_

pp. 9-26, and his Tableau dea Catacombes, p. 265.
The opinion that the type
of (_arist is derived from the Gnostics (which Raoul-Rochette
mva has bea
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representation

tion of religious

of a process
influences

had become the central
absorbing

intellectual

transforming

or unifica-

a very prominent

of the Chureh.

place

Christianity

power in the world, but

not so much by superseding

and

_

of transformation

ideas which occupied

among the organising
it triumphed
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them.

rival

faiths as by

Old systems,

old rites

rid images were grafted

into the new

of their ancient

but assuming new names and a new

complexion.
merable

character

Thus in the symbolism

conceptions

culled

ganism were clustered
some of them passed
ries to the Virgin.
the mother

from

around
through

belief, retaining

much

of the Gnostics

the different

beliefs

innuof pa-

the Divine Sophia, and at least
paintings

The old Egyptian

or traditional
conception

of Night,

of day and of all things, with the diadem

Isis, the sister of Osiris or the Saviour;

Latona,

allegoof stars,

the mother

of

Apollo;
Flora, the bright goddess of returning
spring, to
whom was once dedicated the month of May, which is now
embraced by most of the Roman antiquarians)
rests chiefly on the following
positions :--1. That in the earliest stage of Christianity nil painting and sculpture was looked upon with great
the time of Constantine portraits
tics from the be_nning

aversion in the Church, and that as late as
of Christ were very rare.
2. That the Gnos-

cultivated

art, and that

small

images

of Christ were

among the most common objects of their reverence.
3. That the Gnostim
were very numerous at Rome.
4. That Gnosticism exercised a great influence
upon the Church_ and especially upon her msthetic development.
It may be
added that the Christians
cast of features

carefully abstained

they ascribed

from deriving from paganism

to Christ ; and Theodoret

relates (Hist.,

the
lib. i.

cap. 15) that a painter having taken Jupiter as a model in a portrait of Christ,
his hand was withered, but was restored miraculously by St. Gennadius, Arch
bishop of Constantinople.
At a later period pagan statues were frequently
mined into saints.
St, Augustine mentions that in his time there was no
a'athentic portrait of Christ, and that the type of features was still undete_
mined, so that we have absolutely no knowledge of His appearance.
' Qu_
filertt file (Christns) facie nos penitus ignoraxnua
.
Nam et ipsius
Domlnic_ facies era'his lnnumerabilium
cogitationum
dtversitate variatur et
fingitur, qum tamm
_.)

una erat, qumoumque

erat.'

TI,e type, however, was soon after formed.

(.De Trinitate,

Fib. vi_

¢. 4,

_._
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of the

god_

whose feast was celebrated on what is now Lady<lay,
all more or less connected with the new ideal.'

were

dedicated

to the Virgin;

Cybele,

But while Gnosticism

the mother

may be regarded

as the pioneer

or

precursor of Catholic Mariolatry,
the direct causes are to be
found within the circle of the Church.
If the first two or
*.hree centuries

were essentially

the

tion, the fourth

and fifth were

essentially

definitions,
divinity

of Christ, and which
to the continued

regarded

as, very

Nestorian

controversy

literally,

physiological

naturally
the Bride

of Go&

character

to have unduly
the orthodox

During

on the subject

of Nestorius,

depreciated

enthusiasm

of Ephesus,

the

with
whc

dignity

oI

in the opposite

di

in A.D. 431, defined

the

manner in which the Virgin should be represented
On the relation of this to Gnostidmm,
tom. i. pp. 88, 89-98.

the

assumed

;' and the emphasis

the doctrines

was supposed

Council

necessa-

of one who was soon

Mary, impelled
The

and indeed

exaltation

the discussions

which the Church condemned

rection.

apprecia-

those of dogmatic

which were especially applied to tile nature of the

rily tended

an almost

ages of moral

see

Matter,/T_.

by artists;
du 6tno_tivism¢

s The strong desire natural to the middle ages to give a palpable form to
the mystery of the Incarnation was shown curiously in the notion of a eoneeptlon

by the ear.

In a hymn, ascribed

to St. Thomas

it Becket,

occur

the

lines-' GaudeVirgo, mater Christi,
Qumper aurem concepisfi_
Gabrielenuntio.'
And in an old glass window,now I believe in one of the museumsof Paris,the
HolyGhost is repreaented hovering over the Virgin in the form of a dove,
while a ray of light passes from his beak to her ear, along whichray an infa_
Christis deacending.mLanglois,Pei_ture mr Ferre, p. 157.
* St. Augustinenotices (De Trlnita_) that in his time there was no authentic portrait of Mary. The Councilof Ephesuswiahed her to be painted_ith
theInfant
Child,
andthis
wasthegeneral
representatiDn
intheearly
Church.
Some of theByzantine
pictures
aresaidtohavebeeninfluenced
by
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importance

of religious

_'_5

of painting

realisations

and sculpture

brought

into clearer

and more vivid relief the charms of a female ideal, which
quired an irresistible

fascination

bacy and solitary meditation,
gallantry

and devotion

in the monastic

and in the strange mixture

that accompanied

is said first to have

of purity,

Virgin;

and a notion having grown

was soon

it became prcgnant
with lilies became
The world
has there

without

the emblem

conception

of the
to her

ness was recognised

pictures

of the

a vase wreathed

of her maternity.

by its ideals, and seldom or never

salutary

Virgin.

rightful

with

up that women by eating

been one which has exercised

on the whole, a more
elevated

associated

The lily, as tho

the touch ofman,

is governed

It

of the Immaculate

appeared?

symbol

of

the Crusades.

was in this last period that the doctrine
Conception

ac-

life of celi-

a more profound

influence

For

position,

than

the mediaeval

the first

time

and

sanctity

as well as the

the

sanctity

and,

woman

of weak-

of sorrow.

longer the slave or toy of man, no longer associated

was
1_o

only with

favourite E_,ptian representations
of Isis giving suck to Horus.
It has been
observed that in the case of Mary, as in the case of Chrish suffering and deep
molancholy became more and more the prevailing expression
rolled on, which was still further increased by the black

as the dark ages
tint the medimval

artists frequently gave her, in allusion to the description in the Song of SoL
omom The first notice in writing of the resemblance of Christ to His mother
i_, I believe,

in Nicephorus._ee

Raoul-Rochette,

pp. 30--89 ; Pascal, It_tigaw_
de PArt Chr_lien.
I Hceren, Influen_
des Croisades, pp. 204, 205.
sa,cs :_, Excepts

itsque

Typ_

de _Art

However,

Chr_tien,

St. Augustine

Sancta Virgine Maria, de q_uh propter l-onorem Domini_

aullam prorsus c_un de peeeatis agltur habere volo qusestion_n:
Unde enim
seimus, quid ei plus gratke collatum fuerit ad vincendum
omnl ex parte pecc_turn, qu_e co*acipere ac parere recruit eum quem constat nullum habuisse
_m:
(De Natur_ et Grati&)
s'mtency am_mg the Mahometans
Christians.

St, Bernard

sore.)

15

Gibbon notices that the notion acquired concome centuries before it _as adopted by the

rejected

it u

a novelty.

(Decline

and .Fall, eh. L
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ideas cf degradation
person

and of sensuality,

of the Virgin

Mother,

the object of a reverential
no conception.
beauty

The

moral

was called into being;

was fostered.

past.

unknown

charm

to the proudest

has let_ in honour

and

felt.

A

a new kind cf

Into a harsh and ignorant

and bo-

of gentleness

civilisations

In the pages of living tenderness

ish writer

had h'.ui

was for the first time

nlghted age this ideal type infused a conception
and of purity

ro_e, in the
and became

homage of which antiquity

excellence

new type of character

woman

into a new sphere,

Love was idealised.

of female

admiration

n_ xu_oPE.

of the

which many a monk-

of his celestial

patron;

in the

millions who, in many lands and in many ages, have sought
with no barren desire to mould their characters
into her
image ; in those holy maidens
separated

themselves

from

who, for the love of Mary, have

all the

glories

and

the world, to seek in i_astings and vigils and
to render

themselves

sense of honour,
manners,

worthy

of society;

in these

influence.

and

of tastes displayed

the necessary

of the Virgin

15te power

as well

represented

her as performing

refuge

abysses

at all times the most
of the

with the

afflicted.

divine

Son, or

aureole,

it,

of our

price, of this was
deity

condescension-

of infi-

The

legends

every kind of prodigy,

saving

of wretchedness
powerful

The painters
judging

even retaining

its

around

elements

as an omnipresent

as infinite

ot

in all the walks

clustered

But the price, and perhaps

proving

charity

; in the new

in many other ways we detect
of the purest

men from the lowest

of

in the softening

origin of many

the exaltation

her

respect,

All that was best in Europe

and it is the
civilisation.

humble

of her benediction

in the chivalrous

in the refinement

pleasures

her

man

and

or of vice, and
the

depicted
on equal

ascendancy

most

ready

her invested
terms

over

with

Him

i.
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Leaven. In the devotionsof the people she was addressed
in terms identical
with thoseemployed to theAlmighty.' A
reverencesimilarin kbld but lessin degreewas soon be.
stowed upon the other saints,
who speedilyassumed the
positionof the minor deitiesof paganism,and who, though
worshipped,likethem, as ifubiquitous,
likethem had their
Jpecial
spheresof patronage.
While Christendom was thas revivingthe polytheism
which its intellectual
conditionrequired,
the tendency to
idolatry

that always

forcibly displayed.
exclusively
general

assent

representations

different

ecclesiastical

objects.

When

simply for the purpose

force with which
are certainly

of the person

they assist

the

they
visible

imagination,

idolatry.

who is

they make between

arises from the degree

not committing

Even at the present

authorities,

of giving an increased

and when the only distinction
representations

and with the

men employ

to their sense of the presence

addressed,

was no less

but in practice,

of the highest
the

that condition

indeed, images were employed

as aids to worship;

very soon became
vividness

accompanies
In theory,

of fidelity
these

But when

day the Psalter of St. Bonaventura--an

or

persons
they pro-

edition of the

Psalms adapted to the worship of the Virgin, chiefly by the substitution of the
word domtna for the word dominu._--is a popular book of devotion at Rome.
In a famou_ fresco of Orcagna at Pisa the Virgin is represented,

with precisely

the same dignity as Christ, judging mankind ; and everyone who is acquainted
_th mediaeval art has met with similar examples.
An old bishop named Gilbert Massius had his own portrait painted between the Vh_gin giving
ffarist and a Crucifixion.
Underneath were the lines_

suck

IIinclactorab nbere,
Hinc pascor a vulnere_
Posims in medio.
Quo me vertam nesclo,
In hoc dulcidubio
Dulcis eat collatio.'

Pascal, Art 6Yo._en, tom.t p.

ta
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ceed to attach

the

idea of intrinsic

image, when one image
spiritual

benefits

virtue

that separate

it from every

becomes the object of long pilgrimages,
its mere presence
pestilence

to defend

and idolatry

is inappreciable.

the devotion

of the worshipper

trinsic

it from

every

confel

other, when

it
by

city or to w LIt oR

between

Everything

this conception
is done to ea_

upon the image

other, and

and

and is supposed

a besieged

and famine, the difference

tinguish

to a particular

is said to work miracles

itself, to dis-

to attribute

to it an in-

efficacy.

In this as in the former case the change
general

tendency

resulting

was effected

from the intellectual

by

condition

_f society, assisted by the concurrence
of special circumstances.
At a very early period the persecuted
Christians were accustomed
to collect the relics of the martyrs,

which

a little

they

reverence,

tion

that

their

tombs _, and
feeling

good.

A similar

nccted
that
them

with

partly,

perhaps,

the souls

worthy
pictures,

regarded

which

which
with

was then

of the

partly

dead

from
attaches

reverence

so powerful

with supernatural

of the

the

affection

from

the

lingercd

speedily

having

occurrences,

not

popular

n_

around

and

praise

remains

of tho

transferred

dead were

tendency

and

Fondly

very natural

us to the
was

as memorials

relics ; and

the

much

closely

to the

soon associated

to
con

miraculous
some of

this was regarded

as a

t Thus the Council of Illiberts in its S4th canon forbade men to light
aandles by day in the cemeteries for fear of "disquieting the souls of the
saints." See, too, a curious passage of vigilantius cited by St. Jerome, Ep.
tit. 13. To be buried near the tomb of a martyr was one of the most coveted
privileges in the early Church See a very remarkable dissertation of lat
Blaut, " Iuscrlption$Chrdtiennes de Gau|e_"tom. ii., p. 219--229.
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of thclr

wcre especially

sanctity.

Two

prominent

The first was a portrait

which, according
king ol Edessa,'

redes several

had

other miracles,

engines

of these

of a Persian

to tradition s

and which, be-

once destroyed

army that had

8till more famous was a statue

repre-

in the early controver-

Christ had sent to Abgarus,
sieging

_9

of Christ,

all the

invested

b_

Edessa.

said to have

been

erected in a small town in Phoenicia by the woman who had
been healed of an issue of blood.
A new kind of herb had
grown

up beneath

garment

it, increased

of the statue,

ing all disease.
tal, from which

and then acquired

This statue,

in pieces by Julian,

till it touched

the hem of the

the power

of heal-

it was added, ]lad been

who placed

it was speedily

his own image

broken

on the pedes-

htirled by a thunderbolt.'

In the midst of this bias the irruption and, soon after, the
conversion
of tile 1)arbarians were effected.
Vast tribes of
savages,
incapable,
With

who had

always

been idolaters,

who were perfectly

from their low state of civilisation,
a letter, which

Christian Evidences,

is still extant,

quoted

as genuine.

of forming

and which Addison,
Of course

any

in his work

on

it is now generally

ad-

mitted to be apocryphal.
This portrait was supposed to be miraculously
impressed (like that obtained by St. Veronica) on a handkerchief.
It was for a
long time at Constantinople,
1198, and deposited

but was brought

to Rome

in the Church of St. Sylvester

probably

about A._.

in Capite, where it now is.

See Marangoni, Istoria della Cappella eli Sancta Sanctorurn dl I_oma (Romm,
1747), pp. 235-239 ; a book which, though ostensibly simply a history of the
Aeheropita_ or sacred image

at the

history of the early miraculous

Lateran, contains

pictures of Christ than

a fuller account of the
any other

I have

met

with.
s On these representations,the miracles they wrought,and the great importanee they assumed in the Iconoclastic controversies,see Malmbourg
lFutotre des I_noclasSes(1686),pp. A_ A7; and on other earlymiracles attrlbated to images,Spanheim,_storia Imag_num (1686),pp. 417-420. The first
of these books is Catholic,and the second the Protestant reply. See,toot
Marangoni,_mu_z dShm_torwm
; and Arringhi,/?_na _dTterranea,tom. il plx
452--460.
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but anthropomorphicconceptionsof the Deky, or of concen
tratlng

their attention

steadily

on any invisible

who for the most part were converted
suasion

but

by

the

commands

Christianity

in such multitudes

became

dominating

the

,ime the tendency
prominent

not by individual

of their

chiefs,

and
per-

embraced

that their habits of mind soon

habits

to idolatry

ages were worshipped

object,

of the

Church.

From

was irresistible.

thif

The old im-

under new names, and one ot the m_._st

aspects of the Apostolical

teaching

was in prac-

tice ignored.
All this, however,
the period
was still

of the

persecution,

when

poweJa_ul, everything

was scrupulously
Council

did not pass without

avoided

the

introduction

that which is worshipped
The Greeks,

among

still flickered,

the

into

were in this respect

century,

admitting
when

that

of the Iconoclasts

evil, though

cruelty,

represents

resist

the

_oond

Council

stained

with great

the fierce though

of Nice, which

superior

Early

had become

anthropomorphism

alto' lest

upon the walls."

the veneration

arose, whose long struggle

vailing

first

in Spain, in a

the churches,

somewhat

of pictures.'

image-worship

the

last i_aint rays of civilisation

Latins, for they usually discouraged
though

direction

cited, condemned

should be painted

whom

of idolatry

before

held at Illiberis

of pictures

During

in that

; and a few years

of Nice, a council
the

dread

that tended

canon which has been very frequently
gether

protest.

of images,

in the

the sect

against

the pre-

tyranny
age;

the Catholics

eighth

general,

unavailing

of the

to the

and great
attempts

and

when

now regard

to
the
aa

' No quod eolitur et adoratur in parietibus depingatur.'
The Catholim
maintain that this was a decree elicited by the persecution, and that its obJec_
was to prevent the profanation of Christian images by the pagans.
' Probably because there is no reason to believe that picture_ had ever b¢_
_nploy_t

ms id )Is by the ancient Greeks or Roman_
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u_cumen_cal, censured this heresy and carried the veneration
of images considerably
ised, its authority

further than had before been author.

was denied and its decrees contemptuously

stigmatised by Charlemagne and the Gallican ChurctL ' Two
or tln'ee illustrious Frenchmen also made isolated efforts in
tl_e same direction. I
Of these efforts
a moment,

because

there

is one upon which

it is at once extremely

I may delay for
remarkable

and

extremely little known, and also because it brings us in contact with onc of the most rationalistic
intellects of the middle ages

In describing

by the Cabalists

the

persecution

in the ninth century,

serve that they found a distinguished
of an archbishop

of Lyons,

name of this prelate

defender

named

in the

compass

the single exception

of the

so zealously,

middle

so constantly,

that

appreciated

character

the

words will be required

surrounded
of the

or

with the

Yet I question

whether

ages--with,

perhaps,

would

be possible

of Se, tus Erigena--it

the superstitions

oblivion,'

very

part which he took in

to find another man within the Christian
himself

The

it is only in connection

of Louis le D6bonnaire.

to ob

in the person

St. Agobard.

act of his life--the

the deposition
whole

I had occasion

has now sunk into general

if it is at all remembered,
most discreditable

that was endured

Church

who applied

and so ably to dispelling
him_
ninth

To those who have
century,

to show the intellectual

but few

eminence

of

' On the discussionsconnectedwith this Council,see NatMis Alexander,
* The most celebratedbeing Irmcmar_Archbishopof Rheims. BaronluJ
inveighedviolentlyagainst this prelatefor terming the sacred images'dolls,'
but Maimbourgcontends(introductionto the tir_st,des Ioonod.)that the expressionis not to be foundin any of the worksof Mncmar.
i Thereis an editionof his worksin one volume(Paris,160_),and another
mtTo volumes(Paris, 1616). I have quotedfromthe former.
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who, in that century, devoted

one work to di_

the folly of those who attributed

to spiritual
tenuating
strange

agencies,

a second

the popular

notions

diseases,

a third

hail and

thundel

to in at least some degree
concerning

to exposing

deals, and a fourth to denouncing

epilepsy

the

and othel

absurdities

the idolatry

at-

of or

of image wol

ship.
At the beginning

of this last work Agobard

long series of passages
on the legitimate

from

use of images.

ployed simply as memorials,
the popular
Idolatry

devotion

and

and devotion

had

being

offering

to apply

to the work

of this practice
the belief

itself, 2 and asserted
who
should

was

But

everywhere

on visible
the epithet

revived,

representations,

Men, with

a sacrile-

holy to certain

own

even of fife.

hands
Nor

that the worshippers

im-

the honour
sano

was it any ju_
sometimes

dis-

sanctity

resided in the image

that they reverenced

in it only the person

represented;

for if the

not be venerated.

I , Multo autem

had

of their

that a divine

a

this limit.

for the Deity, and attributing

tity to what was destitute
claimed

collected
early councils

they were unobjectionable.

was declining.

which should be reserved
tification

and

long since transgressed

concentrated

gious folly, ventured

fathers

As long as they were em-

anthropomorphism

all &ith in the invisible
ages,'

the

his deteriora

fingit etiam stula consentiunt.

image

was

not

divine, it

This excuse was only one of the
esse

qu_

In quo genere

hnm_n*

et carnslla

ist_e quoque

prmsamptio

inveniuntur

quas

Rnctas app_nant imagines, non solum sacrilegi ex eo quod divinum culture
operibus manuum suarum exhibent., sedet ia_ipientes sanctitatem eis qum sine
_nlma aunt imaginibus

tribuendo.'--p.

233.

• ' Dicit forsitan allquis non se putare imag_i quam adorat aliquid iness_
Dlvinum, sed tantnmmodo
pro honore ejus c_jus eff_es est, tall earn vener_

tionedonate. Cuifacile respondetur, qma si imago qlmmadoratDe_ nan eaJ
uequaquamvenerundaest.'--v. 237.
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of Satan,' who was ever seeking

under the pretext

of honour to the saints to draw men back
had letL

No image

could be entitled

ttmse who, as the temples
to every image,
Dtity.

no benefit
sentation

and

his mindbecomes

the true images of the

and inanimate.

no evil.

dead;

his body, and not

to keep alive the af-

af it is regarded

as anything

as such should

be destroyed.

an idol, and
then

It can conf(r

Its only value is as a repre-

is least in man--of

Its only use is as a memorial

fection for the
rightly

inflict

of

of the Holy Ghost, were superior

is helpless

of that which

to the idols they

to the reverence

who were themselves

A picture
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did IIczekiah

pent in spite of its sacred

grind

to powder

associations,

more, it
Very

the brazen

ser-

because it had become

an object of worship.
Very rightly too did the Council of
Illiberis and the Christians of Alexandria'
forbid tile introduction of representations

into the churches, for they foresaw

that such representations
worship,

would at last become

and that a change of _aith would

of idols;

nor

honoured

than

could

the

saints

by destroying

when those portraits
reverence?

ot

only be a change

themselves

ignominiously

had become

the objects

the objects

be more

duly

their portraits,
of superstitious

i , Agit hoc nimlrum versums et callidus humani generis inimieua, ut, sub
prmtextu honoris sanctorum, rursus tdola introducat, rursus per diwrsas efli_des
adoretur.'--p.

252,

Speaking

of the conduct

of some Alexandrian

Christians, who only ad-

mitted the sign of the cross into their churches, he says :--' 0 quam sincora
religio I crucis vexiUum ubique pingebatur non aliqua vultus humani similitudo_
{Deo scilicet h_
mirabiliter etiam ipsis forsitan nescientibus dispouente)sl
enim sanctorum imagines hi qui d_emonum culture reliquerant venerari juberentur, puto quod videretur eis non tam idola reliquissc quam
--p. _7.
I 'Quia

si serpentem

_eneum quean Deus

simulacra

mutasse.'

fieri pr_cepit_ quoniam

errans

popu]us tanqmma idolum colere co,pit, Ezechias religiosus rex, cum mug._.
pietatis laude contrlvit:
multo religiosius sanctorum imagines (ipsis quoqul
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It will I think

ceedingly

be admitted

remarkable

they were expressed,
pressed

them.

_o

when

that these sentiments
we consider

the age in which

fresh fl'om the shrines

illustrious

interesting

individuals

to detect

the

But although

isolated

to rise above the general

efforts

the middle
e.onception
materialising
no process

connected

ages, it was

the

modes

so congruous

with

of the government

the

change

of a great

prevailing

and with

could overthrow
in the

that

reigning

condition

for the

there is one exmost

from the twilight

civilisation,

which

its votaries

from idolatry.

l)re_minent

glory of Mahometanism,

has nevertheless

succeeded

in restraining

This phenomenon,

of the genius of its founder,

faventibus_ qui ob sui honorem
more

idolorum

indignantissime

part over
of an early

ivhich

is the

and the most remarkable
appears

so much at vari-

ance with the general laws of historic, development,

adorari

the

it, and it was

intellectual

be acknowledged

religion,

men who had not yet emerged

_ncfis

of

that it was at last subverted.

It must, however,

evidence

of thought

of the universe,

of direct reasoning

of society

of

Idolatry

habits that we.re displayed upon all subjects, that

only by a fundamental

ample

with

of

conditions

¢heir age, such efforts have usually but little result.
was so intimately

of Lo-

ever denounced the idolatry ,)ractised
of Catholicism with a keener or more

ineislve eloquence than did this mediaeval saint.
it is extremely

are ex

and the position of the person who ex.
Protestant

retto or Saragossa
under the shadow

_tmoPE.

cure divime religionis
ferunt)

omni

that it may
contemptu

genere

e_

conterendze

et

Jsque ad pulverem sunt eradend_e ; preasertim cure non iilas fleri Deus jusserit,
md humanus sensus excogitaveri_'--p.
244.
' Nee iterum ad sua latibulJ
fl _udu]enta recurrat astutia, ut dicat se non im_ineS

sanctorum

adorare sed

Mcto6 ; clamat _nlrn Deus, ' Gloriam meam alteri non dabo, nec lau0em
meam sculptiUbus." '--pp. 254, 255.
See too the noble concluding paAaqge on
the exclusive worship of Christ, breathing a spirit of the purest Protestantism.
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In the first

place, then, it must be observed that the enthusiasm by which
Mahometanism
enthusiasm.
conditions,

conquered
Men were

the world, was mainly a military
drawn

by the splendom

to it at once, and without

of the achievements

of its dl_

¢iples, and it declared

an absolute

iigions it encountered.

Its history therefore exhibits

of the process of gradual
and assimilation,

war against

absorption,

that was exhibited

persuasion,

all the rt,
nothing

compromise,

in the dealings

of Chris-

tianity with the barbarians.
In the next place, one of the
great characteristics
of the Koran is the extreme care and
skill with which it labours to assist men in realising
seen.

Descriptions

the most minutely

same time the most vivid, are mingled
to those

sensual

passions

countries, but especially

by which

detailed, and at the
with powerful

the

appeals

imagination

in all

in those in which Mahometanism

taken root, is most forcibly
that prohibits

the un-

influenced.

has

In no other religion

idols was the strain upon the imagination

so

slight.'
In the last place, the prohibition

of idols was extended

to every representation

of man and animals, no matter how

completely

they might

unconnected

be with religion.'

Ms-

' Some curious instances of the way in which the early fanaticism of
Mahometanism was thus sustained, have been collected by Helv6fius, J_e
/_m_t.
It is quite true, as Sale contends, that Mahomet did not introduce
polygamy, and therefore that the fact of his permitting it could not have been
one of the motives urging Asiatics to embrace the new religion ; but it is also
true that Mahomet and his disciples, more skilful]y than any other religionists,
blended sensual passions with religion, associated
and oonverted them into stimulants of devotion.
• Some of the early Christians

them with future

rewards,

appear to have wished to adopt this course_

which would have been the only effectual means of repressing idolatry.

In au

apocryphal work, called The Vogaga
of _t. John, which was circulated iD
tim Church_ there was a legend that St. John once found his own portrait in
lhe house of a Christian, that he thought at first it was an idol, and, even
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hornet

perceived

very

from

worshipping

disciples

ry to prevent
commands
that

them

which

it was

deadly
onism

attained

was the

only

all the

Koran
cery

of art

in which,

and
of the

while

most

during

open

the middle

were

regarded

period

but

ages

when

in the

and

seem
never
it
was

cannot

highest
objects

by

so precise,
way

he made

it the

the antag-

wonderful

pro
which

and

above

the

Alcazar

of

animM

texts

to imply
been

sacred,

to the direct

this

In this

together

from

of
life
the

in a tra
the posses-

surpassed.
be said

altogether

representations

as most

no art

applied

flowers

beauty,'

he did

to them,
and

h_

necessa

in architecture,

are woven

art,

the saints

was

and

sacrificed

very

none

the

representations

have

The

there

was

figures

prevent

has lost by

Moors

that

ble to it.

in which

art

Certainly

the

exquisite
powers

Mahometanism

or at least

; but

much

plants

geometrical

Christianity

idolatry

that

tt

and

them.

of the Alhambra,

excluded,

sion of _esthetie

so stringent

by the Spanish

form

carefully

How

and

to evade

to say.

ornamentation

Seville,

any;

once

from

of art.

is impossible

fieieney

are

at

possible

ir_ order

it was absolutely

making

his religion

enemy
it

were

that

images,

from

scarcely

he preserved

cl, arly,

that

favouraof Christ

or

was

precisely

that

sense

of the

word,

of worship.

The

when told its true character, severely blamed the painter. (Beatmobre, £r_t.
du Mardclddzme.) A passage in the invective of Tertulliau against Het_
mogenes has been quoted as to the same effect : ' Pingit illicite, nnbit assidue,
tegean Dei in libidinem defendit, in artem contemnit, bis falsarins e_ cauteric
et style.' Clemens Alexandrinus was of opinion that ladies broke the second
oommandment by using looking-glasses, as they thereby made images of tbemtelves.--Barbeyrac, Morale des P_es. c. v. ,_ 18.
See on this subject a striking passage from Owen Jones, quoted in Ford's
8/rain, vol. i. p. 304. It is remarkable that, while the ornamentation derived
from the vegetable world in the Alhambra is unrivalled in beauty, the lions
which support one of the fountains, and which form, I b_lieve, the solitary in.
atanoe of a deviation from the command of the Prophet, might rank with tht
worst productions of the time of Nicolas of Pim.
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with

mosaic
considerable
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indeed, produced
for their

zeal, and
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churches

adornment

was

in the fifth century,

after the establishment

in the eleventh

century

Greek

Cassino,

some slight

artists

at Monte

with

of great
cultivated
and again

of a school of
success ;'

similar skill was shown in gold church (rnaments,'
and in the
illumination of manuscripts ; ' but the habitual veneration o!
According to tradition, the earliest specimen of Christian mosaic work is
a portrait
of Christ,
preservedin the church of St.Praxede of Rome, which
St.Peter kasaidto have worn round his neck,and tohave given at Rome to
Pudens, his host,the fatherof St.Praxede. The finestspecimens of the
mosaicsof thefifth
and sixthcenturies
areat Ravenna,especially
inthe church
of St.Vitale,which was builtby the Greeks,who were the great mastersof
thisart. Ciampiai,who isthe chiefauthorityon thissubject,
thinks( V_ra
Monumenta, pars i.(Rom_c,1690),p. 84)that theartwas wholly forgottenin
Rome forthe three hundred years precedingthe e_tablishment
of the Monte
Cassinoschoolin 1066 ; but Marangoni assi_nsa few wretchedmosaicsto that
period(Ist.
Sa,wt pp. 18()-182). A descriptive
cataloglle
of thoseat Rome
has lately
been publishedby Barbet de Jouy, and a singularly
interesting
cxa-,ination
of theirhistoryby M. Vitet(_tudesswr Pllistoire
de PArt, tom. i.).
For a generalreview of the declineof art,see the great history_)fD'Agin
court.
' The artof delicatecarvingon gold and silver
was chiefly
praservedin
themiddle ages by the reverenceof relics,
for the preservation
of which the
moot beautiful
works were dcsi_cmed.Rouen was long famed foritsmamufac.
lureof church ornaments,but these were plundered,mad for the most parl
destroyed,by the Protestants,
when they captured the cityin 1562. The
luxurioushabitsof the Italianstateswere favourableto the goldsmiths,and
thoseof Venice were verycelebrated.A largeproportionof them are saidto
have been Jews. Francia,Vcroochio,Pern_no, Donatello,Brunellcschi,
and
Ghiberti
were allori_nallygoldsmlths. M. Didron has publisheda manual of
thisart. The goldsmithsof Limoges had the honour of producinga saint,
_t.Elo'hwho became the patron of the art. Carved ivorydiptychswere also
verycommon throughthemiddle ages,and especially
afterthe eighthcentury.
' Much curiousinformationon the historyof illumination
and miniature
paintingis glven in Cibrario,
Econom/a PoliticadelMedio Evo, vol.ii.
pp.
837-846. Peignotsaysthatfrom the fifth
to thetenthcenturythe miniatures
m manuscriptsexhibitedan extremelyhigh perfection,
both in drawingand in
colouring,
and thatfrom the tenth to the fourteenththe drawingdetoriated,
but revived with the revival of painting (F_ai cur l'Histoire
du PareAa_%
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images, pictures, and talismans, was far from giving a general
impulse
pear

to art.

And this fact, which

perplexing,

_sthetic

wa_ in truth

sentiment

and a devotional

different, that it is impossible
moment predominating

reverence,

by a picture
approve

feeling

are so entirely

gallery

antiquity,

is not that of religious

themselves

most

Painted

wooden

been

fully to the taste. Z

or from the legends attached

else representations

The sensa-

idols have in no religion

They have rather been pictures that are venerable
extreme

For the

for both to be at the same

upon the same object_

and the favourite

those which

natural.

over the mind, and very unusual for

both to be concentrated
tion produced

may at first sight ap-

perfectly

from their
to them, or

of the most coarsely realistic

character.

statues the size of life have usually been the

£_vourite idols ; but these are so opposed to the genius of true
art, that--with

the exception

has dominated

over every

of Spain, where religious feeling
other

consideration,

and where

three sculptors

of"very great ability, named Juni, Hernandez,

and Montafies,

have devoted

they have

scarcely

and never the very
pictures

themselves

ever exhibited
highest.

than otherwise

merit,

The mere fact, therefore,

or images being destined

rather prejudicial

to their formation--

any high artistic
for worship,

to art.

idolatrous period the popular reverence

of

is likely to be

Besides
speedily

this, in an
attaches

to

76). Glasspaintingand miniaturepaintingwereboth commonlong before
Cimabue,andprobablyexerciseda greatinfluenceover the earlyartists.
i _ on this subject,and generaUyonthe influenceof medievalmodesof
Ihonght upon art, Raoul-Rochette,Uours d'Arc_ogie , one of the very best
books ever written on art. (It has beentranslated by Mr.Westropp.) The
historyof miraclesstrikinglyconfirmsthe positionin the text. As Marangonisays: 'Anziella b cosa deguadi osservazioneehe l'Altissimoper ordinario
opera molto pi{lprodigi helle immaginisagre neUe quali non 8pieca1'ecod.
teuza dell'arte o alenna cosa superioreall' umana.'--_b, dd_ _
di
_w_ _
p. 77.
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a particula|tures

type

or dr,._ses;

provement,
These
mon with
atry.
the

of countenance,

reasons
that

same

apply

I was

therefore

kind

manifested.
traces

exhibited

was

ges
all im-

so to contort

beauty

of the

Even

of mental

whole.'

conception

exquisite

to

beauty

Among

highest

object

sufl'ering

of

in

upon

skill,

but they

I

characterised
beauty

worship.

as to disturb

The

of the

ideal-

countenance

were

the features

art

of any

habitually
the

of

In

deformity

was

nakedness

idol.

acting

the Greeks

anguish

of art, and

in com-

Christianity.

that

in which

glory

ages

or avowed

consideration,

peculiar

was tolerated

with

mitted

of virtual

of physical

the

no subject

the central

and

another

_ype of religion.

order

The

periods

which

estimate

especially

were

to particular

to the art of the middle

of all other

direction,

the monastic

ised.

innovation,

was, however,

mean the low

was

all

even

_ resisted.

There

every

and

and

_39

never

per-

the prevailing

human
was

body

was

associated

Even animal beauty. It is one of the most subtle, and, at the same time,
most profoundly just, criticisms of Winekelmann, that it was the custom of
the Greeks to enhance the perfection of their ideal faces by transfusing into
them some of the higher forms of animal beauty. This was especially the case
with Jupiter, the upper part of whose countenance is manifestly taken from
that of a lion, while the hair is almost always so arranged as to increase the
resemblance
There are many busts of Jupiter_ which, if all bat the forehead
and hair were covered, would be unhesitatingly pronounced to be images of
lions. Something of the bull appears in like manner in Hercules ; wlfile in
Pan (though not so much with a view to beauty as to harmony) the human
featuresalways approach as near as human features can to the characteristics
of the brute. As M. RaouLRochette has well observed, this is one of the
grea*,distinctive marks of Greek sculpture. The Egyptians often joined the
head of au animal to the body of a man without making any effort to soften
the incongruity ; but beauty being the main object of the Greeks, in all their
composite statues---Pan, Centaurs, hermaphrodites---the two natures that are
conjoined are fused and blended into one harmonious whole.
• See the Laoeo_ of Lessing. It is to this that Lessing ascribes tim
f_nous device of Timanthea in his sacrifice of Iphigenia---drawing the veil
over the faoe of Agamemnon_whtch Pliny so poetically expla|na.
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rather

with dignity

phatically

said,

than with shame.

were

naked, was deemed
was to represent
occupied

naked.'

To

the highest

The gods, it was eva
represent

an

form of'flattery,

his apotheosis.

so large

The

emperor
because

athletic

games

a place in ancient life, contributed

to foster the admiration
the most admirable

of physical

strength,

it

which
greatly

and to furnish

models to the sculptors.'

It is easy to perceive
ing must have

I.N EUROPE.

been

how favourable

such a state of feel-

to the development

of art, and no less

easy to see how contrary

it was to the

spirit

of a religion

which for many

made the suppression

of all bodily

passions
losophers,

centuries

the central
heretics,

notion of sanctity.
and

saints

one of the most eminent
was so ashamed
his

systems,

degradation.

latest

and Manicheism,

obtained
tenet

Catharl,
even

for many years
mutilated

a deeper

starved

the

themselves

to

of the body.'
boast that

they had never seen their own bodies;
in order more completely

evil

among

saiuts, some made it their especial

themselves

and

the essential

who were

death in their efforts to subdue the propensities
Of the orthodox

be to

than any other heretica]

as their cardinal

are said to have

philosophers,

that it would

Gnosticism

of the

phi-

Plotinus,

of a body, that he refused

modifications

and some

Gnostics,

Neo-Platonic

hold in the Church

maintained

of matter;

In this respect
unanimous.

taken on the ground

which in their various
more permanent

of the

of the possession

to have his portrait
perpetuate

were

to restrain

others
their

passions ; others laboured

with the same object by scourgings

and fastings,

penances.

and horrible

All regarded

I , Deusnudus est.'.-_neca, Ep. xxxi.
I Raoul-Rochette,Cours d'Arc_logie , pp. 269, 270.
' _atter, H'u_.d_ 6_os_,

tom. iil. p. 264.

the body

See also Forto_
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_s an unmingled

evil, its passion

deadly of temptations.
sion for representations

arrive

intellectual
religious

then, that,

condition
feeling

ceedingly

of civilisation

of intellectual

progress.

extraordinary
the religious

upon

; and

It appeal_
a certain

in the

history

adopted.

exercised

art.

an ex-

This i_act be*
that

was

of learning.

form of worship

a gradual

in

emancipation

therefore

results

natural,

that

point, they should

progress
feeling,

has been

in the

the aesthetic

of the human

dis-

mind, a differ-

Twice the weakening

conceptions

and

low

And this is what has usually occurred.

has been

anthropomorphic

of

it stil_

one of the most invariable

have attained

Twice, however,

sentatives,

dominant,

mind after the revival

conceptions

images.

deaths

when we examine the course

from material
when nations

or the

to the generally

as I have said, is the natural

an early stage

course

in addition

influence

taken by the European

ent

by such senti; ' and the pas_

of the middle ages, the special form of

3omes very important

card their

governed

of the lost, impelled

that was then

unfavourable

Idolatry,

as the most

at perfection

of the Crucifixion,

the martyrs, or the sufferings
further from the beautiful.

_4]

and its beauty

Art, while

ments, could not possibly

It appears,

I_ATIONAL1SM.

OF

accompanied

images that were
feeling

superstition

having

their

dominated

of the
by an
repreover

has faded into art.

The period in which the ascetic ideal of ugliness was most supreme in
art was between the sixth and twelfth centuries
Many of the Roman mosaic_
during that period

exhibit a hideousness

which

the inexpertness

of the artism

was quite insufficient to account for, and which was evidently imitated from the
maa_ation of ex_eme asceticism._
VJtet, l_tudes sur PtT_tolre de I'Arg,
tom. i. pp. 268-279.

Concerning the art of the middle ages, besides the workR

that have come down to us, we have a good deal of evidence in a book by s
bishop of the thirteenth century, named Durandus, called Rat/ona/e 2)/v/norurn
O2_.
A great deal of curious learning on medimval art is collected by
the Abb6 Pascal in his/'na_
de PArt C_r'etwa ; but, above all, in the

Icoaographi_Chr'_
16

ofDidron.
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The first of these movements
The information

EUROPE.

occurred

we possess concerning

in ancient

Greece,

_esthetic

history

the

of that nation is so ample, that we can trace very clearlythe
successive

phases

of its development.'

changes that are interesting
and confining
religious

realisation,

distinct

stages.

shapeless

which

but one which
tense aversion
increasing

wooden

was, like the Egyptian
religious,

to innovation.

characterised

and

conception
and in which

evoked by a matured

civilisation,

of religion.

of the beautiful

the

extremely

clever

Deity

gave
The

upon the

images

regarded

were

and

as-

not then

simply

as the emlittle or no

sketch

of

or self-abasement,

the movement

of

in

but

Raoul-Rochette,

[['_st. of Art.

was

lleyne,
games

who has devoted a very learned essay to Greek sculpture, thinks the
of I)_aius
were in wood ( Op_._u/a Acadon/ca,
tom. v. p. 389) ; buJ
Pausanias

painting

those

with marble heads, called
From the painted wooden

_,atues

this appears very doubtful
t_ wni 'vh was of ston_.

custom

than

rather

They began to exhibit

; and Winckelmann,

the

of philo-

a new tone

I According to Winckelmann,
wooden statues
/w4_Oot , continued as late as the time of Phidias.
derived

in which

keen sense oi beauty,

feeling, no spirit of reverence

I See an

by an in-

and concentrated

of the

broken, but they were gradually

t?oatra d'Arch_ologle

art,

art, at

the prevalence

was displaced,

idols in the temples,

religious

a higher

and Byzantine

and

on the philosophical

bodiments

created

began to tell upon the nation, in which

reverence

to all parts

in real clothes

Then came the period

culture,

speculations,

in _'hich

and were, at

were worshipped.

idols dressed

After this, D_edalus

intellectual

the religious

pect

a_rolites,

of

i_ to four

of fetishism,

were possibly

the same time strictly

sophical

may be divided

said to have fallen from heaven,

common2

those

only in an artistic point of view,

Greek idolatry

second, painted

became

aside

to those which reflect the changes

The first was a period

stones,

all events,
In the

ourselves

Putting

in

marble

and

says he saw a statue aseribtd

brom_

to I)md_
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a sense

of harmony

perfection,
lands.

gracefulness,

which has perhaps

The

prayer

and

statue

never

a conception
been

of ideal

equalled

that had once been the object

in other
of earnest

was viewed with the glance of the artist or the critic.

The temple was still full of gods, and
been so beautiful
through

artist,

them had passed
Sensual

nus; unconscious

loveliness,

)iinerva,

features,

beauty

represented

female
robes and

hair, and a countenance
after

even each form

still

a brief

of sensual
Bacchus

delicate

of a woman,

effeminacy.

Apollo

or natural

modesty

and

her golden

troubled

sheaf, was the
the thought

love.

frailty,

was transported
type

softened

the lover
into some-

by the sense of music or the
painters

in St. Sebastian

or St. John.

the chosen

of the

of labour.

in the midst

into the

of a disgraceful

wards represented
appears

grandeur,

by a girl, and with the soft

was the

dignity

of his toils for man, with

ltrained,

and .all the signs of intense exertion

nance_

Sometimes

he appears

of

Each cast of

of unmingled

chaste love of youth, which the Christian
type

chastity,

with dishevelled

with

that male beauty

thing of female loveliness

poetry,

self-control.

the god of music, and Adonis

of Diana, represented

once

somewhat

period

nurtured

only

by naked Ve-

eyes and

or, occasionally

unseen world.
limbs

never

that

All was allegory,

was the emblem of maternal

and,

devotion

was typified

and untried

type of the genial summer;

beauty,

the

with her downcast

Ceres, with her flowing

Proserpine,

and

away.

and imaginatiom
by Diana.

those gods had

and so grand ; but they were beautiful

the skill of the

hallowed

stern

_3

as a demigod

first

long after-

Hercules

was

Sometimes

he

every nerve

upon his countein the assembly

of Olympus, and then his muscles are rounded and subdued,
and his colossal flame softened and harmonised as the emblem
at once of strength

and of repose.

In very few instances

dc
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we find any conception
religious,
utter.

which

and even those are of a somewhat

Thus Jupiter,

Pluto,

and

the same cast of countenance,
their expression.
the passions
inexorable

of a demon,
sternness

calm:

period
result

change

of _esthetic perfection
tained.

the

of learning,

recognised
fountain

Greece

Iormidable

obstacles

transition
that

A some-

contrasts

than are comprised

of Grecian

had arrived

art.

intellect

upon art.

at the highest

point

has yet at-

to us those forms of almost passioi_-

became

and

passed

art at the

for Byzantine

the wonder

as the ideal of their efforts.

empire,

the

in Christian

and the

dry.

the

delight

of

of every land have

At last, however,

:Not only creative

the

power,

and love of the beautiful_ seemed

to have died out, and for many centuries
Greek

mythology

to which the human intellect

but even the very perception
the

and no pus.

of worship.

ages, and which the sculptors

of genius

an

and as an almost immediate

of Italian

which have been

all succeeding

alone presents

and that

objects

was effected

She bequeathed

ate beauty

by

by the visible representations

of the influence

At an early period

Jupiter

the Greek

are few more striking

m the history

of Pluto is shadowed

of poetry,

of the substitution

There

,

that

instance

of the revival

is chiefly in

of the king of heaven/

or facilitated

were in the first
similar

with

no care can darken,

into the realm

was effectcd

Minos are represented

and the difference

the brow of Minos is bent with the

It was in this manner
gradually

char-

of a judge.

sion ruffle, the serenity

as purel_

Epicurean

The countenance

aspect of unclouded

what

can be regarded

Greek

to msthetic

artists

the

Greek

proved

development.'

Church.
the

most

It was from

n See Winckelmannand OttfriedMiiUer.
• _
influenceis well noticed by M. Rio,in a book oall_l Th_ Po_
mf C_iati_ Art.
An exception,however, should be made in favour td
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issued forth to cage their

fierce warfare against Christian sculpture.
It was in the
Greek Church that was most fostered the tradition of the deformity of Christ,
offensive

which was as fatal to religious art as it was

to religious

Greek architects,

feeling.'

It was in Greece

to whom Italy owed its first _eat

ecclesiastical

too that
structure,

the

church of St. Vitale at Ravenna (which Charlemagne copied at Aix-la-ChapeUe),
and at a later period St. Mark's at Venice, and several other beautiful edifice&
The exile of the Greek artists during the Iconoclast persecution, and the commercial relations
of Venice,Pisa,and Genoa, accountfor the constantaction
of Greece on Italythroughthe middle ages. I have alreadynoticedthe skill
of the Byzantineartists
inmosaic work.
i Of which Justin Martyr,Tertullian,
and Cyrilof Alexandriawere the
principaladvocates. The lastdeclaredthatChristhad been 'the ugliestof
the sons of men.' This theoryfurnishedCeisus with one of his arguments
a_ainstChristianity.The oppositeview was taken by Jerome, Ambrose,
Chrysostom, and John Damascene. With a view of mlpportingthe latter
opinion,there was forged a singularly
beautifulletter,
allegedto have been
writtento _e Roman Senateby Lentulus,who was proconsulin Judaeabefore
Herod, and in which the followingpassageoccurs: 'At thisperiod there appeareda man, who isstill
living--aman endowed with wonderfidpower---his
name isJesus Chrast. Men say thatHe isa mighty prophet; but hisdisciples
callHim the Son of God.

liecallsthe dead to life,
and freesthe sickfrom

everyform of disease. He is tallof stature,
and his aspect is sweet and full
of power, so that they who look upon Him may at once love and fear Him.
The hair of his head is of the colour of wine ; as far as the ears it is straight
and without glitter, from the ears to the shoulders it is curled and glossy, and
from the shoulders it descends over the back, divided into two parts after the
manner of the Nazarenes.

His brow is pure

and even;

his countenance

with-

out a spot_ but adorned with a gentle glow ; his expression bland and open ;
his nose and mouth are of perfect beauty ; his beard is copious, forked, and
of the colour of his hair;

his eyes are blue and very bright.

threatening He is terrible ; in teaching and exhorting,
gmee and majesty of his appearance
are marvellous.
Him laugh, hut rather weeping.

In reproving

and

gentle and loving.
The
No one has ever seen

His carriage is erect ; his hands well formed

and straight ; his arms of passing beauty.
Weighty and grave in speech, He
is sparing of words.
He is the most beautiful of the sons of men.'
Nearly
all arehmologists have inferred from the representations
of the fourth century
that this description was then in existence.
Dean Milman, however, arguel
from the aileuce of St. John

:D_maacene_ and of the disputants

Council of Nice, that it is of a much

later date.

at the Second

See on this whole

subject_
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arose that essentially
style

of painting

centuries,

vicious, conventional,

which was universal

which

trammelled

and unprogressive

in Europe

even the powerful

for man N
genius

of

Cimabue, and which it was reserved for Giotto and Masaccio
to overthrow.
Greece.

This was

It was

the

once been dominant,

extreme

opposite

mainly

was pursued

of lisa

tury, and afterwards
characterised

towards

sustained

of Rome,

her, adopted

successors

the close of the twelfth centhe sagacity

and fostered

perceiving

vades and sanctifies them.
of beauty;
idea;

but

that

it is always

subdued

that has usually

Nor does this arise simply from
Christian
who

That

gentle

of anger

a religious

may be

compared

monk, who was never

or of bitterness,

rich mitre of Florence,

feeling

and

idealise&

of the artists.

friar of Fiesole,

any in the
known

who refused

per-

to the religious

the character
with

It

indeed, a keen sense

chastened

art had, indeed, in the angelic

saint

Christian.

of Giotto and his early

subservient
and

at Rome.

the first efforts of re-

They exhibit,

this is always

is

study of ancient sculpture

to look upon the pictures
without

which

to Raphael,

vived art, and for a time she made it essentially
is impossible

of Greek

that the proxi-

by the discovel_es

with

had

fact that

course of progress

art from Cimabue

chiefly to be found in the renewed

The Church

admitted

ever-increasing

by Italian

begun by Nicolas

of that which

by the masterpieces

It is now very generally

mate cause of that

of modern

and it is a most remarkable

it was at last corrected
antiquity.

the ttniform tendency

hagiology.

to utter

without

one

a word

a pang the

who had been seen with tears etream-

gmeric David,H'u_ de /a Peir_ure, pp. 24-26; and Didron,Iwno9_ap/dz
CTtrb'/en_,pp. 251-27e. I may add,that as late as 1649 a curiousbook (De
Formd C'7,r/_) was publishedon this subject at Paris by • Jesuit, nmm_
Vavaasor.whiohrepresentsthe controversya_ still eonttv-i-_-
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mg from his eyes as he painted

his crucified

Lord, and who

never began a picture without

consecrating

it by a prayer,

tbrms one of the most attractive
of ecclesiastical

biography.

ter was reflected
ciple

Gozzoli

pictures in the whole range

The limpid purity of his charac-

in his works, and he transmitted

something

of his

spirit,

with

th:nk) the full measure of his genius.
But in this, as on all other occasions,
forms

of genius

supply

and

ception

demand.

abroad

a visible

were ultimately
in the

want.
The

to every

department

study

condition

The profound
he incapacity

classics

of intellect_
of society

ignorance

that

that

opment

of the imagination

ignorance,

had

cede, the development

been

of Greek

imbued with the spirit

of abstraction,

of elevated
admire

philosophy,

literature

picture

the

devel-

does pre-

criticism,

and
to

before they learned
philosophy.

first effect of the revival
efflorescence

with the existing

accom-

They learned

Europe,

A general discontent

und

before they were

of free

All

ing was to produce a general

cen-

Men were entranced

a refined creed or an untrammelled
the

belief.

of taste,
which

to appreciate
through

so al-

old

as it always

which it breathes.

a pure style or a graceful

yet

corrected;but

with the chaste beauty

upon

the twelfth

beauty,

reason.

to SUl_

an impulse

the

until

preceded,

of the

given

The grossness
true

con-

had broken

had

of

required

but it had not

reigned

for appreciating

law

appeared

as to shake

dispelled.

panied

conception

painter

to

the higher

by the

of learning

of the

tury had been indeed

even

a cel_ain religious

That
the

The revival

Europe.
the

was

and

(I venture

regulated

world.

representation,

ply the

tered

There

to his d_

of learn.

of the beautiful

forms of belief

was

l The same thing is relatedof the Spanish sculptor Hernande_and of fix
_maish palnte¢Juanea.--Ford's _i_, voLii. p. 271.
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IIot produced

till much later.

t hropomorphic

A material,

faith was still adapted

dillon of the age, and therefore
organ

of religious

were

strictly

dinated

religious,

All the painters

of art

they depicted

ty, and

hesitated

they never

or painful

add to their religious
To these
portant
most

faithful

the renewed
noble

their

if they could

beau-

works

with

in that manner

considerations

representative

we should

who

of that brief

of the pagan

add

the

may be regarded

writings

moment
served

sacred

:No other

character
poems

antiquity

of Greece

the foreground;
introduced,

European

attributed

and

in whic_

only to en-

no longer

imagery,

human

figures

took

the

In the
occupied

machinery

indeed,

soared

he wrote,

was

far be-

religious

the form of palpable

and even the grandest

of

the power or evoke the

Milton,
but when

so fully

to the bard.

only to enhance

of mortals.

yond the range of earth;
ceptions

Rome,

realised

and even when supernatural

it served

moral grandeur

poet

ira.

as the

and refine, and not yet to weaken, the conceptions

theology.
great

subor-

of religion.

was always religious

to disfigure

images

of Dante,

study

invariably

effect.

general

influence

of that period

to considerations

The form of beauty

con-

was still the special

that is to say, they

considerations

loathsome

to the intellectual

painting

emotions.

sensu_us, and an

con-

and mater_l

representations

of spiritual

beings under human aspects appeared incongruous

and unreal.

l_ut the poem of'Dante

It exercised

a supreme
religious

ascendency
imagery

was the last apocalypse.
over the

of belief, when the natural
vert hltellectual
painting
faith.

conceptions

was in the
Scarcely

imagination

at a time when

was not so much the adjunct

strictest

any other

as the essence

impulse of every man was to coninto palpable
sense the
single

forms, and when

normal expression

influence

contributed

of
s¢
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and feeding

art a grandeur

the imagination,

and a religious

the same time a sombre

and appalling

the gloom of earthquake

and eclipse,'

poet loved to accumulate

images

which speedily

passed

and fascinated

the imaginations

_._9

to give

perfection,
aspect.

and

'Dipped

the pencil of the

of terror

at
in

great

and of suffering,

into the works of the artists, enthralled

a transformation

that had

after the period

of the

of the people, and completed

long been

Catacombs,

in progress.
the

painters

At first,
expatiated

for the most part upon scenes drawn from the Book of Revelation, but usually selected in such a manner as to inspire any
sentiment rather than terror.
The lamb, which, having been
for some centuries
condemned

the l%vourite symbol of Christ,

by a council

in 707,' the

seven seals, the New Jerusalem
or Bethlehem

transfigured

mystic

with its jewelled

in its image,

was at last

roll with

its

battlements,

constantly

recurred.

But many circumstances,
of which the panic produced by the
belief that the world must end with the tenth century, and
the increased

influence of asceticism

arising

sion accorded

to the monks of establishing

in the cities,'

were probably

from the permistheir communities

the chief, contributed

to effect a

' Or, accordingto others, 692. The object of this council (which was held
at Constantinople,
andis known under the title 'In _l_rullo') was to repress the
love of allegory that was general ; and a very learned historian of art thinks
that it first produced pictures of the Crucifixion.
(Emetic David, Hut. de/a
Pdnture,
pp. 59-61.)
Its decree was e/%erwards either withdrawn or neglected,
for lambs soon reappeared, though they never regained their former ascendme T in art.

As far as I remember, there is no instance

of them in the Cata-

combs ; but after Constantine they for nearly three centuries had superseded
every other t_ymboL (Rio, .Art Uhr_tien, Introd. p. 49.)
Ciampini says that
the et, uncil which condemned them was a pseudo-council--not
sanctioned by

the Pope.
&_ _

(Vetera Monumenta,pars L p. 28.
_ Sa_aa _,u_orura, p. 159.)

See, too,Marangoni,
Istor/a

• At first they were strictly forbidden to remain m the towna.
Evep the
pdmt.rldden Theodosius made a law commanding all who had embrace,
_ ¢
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profound

change

general

The churches

of death,

and

direction,

when the lrnferno

terrors

in their oraamunts,

aspect, and even in their forms/became

to the

representative,

painting

was

tending
of the

and in a measure

was at once singularly
imbued with terrorism

After

in practice,

)f the countless
universal,
fested

a disposition

and ignorance

the renewed

conener-

criticism,

superstitions

they adumbrated

The

movement

literature,

and in the repeated
creed

in high places, an impatience

sense of human dignity,

on all sides, and

was shown

that were made

rapid corruption

of every organ

uo longer

attract

religious

that were
were mani-

clearly

a coming

in the whole

and passionate

It was shown

was gon¢_ they degenerated

a capacity

in faith and to

to treat with unceremonious

and trivial

change.

could

of re-

well with the intelletuM

a dislike to materialism

and a growing

the Reformation.

the

and deeply

of the first period

a time, however,

ceremonies

a more spiritual

a new abyss of
and became

source, of an art that

A spirit of unshackled

for refined abstractions,

ridicule imposture

same

mind began to produce effects that were

far more important.
asceticism

in the

beautiful, purely religious,
and with asceticism.

vived art, and they harmonised
gies of the European

opened
artists,

the

These were the characteristics
dition of the day.

rapidly

of Dante

imaginations

in thclr

the images

of the

precursors

of

as forcibly

in the

old religion.

They

fervour;

and decayed.

once the s_enes of the most marvellous

efforts to attain

by the

at least

tone of

and as their

life

The monasteries,

displays of ascetio

professionof monks to betake themselves to 'vast sofitudos' and 'desert
places.' (Ood. _rTwod.
lib.
xvLtit. 8, e_1.)
' Thatis, by the introductionof the croes,which wM the first hmovstioe
on the old basilica architecture,and in manyof the churehosby a alight in
flirtationof the extremityfrom the straight line,it is said,tO represent the
vm_e,'Jesus bo_edh_ hind and gave up the ghost.'
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piety, became the seats
avarice.

of revelry,

had so long thrilled
of unholy

the

hearts

which were intended
conscience,

ligion.

The Papal

grading

vice, and

turned,

of co_Tuption,

chaos that precedes

aside

that

The

had

liberty,

love of truth,

sense of human dignity,

of a

the signs
For

long

The spirit of
the fabric

at her touch.

of

The human

from the dust of ages,

enchained
remoulded

the

the

of

to a close, and the

tomb, and

her influence

bonds

the spectacle

was supreme.

and tottered

in the light of recovered
its faith.

of

for all real re-

and of decay.

resurrection

beneath

the

agonies

charm to the

it encountered

was now drawing

crumbled

mind, starting

a

The

virtue of pagan sincerity.

Greece had arisen from the

superstition
cast

exhibited

the redeeming

night of medimvalism
ancient

made

See itself was stained with the most de-

the eye was

disorganisation,

to assuage the
a substitute

the Vatican

court without

Wherever

were

that

imposition.

or to lend an additional

of the pious, became

and of

images,

of multitudes,

a despairing
devotions

miraculous

traffic, or of unblushing

indulgences,

pagan

of licentiousness,

The sacred relics and the

source
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it, and,
the

passion

radiant

structure

for freedom,

which the great thinkers

of
the

of antiquity

had inspired, vivified a torpid and down-trodden
people,
blended with those sublime moral doctrines and with those
conceptions
glory
of

and the essence

human

thought,
ligious

of enlarged

benevolence,
of Christianity,

development,
and

conditions

life from

the

with

This was the tendency

new

of vitality,

shattered

purer faith, and became
aaent_

faithfully reflected

which

are at once the

introduced

a new ers

aspirations,

habits

and

edifice

the promise

withdrawing

of the past, created
of an eternal

of the human intellect,

in the history

of art.

ot
r_

develol_

and it was

As the old Catholio
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modes of thought

began to fade, the reli_ous

idea disappeaied

from the paintings,

and they became purely secular, if not sen-

eual, in their tone.

Religion,

now the servant,

of art.

Formerly

_kill simply in embellishing
He uow employed
exhibition

which was once the mistress,
and

a religious

of mere worldly

his mistress

as the Virgin.

attire,

surrounded

and

splendour.

subject
Ite

of sensual

his pictures

tude that could act upon the
with images

drawn

tion of beauty

from

became

for the
painted

her in the

all the
with

his
idea.

pretext

tie commonly

arrayed

loveliness,

employed

a reli_ous

as the

beauty,

her with

IIe crowded

countenances

the painter

enhancing

was

richest

circumstances

of

nude figures

with

with every form and atti-

passions, and not unfrequently

the pagan

mythology.

The

the single object of his art.

crea-

His work

was a secular work, to bc judged by a secular standard.
There can be no doubt that this secularisation
of art was
due to the general
in Europe.

The

tone of thought
artist

seeks

strong

religions

to painting

expression,

a style would

profanity

of the painter

the

produced

conceptions

is the proof of his success.

which it turned
such

had been

to represent

of his time, and his popularity
an age in which

that

belief

as to the
have

been

have

excited

and in

organ

of its

impossible.

The

uai,,-ersal

exe-

cration, and all the genius of Titian or Angelo would
been unable to save their works from condemnation.

have
The

style became

popular,

would

was general,
natural

In

because

educated

for religion

in pictures,

of thought

that made them demand

men ceased

or in other words because
material

representations

of the objects of their belief had declined.
This was the ultimate cause of the entire
There were, however,
which contributed

to look

the habits

movemeDt.

two minor causea of great importsnoe_

largely to the altered

tone of ar{_ while

DEVELOPMENTS OF _ATmNALISM.
they

at the same time immeasurably

tion--one
to form.

of them relating especially
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increased

its perfec

to colour, and the othe_

The first of these causes is to be found in the moral condition of Italian

society.

The age was that

(!apello, and of the Borgias.
Italian manners
neither

Italian

were of the laxest

concealed

distinguished

All

character,

nor deplored.

Italian

immorality

and yet

refined

sense

especially
up in the

characteristics

of later

Italian

artistic

always been extremely

it assumed from the first

united with the most passionate

of its expression.

of its

and the fact was

But that which

of the beautiful,

special vehicle
chief causes

di

and all

,s, that, growing

midst of all the forms of loveliness,
a kind of _esthetic character,

of Bianca

literature

and

made

art

the

This is one of the peculiar
painting,

perfection.

favourable

and it is one of the
For

to painting,'

sensuality

has

the object of

' German pictures are often indecent, but never sensual. It is all the dif
ferencebetween Swiftand Don Juan. The nude figure as painted by Van d_
Wertf is ivory--as painted by Titian or Corrcgbdo
, it is life. Spanishart trie 1
much to be reli_ons and respectable; and, like the Vergognosa at Piss, I'_t
her hands before her eyes in the midst of the wickednessthat surrounded her.
ButI am afraid she sometimes looked through her fingers. This aspect of
It_ian art has been most vividlyexhibited in the writings of Stendhal(I-L
Beyle).
' It is perhapstrue,as moderncritics say, that the transitionof Greekart
from Phidias to Praxiteleswas a declension. It is certainlytrue that that
transitionwas from the representationof manly stren_h, and the form of
beautythat is most allied to it, to the representationof beautyof a sensual
east---froman art of whichMinervawas the centralfigure,to an artof which
Venuswas the type---or(as the Germancritics say)from the ascendencyof
the Doricto the ascendencyof the Ionic element. But this decadence,if it
reallytook place,is not, I think,inconsistentwith what I have stated in the
text;for sculptureand paintinghave each their special perfections,and the
lucceesof the artistwill in a great degreedependuponhis appreciationof the
peculiargenius of the art he pursues. Now sculpture is as far superiorto
psin_agin it6 capacityfor expressingstrengthand .masculinebeauty,as pa;nt.
_g Is supedm"tc Ictflpturein expressingwarmth and passionatebeauty. All
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Em_OPm

the artist being to exhibit

to the highest

beauty

and the attractive

power of the human body.

in the

history

into national
first

of art national

sensuality

was

derived

in ancient

Grecce,

a new Inspiration

lin¢ss of Lais, and the goddess
fresh charms

of Phryne

no religious fervour

itself

from the voluptuous

love-

of beauty,

glowing

kindled
mind.

with the

a transport

art of the sixteenth

century.

of a sensual tone in all the schools
to be questioned

and

of its cradle.

city so plainly

formed to be the home at once of passion

Sleeping

perhaps

very visibly

the character
of art.

all tLe influences

that

point the sesthetic sentiment,
sentiment

to repose.

the waters
tered

could

raise

comprised
to the

wave,
within
highest

the

and varied

eye was turned,
and entrancing

it was
beauty,

sound that broke upon the ear was mellowed
that were below.

around

the

gilded

and

and all that could lull the moral

Wherever

met by forms of strange
while every

was any other

like Venus of old upon her parent

Venice, at least in the period of her glory,
herself

or

This school was

it reflected

Never

of

may be regarded

as its source and representative.
painters,

of

The second occa-

; but there is one school which

of the Venetian

The
when

in the Athenian

The rapid progress

that

Twice

has thrown
at the

Italian art is a fact which is too manifest
especially

the

time

or Theodota:

sion was in the Italian

overlooked

degree

art, and in each case with the same result.

occasion

Apclles

possible

The

thousand

by

lights that glit-

domes of St. Mark, the palaces of

the efforts of a Grecian chisel never equalled the voluptuouspower of thp
_h of Titian; and, on the otherhan_ paintinghas triedin win to rivalthe
majesty and the force of sculpture. If there be an exception to this l_t
proposition,it ia one which provesthe rule, for it is furaiahed by M]ch_
Angelo_the greatest modernsculptor,in the most sculpture-likefreocoesin
the world. It should be added,however,thatlandscapepaintingis in noerase
the ea'eatureof sensuality,a_d Mr.Ruskinhas with _me force claimodit _ I
fruitof Christianity.

OF
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matchless

architecture

the wave,

the long
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resting on their own soft shadows
water_ where

the

gondola sways to the lover's song, and where dark eyes

lus-

trous

with

passion

the harmony
• oluptuous

paths of murmuring

in

gleam

from the overhanging

of blending
charm

that

beauties,
pervades

deeply and fatally on the character
period of their history,
period of Venetian
for their
versal,

intense

of such

appreciation
a society

sacrificed

habits

patrons,

the

of artists
that

highest perfection

that

a great

circumstances

was so i_ar removed

statues,

that it was never

the learned

all sense of beauty

school of art,
to anatomical

appearance

of the very highest

order, the

these

artists

of oil painting,'

under the

the eye to the most gorgeous
i On the amazing vice of Venice,

with

which

skill of the Venetian

perhaps even the rich merchandise

uni-

In the

simultaneous

provided

discovery

natural

Venice

of the ancient

studies ; at the same time the

great
at once

licentiousness.'

by what may be termed

constellation

At every

and for their

arise, and many

in the same direction.

which eventually

rious

of beauty

and

all tolo

more so than in the

it was very

art should

from the discoveries
influenced

languid
had

of the peolde.

and undisguised

school of sensual
conspired

the

whole,

art, they had been distinguished

unbridled,

midst

but never

and
the

balcolfies,

of a
luxu.

abundant
attained

its

colourists,

of the East, accustoming

hues: t had all in different

ways

and ou the violent but unsuccessful

efforts

of the magistrates
to arrest it, see much curious evidence
TAg_a_o_ tur/e_ FcTnra_ Publ_a_
(Paris, 1828).

in Sabatier,/_t.

d_

t It is generally said to have been invented in the beginning of the fif_. tb
c_tury by Van Eyck_ who died in 1440 ; but the claim of Van Eyck is not
mldlsputed.
It was introduced
into Italy about 1452
named Antonello.
(Rio, Art 6_r_n,
tom. L p. 854.)
' At an earlier period, oriental

robes exercised

by a Sicilian

painter

an influence of a different

kinduponart. In the thirteenthcentury,when thcybegan to pourinto Franc%
the ornamentation,and especiallythe tracery,of the windowsof many of the
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their favourable

influence upon art.

figure, which had been the
which Christianity

of Greek

had so long suppressed,

a school of painting
of colouring

The study of the nude

mainspring

art, and

arose again, and

was formed, which for subtle sensuality

had never been equalled, and, except

gio, has scarcely been approached.

by Correg-

Titian in this as in other

respects was the ]eader of the school, and he bears to modem
much the same relation as Praxiteles bears to ancient art.
Both the sculptor

and the painter precipitated

allay, both of them destroyed

its religious character, both of

them raised it to high _esthetic perfection,
that perfection
Venice

there

ligious

school,

strean_
Virgin

was followed
was one
but

great

of Titian---the

was

contributed

to the

perfection

discovery

works

of the

great

in

early re-

to

stay tho
for the

piety for the ideal

tion, and at the same time to the
of many

of the

unable

cases

Even

was soon exchanged

ideal of female
which

decline.'

representative

of Bellini

female beauty.
A second influence

but in both

by a speedy

his influence

The Virgin

art into sensu.

of

secularisa-

of art, was the

of pagan

sculpture.

Frenchcathedralsis said to have been copied accuratelyfrom these patterns,
See a very curious essay on painted glass by Th_venot(Paris, 1837). I may
addthat, at the time of Augustus, the importation of Indiandresses had told
powerfullyon Roman art,producingthe paintings known as arabesque,and
(as Vitruvius complains) diverting the artists from the study of the Greek
model In the middle ages both Venice and Florencewere famousfor their
dyers.
z Praxitelesis said to have definitivelygiven the characterof sensualityto
Venus, whohad previouslyfloatedbetweenseveral idealsof beauty,and also
to have been the especial authorof the effeminatetype of Apollo. Phryn_
who was then tim great model of voluptuous beauty---s.hewho, having been
eondonmedto de_th,was absolvedon accountof her exceedinglov,_li_e_-washis mistress. HIScontemporaryPolyclesgreatly strengthenedthe sensual
movementby lntroduc'mginto artthe hermaphrodite. See Rio, Arf bTu'_
Introd.pp. 17-21 ; O. MiiUer,Manuel d'Arch_ologi_,tom. t. pp. 1B8,1_7.

DEVELOPMENTS

Tl.e complete
centuries

disappearance

of these

may be easily explained

lectual changes

that

lowed the triumph

had

all tenanted
p]incipal

break

G_eL**.numbers

of statues

of the

most

valuabk

.materials, usually

are more wonderful

in tile history

sums they consented

to expend

upon

the

Among

had never oh-

as among

artists

of ivory

cupidity

fanaticism.
marble

in sculpture

illustrious

of their

and

were made of bronze,

terpk,3es

the immense

than

idols were

it one

in pieces,

as is well known,

of far

more

:No features

Greek

to withdraw

cultivation

ourselves.

but the mas-

were

or of gold.
of the

fol-

and especial-

that pagan

them

tab ed the same ascendency

and intel-

or speedily

The priests,

less destructive

Greeks,

the preceding

by the religious

firmly convinced
to

scarcely

the ancient

objects,

during

by demons, for some time made
objects
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ot Christianity.

ly the monks, being

pr,_ved
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states

than

from all other

of beauty,

and

religious care with which these precious objects were
served unharmed
amid all tile vicissitudes
of national
tune, amid war, rebellion,
was in part
general
spirit

and

conquest.

due to the intense

_esthetic

in antiquity,
that

men regard

usually

with reverence

worships that were
manifested
spected

but

the temples
sentiments

tldng deserving

that was so

also to the catholicity
polytheism,

in all their

of the vanquished
were

about 1_500 years

feeling

not their own, and which
who

which

the conception

of reverence

out

Christianity.

that there

or respect,

even of

conquests

as representing
by

of

made

was especially

of man to his Creator.
blotted

prefor-

This preservation

the objects and ceremonies

by the Romans,

many tbrms the aspiration
these

in part

accompanied

the

re-

under
Both of
For

could be any-

or even of tolerance,

m the religions

that were external

to the Church, was abso-

hltely unknown
17

in Christendom;

and at the same time the
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ascetic

theories

beauty,

or at lea_t of that

represented.
age, the

The
precious

mutilated

type

all perception

of beauty

statues

metals

were plundered/

of Jupiter

When

Olympus,

the masterpiece

the achievements

destroyed

bronze

or forgotten.

sal statue
deemed

I have noticed

were

the

Christianity

followed

their
more

pleted

the destr_lction

_tatues

than

and

once reduced

those

survived

Towards

the

seen, :Nicolas

slumber

of medimval
of antiquity.

model of the highest

Our last
in-

conflagrations
to ruin, com-

while most of the

to Constantinople,

and had

by the Icon-

or the )Iahometans.

close of the

already

of all

of taste that

the fury of the monks, were destroyed

(_clasts, the Crusaders,

works

great
districts

of the old traditions,

that had been transported

which was

At Rome, the

decadence

vast

was

arose, the :oloB-

at Olympia.

the absolute

ascendency,

which

marble

and the greatest

of art, still existed

of the barbarians,

into coin-

in gold and ivory,

of Phidias,

sculpture

converted

notice of it is during the reign of Julian.
vasion

which

of

of Piss

twelfth

century,

for the

first

as we have

time broke

art by the skill he had derived
There

was

however,

no ancient

and the principal

subject

of his study is said to have been a pagan sarcophagus

of third

or fourth
of the

rate merit,
mother

of the

class kuown,

then,

the

from the

which had been employed
famous

Countess

for the burial

Matilda,

was then in the Cathedral,

and is now in the

of Piss.

and their contemporaries,

sued

Giotto,

their

ancient

Masaccio,

triumphs

model

without

As Flaxman

the

assistance

has noticed,

and which

Campo

all pur-

of any

Poggio,

Santo,
great

who wrote

at the beg4nning of the fii_eenth century, was only able to
enumerate six statues within the walls of Rome_ Rienzi and
10onstaatine himself set the examplein this respect. See the admiring
"_tkA of Eu_ebiu.%
V'_a Con_, lib. iii. caps. 5, 6.
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some slight impulse

to areh_ologieal

tions, and during the latter half of the
exertions
tained

959

fifteenth

eollee.

century the

of the Medici, and of a long sel_es of popes, sus-

by the passionate

}1.wed the revival

admiration

of learning,

ation, which were

for antiquity

produced

rewarded

that fol-

vast works of exca

by the discovery

of numerous

_tatues.'
Art immediately rose to an unparalleled perfection,
and an unbounded
and ahnost
universal
enthusiasm
was
created.

Paul

tion against
successors

the artists

in 1468, directed

munificent

be regarded

age.

the remains

of art, and Julius

as the

proclaimed

the

Torso

Belvedere

remarkable

reaction.

art, a great preacher

was thus almost
in Italian

and it was retarded

Under

the

arose who perceived

and who employed

made

by the types of paganism.

very

art,

by one

palace

in the midst of the noblest collcctions

ous tendency,

of their

his true master.'

which was general

but it did not pass unchallenged,

his

Michael Angelo

type and tone of Christianity

Such was the movement

Medici, and

munificent

their models.

banished from art, and replaced

most

most

rule

IL and Leo

All the artists of Rome and Florence

of pagan antiquity

The distinctive

a fierce persecu-

at Rome ;' but as a general

were warm patrons

X. may even

himself

II. indeed,

of the

of pagan

clearly the danger-

the full f_rce of a transcen-

When this impulse had ceased in Italy, it was still in some degree continued by the explorations of the French in Greece, where a French consulate
was formed

about

1630.

See Vitct, ]_tudes sur

l'H'tstoire

de PArt,

torn I.

p, 94.
* _ the descriptionin PlatinL
' And was accordinglyin sculpture(as in painting)singularlyunfortunate
in catchingthe moralexprea_ionof Scripturesubjects. His Moees--halfpriz_
tighter,half JupiterTonans--is eertalal) the ext_me antithesisto _the meek.
est man in all the world.' His colossal statueof David afterhis victoryove_
Goliath(it would be as rational to make a colossal statue of a Lill:putian}
wouldbe perfectas an Achilles.
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dent genius to arrest it.
painting

The

has been so lately

living historian

n_ EC'ROP_.
influence

of Savonarola

and so fully described

of art,' that it is not necessary
It is sufficient to say, that during

years

fifteenth

century

a complete

and that Savonarola,

more

than

orator,

order

to make it permanent

the tendencies

of the age.

ful religious
ceeded

revivalists

to identify

creation

checklug

ing.

generation

He attempted

Italian
launched

As these
the highest
leled.

degree

produced

at Florence,

the

objects

purity.

Week

prostitutes
pretext
of their

the Tuscan

after

over

week

invectives

of

had en-

of mankind.

from one who possessed

that

was

all, under

of

art had pan-

by the fanaticism

perception

he

against

character

and who

as the teachers

but proceeded

almost

He

of the chil-

in the
age,

all the leading painters

and

of

of his preach-

of religious

were not inspired

an impression

Ahnost

by

purpose

of his opinions

the education

their true dignity

the old Iconoclasts,

Medici, and

for the

the sacred music, and by restor-

licentiousness

invectives

times, pro-

all to purify the very sources

painted

who under

tirely forgotten

they

by guiding

to its pristine

to the

like all success-

of the

societies,

them the special

in

and with democracy

the ascendency

above

who had

the Virgin,

that

to ally it with

modern

from the pulpit the most scathing

the artists

revival

usury that had become general.

life, by regenerating

ing painting

dered

leading

to secure

dren, and by making

with liberty

of the tyranny

the oppressive

the coming

necessary
and

upen

last few

who was much

very clearly

He accordingly,

religion

of gre_

endeavoured

it was

of ancient

by his donunciations
the

perceived

the

religious

took place in Tuscany,
a brilliant

by an able

to dwell

it at length.
of the

upon

of
to

of the beautiful,
altogether

unparal-

of Italy were collected

the influence

Rio--I thlnl_the best part of his book.

of Savona

D_v_:,.oP_rrs
rola, attempted
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to revive the religious character

change was immediately
and the
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impression

exhibited

Savonarola

of art.

in the painting
made

upon

The

of Italy,

the artists was

shown by the conduct of many of them when the great
former had perished
pencil for ever.

in the flames.

purely religious
sistance

Perugino
painters

(perhaps the greatest

of Catholicism)

and on his death-bed

of a confessor.

religious

cast aside hla

Baccio della Porta _ retired broken-hearted

[uto a monastery.
scepticism,

Botticelli

sentiment

ing his portrait

refused

Raphael,

disdainfuUy

who had

the orthodoxy

among

of all the

glided rapidly

of his early paintings

the first to vindicate

was portentously

Even

of Savonarola

Raphael,

tendency

less than his contemporaries,

stroying

the

religious

character

of incongruous

great worshipper

of physical

influence

highest

painter

to the

so completely

art, and

of all the
thrilIed

by insert-

Scarcely

by

the

boat, he most
and reduced

effectually

destroyed

it to the province

fi_sco may be regarded
and even

some

religious

that

represented

the

any

other

great

sentiment

from

the most

early

had

a study
and his

all sense of its reality,
of al_istic

period

painters,

femtu]

painters

into it Charon

as the culmination

There were of course at a later

by the

Angelo,

the Last Judgment

of naked figures, and by introducing

the

fi.om de-

works

the religious

which

By making

in

of art

exhibits

Michael

for him to destroy

conceptions

the people.

of his later

degree.

it was reserved

who

force, probably

eliminated

was

of the Church,

never shrank

images.

as-

all the

from Perugino,

those of the doctors

rapid.

into

the

derived

the fresco of the Dispute of the Sacrament.
After the death of Savonarola
the secularisation

introduction

re-

criticism.

This

of the movement.

some great

but painting

Betterknownas Fra Bartolommeo.

pictures,

never again
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assumed its old position as the normal
sion of the religious

sentiments

period of medievalism
,'esthetic

of the educated.

it had been exclusively

considerations

were

almost

second period the two elements
the religions
beauty

sentiment

reigned

and habitual

alone.

Art

that

we have

of remark

had then

traced

completed

less closely connected

than

tory of anthropomorphism
in which

men require

and

dependent
has

upon

created

recognised

very

things

similar

in this respect

that of the painter

as the special

types

the

to

same

his art is

with the his-

object

the period

of worship,

tone and sentiment

sensuous
which

in-

it is true, does not sup

a _fisible material

imposing

three

of

or commanding

; but on the other hand,

also that in which their religious

the

its cycle.

took place about

The architect,
of worship,

In

In the last period

a transition

in painting

time in architecture.
ply actual objects

that

and

and the conception

It never afterwards
assumed a prominent
fluence over the minds of men.
It is worthy

In the firsl
religious,

forgotten.

coexisted.

disappeared,

expre_

displays.

religious
and

is

are most

Christianity

poetry

expressions

has

ever

of its relig-

ious sentiment.
These are the church bell, the organ, and
the Gothic cathedral.
The first is said to have been invented
by Paulinus,

a bishop of :Nola in Campania,

400.'

The

Greek

Church,

second

in the seventh

appears

to have

been

about

century.'

year

first used in the

and to have passed into the Western
or eighth

the

Empire

The third arose under the

Anderson, H'_ of Commerce,vol. ii. p. 86. There is a very curloul
eollectlonof pa_ages fromthe Acre of the Saints, in which bells are alluded
to (but none of them apparentlyearlierthan the beginningof the aeventh
century)in an out-of-the-wayquarter. (Suarez,De _?Nde,lib. il. c. 16.) See,
tim,Colgan'sAda _SandorumHibernixe,tom.i. p. 149.
Anderson,vol. i. p. 80. There had before been known a water organ,
rolled an hydraulicon. Therewas also a wind instrumentwhich some have
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:evivcd sense of beauty of the twelfth
by a little

the resurrection
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century, and preceded

of painting.

The new pictures

and the new churches were both the occasions of ebullitions
of the most passionate

devotion.

on_ of his famous Virgins,
_r_.lnd

When

and

thanksgivings

conception

to the

majestic

cathedrals

had flashed

gathered

they transported

slreets with hymns of joy, because
religious

painted

the people of Florence

it as to a religious festival,

l,myers

Cimahue

church,

and

it with
filled

the

a higher realisation

upon them.

of a

Just so those

that arose almost simultaneously

through-

out Europe became at once the channel of the enthusiasm
Christendom;

the noblest

to erect them, and they
purest expression
this estimate
of blended

was correct,

qualms of passion,
but most

as the

of the age.

That

no other buildings

calculated

or assuage the
energies of

around the mind an artificial,

impressive

atmosphere,

upon the imagination

by obscurity

and entrancing

Whenever
Gothic archi-

of the organ_ but which seems
bagpipe.

and

beauty,

tecture has been the object of rapturous admiration.

almost exactly the same as a Scotch

a

of the char.

of the history of art.

these modes of feeling have been very general,

placed among the antecedents

un-

to represent

by all who have any perception

acter, or any knowledge

the world

to produce a sensation

to harmonise

and by images of solemn

will be admitted

regarded

to lull to sleep the rebellious

to create

Church which acts
terrorism,

that

feeling

awe and tranquilllty,

the intellect,
worldly,

were universally

of the religious

has seen are so admirably

of

efforts of self-sacrifice were made

When-

to have

bacm

I am sorry to say Julian had

the bad taste to praise it in one of his epigrams.
(See Burney, ]T_st. of Masic,
vol. LLpp. 65-67.)
There is a curious series of papers on the musical instrt_
q_enta in the middle
(edited

by Didrou),

_zLrately.

ages, by Coussemaker,
tom. iv.

They

have

in the .dn_l_
since,

,drch_o1_fiq_

I believe_ been

published

_6_
•
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modes

ture has sunk
I dc not
_, ehitecture,

of feeling

into

neglect

intend

to

or to trace

IN _UROPE.

were
and

follow

very

disfavour.
at

length

the successive

rare,

Gothic

architeo

1
the
phases

vicissitudes

of

of its seculari.

i We have a very striking example of this in both tile buildings and tile
_iticisms of the eighteenth century. What (e. g.) should we now say to an
imaginative writer who, speaking of York Minster, assured us, as Smollett
does, 'that the external appeamn_ of an old cathedral cannot but be dis.
pleasing to the eye of every man who has any idea of propriety aud proportion ; ' who could only describe Durham Cathedral as ' a huge gloomy pile; '
and who acknowledged that he associated the idea of a churcb with a spire
especially with that of a man impaled (see Humpltrey Clir_er) ? Every one,
I should think, who was well acquaint£_t with the hterature of the eighteenth
century, must have been struck with the contempt for Gothic architecture pervading it ; but the extent to which this was earried was never fully shown till
the publication, a few years ago, of an exceedingly curious book by the Abb6
Corblet, called L'Architecture du Moyen Age ju#_e par les _rivaias det dou_
derniers _
(Paris, 1859). The learned antiquarian has shown that, during the last half of the seventeenth century, and during the whole of the
eighteenth century there was scarcely a single writer, no matter what may
have been his religious opinions, who did not speak of Gothic architecture
not merely without appreciation, but with the most supreme and unqualified
contempt. The list includes, among others, F6nelon, Bossuet, Moli_re, Heury,
Rolliu, Montesquleu, La Bruy_re, Helv6tius, Rous.o_eau,Men_, and Voltaire.
Goethe a_ _ne time opposed, but afterwards yielded to, the stream. Milan
Cathedral waz the special object of ridicule. Gothic architecture was then
almost universally ascribed to the Goths of the fifth century, and Bishop Warburton suggested that they had derived the idea from the overarching boughs
of their native forests. Some, however (and among others Barry), regarded it
an imperfect imitation of Greek architecture. Many of the criticisms were
very curious. Thus, Dupuls thought the zodiacs on the cathedrals were a reinram! of the worship of Mithra. Avother critic found a connection between
the ahap£ of the ogive and the eggs of Isis. A third, named Montlutsa_
explained all the sculptures on the fronts of Notre Dame de Paris by the
science of the philosopher's stone : God the Father, holding an angel in each
hand, is the Deity calling into existence the incombustible sulphur and the
mercury of life. The flying dragon biting its tail is the philosopher's stone,
composed of the fixed and the volatile substances, the former of which devoura
the latter, 2_c.,&c. (6_uvres de _t. rio/z, tom. iii. pp. 245, 246.) It is to the
Catholic re_;val _f the pr_ent centurythat we mainly owe the r_ival of Gow'_
architcotu_

Dm'ELC_n_rrs
Bation.

oF l_,Tm_XLm_.

It is sufficient to observe,

that about the time wheu

the dense ignorance
that had overspread
pelled, there arose .a form of architecture
sively and emphatically

Christian,

admitted

all others

to be beyond

tim spirit

of mcdimval
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Europe was diswhich was exclu-

which has been universally
the

religion,

most

and

accordant

in which

with

the highest

aense of beauty was subordinated
to the religious sentiment.
At the time when the modern and intellectual
chaos that
preceded

the

had been

Reformation

secularised

ship of beauty,
cadence.

architecture

The

a style which

is universally

ligious

character.

avowedly

fi)rmed

antiquity,

and

classic.

Cologne
remained

Europe

were

Rome.

The

larisation

that

from the

would suspend

devoid

to fashion

model

of the

to which

great

the

the

great

whole

church
work

the Pantheon
Greek

that pure Gothic never succeeded
countries.
The little church of

medimval
of

of St. Peter
was

and the spirit in which
in his famous

of

was purely
energies

at

confided

who had been the chief agent

expressed

pro-

temples

they aspired

while

of this

of a re-

were, in fact,

the last of the great

design

but

gay, and beautifully

rose

upon

' by

beautiful,

unfinished

It is true that the

de-

discarded,

Cathedral,

of painting,

it was clearly

more

to be entirely

then

concentrated

Michael Angelo,

everywhere

may deem

admitted

the beauty

works,

into the wor-

a corresponding

style was

The gorgeous,

edifices

and when painting
entirely

under the influence of Brunelleschi

some pcrsons

which

passed
exhibited

old Gothic

and it was snpplanted

portioned

was universal,

and had

in the

to

secu-

he undertook

exclamation,

that

he

In Italy,

and

in the air.

traditions
in gaining
St. Maria

had always

lingered

an ascendency there as in other
della Spina, at Pisa, which was

designed by Nicolas of Pisa, is probably the best apecime_u of purely Italian
origin, for Milan Cathedral is said to be due to German architects;
but
faet_ while it accounts for Italy having been the great a_Iant
did not prevent its infl_mco from being cosmopolitan.

of the GOt_
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Of all the edifices that have been
man, there

is none that

presents

human mind a deeper interest
certainly

none that tells

raised by the hand ol

to the historian

than St. Pqter's,

a sadder

to a worldly

has not even obtained
designed

to be the

universality
pressive

memorial

tions that
timent

and ambitious

pontiff,' who

beneath

of its decay.

thickly

The

around

within its walls.

Raphael,

Bramante,

adorned

it.

greatest

triumphs

varied

those

the revenues

dome, which stands
the proudest
who were
There

lie those

mediaeval

lamp of knowledge

There
aplendid

too

the

objects

pontiffs

the

as the

English

march

at the sculptured

sen-

of whict

has

reproduce

the

mingle

their

might

have

that

Beneath

that majestic

of eternity,

rest

and dwarfs

the remains
of the

who had

borne

of nations,
pauses

of those

sons of men.

benighted

representatives
traveller

associa-

and Canova
and

marbles

greatest

in an evil and

guided and controlled
almost worshipped

painting,

below,
the

im

of Michael Angelo,

beauty

like the emblem

deemed

the most

sublime

Thorwaldsen,

of a kingdorm

monuments
long

the

or the religious

genius

gorgeous

It was
and

it, and will abide with it
of the Catholic faith are

of matchless

of Christian

hues with

absorbed

glory

it, but an association

The

Cellini,

Mosaics

most

intellect

none had dreamed has consecrated
{'or ever.
The most sacred relics
assembled

its dome.

of the

and it has become

could appeal to the

cluster

It owes its

monument

of Catholicism,

oJ

hopes.

an epitaph
eternal

and there is

tale of the frustration

human efforts and the futility of human
greatest splendour

of the

alot_ the

age, who had
and had

been

of the Almighty.
amid

slab which bears

many

more

the name_

of the last scions of a royal race, that for good or for ill had
deeply

influenced

the destiny

of his land.

J Julius

But inexpret_
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bly great as are these associations
_an,

the recollection

Reformation,
sophic

in the eyes of the the_lo-

of Luther, and the indulgences,

historian

St. Peter's

possesses

an interest

For it represents

,_ldse, growing

out of the anthropomorphic

of obscurity,
sign that

the

function

the history

at considerable

in itself, and because

of a belief

developments

which was the sere

had

had telafi-

passed.

length

are entirely

The age of

conceptions

before

were

of ecclesiastical

singularly
striking

When

¢t

fascifidelity

the

organs

it may be assumed

change

grossly

of the artists

time.

changed,

printing

history

this aspect

it reflects with

they are the expression;
that

upon

it is, I think,

of the

is some corresponding

works

the absorption

of architecture

cathedrals

of art, both because

the religious

repeated,

oI grandtmr,

press had begun.

I have dwelt

of which

im-

habits of an early

It represents

by the _esthetic element,
religious

The age of the

the printing

there

of a still

ot that

feelings by sensuous images

and of terrorism.

of the religious

nating

the conclusion

which had led men for so many centuries to ex-

press their religious

nated.

and the

wUl tower above them all; while to the philo-

higher order.
civilisation,

267

that

in the modes of thought
and it cannot be too olden

was invented,

anthropomorphic,
is to be sought

and while
the

much

than of the theologians.

all

true

course

more

in the

It is now ad-

mitted by most competent judges, that the true causes of _he
Reformation
are to be found in the deep change effeeted in
the intellectual
hich began
of the Latin
of

classics, and reached

and of the
revival

by that

about the tweli_h century

Constantinople

Greek
This

habit_ of Europe

in the
philosophy

ultimately

of

of Plato

of learning

in the renewed

its climax

diffusion

produced

revival

the
by the

a condition

after

study
the

falI

knowledge

of

Greek

exiles.

of religiouw
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feeling which found its expression

in some countries in Prot

estantism_ and in other countries in the prevalence among
the educated classes of a diluted and rationalistic Catholicism
entirely

different from the gross

of the middle ages.
in any particular
leal

wherever

or even

the

or other

depended

sculptures

was

strongly

a remarkable

of antiquity

the mediaeval

influence

upon

but,
felt, one

coincidence,

was thus

on a large

modes of thought_

the ancient

should on a smaller scale have

sponding

polit-

considerations;

movement

It is surely

the literature

scale modifying

upon many special

geographical

intellectual

appeared.

that while

superstition

Which of these two forms was adopted

country

or social,

and absorbing

the art

exercised

that was their

a corre-

expression.

And, although
the _esthetie movement was necessarily confined to the upper classes and to the countries in which civilisation

was

most

dency

that in different

It represented
the Church
tellect,

promJnent_

the gradual

destruction

difference

and the ignorant,

of anthropomorphm
former.

faithfully

forms was still more widely

had once exercised

the growing

educated

it represented

in realised

department

gradually
erence.

religious
encroached

and the gradual

art underwent.

from being

confined

one age is often

the poetry

ing and operative
of imagination

to the history
faith

opinions

the

the

is peculiarly
of the transiof bealrty

the feeling of rev.

decay

which

of art.

is very far

The religion of
Around

there lies a region

into which

among

The sense

of the next.

of in-

disappearance

conceptions

upon and absorbed

This is a form of religious

which

belief between

The aspect, however, of the subject which
lignificant, is, I think, to be found in the nature
tion which

displayed.

of the ascendency

over evcry

or idolatrous

a ten-

every liv-

of allegory

frequently

pass. and

and
im
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_hich they long retain a transfigured
aider their natural
deflected.
human

no longer

actions.

They

hopes, awake passions,

no longer
or mould

of the ornamental

culture

They

are

They are invested
garb.

They

thought,

and being

explanations,

legends

and the

so explained
shadowing
day.

the new system

they

illustrating
enchants
away.

last rays, possessing

sense.

current

of

original

tenfrom

The grotesque

of a superstitious
appear

of

of systems

with their

were thus translated

the

with which

last this too fades
their

that

into

and ingenious

to the sphere of poetry.

away,

light that

the

the embellishments

For a time they flicker

beautiful

They are turned

by far-fetched

harsh doctrines

and

of men ; yet

in a non-natural

The gods of heathenism

the sphere of religion

inspire

poetic, but most attractive

belief that are wholly irreconcilable
dencies.

upon

and form part

of controlling

transformed

they become

terror,

influence,

interpreted
instead

forcibly

produce

of the age.

with a fanciful,

follow

and

the characters

a kind of reflex

existence

They are, as it were,

tell directly

they still exercise
allegories.

and ideahsed

life has died away.

They

26_

graceful

conceptions

faith
myths

are
fore-

of a brighter

upon the horizon

with a softly

the poet, and lends a charm
they are made to blend;

Religious
little

to

but at

ideas die like the sun ;

heat, are expended

in creat-

ing beauty.
There

can be no question

that the steady

European

mind, not merely

in the period

tween the revival
Reformation,

but also in that

our own day, has
from

all the

fetishism

of learning
been

conceptions

in the twelfth
between

to disengage
which

or with anthropomorphism.

meets us on all sides,

are

tendency
that

of the

elapsed

century

lm

and

the

the Reformation
itself

more

connected
The

We find it among

and

and

more

either

with

evidence

of thiJ

the Catholics,

in
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the steady increase in Catholic countries

of a purely rational.

istic public opinion, in the vast multiplication

of rationalistic

writings, and also in the profound difference in the d_gree of
reverence

attached

talismans,

in cities like Paris, which are in the centre of the

intelh, ctual
or Naples,

even by fervent Catholics to images and

movement

of the age, and in cities like

Seville

which have long been excluded from it.

the Protestants

the same tendency

three in the rapid

destruction

is displayed

Among

with equal

of what is termed

the sacra-

mentaHan principle.
This is manifest in the steady and
ahnost silent evanescence of that doctnne of consubstantlation which was once asserted
the distinctive

with such extreme emphasis

mark of the great Lutheran

sect, but whi(.h is

now scarcely held, or if held is scarcely

insisted

decadence

which

of the High

teenth century comprised
Anglican

clergy,

Church party,

the overwhelming

a concurrence

of favourable

the exertions

of a leader of extraordinary

on ;_ in the
in the seven-

majority

but which in the nineteenth

_thstanding

as

of the

century,

not.

circumstances

and

genius,

cluded more than a minority ; • in the constant

never in-

alteration

of

Indeedin Prussia_and some other parts of Germany_
the Calvinistsand
Lutheranshave actuallycoalesced. The tendeneyto assimilation appears to
havebeen stronglyfelt as early as the middleof the seventeenthcenmry_and
BishopBedell exerted himself stronglyto promote it. (See some interesting
particularsin his flife, by Usher.) Onthe recentamalgamationof the Lutherans andCalvinists in Germany,and on its relation to rationalism,there sr¢
someremarksworth reading in Amand Saintes' H'tzt. de l?_x&z_d/mrm_
em
A/_nag_.
t The principlesof partiese_angeso much more than theirnames,thst it
i_ not easy to get an accuratenotion of their strength at dLffere_tpm-lodL
Bhortlyafterlhe accessionof William IIL_the Low Churchclergy,a_cording
to Msoanl_y(History of Enuland, vol. iii. p. 741), scarcelynumbereda tenth
partor he priesthood. On their strengthin the presentcontroversy,see some
curloT_sstatistics in Conybeare'sEssay on Church Par_cJ. The failure of
_he movement was rery candidly confessed by the 1_
In hiJ A_'i_
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the proportion
detriment
¢entinental
The

between

said, to be found
i_ effected

produces

above

material

belief.

cause
mainly

both

There

a distinct,
notions

the

absorbing
scientific

theories

somewhat

any

being

interests

manifest

governed

was an occult

historian

defined

extremely

which

was apparently

relating

enforcinga very simple truth_

too
If

with a

and the

existing

con-

notions

prevailed,

other, but

popular

of

which

were both

literal

among
narrative,

the direct
which

of exegesis,

be discovered

by human
Church.

The

the Jewish

that besides

modes

could

of the

simply

intensely

the belie_
ordinary

were

are now professed---one

of a scriptural

by the

doctrines

it was

each
that

the eye of faith, or at all events
by the

our

studies.

question,

the other

upon

meaning,

notice.

modifying

secular

by the

exclude

allegorical,

to be ascertained

a separate

two doctrines

from those

meaning

time such

of theology

ever discussed,

means

rested

of

of knowledge

science

some theological

had been

commentators,

to rise

of the universe.
the

were

different

first, which
and

physical

On this subject

did not by

it requires

and

all portions

branch

any room for purely

was entirely

inspiration.

a disposition

one separate

of

which

of education,

, and to sublimate

upon it, that

view to elucidating
troversy

of education

and

of

is, as I have

such a deep, and at the same

Church

to leave

process

to the

development

movement

a capacity

progress

early

Dissenters,

of the influences

of the government

In the

of them

in that

is, however,

influence

I mean

of this

eoneel)tions

has exercised
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i See Beaueobre,Hi_t. du Man_/_m_, tom. L pp. 286-288. Barbeyra_
Moraledes _es, ch vii., has collecteda numberof wonderfulextravagances
of interpretationinto which the love of allegoryled Origen. One of the most
curiouswritingsof the ancientChurchbearingon this subject has been lately
printed in the _/_/Zeff/um _o_mrnse (curanteDora.J. B. Pitra). It is the
CLav_ of St. Melito,who was bishopof Sardis,it is said, in the beginning of
the second century,and consists of a catalogue of manyhundredsof birds,
beasts,plants,andminerals,that weresymbolicalof Christianvirtues,doc_h_
andpersonages.
A modern High Churchmanwrites: ' I believe that a geologistde_y impressedwith the mystery of bap6mn---thatmysteryby which a newereatml
is formedby means of waterand fire--wouldneverhave fallm_into the absur.
dities of accountingfor the formationof the globe solely by water or solely
by fire. He would not have m_intaineda Vttlc_niAnor a Neptuul_ theory.
He would have suspected that the truth lay in the union of both.'-.-Sewell,
C/_*#/an Mormb, p. $_1.
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firmament of discipline, good works spring from the waves
of trial as the fish from the sea, the purified mind itself produces its own graces, till, sanctified thought being wedded
to sanctified action, as Eve to Adam, the soul is prepared for
its coming rest. 1 In the same way, when the serpent _ _s
eondemned to creep along the earth, this meant that tempta
tion comes commonly by pride and sensuality.'
When it
was condemned to eat earth, this probably signified the vice
of curiosity, plunging into the unseen. When it is related
that there was a time when no rain fell upon the earth, but
that a mist, rising from the ground, watered its face, this
means that prophets and apostles were once unnecessary, for
every man bore ttle spring of revelation in his own breast.
The literal narrative was true, and so was the spiritual signification ; but if in the first anything was found which could
not be literally interpreted in a manner consonant either with
the doctrines of the Church or with the dignity of the Creator, the passage was to be treated as an enigma, and its true
purport was to be sought in the spiritual meaning.' Some
touches of description were inserted solely with a view to
that meaning. Thus, when in the summary of the creation
that is said to have been effected in one day which was really
effectcd in six, and when the 'green herbs' are specially
_ingled out among created things, these expressions, which,
taken literally, would be pointless or inaccurate, are intended
_erely to direct the mind to particular portions of the allegory.
Together with the method of interpretation laid down h:
_o

L_. * cap. 25. This notion of marriage representing the union of the
main elemente of life, is very beautifully developed by SwedenI_'g, in a

_ookon Co,_ga/Af_
' The chest signifying pride, and the stomach smmu_'ty.
' Lib. U. cap. 2,
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Ethiopia. He was also noticed for his keen and inquisitiw
mind, and for his scientific attainments, and since he had
embraced a religious life he had devoted himself zealously to
the relations between Scripture and science. At the earnest
request of some of the theologians of his time, he determined, though now somewhat broken in health, and suffering especially, as he tells us, from Ca certain dryness both of
the eyes and of the stomach,' to employ the remainder of
his life in the composition of a great work, which was not.
only to refute the ' anile fable' of the Antipodes, but was to
tbrm a complete system of the universe, based upon the
teachh_g of Revelation.
This book is called the 'Topographia
Christlana,' or
'Christian Opinion concerning the World."
Independently
of its main interest, as probably the most elaborate work on
the connection between science and the Bible which the early
Church has bequeathed us, it is extremely curious on account
of its many digressions concerning life and manners in the
different nations Cosmas had visited. It opens with a tone
of great confidence. It is 'a Christian topography of the
universe, established by demonstrations from Divine Scripture, concerning which it is not lawful for a Christian to
doubt.' i In a similar strain the writer proceeds to censure
with great severity those weak-mlnded Christians who had
a_owed the subtleties of Greek fables, or the deceitful glitter
of mere human science, to lead them astray, forgetting that
Scripture contained intimations of the nature of the universe
of far higher value and authority than any to which unThis work is publ_hed In the Benedictine edition of the Greek Fathers
(Park, 1706_ tom. iL I have quoted the Benedictine Latin trmmlaflon. In
hk preface, Mont£aucon has collected • long chain of pams8_ fl_m the
Fathers denying the existence of the Antipodes.
• Lib. i. prologus 2.
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_t_at-ion of the falseness of the Manich_ean doctrine,
It r_
z ,Air, "Hlc est fiber generationiscadi st term," quasi o_e,niat_ oontlrcantur,et universaquJem eis sunt cure illis stgnifioentur. Nam ai se_J_
dum fucatos Ulos Christianosoeelumtantummodouniver_ contineatpterrain
earn c_elonon nominasset,led di_et "HIo eat libel. _
oadt."i
IP. 12e.)
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mained to frame a correct theory to fill its place. The first
great point of illumination that meets us in this task, consists
in the fact that St. Paul more than once speaks of the earth.
as a tabernacle. From this comparison some theologians, and
Cosmas among the number, inferred that the tabernacle of
_Ioses wa__ ar exact image of our world. This being ad
mitted, the paths of science were greatly simplified. The
tabernacle was a parallelogram twice as long from east to
west as from north to south, and covered over as a room.
Two remarkable passages, mistranslated in the Septuagint,
in one of which Isaiah is made to compare the heavens to a
vault, and in the other of which Job speaks of the sky a_
glued to the ea_h, completed the argument,' and enabled
the writer to state it almost with the authority of an article
of faith.'
It is easy to perceive how fatal such systems of interpretation must have been to scientific progress. It is indeed
true that Cosmas belongs to a period when the intellectual
decadence was already begun, that he was himself a writer
of no very great abilities, and that some of the more eminent
Fathers had treated the subject of the Antipodes with considerable good sense, contending that it was not a matter
connected with salvation.' But still, from the very beginning, the principles of which this book forms an extreme ex= These were Isaiah xl. 22, and Job xxxvili. 88. The flint was translated
'Qui stamit ceelum sicut fornicem.' The secon_ cCcelum autem in terrain
la,Atn-vit, effusa est veto siout terra, calx, conglufinavi autem ipsum quasi lapidem quadrum.'
s , _c igitur etnos quemadmodum Hesaias flguram primi oceli prima dk
eondtti cure terra faati, cure terra universum complecteatis ad fomicis flguram
adornafi statuimus esse. Ao quemadmodum in Job dictum est ccelum con_lutinatum esse tel¢_, it_ quoque nos dicimtm. Itemque cure ex Moyse didi.
cerimus terrain magls quoad longitudinem extendi_ |d nos quod fatemur gnad_
_lioet Soripturm divinm credendum.' (P. !29.)
' This very liberal opinion had been expressed by Basil and Ambrose.
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i This doctrinebegan to dawn upona fewminds during the Copernican
vontroversy. Those who desire to trace its history may read with interest
Iome opinions on the subject that were collected and answeredby a contemporary writeron the question between Galileo and the Church___bertusFromundus, Vesta, sire Anti-Aristarchi V'mdez: Antverpim,1{_34). As I $hall
have occasion again to quote Fromundus,I may mentionthat he was e pro
fessor and doctorof theologyat Louvaln; that he wasthe author of a work
on meteorology,inwhich he combatedvery forciblythe notionthat atmospheric
changeswerethe resultsof spiritual intervention,whichBodin had lately beem
defending; and that he was on the wholeby no means a superstitiousman,
excepton the subjectof comets,of the propheticcharacterof which he wa_
I believe, a strenuous advocate. He wrote,in conjunctionwith a theologian
named Fieni,a book about comets, which I have neverbeen fortunateenough
to meet with. He was one of the principaldefendersof the immobRityof the
earth, and Irisworksare full of euriouBinformationon the theologmal upect
of the subject. He died _n1653.
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' The first condemnation was in 1616, and was provoked by the book of s
Carmelite_named Foscarini, in defence of the Copernican view. The cardinals
of the Congregation of the Index, whose function it is to pronounce authoritatively in the name of the Church on the orthodoxy of new books, then issued
a decree, of which the following is the principal part :--' Quia ad notitiam
Sanct_ Congreg_tionis pervenit falsam iUam doctrinam Pythagoricam, divinmque Scripturvsomnino adversantem, de mobilitate terv_e et immobilitate softs,
quam Nicolaus Copernicus t_evolutio_dbus orbium ccelestium, et Didacus Astunica in Job, etiam docent, jam divulguri et multis recipi, sieuti videre est ex
quAdam epistola impressA cujusd_n P. Caxmelit_e,eujus titulus Letters de/
P. Mewstro Paolo .Fo_varini sopra P Opinione d' ¢ P_w_jorici • dvl Uw_rnivo,
&e., in qu_ dictus pater ostendere conatur pr_efatam doctrinam de immobU_tate
Dollsin centro mahdi et mobilitate terr_ conBonam esse veritati, et non adve_
Sa_ Scripture: ideo, ne ulterius hujl_modi opiaio in perniciem Catholic_ veritatis serpat_ censuit dictos hic Copernicum & t_evolut. O_blum et
Didaeum Astunic_m in Job suspendeados esse donee eorrigantur. Librum
veto P. Paulli Foscarlni CarmeUt_e omniao prohibendum, atque omnes alios
_ibroepariter idem docentes prohibendos.'--Fromundus, Anti-Aristar_us,
_i_
Od_ T_r_s immobilis. In quo Deor_.n _ Oongrega_cd_B. R. B.
rod. lftl6 ad_'_
/%flhagor/o_Copermo_aoe
_
&fcad/_e (Antverpt_
|651_ p, 18
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' SylvesterIL He wasthe first Frenchmanwho sat on the throne of Peter,
the reputed authorof Galliean opinions,and it is said the ablest mathematicianand mechanicaanof l_s time. He died 1003. Among other thinm% he
inventeda kind of clock. He had also a statue, like that of Roger Bacon,
whichansweredall his questions. Accordingto the popular legend,he was in
sommunionwith the devil,who raisedhim successivelyto the sees of RbAim_.
Ravenna,andRome; and promisedthat he shouldnever die till he had been
atJerosalen_ which Gerbertconstruedas a promise of immortality.
B_.,_ like
that madeto HenryIV. of England,it provedto be a cheat, andthe Pope felt
the hand of death upon him while officiatingin the Chapelof Jerusalem,in
the Basilica of St. Croc_ The legend goes on to say that, struckby rmnor_
he orderedhis body to be cut in pieces,to be placed on a ear drawnby oxen,
and tO be buriedwhereverthey stoppedof themselves,he being unworthyto
feet in the churchof God. But, to showthat pardon maybe extended even
to the most guilty,the oxen stopped at the door of the Lateran. Whenever,
it is todd,a pope is about to die, the tomb of Sytvestergrows mol_ and the
bones of the old magicianclatterbelow. (See Gregomvlue,On _'_ Ton_ of tK
PopQ, and the _
accountin Matthewof Westminstermmo998.)
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numbed, seemed, at first sight, ah objection to his theories, _.
a contradiction
to his high estimate of human faculties.
But
his answer

was prompt

and decisive.

had lain like an incubus

A theological

upon Christendom,

ence, more than to any other single

system

and to its influ-

cause, the

universal

p_,

came, the regeneration

of

ralysis is to be ascribed.'
At last the revival
physical

science

of learning

speedily

series of most important
The

proposition
the great

appears
central

revolutions

conmderable
which

there
occupy

eclipse, the

intended

comet,

for him

to garnish

tronomy,

is

it the sun

its firmament.
a crowd

place

Man being

has some bearing

the meteor,

From
of super-

in the belief

the centre

of

of all things,
upon his acts.

and the tempest,
of the universe

upon him, and all the dislocations
The science which

Around

followed

The whole history

hibits are connected

no

and the stars seem but in-

a conspicuous

phenomenon

man,

than that our world

of the universe.

naturally

early civilisation.

every startling

the old view of the posi-

To an uncivilised

alike to revolve,

a

in our conceptions.

more sell:evident

lights destined

this conception
stitions

universe.

object

and moon appear

The

it, and it soon effected

first of these was to shake

tion of man in the

every

followed

and perturbations

are all
centres
it ex-

with his history.'
especially

but for a considerable

corrects these notions is asperiod it rather aggravated

them, for it was at first inseparably

blended

with astrology.

• Eventhe sun and starswere suppoeedto shine with a feeblerlight since
the Fall (St. Isidors,De Ord_ Or_r_um,
cap. v._ On the effects ot
mau'iMnca the vegetableworld,see St. Augustine,/)6 _
lib. t caD.l&

It is an extremely
of the

revival

observation

ingenious

of learning

of M. Comte,

systematic

effort

ducing

apparently

the

t-ions within

be no less justly
egotism

which

the

certainly

regarded

it would

represents
the

the depressing

most

of each

the focus

sublime

But, notwithstanding
be no doubt
proves

that our world

tion, and which,
mental

J I have

Those

Va_inl
99.)

that all the
adopted

fortunes

a somewhat

Fomponazzi

attempted

with

the
of

our earth

Christianity

to explain

can

which
in crea-

shows that

it

as by its magnitude.

the bold attempt

of

there

fraction

a discovery

similar view.

converge.'

of a science

its motion,

beginning of the fourteenth century, to construct,
philosophy
of religions.
Cardan, too, cast the
declared

conception

the influences

aberration,

tendency

And

than one which

this temporary

who regard

already mentioned

any

eontinuaUy

of such

ot

produce.

as linked

which

by its position

in_portance

overrated.

individual

is but an infinitesimal

is as undistinguished
The

must
of man

by demonstrating

a_

I think,

struggles

things

of the eventual

re-

of human

to imagine

towards

of created

by

sense of insignificance

universe

be difficult

the career

of history

as one of the last

of the

just

the first

It may, however,

to exalt the dignity

march of worlds,

marks

phenomena

of law.'

against

more calculated

a philoaophy

capricious

immensity

an extremely

that this last study

to frame

the domain

human

and, at least as far as the period
is concerned,

can hardly

as the centre
of Peter

be

of the

of Apono,

in the

by the aid of astrology) a
horoscope
of Christ, and

were

predicted

by the

(I)urand, Vie de Fan/n/,

the phenomena

stars.

pp. 95-

of magic by the Jaffa.

tmoe of the stare (Biog. Univ., art. Pompomttd) ; and Bodia, in the very
_egteet

political

work

of the sixteenth

whether it is possible to discover
development of societies, mMn_ins

by_ogy.

(_,_

• Aa a poet expmmes

century,

having

raised

the quegtioa

any principle of orde_ preeidi_
ov_ thtt
that such a principle eta only be reveai_

_v. _. _ 2,)
it :--

' The warrior's fate is blazoned

in the skiew;

A worldk darkenedwhea a hea.odim.'
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material

universe

will always

sition in the moral scheme;
first position

attribute
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to it a s_m_lar po-

and when the falsehood

is demonstrated,

the

second

of the

appears

incon-

gruous or a difficulty?
It has been

reserved

for the present

century

new science to supplement

the discovery

Galileo

has not yet been

by another

which

but is no doubt destined to exercise
over all future systems
geology

relating

to the

To those who regard
of the

infinite,

rocks, as the

of belief:

the

the indefinite

revelation

influence

discoveries

history

of

as the highest
upon

the

of

the globe.
conception

of etc-rnity is written

of immensity

and

fully realised.

a commanding
I mean the

preadamite

revelation

and for a

of Copernicus

on the

stars.

But

to more scientific minds the most important
effect of geology
has not been that it throws back to an incalculable distance
the horizon

of creation,

transformed

all the

mogony;

but that

once

the

universal

That

this fearful
the

yet

that

it has renovated

early interpretations
it has conclusively
belief

calamity

count of the transgression
valses

nor

appeared

of the Mosaic cosdisproved

concerning

the

origin

in the

of man, that every

frame of any created

being,

and

every

what

was

of death.

universe

on ac-

pang that conpassion or in-

Whatever may be thought of its justice, there cannot be two opinions
aboutthe exquisite beauty of the suggestionby which Dr. Chalmerssought to
meetthis difflculty--that the parable of the shepherd leaving the ninety-nine
lheep to seek that which had gone astray,is but a description of the act of
the Deityseekingto reclaimthe single worldthat had revoltedagainst Rim, aa
thotlghit wereof moreimportancethan all that remainedfaithful. It may be
added that astronomyitself furnishesa striking illustrationof the ds.ngerof
trustingtoo implicitlyto our notions of the fitness of things. The ancient
astronomersunanimouslymaintainedthat the motionsof the celestial bedie_
must necessarilybe circularand uniform,because they regarded that as tht
mostperfect kindof movement; and the persistencewith which this notiom
was held, till it was overthrownby Kepler,was one of the chief obstaclesW
asa_mdcal
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stinct or necessity

that contributes

ing, is but the fruit
long believed

of the

to the infliction

disobedience

with unfaltering

of suffer,

in Paradise,

warn

assurance, and is even now

held by many who cannot be regarded as altogether mmducated.
And this general proposition became a great arche
type, a centre around which countless
formed,

a first principle

the predispositions

congenial

or measure

of probability

of men in all their enquiries.

and all pain resulted

from the sin of Adam,

give every

instance

nification

particular

; and if these

tions were connected
to believe
has now

of death

the greatest

it was natural

or pain a special

of terrestrial

with the history

proved

decisively

that

these conclusions.

It has proved

man trod this earth

death

; that

things,

that

it so entered
the

agony

known as at present

the

sig-

imperfecBut geology

error

that countless
revelled

into the original

and

to

of man, it was natural

a profound

raged and

guiding

If all death

that all minor evils were no less so.

cupants

beliefs were

infirmity

when the mastodon

lurks

ages

in

before

among

its oc-

constitution
it implies

of
were

and the dinotherium

were the ruler_f
the world.
To deny this is now impossible: to admit it is to abandon one of the root-doctrines
of
the past.
A second
have exercised
of the
tion.

kind

scientific

discoveries

upon belief_ has been the gradual

substitution

conception

of influence

of law for that

This substitution

to more than once;

which

of supernatural

I have already

but I trust the reader

interven-

had occasion

to refer

will pardon

me for

reverting to it for a moment, in order to show wiih more precision than I have hitherto done the extent and nature of the
change.

It is the

that their curiosity

especial

characteristic

of uncivilised

men

and, still more, their religious sentiment_

are very rarely excited

by those

phenomena

which fall o!_

DEVELOPM'EN_

vlously

within

keenly

the
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range of natural
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laws, while

affected by all which appear abnormal.

they

are

It is indeed

true that this expression

' natural law ' has to the uncivilised

man only a very vague

and faint signification,

no conception

of the close connection

fercnt

of phenomena,

classes

utes each department
to the

action

phenomena
quences,
meteors,

ideas

appear

after

were

but

as a species

this is determined
the casting
proaching

place

capricious,

and the
were

the sun and

the stars.

latter

Thus, too,
prohibited,

that

being

with

result

f_om

an appeal

of the Deity.'

of lots became

interposition,

and

one of the favourite

on

Man being

how the die will t_all, it was believed
by a Divine

are

connected

many evils

of blasphemy,

_e-

Thus comets,

phenomena

of the

certain

in regular

intervention.

to the adjudication

unable to calculate

dif

attrib

yet still

from a very early period

on account

trivial matters

spirits;

as taking

with Divine

long

of chance

not simply
them,

presiding

and atmospheric

religious
games

others

especially

between

and that he frequently

recognised

while

associated

subsisting

even of those which are most regulal

of special

are

that he has

that

accordingly
means of ap-

the Deity.'

From

this habit

with the abnormal_
one of them
In the first

of associating

religious

two very important

relating

to science

place, as long

consequences

and the

as abnormal

i See a clear view of the old opinions
_rah_redu _ort (Amsterdam, 1'/14),

feelings

chiefly
ensued,

other to theology
and capricious

on this subject

phe

in Barbeyrac,/_/a

who sustainedan ardent controversyol

thesubjectwith a Dutch divine. The firstwriter,I believe,
who dearly and
.sF_tematically
maintained that lotswere governed by purelynatural law_ w_
N; Ellglish

Purltan m|n|ster

of .Different

A'_,u_

book, teeming

(London,

1619)--a

well-reuoned

NaCre
and

and

Uu

curiou_

with quaint learnin_

' Henoe the term 'sertes'
U ' sor_i

named Gataker, in a work O_ t_

of Lots

1, t sorcerY'

was applied to oracles.

Hence, too, such woeck
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tmmena aredeemed the directactsof the Deity,al]attempta
to explain
tempts

them

mast

by science will be discouraged;

appear

an irreverent

acts, and, if successful,
emotion.'
essentially
sciousness

of the

Identified

with

in a scientific
The

forms

place, it is e_ident

ill an early

different

from
Divine

the

period

that

in a later

presence

age with that

of the Deity

The one conception

around

of miracle,

other of regularity,

The

first

science

am referring
prominence
been
study

of the

more

by the

the almost

being

works

which

mainly
and

fourteenth
influence

age is
law.

must

attained

of astrology
by the
and

the Arabian

The

great

simultaneous

appearance

of

the
The

at the period

century

on Christendom.

be

of the ideas

the other to rev-.

early

antiquity,

the

of caprice;

rose to perfection
which

con-

action ;

and of prescience.

revival

l_

different,

they centre

most to prayer,

of pagan

profound

The

unbroken

wholly

of change,

of the

in the

and

consists

to was astronomy,
ou'_ccount

produced

exercised

that

must

and capricious

of immutability,

one conception
predisposes
erence and admiration.

_hat the concep

in an unscientific

emotions

equally

Divine

of religiout

period.

of regular

conceptions

of interference,

the

of civilisation

idea of abnormal

of religious

so.

for such at-

into

they diminisl_., the sources

In the second

tion of the Deity

prying

work

I

a great
that

had

renewed

perhaps
intellect

still
then

of Copernicus,

Kepler, Galileo,
and

' Thus De Maistre,speaki-g of the andent_ says:_' Lear physiqueest
peu pros nuUe. Car non seulementils n'attachaientaucun prix auz exp6riqmcesphysiques,mais ils les m6prisaient,et m_me Us attachaientje ne
quel h_g_reid6e d'impi6t6; d ce sentinwnt wnfus _enait d_ bi_ lung:
(_b/rb_ de 8t. P'et_rmbourg,
_me entretieu.) This is the true spiritof supers@
tlon. Speakingof earthquakes,Commassays:--' Quodveto terramoveaturid
non a vento fled dicimus; non enim fabulas comminiscimurut Jill,sed illud
jua_ Dei fled pronuvtt_,_us,_ eur/oserernperfu/r/_nus, airqutppeScripture
perI)avtdem,"Qui rmpidt terrain et faclt earntremere,"&c.'--p. IH;.

D_P_T8
Tycho

Brahe,

and the invention

the telescope,
into what
The

soon introduced

had

Theory

known
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long been
of Vorticss

to have

and rapid

improvement

of

of natural

law

the conception

the

special

realm of superstition.

of Descartes,

no scientific

_89

value,

although

it is now

had, as has been

truly

said, a mental

value of the very highest

order, for it was t__._

first attempt

to form

universe

law and without
viously

the different

for the

most

part

belief was that
effected
signed

to every

looked

and

to every

throughout
of a multitude

naturally

suggested

count

for them;

and on the

angels

with phenomena

and

All this passed
of Newton.

The

system

time,

element,

were

angel was asand

similar

nc_

The belief

of isolated

capt4cious

the belief

and

in angels

of a_elic

the genius

of law
that grew

to ac-

the association

themselves

legends

away before

preme, and the conceptions
tion of the celestial
For a long

the popular
changes

of

constantly

a vivid sense of angelic

reign

Pre-

the middle ages.'

other hand,

which was shown in countless
tions.

and

a special

that obtruded

produced

by natural

agents.'

bodies had been

upon as isolated,

In the Talmud

star

existence

on the attention

of spit4tual

motions of the heavenly

by angels2

phenomena

of the

they as well as all atmospheric

tions were general
in the

a system

the intervention

presence,
manifesta-

of Descartes

was recognised

as su-

out of the earlier

no-

waned and vanished.

however,

comets

mp._'z,ed

to be the

I This wu originallya r_m_rkof St. Simon,but it has been adopted and
mad_greatuse of by M.Comteand someof his disciples. See that very able
book,Llttr_ V'_ d_ Cor_
• Roeeamom,De Oome_, p. 17; St. Isidore,Ds Ordine C_'mhtrartmk
' KaraT,/_endel P/mu_ pp. 1'/-18. Angelsweresometimesrepresented
mold ghrtsean paintingand sculpturebearing along the stars (and especially
the Star of Betldehem) in their hands. See, e. g., a very curiousold b_
relief roundthe choir of Notre Dameat Paris.
19
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_,_oN_

n¢ x_o_o_,_.

refuge of the dying superstition.
Their rarity, the eceen
trlcity of their course, the difficulty of ascertaining their
nature, and the grandeur and terror of their aspect, had all
contributed to impress men with an extraordinary sense of
their supernatural character.
From the earliest ages they
had been regarded as the precursors of calamity, and men
being accustomed to regard them in that light, a vast mass
of evidence was soon accumulated in support of the belief
It was shown that comets had preceded the death of such
rulers as Caesar, or Constantine the Great, or Charles V.
Comets were known to have appeared before the invasion of
Greece by Xerxes, before the Peloponnesian war, before the
civil wars of Caesar and Pompey, before the fall of Jerusalem, before the invasion of Attila, and before a vast number
of the greatest famines and pestilences that have afflicted
mankind.'
Many hundreds of cases of this kind were collected, and they furnished an amount of evidence which was
quite sufficient to convince even somewhat sceptical minds,
at a time when the supernatural character of comets, harmonising with the-prevail_g notions of the government of the
universe, appeared antecedently probable. Some theologians
indeed, while fully acknowledging the ominous character el"
these apparitions, attempted to expl_n them in a somewhat
rationalistic manner. According to their view, comets were
nmsses of noxious vapour exhaled--some
said from the
earth, and others from the sky, which by tainting the atmoss
phere produced pestilence.
Kings were indeed especially
liable to succumb beneath this influence, but this was only
because their labours and their luxurious habits rendered
The fuUest ststement ol tJ:'eevidence ofth_ prophetio _
of cornea
| ksve met wit_, is in Baxo, De C'ome$_(1578)_ The emthe" wu a Sjmnie$
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them

weaker

than other men.'

were simply regarded
nosticate

calamity.

Usually,

as supernatural
Two or three

forts to shake the belief.
notions,'

panic

obedience
cal but

which

he

in 1680, Bayle

to the spirit

wrote forcibly

assailed

made

point

consummate

skill

which rested

on an arbitrary

selection
the

text

of superstitions.'

predicted
removed

the

with

of reasoning
very best

on the gradual

and philosophy

to assist

of comets,

consolida-

and

them.

they were

were
Halley

at once

to the domain of law, and one of the most ancient

The process
a single though
science,

not a theologi-

of chance coincidences,

till science appeared

of human superstitions

m the

effort, but, in

for one of the

But theology

revolution

theological

He displayed

of a process

books that have ever been written
alike impotent

a similar

of view.

weakness

and he made the subject
dation

on

against

and as being inconIn the midst of a

of the age, he adopted

a philosophical
the

sent to prog-

men made vain ef-

grounds as forming a species of fatalism,
sistent with the belief in Providence.
similar

comets

Thus, during one of the panics oc-

casioned by a great comet, Paracelsus
Lhe popular

however,

warnings

great

29]

was destroyed.

which
perhaps

seventeenth
Everywhere

':

took place in astronomy
an extreme

century,
the

took

rapid

example
place

conquests

furnishes
of that

in every
of the

but

which,
field of

new spirit

i Roccamora,_ 0om_ (Rom_e,1670), pp. 238, 239.
• In a letterto Zwinglius.
' And, flying off at a tangent from his main subjeot_forone of the very
oest dissertationson the relation between religion and morah. Wi_ the
Feateet possible admirationfor the Cg,/t/ca/D/c60_Mj, whichwill be always
regardedas one of the most stupendous monumentsof eruditionand of criUeal aenme_ ever bequeathed by a single scholar,I cannotbut think that the
originalgeniusof Bayleshinesstill morebrightlyin the Can_a/mb/_ d'./_Lr_,
m some of the P_
d/_erm 4_r _ _
and in two or tttree of ida
Arom,d_ Leat-a

_9_
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were substituting

the idea of natural law for that of supe_

natural interference,
a natural
it.

and persuading

solution

been

tional

pride,

readily

and

the very

single
at
The

partly
unfair

become

Academy

because

have

Bacon
more

has, 1

through

na-

accepted

too

expressed
than

of his

any other

and have, in England

supreme.

Chemistry

as astronomy

disengaged

had done from

was established

astrology.

in Tuscany

in

Society in London in 1660, and the Academy

in Paris

in 1666.

' The age of Bacon was certainly
tific matters

men

contributed

del Cimento

1657, the Royal
of Sciences

partly

the movement,

almost

from alchemy,

unable to discover

their influence

exaggerated,
judg_nents

_ probably

cause to guide

least,

itself

of Bacon, although

considerably

contemporaries,

men that there must be

even where they were

The writings

thin_

I_T _PE.

The

many different

not as benighted

as he always represented

it.

sciences

and ignorant on scien-

On the contrary, when we remember

that it was the age of Copernicus, Galileo, Tycho Brahe, Kepler, and Gilbert_
it would be difficult to name one that was more distinguished.
A large po_
tion of the scientific
men;

revival in Europe

and the only apology

may be justly ascribed

that can be offered

to these

for the representations

great
of

Bacon is that, notwithstanding
his great genius, he was totally unable to gra_
their discoveries.
The Copernican system_the
greatest dL_overy of the age-he rejected to the last.

The important

he treated not only with incredulity,
measuring

discoveries

of Gilbert about the magnet

but with the most arrogant

his influence, we have to remember

contempt.

In

that it was certainly not dom-

iuant outrode England Ull that union between the English and French intellects
that immediately
preceded the French Revolution.
Then, indeed, his philo_
ophy exercised an immense and salutary
Europe had not been sleeping till then.
duced no perceptible
grew up beyond

influence upon the Continent;
In Great Britain i_lt_ Bacon

but
pro.

effect upon the great school of literature and science

tha_

the Tweed ; and even in England, where he has been almo_

omnipotent_ two of the very greatest men stood apsrt from his disctplea
Tt_
whole method and mental character of Newton was opposed to that of Bacon,
and, as his biographer,

Sir D-_vid Brewster,

very forcibly contends_ there is not

the slightest reason to believe that Newton owed anything to his predecessor ;
while Harvey avowedly owed his great discovery to that doctrine of final eanses
which Bacon s_na1_ed
Dear no fruit.'

aa 'barre_

like a vil_u

consecrated

to God flu_t ea_

DEVELOPMENTS

that were simultaneously
distinct departments
their continual
all-embraclng
gle, and

convergence

the

animalcule
the

presence

produced

evidence

with

them

evidence

and

to

most

of that

the conception
rather

care

character.

As long as men drew their

from

they

was chiefly concentrated

of their

as the

harsh
notions

abnormal,

upon disasters,

most part exceptional,

while the

adapts

a

beings.

of this change

systems

regarded

and also

which

of created

consequence

admiring

in the minuteSt

ephemera,

superintending

theological
what

with

displayed

shortlived

lost much

of one
to asso_

than with mira-

contemplate

for the weakest

important

but also by

men habitually

order

of design

in the

sphere of happiness
A very

not merely rescued many

of nature from superstition,

accustomed

reverence

cultivated

scheme of law, taught

ciate the Divine
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was that

and

gloomy

of the Deity

their

attention

for these are for the

principal

sources

of happi-

ness are those which are most common.
Besides, it is one of
the most unamiable characteristics
of human nature that it is
always more impressed
ingly, the

devotion

with storms

and

were regarded

by terror

of our

frightful

future

that

and

terror.
awaited

acquired

condition

connected

death,

which
created

assumed

a

of man and the
the

central

ideas

in an early phase of civilisa-

natural, soon passed
over

away when

modern

theological

develop-

of men was then directed chiefly to

contrivances

which are designed

_vellbeing of all created things, while the terrorism
duced by the calamities

Accord-

and consequently

him became

an ascendency

ments ; for the attention
those multitudinous

famine

All parts of belief

miserable

But this, which

tion was perfectly
Nience

was chiefly

and

as penal inflictions,

hue, till the

of theology.

ancestors

pestilences

an almost maddening
congenial

than by gratitude.

for the
once pro-

of life was at least greatly

dimi_

P._.'rZONAT_T__
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ished when they were shown to be the result of general laws
interwoven

with the whole system

of which had been in operation
Another

of its influence

apid growth
According

progress

which I may notie_

upon speculative

of a morphological

opinions,

conception

to the great philosophers

and

by the creative

elaborated

of the universe,

chemistry,

the

doctrine

mechanism

instantaneously

fiat of the Deity.

ever, and still more in the

century,

interchange

altered

entering

Without

Lug, and

which

competent
large

the present

to discuss,

proportion

of constant

of natural

become

dominant.

believe,

was once merely

which exhibits
mechanism,
displays

The world

evolutions

which

and its present
of countless

within than of an interference
at first sight so startling,

the in-

forms, has

is much reason to

condition

con-

represents

This conception,
than a

and adaptations
development

from without,

ment from design, and almost

it

from

is so novel, and

that many are now shrinking

it with alarm, under the impression
Supreme Intelligence.

under

as an organism

rather as the results of gradual

notion

was gradually

ages.

the complexities

in-

in at least a

to elaborate

itself, there

rather

such quesis still pond-

be altogether

progress

simple

a vapour,

the universe

and regards

into

that

of

have greatly

of science, the

constant

law from

and consolidated,

the successive

would

departments

transformation,

fluence

densed

writer

how-

indestructi-

of species, which

it will be admitted

of the

century,

and

of geology,

this conception.

called

the progress

bility of forces, and the discoveries
tions as that of the mutability

ten.

in all its parts

In the last

present

of the

is the

of the seventeenth

tury, our world was a vast and complicated
into existence

and many

before the creation of man.

branch of scientific

on account

of the globe,

that it destroys

from

the argu

amounts to the negation

of s

But there can, I ¢,h_nl_,be little doubt
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Lhat such fears are, for the
matter

is governed

elaborations

by

which

of will,

evolution.
ligence,

the

proofs

are both

of science

famous suggestion,

and

of intelligence,
whether

we re-

as the results of a single momentary
consistent,

The proofs of a pervading

intelligence,

That

contrivances

are the products

or of a slow,

and the

progress

that

unfounded.'

arc quite unshaken,

gard these contrivances
exercise

mind,

of the universe

arc propositions

most part,
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and regulated

and developing

of a coSrdinating

untouched,

intel-

and combining

nor can any conccivabh,

in this direction

destroy

them.

that all animal and vegetable

If the

life results

from a single vital germ, and that all the different animals and
plants now existent
evolution

from

were developed

that germ, were

should still be able to point
displayed
those

in the measured

exquisite

could produce,

indeed

in

blind chance

adaptation

of surround-

creature,

circumstances.

The argument

stated in a new form, but it would be fully as cogent

as be-

it is, perhaps, not too

more fully this conception

much to say, that the

of universal

the more firmly a scientific
established,

it would

from
to be

Indeed

be changed,

and of the living
require

fore.

would

development,

from what

and in the manifest

cre._ture to surrounding

truth, we

of intelligence

and progressive

to the living

process of

a demonstlated

to the evidences

forms so different

ing circumstn_ces
design

by a natural

and the stronger

doctrine

evolution

is grasped,

of Providence

will be

will be the presumption

of a

future progresa
The effects of this process which physical
undergoing

are

field of history,

manifested
in what

very

clearly

may be termed

science is no_
in the

adjacenl

the morphological

' geetheremarkson theoonsistenoe
ofmorphological
ooneelmons
the _
of _
eaus_ in WheweI_s _t._
of _
ld_.
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conceptionof oph_ousmthat is to say, in the beliefthat
thereis a law of orde_y and progressivetransformation
to
which our speculativeopinionsare subject,
and the causes
of which areto be sought in the general intellectual
conditionof society.As the main objectof thiswhole book m to
illustrate
the natureand progressof thisconception,
k isnot
necessary

to dwell

upon it at present,

simply for the purpose
_scoveries of science.

of showing

It will be remarked,
the influence physical
tire opinions

its connection

that in this as in most

sciences

have

exercised

As I have

to observe, an impartial

examination

opinions will show that

they have

of direct

arguments,

which are alleged

of great
been

by controversialists

be a certain

keeping

The general

and it is derived

edge.

Hence

introduces

transitions

effected
reasons

or discordance

speedily

It must, however,
influences

or congruity

resulting

of the old
Each man
There must

or analogy

be-

determines

from many departments

of knowl-

the progress

or at least something

to theology,

that

science,

of the Deity

to

like them, are

which represents

be acknowledged,
from physical

of enquiry

into physical

one aspect of the relations

transferred

as those

measure of probability

it is that whenever

man, these conceptions,

of

not by the

and recorded in creeds,

a new series of conceptions

which represents

in

already had occasions

not by such

but b) a sense of the incongruity

belie_

other cases

over specul_

doctrines with other parts of our knowledge.
assimilates the different orders of his ideas.

tween them.

with the

an old belief, but rather the attracting

fluence of a new analogy.

always

to it

has not been of the nature of a direct logical

proof displacing

tbrce

and I advert

another.

there are some

science which

are deeply

to be deplored, for they spring neither from logical argumentn
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nor from legitimate
are profoundly
which

our minds

evidence
marks

analogies,

imbedded

arc too

of natural

of creative

veals, can hardly
questioned
teraction

but from misconceptions

easily betrayed.

religion

furnished

or coSrdinating

that a world

governed

of fixed natural

of miracle,

phenomena

their

place

by the

quiesces in the study
scientific

all the motions
the dominion
an insoluble

development

restricted

symmetry

of nature

appearance;
that

which

while

forget

strange
has

that

the

Why

science

discovery

gravitation

perhaps
upon

itself
matter
that

even
When

reduced
still

preside

to

remains

attracts

never shall know.

the laws

ac-

of law is

of causes.

bodies have been
it is that

to

is still further

physical

of the problem

of gravitation,
problem.
light

intervention.

action

in the

of the heavenly

much

irradiated

assigning

solution

ter, we do not knowwwe
can throw

acts of spiritual

of de-

of laws as the limit of its research,

men sometimes

not an adequate

influences

discovery

fact,

re_

by the in-

degree

every

many minds an irreligious
strengthened

science

in all its parts

is ttle idea of Divine
that

incrcased

innumerable

which

laws implies a higher

t_om time to time by isolated

into

_ nor can it be reasonably

sigDing skill than a chaos of fortuitous

to that

The

by the

wisdom

be over-estimated,

Yet still so generally

that

in our belief, or from fallacies

matScience

over

the

of llfe ; but what life is, and what is its ultimate

cause, we are utterly unable to say.
The mind of man,
which can track the course of the comet and measure the
Laplace,who has doue more than any one else to systematise argumentl
I_ornprobability,and whowill certainly not be accused of any desire to subordinatescience to theology, states the argument for design derived from the
motion_of the planetary bodies in the followingalmost bewildering terms:
' Des ph6m_m_aesauasi extraordiuairesne sont point d_ _ des causes irr6gultk,_m. Ea moumettantan calcul leur probabUit6,on trouve qn'il y a plus de
d_ oe_t6 mille milliards_ par_ereontre un qu'ils ne sont point l'effet
aa_l.'_
dw M_&, liv. v.c.S.
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velocity of light, has hitherto proved incapable of exlpla,nlng
the existence of the minutest insect or the growth of the most
humble plant. In grouping phenomena, in ascertaining their
sequences and their analogies, its achievements have been
marvellous; in discovering ultimate causes it has absolutely
failed. An impenetrable mystery lies at the root of every
existing thing. The first principle, the dynamic force, the
vivifying power, the efficient causes of those successions
which we term natural laws, elude the utmost efforts of our
research. The scalpel of the anatomist and the analysis of
the chemist are here at fault. The microscope, which reveals
the traces of all-pervading, all-ordaining intelligence in the
minutest globule, and displays a world of organised and living
beings in a grain of dust, supplies no solution of the problemWe know nothing or next to nothing of the relations of mind
to matter, either in our own persons or in the world that is
around us ; and to suppose that the progress of natural science
eliminates the conception of a first cause from creation, by
supplying natural explanations, is completely to ignore the
sphere and limits to which it is confined.
It must be acknowledged also, that as the increasing
sense of law appears to many the negation of the reality or
at all events of the contivuity of the Divine action, so an in
creased sense of the multiplicity of the effects of matter not
unfrequently leads to a negation of the existence of mind.
The mathematician ridiculed by Berkeley who maint._ined
that the soul must be extension, and the fiddler who wan
convinced that it must be harmony, are scarcely exaggerated
representati_ es of the tendency manifested by _Imost every
one who is mudh addicted to a single study to explain by It
sll the phenomena of existence.
Nearly every science when
It has first arisen has had to contend with two great obstaclel
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--whh

the

novelty

as necessarily

unreasoning

the unrestrained
and dimly

the

imagine

which

ually reproduced.
impatient

dis.

discovery

the

first

been the parent
also, by the

result

man
The

of Harvey

dawned

was a school

simply

as

an

same

history

all phenomena

of

hydraulic

of every malady

That love of symmetry

to reduce

opening
sol-

regarded

of circulation.'

vaguely

a universal

and found the principle

fections

regard

and with

aider long years of obstinate

great

world,

who

discoveries

that they will prove

of the

medical

medicine
machine,

of those

for falsehood,

of' those who, perceiving

It is said that when,

belief_ the reality
upon

incredulity
a synonyme

enthusiasm
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a new series of yet undefined

upon mankind,
vent.

OF

in imper-

has been continwhich

makes

men

to a single

cause, has

of some of the noblest discoveries,

but it has

imperfect

classifications

it has produced,

been

one of the most prolific sources

of human error.

ent day, when the study of the

laws of matter

has assumed

and when

relations

an extraordinary
tween

development,

the mind and the body

primary
prising
terialism

that

a strong

aside theso

pears that in addition
development
readily
elevate

of the

latter,

be-

with a

it is neither

movement

sur-

towards

ma-

should be the consequence.

But putting

from

the

are chiefly investigated

view to the functions
nor alarming

In the pres-

to the

upon theological

to conceive
idolatry,
their

pomorphism,

the

and

consequences,

general

effects

opinions

in enabling

invisible,

in enabling

and thus
them

that

particular

a distinct

under

branch
the

of intellectual
men more

rescuing

them
and

them from anthro-

of intellectual

name of physical

and special

it al>

to spiritualise

ideal, and thus emancipating

which is comprised
8xerciaed

illegitimate

influence,

which

progress
science
has

hub
been
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partly logical, but more generally
of analogy.

It has displaced

the ass_n.il_ting

man's early conception

position of his world in the universe,
the catastrophes
j sense

of law for a predisposition
the

than with the abnormal.
calamity
extent

to the miraculous,

Deity

of

It has substituted

with the normal

and

rather

It has in a great degree divested

of its penal character, multiplied
the evidences

of the

and of the relation

it exhibits to his history.

taught men to associate

influenc_

of the Divine

to an incalculable

beneficence,

and at the

same time fostered a notion of ordered growth which has extended from the world of matter to the world of mind.
These have been its chief effects upon belief.
exercised

a considerable

cal interpretation
first great
probably
tween

by which

impulse
given

the

influence

upon the

that

belief

to Rationalistic

by the

discovery

antagonism

of Galileo

It has also

systems

of Bibli

is expressed.

The

Biblical

criticism

was

that was

manifested

be-

and

Scripture

as it was in-

terpreted
by the host of theologians
who argued
aider the
fashion of Cosmas.
New facts were discovered and therefore
a new system

of interpretation

to apply their critical
purpose

of bringing

had been arrived
discovery

was required,

powers

to the

sacred

them into conformity

at independently

of science

and men began
writings

by the reason.

that bore upon
evoked

sation, produced

of the same process.

Probably

the earliest

of interpretation
named La Peyr6re,

was

furnished

i Syatema _
e_o_d p_t never

example

by a French

in a book which was published

The author, who fully admitted

question,

by the advance

very elaborate

though

ez Pr_ldamitarum

that

Each new

any Scriptural

each new order of tendencies
a repetition

for the

with opinions

of civili-

of this kind
Protestant,
in 16552

he endeavoured
Hglx¢._i, pars t

to
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restrict
some

the sphere
difficulties

of the miraculous,

connected

with the

30i

had been
ordinary

struck

by

doctrine

of

Original Sin, and by some points in which science seemed to
clash with the assertions

of the Old Testament

deavoured to meet them by altogether
history from the general
maintained,

isolating

the BihE _1

current of human affairs,

Adam, he

was not the father of the human race, but simply

the progenitor

of the Jews, and the whole antediluvian

tory is only that

of a single

which the Eastern

nations

the principal

people.

claimed

difficulties attending

It was altogether

a mistake

ness and suffering
sion.

; and he en-

might

descended

that death and sick

consequences

of the transgres-

upon the Jews.

eatest thou shalt die' could not have

and

were dissolved.

Adam had by this act simply incurred

alties, which

his.

the antiquity

be admitted,

the Deluge

to suppose

were the

Thus

spiritual

pen-

' In the day thou

been

meant

literally,

because it was not literally

fulfilled ; nor could the curse upon

the serpent,

motion

because

the

of the serpent

ground is precisely that which its conformation
existence
shadowed

of men who were not of the family
obscurely

ly in the history

in many passages,

implies.

to the common

world. 1 The mingling

the
The

of Adam

but appears

is

decisive-

of Cain, who feared to wander forth

men should kill him, and who built
according

along

lest

a city at a time when,

view, he was almost

alone

in the

of the sons of God and the daughters

i Some of La Peyr_re'eargumentson this point are curiouslyfar-fetched.
Thushe asks why Abel shouldhave kept sheepif therewere no robbersto be
feared,and whereCaingot the we_uonwith which he killedhis brother. The
eadstonceof • race of men _ot de_a_ndedfrom Adam wasvery strenuously
maintained,towards the closeof the last century,by an eccentricmemberof
the IrishParliamentnamedDobbs,in a very strangebookcalledA _ort Wwa
of Prop/w_. It has also been advocatedin America,with a view to the de.
feaaoeof Negro _lavery. Mr.Dobbs thought thel_ wasa race rvtmltingt_m
•_ in_
of Eve with the Devil
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of men

means

The Deluge

the

intermarriage

is an absolute

versal, but not at aH surprising
darien.
Proceeding

between

impossibility

the two

h_ regarded

if regarded

rac_
as un_

as a partial inu_

to the history of a later period, La Peyr_re in

the first plac_ denies the Mosaic authorship
[n defence of this position

of the Pentateuc_

he urges the account

of Moses, and he anticipates

of the death

several of those minute cfiticlsmJ

which in our own day have acquired so great

a prominence.

The phrase 'These

are the words which Moses spake beyond

Jordan,'

of the city which is called ' Jair to the

present

the notice

day,' the iron bedstead

the difficulties
other

about

passages,

of

the conquest

Og still shown in Rabbath,
of the Idumeans,

seem to show that

books was long posterior
signs of chronological

the compilation

to the time &Moses;

confusion

which

served,

too, that they employ
which

sions, special
preted

instances

as absolute

the Jewish
clothing

miracles.

waxed

for forty

La Peyr_re
re,facies,

of metaphor
guidance

and the assertion

providence
years

that

which preserved

the wool of

but

he

maintains

very

that

the general

never disturbed

to effect then_

at the command

of Joshua

of

expression

of

them from all

history

strongly
course

that

of the

same time
is full of
these

universe

The prolongation

was not produced

for

clothes

At the

does not deny that the Jewish

inter-

materials
the

an emphatic

in the wildernesa

only local, and

it

and of

being

Thus, for example,

not old is simply

that extraordinary
want

of providential

render

rise to misapprehen-

flocks was quite sufficient to furnish

in the desert,

the Jews

given

while certain

but are formed by
It should be ob-

a language

has occasionally

of these

they evince

probable that they are not homogeneous,
the fusion of several distinct documents.

hyperbole

and a few

werv
was

of the day

by any alter_
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tion in the course of the earth or sun, but was
mospherie
Arctic

phenomenon

regions.

local;

The

such as is sometimes
darkness

the retrogression

reign of Hezekiah
of Christ

CathoIic,

the first founder

plan

of the

present

there

are two natural

exercised

actively

by which

to the present

that the pagan

deified

after

death

ascendency.'

or conditions

or by the cunning

Euhemerus,

being

translated

who main-

illustrious

of the rulers.'

by Ennius,

kings,

reverence

of

The work of

is said to have

to that diffusion of scepticism

the rise of Christianity;

causes, found

in Euhemerus,

by the spontaneous

the people

of

The first method,

gods were originally

either

endeav-

that each of these

ages or countries

representative

the

to say that

men have

and

his

of which he

religions to special and isolated

tained

preceded

recanted

It will be sufficient

a supreme

ancient

of the
over the

does not l_ll within

the rise of religions,

thought

largely

in the

not possibly

interpretation

continues

theories

has in particular

tributed

stood

in consequence

in detail

work.

theories

which attributes

on the sun-dial

book soon after its publication

and

To trace its history

its principal

was also

a house.

of this curious

oured to explain

in the

for a star could

opinions, but the school of Biblical
was perhaps

exhibited

bodies ; the light that

was a meteor,

became a Roman

day.

an at.

did not result from a disturbance

mark out with precision
The author

simply

Crucifixion

of the shadow

order of the heavenly
cradle

at the

303

con

in Rome which

and its theory was general.

ly adopted by the Fathers, who, however, added that devils
bad assumed the names of the dead.'
To this class of cri_

- See l)_is's H'u_ d_ Id&s Mora/es dam PA_t/qu_
• Locke, in his _r'r_/_ on qover_atmt, adopts very fully the theory _f
Ih_
about the origin of the pagan divh_flea
The first _
wri_ who m_t_ed
that the pagan o_1_ wen
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cism belong also all attempts
ture, or by optical
natural

phenomenon,

oeptions

is called

religious

are generally

a palpable

pirations
influence

and which war
the Neo-

regards different dogmatic
sentiments
diffused

among

mankind,

material

in which

rise of opinions, the

that is prevalent.

plain in detail

how different

Thus, while

have an important
interpreters

which

are deemed

and that the general
termined

miracles

schools of interpretation
eighteenth
nations

centuries,

and French,
definite

intellectual

miraculous

was general

century,

It must, however,
natural

bears no proportion

will be de-

The first of these

especially

favoured

or like the modem

and
by

English

for a love of precise and

while the second has been

nent in the present

phe-

appear,

in the seventeenth

and has been

who are distinguished

conclusions;

in framing

condition

will always

predisposition.

like the ancient Romans,

to ex-

came to be believed,

character of those phenomena

by the prevailing

of this

intellectual

They do not pretend

but they assert that in a certain
nomena

or as

form to the as-

they spring.

school seek the true efficient cause in the general
atmosphere

syt-

or great moral con-

that special circumstances

over the

of som_

circumstance.

mythical,

and (so to speak)

of the societies

fully admitting

by impo_

by the Pythagoreans,

and the Gnosties,
that

miracles

or by any other isolated

which

t_ ms as embodying
giving

to explain

among the ancients

Platonists,

EUROPE.

delusions, or by the misconception

The other method,
adopted

I_

most promi-

and in Germany.

be admitted
explanations

that the energy
of miraculous

to that which

ha, been

displayed
phenomena

exhibited

in I

simply impositions, unconnected with dmmons, is said to have boca • Dut_
Analmptist physician named Van Dale; and the mune position was afterwards
maintained

by Fontenene,

• Jestfit named Baltu_

in his H'ttto/r,
(Durand,

des Orada,

Wt_ de Vattim,

whioh was answered by

plx 170-172._
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disintegrating

Spinoza, whose profound knowledge
language

traditions
made

petent for the task, set the example
gieo-Politieus,"
bottomless

and Germany

of cases, are carried

soon aider plunged

done most

formed.

to supply

and Kant.

in accordance
writings

into the

of modern German

According
it, every

ob-

purpose

of

that have

two

who

writers

have

of the movement
asserts

are

that no

as part of Scripture

which is not

an expression

in

'reason,'

garded as equivalent
modern thought.'

The

disguised

The first emphatically

with

But the

with notions

the principles

doctrine should be accepted

Theo]o-

in at least the great majorily

on with a scarcely

independently

com-

strike the impartial

the Bible into conformity

Lessing

and of Jewish

him peculiarly

abyss from which she has not emerged.

server, is that these criticisms,

been

destruetiv_

in his ' Tractatus

fact which must, I think, especially

wresting

and

not only of the IIebrew

but also of Rabbinical

modes of thought and expression
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critics

which

the

may be not unfairly re-

to the general

scope

and tendency

of

The doctrine of Kant is still more explicit.

to him ' every dogmatic
'ecclesiastical

belief,'

system, or, as he expresses

should

be regarded

as the

t Spinoza was, as far as I know, the first writer who dwelt much on the
po_ible

or probable

falsification

of some portions of the Old Testament

by th_

_ou
of wrongvowel-points,a subject which was a fewyears since invcs
tigatedin a workon Hd_m I_rpobzt/o_, by Dr.Wall, of DublinUniversity.
Someof the remarks of Spinoza about the Jewish habit of Sl_Akln_of the
n_estions of thdr own mindsas inspirationsarestill worthreading,but with
these e=cepflonsthe valueof the _
Theologico-Politivusseems to me
to be c_y historical.
' See,

on

Le_mg's

dm Ratioaa//sme

viewa,
m A_

a clear

statement

in

Amand

Salute's

Strauss, in the Introduction

H/st.
to hk

L_ft of Jam, 8ires • vivid sketch of the progress of GermanRationalism;
tad the nmm_,rin whichhe there treats the subjectof miraclesillustratesvery
eletrlythe wideuse made of the term ' reason' in Gcrnumoritieism.
SO
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vehicle or envelope
those

modes

of 'pure

of feeling

The ecclesiastical

belief

and

the ecclesiastical
religion,

or in other words

constitute

is necessary,

belief

entirely

that it should

most men are

conceptions.
subordinate

But
to pure

be interpreted

simply

with a view to the latter--that

is to say, all doctrines

all passages of Scripture

be regarded

convey

some

moral

n Ltural, should

should

lesson,

as correct

and

as intended

and no interpretation,

be accepted

of

religion.

unless it is as it were

l)y grosset

being

natural

because

moral belief

embodied

it followed

EUROPE.

religion,'

which

unable to accept a purely
materialised

IN

which

to

however

collides

with

¢ ur sense of right.
The statement

of this doctrine of Kant

reader that in tracing
of societies
subject.
agencies

the laws of the religious

I have hitherto
I have

dwelt

examined
omitted

In endeavouring

by a school which admits,

development

important

intellectual

the

to supply

the

only on one aspect of the

several

which have effected

as yet altogether

may remind

intellectual

changes,

laws of moral

this omission,

but

have

development_

we are at first met

indeed, that the true essence of all

religion is moral, but at the same time denies

that there can

be in this respect

Nothing,

any principle

said, is so immutable

right and wrong was always
conceptions

can never

moral be included
vicious,

excellence,

olety.

known,
enlarged.

virtuous

But

if by the

ideal

has exercised

term

between

or standard

and it is probable

as important

It is one of the most

our

and those which are posi-

but also the prevailing

as intellect,

it is

between

and on this subject

it is quite certain that morals exhibit

a development
velopment

be

The difference

not simply the broad difference

acts which are positively
tively

of progress.

as morals.

as constant
that this de-

an influence

familiar facts

of

that

upon sothere

ar_

DEVELOPS

aertain
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virtues that are higher

these belong
Thus,

that

which,

exclusively
the love

stated

of truth

fred that

in an early
partisan

virtue,

which

binds

enquiry

to endeavour

even

are

passions

to the

and exactly

in proportion

Humanity
able

virtue;

constantly

the

if we examine

reward

been

the

regarded
well noticed

refined

ages,

the intellectual

scale

of rewards

and

of Europe,

as perfectly
by Archbishop

and

pun-

to be an unchange-

its applications,

and

almost

civilised

amusements

pastimes

pnnish-

belongs

most

appears

for its

or avoiding

virtue

system

Bull-baiting,

all classes, even the most

hu

excellence

ranks of the

and countless

were universally

approach

than the pursuit

in theory,

were once the favourite

be recog-

a higher

as we descend

changing.

e_ck-fighting,

Th_

as they

the

of virtue

to elaborate

but

it is

Thus, the pursuit

higher

again,

that

few who occupy

notion of disinterested

exclusively

higher

them, is not only

impossible;

a very

of vh'tue for the sake of attaining

is it necessary
ishments.

the

an eclectic course when party

in proportion

own sake is undoubtedly

We

of conscientious

and that it must therefore

of those few.

yet the

recognised,

but is almost
by

accepted
the extent

difference.

a love

rage fiercely around

by the multitude

ment;

probably

all the vh'tues of an un-

through

to pursue

of thought;

condition

while
cordially

men

now only recognised

nised

been

we find a profound

unappreciated,

eminences

have

period,

compromising

many of

civilisation.'

is a virtue is a proposition

would

it is realised,

entirely

developed

in any age ; but if we examine

to which

and sectarian

than others, and that

to a highly

simply,

with equal alacrity
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we find it

bear-baiting,

and

of a similar

kind,

were pursued

the most

humane, and

legitimate_ •
Whately--I

by

Men of

think

in hla

4_tat/om to
• For a full view of the ext_t to which these amusemeatawere cardedo_
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most

lighted
his

distinguished

in them.

sentiments

absurd

but

_ontroversy
silent

Had

pressure

would
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excellence

anyone
have

as incomprehensible.
upon

the

subject.'

of ci_filisation,

are known

challenged
been

regarded
There
Gradually,

a profound

to

them

have

de

as barbarous,
not

was,

simply

as

doubt,

no

no

however,
change

passed

by the
over

and diversified in England, see Strutt's _port_ and Pastinu_ of the Emtjli_
Peop/e. Sir Thomas More was accustomed to boast of his skill in throwing
the 'cock stele:' and, to the very last, bull-balting was defended warmly by
Canning, and with an almost passionate earnestness by Windham.
As Macaulay, with characteristic antithesis, says : 'If the Puritans sup.
pressed bull-baiting, it was not because it gave pain to the bull, but because it
gave plcs_ure to the spectators.'
The long unsuccessful warfare waged by the
Popes a_nst Spanish bull-fighting forms a very curious episode in ecclesiastical tdstory ; but its oligin is to be found in the number of men who had been
killed. An old theologian mentions that, in the town of Concha, a bull that
had killed seven men became the object of the highest reverence, and the
people were so gratified that a painting representing the achievement was
immediately executed for the public square (Coneina, .De S/_ctacu//_, p. 288).
The writers who denounced Spanish bull-fighting contrasted it specially with
that of Italy, in which the bull was bound by a rope, and which was therefore
innocent (]b/d. p. 285).
Bull-fighting was prohibited under pain of excommunication by Pius V., in 1567. In 1575 Gregory XIII. removed the prohibition except as regards ecclesiastics, who were still forbidden to frequent blffifights, and as regards festal days, on which they were not to be celebrated.
Some Spanish theologians having agitated much on this subject, Sixtus V., in
1586, confirmed the preceding bull. At last, in 1596, Clement VIII., moved
by the remonstrance of the Spanish king and the discontent of the SpanisL
people, removed all prohibitions (in Spain)except those which rested on the
monks, only enjoining caution. At present bull-fights are usually performed
on festal day_ and form part of most great religions festivals, especially those
hi honour of the Virgin l On this curious subject full details are given in
Thesauro, De P_nt, _
(Ron_e, 1640), and in Concins, De
eu//a (Rotate, 1752). Among the Spanish opponents of bu]l-fightlng was the
great Jesuit Mariaua. It is curious enough that perhaps the most sanguinary
of _11 bull-fights was in the Coliseum of Rome, in 1888, when the Roman
nobles descended into the arer_ and eighteen were killed (Cibrexio, _onda
Po/il_
voL L pp. 196, 197); but the Pope was then at Avignon. Michelet
has noticed that while bull-fighting was long extremely popular in Rome, tl_
Romagna, and Spoleto, it never took root in Naples, notwithsta_dl-_ the 1o_
a._:,_tlon of the $;_nt_ds.
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public

opinion.

knowledge,
simply by

It was effeeted_

that were once universal

men, from

virtuous

the

upper

to the vicious,

to suppress

them,

history

abolition

of the

ments, the history

increase

ot

passed from the women

to the lower

of torture_

of the treatment

of slavery--all

tices which

present

in one age were

bly and atrociously

the

of the

all resembling

The

of punish-

us with examples

of prac-

as perfectly

right

repudiated

and

as palpa-

In each case the change

emotions,

process

which existed

was

than by a cer-

and consequently

; and if in any country
those

practised.

in war,

much less by any intellectual

moral judgments

is felt whenever
history

age were

inhuman.

interposed

of the conquered

accepted

and which in another

quickening

classes, from the

any of them have been

the history

tain

any

and a thrill of indignation

that

cffected

by

till at last the Legislature

it is discovered

natural,

not
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or by any process of definite reasoning,
but
the gradual
elevation
of the moral standard.
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of the

we find practices

in England

a century

at
ago,

we infer with certainty that that country has not received the
full amount of civilisation.
The code of honour which first
represents

and ai_erwards

reacts upon the moral

standard

each age is profoundly

different.

The whole type of virtue

a rude warlike

is distinct

from that

peaceful
admire

people

people,

and the

the former

successive

stratum

variation

of the

very

greatest

character

woald

despise.

of civilisation
moral

historians
can determine

form of its

capital,

with

historian

• ct, a predominating

the

So true
In the

latter

much

would

with it a distinctive
words

of one of the

century,

the date of a monument

assign

in
and

is this, that each

of the nineteenth

archtaologist
psychological

which
brings

type.

of a refined

of

greater

certainty

to a specific

_If the
by the
can the

period

a moral

passion, or a mode of thought,

and can
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pronounce

it to have

been

ceded or that followed.
forms have sometimes
such a recurrence

IN

impossible

been reproduced,

is impossible:

is, however,

tile occasional
termed

moral

appearance
genius.

its conceptions
exception

arise

condition

as men of genius

self-denial
time,

duties

ism of their

and

poraries.

perfections

is kindled,

of their

age.

circumstances
materialised,
nature,

their

ascendency,

with

conceptions

the time, becomes
through

inoperative

or at most

an accumulation

some measure
From

The moral

upon their

the foregoing

the

teaching,

In a semi-barbarous

being

until its appropriate
and

of dogmas_

are

surrounding
pure

faith

systems

period, when
Mlchelet.

is

have

unsuited

to

civilisation

imperfectly

and thus

considerations

is

condition

till its first features

it faintly

of dogmatic

contem-

that are alien to its

the arrival of the condition

infer the relations

that

of adherents

dies away,

resume

almost disappeared.

of action

of such a movement

entrusted

distorted,

or of

Yet the magnet-

a group

The first enthusiasm

and

condition.

from the moral

Yet the full effects

dislocated,

has dawned;

motives

powerfully

and many are emancipated

transient.

men

to the spirit of their

chimerical.

formed,
but

may be

of philanthropy,

suggest

tells

An enthusiasm

which

of a later age, cast abroad

virtue,

to most men altogether

in

to this law iu

from time to time

that seem to have no relation

inculcate

appear

are fixed

bear to its intellectual

of disinterested

life

of their age much the same

They anti_cipate the moral standard
conceptions

but in the moral

of a phenomenon

There

that pr_

of art the same

of time."

one striking

who bear to the moral
relations

in the ages

In the chronology

their eternal place in the fatality
There

EUROPE.

filterB

accelerates

in

it requires.

it is not ¢llmeult to
to moral princip|ea

the moral faculty or tht
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lense of right is far too weak to be a guide of conduct, dogmatic systems interpose and supply men with motives of
action that are suited to their condition, and are sufficient to
sustain among them a rectitude of conduct that would oth¢_
wise be unknown. But the formation of a moral philosophy
is usually the first step of the decadcuce of religions. Theology, then ceasing to be the groundwork of morals, sinks into
a secondary position, and the main source of its power is
destroyed.
In the religions of Grecce and Rome this separation between the two parts of religious systems was carried
so far, that the inculcation of morality at last devolved avowedly and exclusively upon the philosophers, while the priests
were wholly occupied with soothsaying and expiations.
In the next place, any historical faith, as it is interpreted
by fallible men, will contain some legends or doctrines that
are contrary to our sense of right. For our highest concel>
tion of the Deity is moral excellence, and consequently men
always embody their standard of perfection in their religious
doctrines; and as that standard is at first extremely imperfect
and confused, the early doctrines will exhibit a corresponding
imperfection. These doctrines being stereotyped in received
formularies for a time seriously obstruct the moral development of society, but at last the opposition to them becomes
so strong that they must give way: they are then eithe_
violently subverted or permitted to become gradually o1>
Bolete_
There is but one example of a religion which is no_
naturally weakened by civilisation, and that example h
Christianity.
In all other cases the decay of dogmatic coneeptions is tantamount to a complete annihilation of religion;
for although there may be imperishable elements of moral
truth mingled

with those conceptions, they have nothing
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distinctive
systems,

or peculiar.

IN _OPE.

The moral truths coalesce

the men who uttered

many others in the great
ligion having

discharged

pantheon

their place

of history,

of Christianity,

and the great mora]

of Europe, and that it has discharged

this office not so much by the inculcation

of a system

pure, as by the assimilating

influence of a perfect ideal

wonderful

of mankind

and intensely Christian

long as it consists of a gradual approximation
Founder.

of

and attractive

The moral progress

can never cease to be distinctively
of the Christian

and the re.

is that it has been the main source of

the moral development
ethics, however

with

its functions is spent and withered.

But the great characteristic
uroof of its divinity,

them take

with new

There

as

to the character

is, indeed, nothing

more

in the history of the human race than the way in

wh'ich that ideal has traversed

the lapse of ages, acquiring

new strength

and beauty with

and infusing

its beneficent

a

each advance of civilisation,

influence

into

every

sphere

of

thought and action.

At first men sought to grasp by minute

dogmatic

the divinity

definitions

sies of the Homoousians
Patripassians,

and

sound strange

the period

ohief

of Veronica,

Nicodemus,
,n angel's

many

of visible
the

the paintings
hand

or Monophysites
others

and remote,

came

they felt.

or Nestorians

whose

then filled

very
the

representations.

portrait

The controver-

of Edessa,

or

names

Church.

now
Then

The handkercrucifix

of

of St. Luke, 1 the image traced

by

which is still venerated

the

at the Lateran, the

As _
and I"_n_ have ehown_th_ legend probably_M
_
a
¢onfu_onof names; a Florentinemonk, namedLuca,of the _enth century,
being,there k muchre.on to believe_the chief authorof the 'portraitsby St.
Luka' They are not, however,all by the same hand, or of exactly the same
age, though evidently eopted from the same type. Othem think they are
By.ratine picturesbrought to Italy during the time of the Iee_oelam and ol
the Crusadee

r_EVELOPM_Wrs OF R,_Tm_S_.
_ountless visions narrated by the
with which men

813

saints, show the eagerness

sought to realise as a palpable

Image

their ideal

torical

evidences,

This

age was followed

the age

of Sebonde

Yet more and more with advancing

and living

by

that of his-

and his
years

follower_

the moral

idea

its divinity

was

_tood out from all dogmatic

conceptions;

r:3oguised

and it is no exaggeration

by its perfection;

Bay, that at no former

period was it so powerful

versally

as at present.

acknowledged

altogether

unique

in the

highest

of the
looked.

Deity,

in history;

type

its importance

or so unl-

This is a phenomenon

and to those

of excellence

the

who

highest

is too manifest

recognise
revelation

to be

I trust the reader will pardon the tedious length
this examination,
extended.
a history

which

I would

gladly have

For the history of rationalism
of moral

to

as of intellectual

over-

to which

abridged,

is quite

development,

has

as much
and any

conception

of it that ignores the former must necessarily

be

mutilated

and false.

be

more erroneous
who maintain
it nothing

Nothing,

or superficial
_hat the moral

distinctive
the writings

_solated passages
Christianity

may be regarded
of different

embodying

supposed

of those
has in

as the type, is to col-

heathen

precepts

writers

certain

that are inculcated

by

had become very large,

to be accomplished.

But the true

of a system of moral teaching depends not so much

upon the elements

of which it is composed,

ner in which they are fused into
the proportionate
or, to state

of Christianity

The method of this school,

; and when the collection

the task was
originality

than the reasonings
element

or peculiar.

of which Bolingbroke
lect from

too, can, as I conceive,

a symmetrical

value that is attached

the same thing by

as upon the manwhole, upon

to different qualities,

a single word_ upon

the type
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of character

that is formed.

Christian type differs

IN

EUROPE.

Now it is quite certain that the

not only in degree, but in kind, from

the Pagan one.
In applying
Christian

the foregoing

transibrmations,

principles

to the history

we should naturally

expect

_f

thzee

distinct classes of change.
The first is the gradual evanescence of doctrines that collide with our moral sense.
The
second is the decline of the influence of those ceremonies,
purely speculative
to conscience,

doctrines,

which, without

are at least wholly beyond

third is the substitution

of the sense

punishment as the main motive
I reserve the consideration
changes
the

for the ensuing

causes of religious

trace the history

necessary

to virtue.
of the first

chapter, in which
persecution,

sphere.

of these

upon it.

I shall examine

anomalies

candid

bestowed

person

obser_'ances,

the difference
in the present

beday,

doctrines

and that which was once general.

the Church in the fourth

we find it almost exclusively

and fitch centuries,

occupied with minute questions

_oncerning the manner of the co-exlstenee

of the two natures

If we examine it in the middle ages, we find it ab-

sorbed in ritualism
Reformation,
civilisation

in specu-

who is ac-

by the great majority of men, upon mere speculative

in Christ.

to

is so evident, that it is not

No

tween the amount of reverence

If we examine

three

and shall endeavour

quainted with history can fail to perceive

or ritualistic

The

the way for that great moral anomaly

The second change
to dwell

its

opposed

of right for the fear of

of a long series of moral

lation which prepared
in practice.

being

or

and pilgrimages.

we find it just emerging
from this condition;

If we examlne

it at the

beneath the pressure of

yet still the main speculative

test was the doctrine concerning

the Sacrament, which had no

relation

main

to morals;

and

the

practical

test

on the

VEVELOrmZ_rS
Continent,

at

the present
matters

least,

was the eating

day, with

appear
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simply

of meat
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on Fridays.

the great

body

of laymen

puerile,

because

they

1

at least,

have

In

such

no relation

to morals.
The third change isone which requiresmore attention,i_r
itinvolves the history of religiousterrorlsm--a historyof the
deepest but most painful interestto allwho study the intellectuM and moral development
It would

of Europe.

be difficult,
and perhaps not altogether desira.

ble,to attain in the present

dayto

any realised conception

of the doctrine of future punishment as it was taught

by

the

early Fathers, and elaborated and developed by the medkeval
priests. That doctrine has now

been thrown

so much

into

the background, it has been so modified and softened and
explained away, that it scarcely retains a shadow

of its an-

' In France especially the persecution on this ground was frightfd. Thus,
Bodin tell us that in 1559 the magistrates of Angers burnt alive those who
were proved to have eaten meat on Friday if they remained impenitent, and
hung them if they repented. (J)emon. des _orc/era_ p. 216.) In England the
subject was regarded in a very peculiar light. Partly because Anglicanism
clungclosely
to the Fathers,
and partlybecauseEnglandwas a maritime
country,
fasting
was not onlyencouraged,
but strictly
enjoined;
and a long
series
of lawsandproclamations
wereaccordingly
issued
between1548andthe
Restoration
enjoining
abstinence
on WednesdaysandFridays,
andthroughout
Lent;_considering
thatdue and godlyabstinence
isa mean tovirtue,
andto
sobdue men's bodies of their souls and spirits ; and considering, also, espsc/a//_
that fmhers, and men using the trade of fishing in the sea, may thereby the
rather be set on work.' See a list of these laws in Hallam's Co_t. _rist. vol. L
A homily also enjoins fasting on the same complex ground. There are some
very good remarks on the tendency of theologians to condemn more severely
error than immorality, and in condemning different errors to dwell most
Nvezely ou those which are purely speculative, in Bayle, Peu_ss D/verses,
excix. He lays: 'Si un docteur de Sorbonne avoit la hardieese de chancelel
rant _it peu sur le myst_re de l'Incarnation, . . • il oouroit risque du fee
Je la Orbve; reals s'il so contentoit d'avancer quelques propositions de morale
mlttch_ c_nrae Iv fsmeux Eecobar, on Be contenteroit de dire clue oela n'e_
P_ bie_ et peut,4¢re on verst la cemmm de son livre.'
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clent repulsiveness.
ally maintained
creatures;

EUROP]_.

It is sufficient to say, that it was gene_

that eternal

the Almighty

IN

damnation

and that that damnation

the privation

was the lot which

had reserved for an immense

consisted

of certain extraordinary

endurance of the most excruciating

proportion

of his

not simply of

blessings, but also of the

agonies.

Perhaps the most

acute pain the human body can undergo is that of fire;

and

this, the early Fathers assure us, is the eternal destiny of the
mass of mankind.
The doctrine was stated with the utmost
literalism

and precision.

In the two first apologies

Christian faith it was distinctly

asserted.

for the

Philosophy,

it was

said, had sometimes enabled men to look with contempt
torments,

as upon a transient evil ; but Christianity

a prospect
punishments

before which the stoutest

and

were as eternal as they were excruciating.

strongly

manner,
inclined

diverged

of Nyssa,

to a figurative

in their opinion.

these two exceptions,

With

the eternity

ments as the action

and to

of all; ' but they were alone

of torments,

of a literal

opinion,

interpretation,

salvation

_ Ori-

in a some-

from the prevailing

the belief in the ultimate
proclaimed

presented

heart must quail_ for its

gen, it is true, and his disciple Gregory
what hesitating

upon

all the Fathers

and all defined

fire upon

those tor-

a sensitive

body.'

' Sic et Epicurus omnem cruciatum doloremque
depretiat modicum qui.
dean contemptibilem
pronuntiando
magnum vero non diuturnum.
EnimvevJ
nos qui sub Deo omnium speculatore dispun_mur,
p_nam providemus merito soil innocentim occurrimns
dine et pro magnitudint
A_., cap. xlv.)
I The opinions

quique ieternam ab eo
et pro scientim plenitu

cruciatus non diut_mli verum sempiternL'

of this last Father

on the subject_ which

(Tertullia_
are very Utile

known,are clearlystated in that learnedbook, Dalhv_, Z_/_am_ _
fad/oa/b_ (Amsterdam,1649), lib. iv. c. 7. For Origen'swell-knownop_
ions, see I$/d. lib. iv. c_6.
s i long chain of quotation establishingthis will be found in Swlnde_
On t_ .Fire of Hdl (London, 1727); and in HorberFy'$_
_,
e/_n,_t
(bo_lo_ 1744).
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When

the pagans

ever unconsumed
by the analogies
volcano;
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that

a body

in a material

the

asbestus,

and the

to the Divine Omnipotence,

way supposed to be continually
tures of the dead.'
We

could not remain for

flame, they were answered

of the salamander,

and by appeals

817

exerted

which

to prolong

the tor-

may be quite sure that neither in the early Church,

ntr ill any other period, was this doctrine
universally
Iealised.
There must have been thousands who, belie_ing,
or at least professing,

that there

the Church, and that

to be excluded

to be precipitated
nevertheless

into

was no salvation

an abyss

to the memory

of a pagan

the poignancy

of despair.

mother,

of vague
There

in

meant

of flames, looked

passed away, if not with a feeling
without

except

from salvation

back

who had

hope, at least
must have been

thousands who, though they would perhaps have admitted
with a Father that the noblest actions of the heathen were
but ' splendid vices,' read nevertheless

the pages of the great

historians of their e_)untry with emotions that were very little
in conformity

with such a theory.

Nor, it may be added,

were these persons those whose moral perceptions

had been

least developed by contemplating
the gentle auJ tolerant
character of the Christian Founder.
Yet still the doctrine
was stamped
had not

upon the theology

yet been introduced

of the age, and though

into art, it was realised

it

to a

' See the long argument based on these grounds in St. Aug. Ds _v.
lib. xxi. co. 1-9.
Minutins Felix treats the same subject in a somewhat

])et,
fero

cious passage : ' Ipse rex Jupiter per torrentes

jurat

religiose: de_inatam
_escit: nec tormentls
bra urit ei reflcit:

ripas et attain voraginem

_nlm sin cure suis cultoribns
ant modus uUus ant terminus.

carpit et nutrtt sicut

ignes

pcenam pr_scius perhor
Illic sapiens ignis ment-

fulminum

corpora

tanguut nee

absumunt : slcut ignes 2Etn_ et Veeuvii et ardentium ubique terrarum flagrant
nsc erogantur : lta p<enale illud incendium
inexesa corporum laceratione nua_tur.

non damnis

(O_t_,

ardenttum pa_tu_

cap. xxxv.)

sod
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which we at least

can never reproduce ; for it wu

taught in the midst of persecution

and conflict, and it flashed

upon the mind with sU the vividness
had had nothing
mitted

that

like it_

the doctrine

of novelty.

Judaism

It seems now to be generally
of a future life, which

ad-

is oP_en

spoken _f as a central conception of religion, was not included
in the Levitical

revelation,

that the people
captivity,

or at least was so faintly intimated

were unable

indeed,

the

Jews

to perceive
obtained

it)

from

During
their

the

masters

some notions on the subject, but even these were very vague ;
and the Sadducees,

who rejected the new doctrine as an inno-

vation, were entirely uncondemned.
that the chosen

Indeed, it is probable

people had less clear and correct knowledge

of a future world than any other tolerably
of antlqu_ty.

Among

the early popular

civilised

nation

traditions

of the

pagans, there were, it is true, some faint traces of a doctrine
of hell, which

are said to have been

goras,' and especially
ancient philosopher

elaborated

by Pytha-

by Plato, who did more then any other
to develop the notion of expiation

_s bu_

Thisfact had been noticed by several earlyEnglish divines(l_'row and
Berkeleyamongthe number); but it was broughtinto especial relief by War.
burton,who,as is well known,in his D/vine Legat/on, based a curiousargumentin favourof the divine originof the Leviticalreligion uponthe fact that
it contained no revelationof a future world. ArchbishopWhately, who
l_ronglytook up the viewof Warburtonconcerningthe fact, has, in oneof him
on tlw .Peculiaritiesof the CAr/d/an _
appliedit very skilfully
to establishingthe divine origin,not indeed of Judaism,but of Christianity,
berauseChris_nlty does containa revelationof the future world. Boththe_
writerscontendthat the well-knownpassagein Job doesnot referto the resu_
recflon. The subjecthas beendwelt on fromanother pOint of view by Chubb,
Voltaire,Strauss,and several otherwriters. On the growthof the doctrine
among the Jews, see Mackay's Religiou_ Developrm_ of _ _
a_
Heb_nvs,voLiL pp. 28e-297.
• Denis,H'un_r#des Id_ 2krora/_danmPA_z_TM_, tom.i. pp. 18, I$.
J /b/d. pp.104 I06.
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these, at the period of the rise of Christianity,

had little ol

no influence upon the minds of men ; nor had they ever pre
sented the same characteristics as the doctrine of the Church.
For among
reserved
extreme

ttle pagans

exclusively

and exceptional

Tantalus,

or Sisyphus,

ples, and,

excepting

future

torture was supposed

for guilt,

and for guilt

character.
or I_on,

in the

to be

of the most

It was such culpl_ts

that were selected

a_

as exam-

mysteries, _ the subject

never

seems to have been brought very prominently forward.
It
was the distinctive doctrine of the Christian theologians, that
sufferings more excruciating
conceive

than any the imagination

were reserved for millions, and might

the most benevolent

and heroic

of mankind.

could

be the lot of
That religious

error was itself the worst of crimes, was before the Reformation the universal

teaching

of the Christian

Church.

Can

we wonder that there were some who refused to regard it as
an Evangel ?
If we pursue this painful subject into the middle ages, we
find the conception

of punishment

with more detail.

The doctrine,

the saved had grown up.

by literal fire elaborated

too, of a purgatory

Without

examining

even for

at length the

,_rigin of this last tenet, it may be sufficient to say that it
was a natural continuation
of the doctrine of penance ; that
the pagan

poets

which Virgil
regions

had had a somewhat

introduced

of the dead;

into his famous

that the Manicheans

• strange process of purification

similar conception,
description

of the

looked forward to

after death ;* and that some

o

On _heplace
representations
ofTartarus
hadinthemysteies_
seel_
OrO_ du TMdtre_
tom.L pp.81-84.
• TheManichmans
aresaid
tohavebelieved
that
thesouls
ofthedeadwe_
Imrl_ed
inthesun;that
they
werethenborne
inthemoortotheangols;
a_l
that the phu_ of the moon were causedby the increaseor diminutionOf _.f_t. (Beausobre,H'utt._
d,, M_
tom.Lpu. 243,
_._.
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of the Fathers
ment

appear

all men must

rather

a fire, though

for purification,

were to pass unscathed,

pie with erroneous

theological

Besides this, the doctrine
ism of eternal

EUROPE.

to have held that at the day of ju,lg-

pass through

for trial than

orthodox

IN

as the virtuous

and

while bad people and _e@
opinions

perhaps

punishment,

apparently

were to be burnt."

softened

a little the terrol,

by diminishing

the

number

o!

th)se who were to endure it ; though, on the other hand, il
represented

extreme

suffering as reserved for almost all men

al_er death.
It may be added, that its financial
are obvious and undeniable.
There was in the tenth century one striking
theologian

following

in the traces of Origen,

know, alone in the middle
interpretation
Erigena,

of the

a very remarkable

and as his contemporaries

example

of a

and, as far as I

ages, maintaining

fire of hell.

advantages

the fignrative

This was John

Scotus

man, who, as his name imports, •
inform

us, was an Irishman, and

who appears to have led, for the most part, that life of a wandering scholar for which his countrymen
famous.

His keen wit, his great

knowledge

was then extremely

been kept up in the Irish monasteries

Dalls_,

been

genius, and his

of Greek, soon gained him an immense reputation.

This last acquirement
disappeared

have always

and varied

from the other seminaries
De P_is

et 8atlsfadlonib_,

rare, but it had

some time after it had
of Europe.

lib. iv. c. 9.

Scotus

Some of the ancien_

had &notion about fire being the portal of the unseen world.

Herodotus

(lib.

w ,_ 92) _Is a curious story about Periander, a tyrant of Corinth_ who in_oked the shade of his wife ; but she refus_ to answer Ills questions,
that she was too cold ; for though dresses

had been placed

in her tomb, they

were of no use to her, as they had not been burnt.
• Scoff was at first the name of the Irish ; it was _
finally monopolised
Edn---the
_-lgena

distinctive

by the inhabitants
name of Ireland.

in Matthew of WesbntnJter

fan.

of Scotland.

Erigena

shared and
means, born

in

There is an amusing uotioe of Scorn
880).
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threw himself

with

such ardour into both of the great sy_

terns of" Greek philosophy,
principally

that

some

as the last representative

others as the founder of Scholasticismquestions
boldest

free thought,

ployment
Scotus,

much imbued,

treated

Among

however,

was

The agonies
intellect

by a lavish em.
he disbelieved,

was that of the fire of hell. t

subject

of Europe

of Orcagna,

church, and the
terror

attained

its full elabo-

sermons

employed

theme.

that rang from

he had witnessed.

of men.

was concen-

By the pen of Dante

by the pictures

was sustained.

fact of

in illustrating

all eloquence,

that

crowded

every

of tile lost, and to reHe loved to tell how by

the lurid glare of the eternal flames he had seen millions
ing in every

form of ghastly

ing with unspeakable

anguish,

pulpit,

The saint was often pel,-

mitted in visions to behold the agonies
count the spectacle

that follow-

of the thoughts

was

all painting,

con-

with the ma-

terrorism

that doctrine

upon the same dreadful

the maddening

The material

admirably

of hell seemed then the central

All literature,

and by the pencil

on all

and a spirit of the

the doctrines

harmonised

and the perpetual

The whole

every

and

not of his age.

of medimvalism

ration.

trated

of Neoplatonism,

he defended

as allegorical,

ed the ¢.welfth century,

them.

him

1 He displayed

terial doctrine ; and aider the religious

religion,

regarded

which, like Origen, with whose works

of allegories.

and therefore
ceptions

have

a singular disdain for authority,

he was probably

321

suffering,

their

eyeballs

their limbs gashed

and

writhrollmuti-

t He is regardedin the first lightby M. Guizot in his tftatory of Oit'ili#_
; and in the secondby M. St. RendTalnandier,in his able ard learned
tacatiseon Scotu_
s On the doctrinesof Scotus_and especiallyon that about hell, see Tail.
amdler,/_eot_-/geMe,pp. 170-180; Aml_re, tF_st.Lit_'aire de la F_'anee,
tom. lit.p. 95 ; Alexandri,ITu_ Eccles., tom.vi. pp. 361-363. Accordingto
thialast writer,Seotus*.dmittedliteraltorments forthe deviL,but not forman
21
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S_
lated and quivering
ever keener

with pain, tortured

by the recurrence,

cy to an unpitylng
pect

heaven.

and of fantastic

brimstone,
refined.

Amid

all this

and intensifying

respite,

no alleviation,

upon the sense.
taining

their

darkness

the

attested

intensity

reproduce
sermons

The

withheld

ghastly

their

subject

imagery

assiduity

in the worst

acts of human

vividness

with which

madness

and

that

tyranny,

and

they

when

the modern

was

of

of anguish
We

may
in the

may estimate
priests

sought

and in the dark recesses
of tolCcure, to ascribe
conceive the intense
were realised,

produced.

unfaltering

For

credulity;

of the present

or the

those

were

they were

ages

day divided

the

was the single focus upon which

concentrated.

tendency

We

the Catholic

these conceptions

misery

and when theology

the imagination

ever

A shroud

shriek

is accumulated

of the age.

with which

when none of the distractions
intellect,

light.

into detail

of their own imaginations,
new forms
them to the Creator.
We can never

of implicit

were

no

that were below.'

the untiring

ages

was

it was said, the flames while re-

and in the legends

the

seething,

There

tortures

more

and they never palled for a moment

to follow the

the

and

was ever

of fire.

the scene, but a ceaseless

the agonies

It is useless

stream

as-

them

of boiling

more subtle

waves

no hope.

Sometimes,

covered

mocking

them into cauldrons

a sulphur

varied in their character,

of dreadful

around,

new tortures

feeding

in vain for Iner-

beings

hovered

casting

or inventing

and shrieking
Hideous

forms

amid their torments,

by pangs that seemed

They

were

to sot_en or avoid

ages,

too,

repulsive

ira-

' The detailsof many of the_evisions a_egiven in their full forcein Swin.
den; and in Plancy,1)ie_nnai_e Infernale, art. Enfer. DeanMtlmau,in hiB
Hist. of Z_tti_tChristianity, has noticed this passion for detailedpictures of
hell (which seemsto datefrom _t. Gregorythe (/rear)with his usualfcrce anl
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ages was altogether

unknown,
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and when, in the general

ralysis of the reason, every influence was exerted
the imagination.

Wherever

the worshipper

met by new forms

of torture,

detail, and enforced

with such a vigour

elaborated

pa-

to stimulate

turned,
with

he was

such minute

and distinctness,

that

they must have clung for ever to the mind, and chilled every
natural

impulse towards

be othcrwise

?

the Creator.

Men were

fiat of his uncontrolled

told

the Almighty,

by

the

had called

into being

count_

less millions whom He knew to be dcstincd

to eternal,

excru-

ciating,

unspeakable

such a position
prepared

power,

How, indeed, could it

that

agony ; that

that such agony

was inevitable;

their place of torment,

flame ; and that, prolonging
templation

of those

ised
gentle

sufferings

of the redeemed?

intensely,
The

precepts

things

time religion
:logmatic,

religion

and became

monies, of credulity
isrm
mainly

crumbled

was necessarily

It centred

element

an artificial
upon

con-

of the

teachers

and

the

hopelessly

had

mild

and
be in-

incongruous.

being destroyed,
in the dust.

diverted

and persecution,

entirely

the

could not possibly

were

The sense of the Divine goodness
fabric of natural

make

and as long as they were real-

benevolent

two

He would

an essential

ideal of the New Testament

fluential.

its undying

No other religious

such tenets,
the

that He had

and had kindlcd

be for ever wretched,

ever proclaimed

in

their lives for ever, in order that

they might
happiness

He had placed millions

the whole
From

that

from the moral to the

thing

of relics

of asceticism

the priests,

and

cerc_

and terror-

who supported

it

by intimidation.

I have already,

when examining

the phenomena

of witch

s St. ThomasAquinassays,' Beatl in regno ccelestividebuntpcenasd_mna
terum,u'rBr_TXTm_O
ILLISU._GmCOm'L_.Cr_T.'
(_nnma _upp/., qme_. xciv
art L_
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craft, noticed

IN

the influence of this doctrine

tion, which it has probably

moral and intellectual

hereafter

touch upon its effects

of Europe--upon

the

distrust

it encouraged.

a tendency

to blunt

surgical

operators,

fit of others.

is occasionally

is one of the

indifference

delight

anecdotes

unflinching
manifest

in the

related

operators

defect,

unable

humanity.

There
through

callousness
ing tbr the

There

of temperament
purpose

minds us, _active

of their proa mor-

have

become

deter-

the

most

Now it is sufficiently

part of humanity

depends

acts that are done
ideal

and

in the

standard

o!

persons who are exceedingly

a sense of duty, while their temperament

callous.

active benevolence_

the

enjoyment.

of suffering,

prevailing

are, no doubt,

and

to suppress

and have

of kind

the

for indif-

who have derived

the operations

in the hospitals.

number

especially

entirely

facts of

interest,

of surgeons

from

that upon this emotional

benevolent

the emo-

familiar

to positive

contemplation

world_ and

remains

becomes

who, being

their

by far the greater

most

has

pain solely for the bene-

heightened

pleasure

to utilise

of passion,

is soon exchanged

speedily

fession, and of persons
mined

is devoid

effe¢t

of su'ffering_

and thus destroy

The first repulsion

interest

bid

honesty_

The law holds good even in men, like

the
the

of en

a still more painful
contemplation

who contemplate

the most exquisite

history

of intellectual

contemplation

ference,
Hence

the intellectual

is, however,

of humanity,

observation.

] shall

disingcnuousness

the affections,

common

combined.

and

That the constant

when that

than almost

upon

and even hatred

especially
tional part

agencies

timidity

There

to be noticed.

upon the hnagln_

done more to disease

all other

quiry, the

EUROPE.

are even cases in which

increases

for it is acquired
of relieving
habits

the

in proportion

to the

in contemplating

suffer-

it_ and, as Bishop

are strengthened_

while

Butler
passive

ro
ira.

DEVELOPMENTS

pressions are weakened,
ing majority

and their

feelings.

must have
valism.
which

by repetition.'

are in these matters

Their standard
their

been

the

rcsult

with

clasped

terror

upon
where

played,

while the inscription

thought,

_ Quis sustinebit

In such a state

the

joy.

expatiating

plied the eternal
ereatures_
to wish

torture

literalism,

persuaded
a central
Anglican

or

For not only were
pictures,

they
and

that the truth of Christianity

im-

of their fellow-

that it would be a gross impiety
was untrue.

They

interpreted
passage

their doctrine,
faith, and

had

collected

with such a revoltin the

Bible

that

that they had firmly
and eternal

that,

_the hell described

with the same particularity

sufferings,

Yet this only gives

them

that a material

truth of their
clergyman_

would

gratitude

rhetorical

with

expect

with

and had

every

themselves

to human

of a vast proportion

Christianity

could be associated

naturally

ghastly

and they believed
that

the
dis-

of this doctrine

on these

associating

with such assiduity,
ing

tendency

of its effects.

They believed

over

lost were

moriens ? '

we should

indifference

constantly

of

above reveals his one harrowing

acts of barbarity.

conception

men constantly

straining
of the

ne descendam

a general

It rep-

and an expression

sufferings

of thought,

even a bias towards

what

of Pavia

of the age.

his countenanc%

that the dh-ect and powerful

an inadequate

hands,

of

of mcdim-

monastery

as the emblem

of vision

with

by their emotions.

upon the liveliness

in the great

valley

were also

governed

of the contemplations

is a fresco

a monk

be to produce

But the overwhelm-

acts depend

might be regarded

agonising
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If this be so, it is easy to conceive

There

resents
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fire formed

in the words

of an

in the Gospel is not

to be met with in any other re

ligion that is or hath been in the whole world2'
i Swinden, p, 129.

Habitually
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treating

the language

history,

they came

happiness,

to rest

of parable

to regard

it as very truly their

for ever on Abraham's

template

for ever the torments

_elt with

St. Augustine

come like the
Deity

as if it was the language

object

that

'the

as confining his affection

tures, and inflicting

ideal of

bosom, and to con.

of their brother

in hell.

end of religion

of worship,'

of

They

is to be-

and they represented

to a small section

on all others

the most

the

of his crea-

horrible

and

eter-

nal suffering.
Now it is undoubtedly
kind are intensely
in dispelling
common

realised,

the

apathy

condition

earnestness,
Loyola,

great

of

mankind.

day to be spent
in most great
prominent
splendid

religious

place.

the

raise up missionary
their

range

revivals

effect upon some singularly
:luestion

debase

to the
humanity.

exquisite

torments

thoughts

and imaginations

damnation,

of them

and

has occupied
has been

pages

in the

may be its

there can be little

of others
the

the

will pro-

detailed
object

to human
to regard

and
of the

of men, you will necessarily
indifference

will

a callousnesa
that

habitual

a disposition

to

disinterested

this

abroad

If you make

a

in a few

of cases its tendency

suffering

duce in most of them a gradual
hag, and in some

although

to diffuse

of multitudes

an entire

true, that

noble natures,

the character,

and insensibility
roundly

eternal

the grandest

that in the vast majority

be to indurate

the springs

exercises

of such heroic and
But

great

sagacity

the doctrine

lives are among

of biography.

is the

of purpose.

effect of this realisation

teachers

efficacious

which

singleness

with profound
upon

of this

will produce

It is also undoubtedly

instances

zeal, that

They

in his spiritual

in meditating

most

subjects

self-sac24fice, great

assigned

doctrines

they will prove

on religious

who had studied

of enthusiasm,

hole

true, that when

prosuffer-

it wit_

DEVELO_
positive

delight.

If you further

ferings form an integral
bound to regard
duee them

assure men that these suf-

part of a revelation

as a message

of good

which they are

tidings,

you _il]

in.

to stifle every feeling of pity, and almost to en-

_ourage

their insensibility

teaching

by telling

{heir lives
Church,
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as a vil_ue.

them that

the Being who is the ideal of

confines His affection

that He will torture

If you end your

to the meinbers

within its pale, and

that

plate those tortures

in a state of unaUoyed

prepare

the

directed

against

realised

these doctrines,

His children

will for ever contemfelicity,

way for every form of persecution

most unfeeling

those who are without.
would

of mankind.

vidual bliss could reconcile

of a single

for ever all who are not found

can be

IIe who most fully

be the most
No

you will

that

unhappy

possible

a truly humane

or the

prospect

of indi-

man, who followed

the impulse of his humanity,
to the thought
that those who
were external to his faith were destined to eternal fire.
No
truly humane

man could avoid wishing,

should be the case, he and all others
aunihilation.
implicitly

When

of two effects.
passion
would

the doctrine

believed,
that

would

stimulate

duced an absolute

involve

to extreme

Torquemada

nature

realised

and

have had one or other
an intensity

an extreme
heroism,

of com-

unhappiness

or it must

and a positive

the heretic.

of human

and

have

inclination

It does not require

to perceive

pro-

that

the

to

much

spirit of

must be more common than that of Xavier.

That this was actually
one who is not wilfully
I have

was intensely

produced

callousness

inflict suffering upon
knowledge

have

than this

should sleep the sleep ot

it must, therefore,

It must

that rather

mentioned

that

dilated most emphatically

the

case must

be evident

blind to the history
writer

who in the

on the doctrine

to any

of Christendomsecond

of eternal

century
punish
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ment by fire as a means of intimidation.
works he showed
his own character.
Christians
He had

He had written
on the

them very powerful,
perceived

that
He

and others

festivals
That

and

How

was

the

Btand forth
the
•

powers

in more

.

pierced_

Compared

of triumph

with

shall I

so many and
into
dark-

more

piteous

Then

cries

than

to resound,

those

while

driver

in his flaming

such spectacles,
can pr_tor

with

the
more

of the

circus

chariot,

not by spears, but by darts

as the_e, what

pour

seen as he becomes

shall the

the

any they had

Then shall the tragedians

to view all blushing

gladiators
.

of that scene !

who had persecuted

cruel fire than

by

of hell.

said to have mounted

shall be better

heat.

that

of their

IIow

I behold

with which they had made the theatre
by the

as he

their god in the lowest

Then shall the soldiers

forth in their own misfortune

flexible

agonies

amid the torments

when

as-

a spectacle

so attractive

shall I laugh!

who were

for the saints ....

comedian's

style

of earth faded into insignificance

with Jupiter
burn

to the

eloquence
that

' shall be the magnitude

kings,

groaning
of Christ

kindled

his

tell them

How shall I triumph

ness of hell !

forcible

proceeded--and

as they writhe

he exclaimed,

such illustrious

name

; but he

spectacle

shall I wonder!

heaven,

extre_nely grotesque

theme--to

the comparison.

rejoice!

spectaclc_
some of

for them, so fascinating

fellow-countrymen,

the

arguments,

glow and a more impetuous

the most joyous

How

the public

many

upon

dissuading

his exhortations

accordingly

a richer

' What,'

of hiB

he must point them to some counWr-

rose to the congenial
was reserved

subject

to make

of his readers,

attraction.
sumed

a treatise

of his day from frequenting
collected

majority

In another

very clearly the influeuce it exercised

and

of fire.

such subjects

or consul_ qumstor or

DEVEI_PMENTS
pontiff,

afford

imagination

an

?

And

even

can depict

I have

quoted

instance

of

this

the
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now

faith

can

them

as present.'

very

painful

excesses

bring

affections.

For

psychological
great

contradiction,

considerations.
tian

religion

and

love

teristic

passage

of a morbid

which
By the

its

tracing

what

of Europe,

was designed

was
of

in

history

can

represented

near

not

so much

disposition

as

emL.;t-

a striking
illus
of realisation_
on
be

called

we are constantly

met

by a

by

such

only

confession
to

them

1

tered by persecution,
as becausc
it thmishes
tlation
of the influence
of a certain
class
the

Sc2S

may

be

explaincd

of all

parties,

be a religion

as the

distinctive

the

the

Chris-

of philanthropy,
test

or charac-

true

members.

As

a matter

of fact,

it

has

probably

done

more

to quicken

the

affections

of mankind,

to

promote

pity,

to create

a pure

and

merciful

ideal,

than

any

t 'Qu_e tuac spectaculi latitudol
Quid admircr l Quid ridcam! ubi
gandeam! ubi exultem, spectans tot et tantos reges, qui in c_lum recepti
nuntiadantur, cure lpso Jove et ipsis suis testibus in imis tenebris congemcscentes I Item prmsides persecutores dorainici nominis b_cvioribus quam ipsi
flammis s_vicrunt insultantibus coutra Chri_tianos liqucseentcs ! quos pr_terca
Bapientes illos philosophos coram dlscipulis suis una coafla_ratiouibus erube_eentes, quibus uihil ad Deum pertincre euadebant, quibus anhnas nut nuUas
nut non in pristina corpora redituras affirmabant ! Etiam poeta_ non ad Rhadamanti nec ad Minoi_ sed ad inopinati Christi tribunal palpitantes. Tune magis
tragcBdi audiendi magis scilicet vocales ill sua propria calamitate. Tuac hi_
triones cog-ao_ccndi solutiorcs nmlto per ignem. Tune spectandus auriga in
flammca rota toms rubens ; tunc xystici contcmplandi non in gymnasiis sed in
igne jaeulati ; nisi quod ne tune quidem illos velim visos, ut qui malim ad eos
potius conspectum insatiabilem eonferre qui in dominum des_"ierunt.
Hia
_t Ulo dicam fabri aut qu_stuarim filius_ 8abbati destructor, Samarites et
d_emonium habens, Hic eat quem a Juda redemistis, hic est ille arundine e_
_laphis diverbcratus, sputamentis dcdecoratus, feUeet aceto potatus. Hie est
:lucre clam discentes subripuerunt ut re._urrexi_se dicatur, vcl hortulanus detra_it ne ]acmcse sumfrequentia commeantium !_ederentur. Ut talia spectea_ tit
talibus el_llt_ quis tibi pr_tor, nut consul, nut qtu_tor, ant sacerdos de
.iberalitate pr_stabit_
Et tamen h_ec jam quodammodo habemus per fid_
spirltu imaglnante repr_e_tata.'
(Tertullian, De S_a¢_
cap. _x_:)
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other influence that has ever acted on the world.

But while

the marvellous influence of Christianity in this respect has
been acknowledged by all who have mastered the teachings
of history, while the religious minds of every land and of
every opinion have recognised in it_ Founder tile highest
conceivable ideal and embodiment of dompassion as of purity,
it is a no less incontestable truth that for many centuries the
Christian priesthood pursued a policy, at least towards those
who differed from their opinions, implying a callousness and
absence of the emotional part of humanity whicn has seldom
been paralleled, and perhaps never surpassed. From Julian,
who observed that no wild beasts were so ferocious as angry
theologians, to blontesquieu, who discussed as a psychological phenomenon the inhumanity of monks, the fact has been
constantly recognised. The monks, the Inquisitors, and in
general the mediteval clergy, present a type that is singularly
well defined, and is in many respects exceedingly noble, but
which is continually marked by a total absence of mere
natural affection
In zeal, in courage, in perseverance, in
self-sacrifice, they towered far above the average of mankind;
but they were always as ready to inflict as to endure suffering. These were the men who chanted th.eir Te Deums over
the massacre of the Albigenses or of St. Bartholomew, who
fanned and stimulated the Crusades and the religious wars,
who exulted over the carnage, and strained every nerve to
prolong the struggle,mand, when the zeal of the warrior had
begun to flag, mourned over the languor of faith, and contemplated the sufferings they had caused with a satisfaction
that was as pitiless as it was unselfish. These were the men
who were at once the instigators and the agents of that
horrible detailed persecution that stained almost every
t)rovinee of Europe with the blood of Jews and heretics, and
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an amount

barbarity

of cold, passionless,

unrivalled

Now, when a tendency

331

in the history

studied,

of mankind.'

of this kind is habitually

among men who are unquestionably

actuated

exhibited

by the strongest

sense of duty, it may be assamcd

that

some principle

or with the moral

they have adopted,

phere they breathe.
antecedent,

and

emotional
principles

it must

or trams

have

what

By the

first

of reasoning

a tendency

with persecution,

ject, and predisposes
persecution

I shall examine

ral result
many

conclusion.

emotional

the teaching

in the

examples

that

conspicuous

for ages

proved

absolutely

indifferent

dissented
heretic

' We shall have ample

next

I under-

that harmonises
on the subof which

antecedents

chapter.

world.

of

The

most

lives present

virtue,

as prodigies
to the

in

It was thc natu-

men whose

from their doctrines,
that this inhumanity

second

any reasouing

of the noblest

theless

au

certain

is, I believe, to be found

the future

of that teaching,

termed

reluctance

The logical

antecedent

concerning

respects

of feeling

men to accept

is the

important

may be

the natural

persecution

or logical

I understand

By the

or disposition
removes

wit[
atmos

which induce men to believe

that it is their duty to persecute.
stand

it is connected

It must have an intellectual

antecedent.

and

were

never-

of barbarity,

sufferings

and

of all who

l_or was it only towards
was displayed

in

the

; it was reflected

evidence of this in the next chapter.

At present

it

is sufficient to say that the use of the s/o_ fire in burning heretics was in many
district_ habitual.
In that curious book, the Scaligerana (a record of the conversation of Joseph Scaliger, by an intimate friend who lived in his house)_ we
have a horrible description of one of these executions in Guienne: ' J_avoie
envhon
Papistes:

eeize ans que je vis brusler
on le d6grada

un Jacobin

;nouill_es par les alsseUes pros |a poteuce,
meat qu'il eetoit
too I art. _orciera.)

qui fcrmoit

et on le brusla A petit feu, ie liant

demy consum_

avant

See_ too, Cousin's

la bouche

aux

avec des cordea

et l_ on mettoit le fen dessous telle.
qu'il fur mort?

account

(Art. Heretich

of the execution

of V_n|nl.

See_

_3_
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more or less in the whole
have a striking example
ancient

ly confined

inhumanity

to the slaves.

any earlier

period,

which

it is indeed

nary variety,
displayed.

in cases that

is not

so much

impossible

They represent

the utmost
a passion.

ingenuity,
The

of thought,

received

skill, they

of thought

in which

different

kinds

consummate

on the subject

touches

as the extraordi-

on all the forms of suf-

the most

adopted

me-

the artistic

the

was matured

it was

its finishing

In eases
most common.

barbarity,

to exaggerate,

and had pursued

system

class of the corn

diabolical

a condition

till they had become

cognithe

their

and combined

the

ill

in considering

long and carefully

of their art, had expendcd

habit

us most

it was

unexampled

fell under

and what may be termed

fering, had compared

In

in cases

Christendom

that was probably

it was applied to every

men had pondered
torture,

except

of the people, it was exclusive-

And what strikes

dimval tortures,

We

Rome, notwithstand.

In medimval

and

sance of the clergy

of the time.

was never employed

use of to an extent

munity.'

system

In the best days of ancient

ing the notorious
made

penal

of this in the history of torture.

Greece, torture

of treason.

1_* EUROPE.

of

masters

all the resources

of

it with the ardour

of

under

by the

the

medimval

inquisitors,

from their ingenuity.'

and it
In every

of heresy and treason, but the first were of course by far the
As one of the old authorities on the subject says : ' In crimina

h_vresis omncs illi torqueudi

sunt qui in crimine

hestv maje_tatis

human_e tor-

queri possunt;
quia longe gravius est divinum quam temporalem
l_dere
majestatem,
ac proinde nobiles, milites, decurione_
doctores,
et omnes qui
quantMibet
prmrogativ_,
prmfulgent
majestatis humau_e torqucri possunt

in
.

crtmine h_eresls et in crimine lmsm
. . quo fit quod minores vigintl

quinque am]is propter suspicionem h_resis et lassie majestatis torqued
minores etiam quatuordecem
annis terreri et habenA vel ferule, c_di.'
de Paz, _Urax/s Ecc/esiazf/ea
The extraordinary

which t ]ey were elaborated
.me

d _%_eu/ar_ [1619],

ingenuity

by Vll]egUle_ in Lacroix,

of the medieval

possunt_
(Suar_

p. 158.)
tortures,

and the extent

te

by the clergy, is well shown in an article on tot
.[A Moy¢n .Age et la .RenaiuanesCFaxis

, 1848},

DEVELOPMEI_rS

prison the crucifix

the

men whom she had

country
probably

the

first

soon afterwards
was thcn
been

The ori_nal

by

the

Perhaps

stated.

every

other

In France,

of torture

sceptics;
Charron

was Mon-

the

cause

was

and

by Bayle;

it

Montesquieu,

and the

En-

triumphed

when

Revolution.

•

the

ef-

and by

been employed,

I have

works on the subject

interest.

at last

it is true, torture
almost

by Voltaire,

shattered

was

but

opponent

up by

and it finally

great but painful
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opposed,

it had often

French

taken

adopted

cyclopmdists;

Church

cases;'

position

of the

of torture

the

In England,

the first illustrious
the

tom. iii.

cursed.

in ecclesiastical
illustrates

taigne,

which

been illegal, though

especially

had

abolition

by a movement

had always

RATIONALIBM.

and the rack stood side by side, and in al-

most every country
fected

OF

the

In

Spain,

are very numerous,
fullest

Church
tor-

and possess

is MarsiUus'

a

(a lawyer

of

Bologna) _rtractatus de Qu_stlonib_,s (1529 and 1537--both
editions in black
letter).
Marsillus boasted that he was the inventor of the torture that consisted of depriving
the prisoner of all slecp--a
torture which was _pecially
used in the States of the Church : _In Statu Ecclesia, rico hi duo modi magis
in usu sunt, ut et tormentum
quem modum
_orum
of the

invenisse

taxillorum,

asserit

[Romae, 1618], p. 198.)
nature of the tortures

Eymerieus'
refer.

.Directorium

On rue extent

et vigilim per somni

Mar,illus.'

(Ct_artarlo

and many

to which it was employed
see

subtractionem,
InWrrogandum

Besides these works, there are full accounts
in Simancas' ])e CatYmlici, Iltstitutio_dbus,

Inquisitorurn.

the trials of Protestants,

Praz_

Strutt's Manners

other

works

to which

they

by the Catholics,

under Mary, in

of b'w Fmglish

People, vol. ill

p. 46 ; and on the extent to which it was employed

by Protestants

in the trims

of Catholic priests, see Hallam, Const. H'tst. (ed. 1827), vol. L p. 159 ; and the
evt ience collected in Miiner's Letlzr8 to a Prebendary.
Bishops Grindal and
Coxe suggested the application of torture to the Catholic priest&
(Froude,
H/rag., vol. vii. pp. 418, 419.) See, too, Barrin_on
On tIw ,Sb_ute_ pp. 80, an£
440, 441.
• The suppree_on of one department of torture was effected in France as
tarly as 1780, and was one of the measures of reform conceded to the revolutionary party.
wtually
erata.

All torture,

triumphant,
(See

and

Loiseleur,

however, was not abolished
the abolition

_ur

le,

Peines.)

till the Revolution

wu

was one of the first acre of the de__,_
Besides

the essays

of

Montaignet

$34
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to fall into disuse

the few occasions

under

when the Government

sition to the Church- _ In Italy
ture

was

and

the

Beccaria,
avowed

Translated
Diderot,

it.

Morellet,

the

and vastly

Under

Russia

the

the abolition

an edict

of Prussia,

osophical

principles

was

his example

was speedily

cany.

is there, upon

this.

The

movement

an mtellectual

on

of Rousseau.*

by Voltaire

the Empress
Under

took the

that destroyed

than an emotional

the

anything
torture

movement.

same

to the phil-

same step, and

by Duke Leopold

reflection,

of

and accompanied

whose adherence

notorious,

over

that produced

movement,

followed

and

of the French

flew triumphantly

of toleration.

Frederick

Nor

principles

in her dominions,

influence

of tor-

and of Holbach,

the movement

of that

on one of

opponent

whole weight

accelerated

torture

by

of the

of Beccaria

influence

abolished

the great
of ttelvetius

by the

work

IlL,

was in direct oppo-

commented

supported

philosophers,
Europe,

the friend
exponent

by
and

Charles

of Tus-

surprising

in

was much less
It represented

torture was denounced in the _Rq#e_e of Charron, in the Contrain_-le8 Fvntrer
of Bayle_ and in many parts of the writings of Voltaire (see, e. g., art. Torture_
in Phil.

Dict.)and

i Buckle's

his contemporaries.

IFmt., vol. ii. p. 140, note.

Luis Vires,

a rather famous Spanish

philosopher, in his Annotations to St. Augustine, had protested against torture
as early as the first haft of the sixteenth century.
His opinions on this _ub.
jcct

were

vehemently

ma2kable book
_and_
//_rese,
_imancas

denounced

by a bishop

named

Simancas,

in a very re-

e_tlled De Catholiciz In_titutionibue
ad pra_eavendaz et eztir(1569), to which I shall have occasion herea/ter
to refer.

observ'es

that

'Inquisitores

Apostoliei

J_episrdme rco8 torquere

so

lent i ' he defends the practice with great energy, on the authority of the_e
giam; and he gives a very vivid description of different modes of torture tht
InqtuJitors

e_nployed in their dealings

on this horrible subject,
that, in other countries,
Spain in secret (p. 305).
t On the influence
translation

with heretacs

Lloreute,/:/'_t.
criminals were
of Beccaria,

(pp. 21_7-,209.)

of the Inquisition.

see

pas_od through seven editions

in his day tortured
Loiseleur_

noties, I

in public, but in

pp. 335-8118.

in six months.

See al_

Simauacas

MoreUet'J
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_aucl, less a discovery
tensity
any

of the

of sympathy.

can be adduced
that

peri)d

on the subject,

was not perfectly

e_caped,

timid

guilty;

that

a horrible

punishment,

decisions

was seriously

such as these,

were

centuries

such means
abolished

sufferings

indulgent,
guilty

the guiltless
weakened

as much

barbarous,

more

actions

more

gentle.

part of the great movement
ments, mitigated
classes.

Now

regarded

eternal

suffering

the

rack

neighbours.

that

one exception

was

the

subject

sympaof
more
even

atrocious

a
and

It was

barbarous

amuseof all

who seriously

as the just punishment

It is also certain,

on the doctrine

Torture

judgments

those

of the fret-

look upon torture

and -kind of repulsion

' There is, perhaps,
reuoning

it by

and refined the manners

certain

and

perceptions

To

which abolished

and

was

was destroyed.

fulness of a child, could not possibly
the same degree

their

of the rack seemed

the asperities
it is quite

Nor

their

of legal

eleventh

of civilisation

expansive,

underwent

arguments,

in the

effected.

acute,

therefore

sometimes

influence

are at present.
was

to cite

at every

i_alsely declared

;'--these

more

and

criminals
frequently

truisms

change

man to the horrors

be difficult

that the moral

in

arguments

to all classes

of others

their

an increased

sometimes

in the progress

thies of men became
the

persons

and

the

because

it would

That brave

as they

that

than

familiar

ages.'

and that

themselves

reason

fl35

If we asked what positive

of the middle

twelfth

oF I_A_o_ALIs_.

with

as their less orthodox

that a period in which religion,
to this.

of the social

Becearia grounded much of hi,

compact.

I cannot, however, thi,,k

that this argument had much influence in producing the change.
' It is worthy of notice that St. Augustine perceived very clearly the evil
of torture, and stated

the case against

it with his usual force and terseness

Cure qumritur utrum sit nocons cruciatur
vertissimas pmuas' (De
_ecegoary.

et innocens luit pro incerto

scelere

O/v. J)d, lib. xix. cap. 6) ; but he concl_ ded that it

:
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by dwelling

incessantly

the agonies

of the lost, made the combination

horrible

on the legends

forms of suffering

imagination,
torture

was

of the martyrs, or on

the habitual

of all others

of new and

employment

of the

that in which the system

was likely to be most atrocious.

of

It may be added,

that the very frame of mind that made men assail the practice
of torture, made them also assail the mediaeval
future

punishment.

condition

The two things

of society.

grew

doctrine

of

out of the same

They flourished together,

and they de-

clined together.
The truth
great

is, that in every age the penal code will in a

degree vary with the popular

losophers

have

written

of guilt.

Phi-

much on the purely preventive

char,

acter of legal punishments;
edge of history,
constructed
within

but it requires

or even of human nature,

altogether

is indeed

estimate

true, that

all acts

morality

of the

legislator,

the province

in a great

from

inence or danger
a time with

enormity.

penal

systems

efficient during
stantially

that

this fact is

the prevailing

It is true,

of punishment

results

indifference

to the

It is even true that the especial

prom-

of some crime will cause men to visit it for

penalties

moral

and

It

do not fall

advances.'

stage, the severity

of suffering.

is impossible.

condemns

as civilisation

too, that in an early
measure

to show that a code

on such a principle

more fully appreciated

infliction

but little knowl-

Yet
without

that

seem to bear no proportion

it is, I think,
perceiving

a long period

with the popular

impossible
that

they

to its

to examine
can

only

of time, when they accord

estimate

of the enormity

be
sub

of gailt_

0 The tendency of all penal systems constructed under the influence of the
clergy to make the legal code coextensive with the moral code, and to make
punishments

as much as possible

A9 a modem

instance

of the nature of expiation,

of this, Sweden is perhaps

the atriklng book of Mr. Laing, upon its present

the most
condition.

is well known.

remarkable.

See
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extenuating

and
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Every

system,

graduated

by admitting

punishments,

that is passed
standard.

implies

this,

and

by the public is virtually

When

a punishment

circumstances
every

judgment

an appeal to an ideal

is pronounced

excessive,

it is

meant that it is greater than was deserved.
When it is pronounced inadequate, it is meant that it is less than was de,
served.

Even

regarding

the

law

simply

as a prewmtive

measure, it is necessary that it should thus reflect the prevailmg estimate of guilt, tbr otherwise
it would come into collision

with

that

operation.
murder
first

public

opinion

Thus, towards

and horse-stealing

case, juries

sanctioned

were

readily

those

when they were

and scandalised.

and

death

guilt

of murder,

of theft.
stant

In the

tendency

in verdicts,

executed,

public

advance

opinion

codes, for

and they at the same time become
the just reward

Ueved and realised,
.arding

When,

suffering

however,

more

they

it must

inevitably

have

are

sensible

such a doctrine

of crime as I have noticed

is be-

the effect of r_

the progress.

Such, then, were the natural
_g on the subject
during the middle
greater

to that
is a con-

inflicting;
concerning

with the

there

to realise

of guilt.

the

shocked

of penal

men learn

of the palliations

intensely

In

men looked

disproportionate

the severity

more

public

acquitted;

was

of this was_ that

of civilisation_

to mitigate

In the

the

not incommensurate

exceedingly

both

was efficacious.

were almost usually

as a punishment
but

to its

by death.

the law

The reason

upon

is essential

punished

brought

verdicts,

the second case, the criminals
and

which

the close of the last century:

part

that teaching
22

effects of the popular teach-

of future punishment
ages, and during

of the seventeenth
has passed

which was universal
the

century.

gixteenth

and

the

How completely

away must be evident

to any one
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who will take the pains of comparing

old theological

litera

ture with modern teaching.
The hideous pictures of m_
tcfial fire and of endless torture which were once so careflfl.
|y elaborated

and so constantly

by a few vague sentences

enforced, have been replaced

on the subject

of'perdition,'

the general assertion of a future adjustment
of life ; and a doctrine
and is an element
thus silently

which grows

substituted

indeed, still strenuously
of that punishment,

theologians

moral

for a doctrine
defended

disappeared

to shock

and therefore

discussion
from

is,

but the nature

an infinite

Being

that might
as not at

argued

that ob

an infinite

punishment.

guilt,

Butler

ar-

of nature gave much reason to suspect
of crimes
of their

fences, implied

the doctrine

it is commonly
being

as one

acquired

has

The ablest

be so stated
Liebnitz

an infinite

with our conceptions
that

on the subject,

their doctrine

that the punishment

is so far from

was the great-

of punishment

controversy.

the feelings.

deserved

gued that the analogy

As, however,

has been

which had been one of the most prom;-

once regarded

fences against

which

by many;

be defended, but could not possibly
first sight

religion,

The eternity

nent points in every previous
now completely

of the inequalitie_

out of the moral facultyj

in every truly

est of all moral difficulties.

or hy

may be out of all proportion
guilt.

Both, by their very de-

was a grievous

stated

at present, the doctrine

a difficulty, that

without it would be manifestly

difficulty.

any system

imperfect,

that waa

and it has accord-

ingly long since taken its place as one of the moral evidences
of Christianity.
This

gradual

and silent

transformation

of the

popular

conceptions is doubtless chiefly due to tne habit of educing
moral and intellectual
truths from our own sense of right_
rather

than from traditional

teaching,

which

has accompa
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reed the decUne of dogmatic
conspicuous

in the

theology,

seventeenth
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and which first becamo

century.

Descartes,

who

was the chief revi_ er of moral philosophy,

may be regarded

as its leading

which

originator;

to metaphysical

enquiries

unconsciously)
just

ideas

for the method

to moral

of right

was soon applied
subjects.

and wrong,

moral sense much more than
they soon proceeded
arbiter,

(consciously

Men, when
began

all theology

with

its

of similar in-

of innovations,

logians

facility

comparative

and

a supreme

into conformity

fluences, and the rapid succession
with

their

of theologians,

At the same time tile great increase
yield

for

to interrogate

the books

or

seeking

to make that sense or faculty

and to mould

dictates.

he applied

to the

made theopressure

of

their age.
But besides
was another

this general

tendency

minor influence

on the movement,

ated with the name
of a purely

a spiritual

cised

on

most

interesting

pages

to the views

this excessive

teriality.

For

subtlety

soul was

tally different

from surrounding

disintegration,

and emancipated

ter.

Some

perhaps

of the Platonists

attained,

The differcnt

form

has exerone of the

ancients--at
subtle

the modem

least
regarded

fluid, or sub-

from the body ; and, according

prevaler.t,

the

the development

to have generally

soul as an extremely

quite distinct

view, and according

is also associ-

philosophy
The

there

a real though

soul.

of speculation,
in history.

schools--seem

the essence of the

I mean
of the

or a material

all departments

the most spiritual
stance

conception

movement,

I think,

and which

of Descartes.

spiritual

effects which

rationalistic

which exercised,

to their

that were long afterward_
of essence constituted

supposed
objects,
from
verged
idea

imma-

to be of a nature

t(_

simple, incapable

of

the conditions

of mat-

very closely upon, and
of a soul whose

essence
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is purely intellectual;
but the general opinion was, I thhd_
that which I have described.
The distinct and, as it was
called, immaterial
ancients

with

mortality.

nature

great

of the soul was insisted

emphasis

If mind be but

as the
a function

be but 'a material

product

that

of the body

of

the dissolution
the

individual.

pointing

our moral

where

nature

that

element

it would

tially distinct
upon

appear

as one of the

survive

the

distinction.

chief

the

tion of the body

connected

That

Socrates

of his hopes

noble

in

of age;

imagery,

of spirit and the world
to rise

is the
of mat-

by the wings

of the

gods, or to sink by the gravita-

to the level of the brute.

of the soul to pass from state
mined by its present

there

with, but essen.

Cicero in the shadow
in their

the world

and

the
argu.

of the school of Plato was based

Man,

with the

but remembrance,

rudest

psychological

foundations

It is in his power

soul to communion

with

; but to minds in which

being

of his life, and

line where

ter touch.

of life shall

thc most satisfactory.

and the wholc moral system
horizon

in man

from the body, was the position which

hours

upon the

the injustices

prominent,

exists in man an indivisible

last

annihilation

an instinct

perhaps

philosophy

is most

ment will always

the

it seems natural

be the

anew, which is so closely connected

shocks of a material

dwelt

should

if thought

and wt ere the chain of love that death has sev-

ered shall be linked

logical

of matter,

is, indeed,

sphere,

on by the

proof of its im-

of the brain,'

There

to a future

be rectified,

chief

to state;

its future

tendency.

It is the destiny
all its knowledge

condition

k

must

be deier-

The soul of that

man who

aspiresonly to virtue,and who despisesthe luxury and the
passionsof earth,willbe emancipatedat lastfrom the thraldom of matter,

and, invisible

perfect bliss in the full fruition

and unshackled,
of wisdom.

will drink in
The soul of tha|
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man who seeks his chief gratification
death be imprisoned
physical

in a new

suffering, ors visible

body,

841

in the body,

will ata_er

will be punished

by

to the human ey% will appear

upon earth in %heform of a ghost to scare the survivors amid
their pleasure,"
Such were the opinions

that were held by the school of

Plato,

the most spiritual of all the philosophers

When

Christianity

appeared

was very favourable

in the world, its first tendency

to these

conceptions,

of every great

moral enthusiasm

petites

body, to present

of the

ideal, and to accentuate
human nature

earlier and better
the

philosophy

was supreme;
accompanied
Reformation.

to the

mind

days the Church

asshnilated

Yet

there were

they believed

and some of the Christians,

the

produced

upon

all, the

above

fire, and the great prominence
became the foundation
of the

must perish

in denying

_o reject the distinction

w_re early divided

that

that the body

position s were inclined
But

of Platonism

that preceded

two doctrines

with

ages Aristotle

The pagans a._serted the immateriality

of the soul, because

it.

especially

in the middle
movement

by which

find that in its

and we also find that the revival
the spiritualising

effect

a supersensual

the antagonism

We accordingly

of Plato, while

an opposite tendency.
tor ever;

for it is the

to raise men above the ap-

strongly

is convulsed.

of antiquity.

firm belief

this latter

that was ba_ed

in punishment

by

the doctrine
soon obtained,
material view.
The Fathers

upon the subject.'

One section,

compri_

This theory is developedin the Piu_do_ The Greeks had an extreme
fearof the dead, and consequentlya strong predispositionto see ghosts.
t , Sot one of them (the earlyFathers) entertainedthe same opinionas the
m_jorityof Christiansdo at the present day, that the soulis perfectlysimple_
and entirely destitute of all body, figure_form, and extension On the contrary,they all acknowledgeit to contain something corporeal,although of a
dig"erectkind andnaturefromthe bodle_of this mortal sphere. But yet th_

ing the ablest and the best, maintained
man

an immaterial

soul, but

that

associated

with a thin, flexible,

the eye.

Origen

added

existence
chiefly

ritions were
mentions

at that

borne

The

of future

time regarded

and

St. Antony

heaven.

clement,

lucid

based

in a napkin.

hermit

Tertullian
she deseribea
form of a

carried

named

Angels

that
Appa-

figure in the perfect

saw tile soul of Ammon

the

this doctrine

punlshment2
as frequent.

soul of a Libyan

to heaven

denied

maintained

who had seen a soul, which

as 'a transparent
Iaan."

as the chief, utterly

a second body_ and

conception

a woman

to

The other school, of which

in man of any incorporeal
on the

body, visible

that the Deity alone could exist as a

may be regarded

the soul was simply

in

soul was invariably

but sensitive

pure spirit unallied with matter2
Tertullian

that there existed

that

up to

Marc

was

also were not unfre-

are divided into two opinions.
For some contend that there are two things in
the soul---spirit, and a very thin and subtle body in which this spirit is clothed.
Those who follow Plato and the Platomsts
their disciples), adopt
nounce it to be most
body,

(L e. Clement, Origen, and

the Platonic doctrine respecting
simple in itself, but yet always

the soul also, and pro.
invested with a subtle

But the others_ who keep far aloof from Plato, and consider

his philos-

ophy to be prejudicial to Christian principles, repudiate this doctrine of his aa
well, and maintaiu that the soul altogether is nothing more than a most subtle
body.

They very frequently

tires, for inculcating

that

_11 concretion.'--Note

a_sail

the Platonists

the soul is of a nature

by _Iosheim

to Cudworth's

most

with

bitter

invco-

simple_ and devoid of

Intd/.

_ystem

(Harrison'e

.-d.)_ voL iii. p. 325.
Mr. Hallam says: 'The Fathers, with the exceptio_
aerhaps the single one, of Augustine, had taught the corporeity of the thinking substance.'
Cudworth,

(Hist, of Lil.)
vol, iii. p. 318.

mui in a great measure
• 'Corporalitas

The

on apparitions.

anim_e

ha ipso

same Father

based

his doctrine

of the

Dolet

infe_l

(Ibid. p. 330.)
evangelio

relucebit.

spud

auima c_u_dam_ et punitur in flamm_, et eruciatur in lingu_ et de digito animm
_..lieioris implorat solarium ruris.'_Tertullian,
.De Anima,
cap. vii.
* Ibid. cap. ix.
lian had become

I should mention

a Mo_tanist,

that

this book was written

but there is no reason

anytJaing to say to his psychology

to believe

aftex Tert_
that t:_is

DEVELOPMENTS

tuently

seen, and were universally

with the daughters
Under
spiritual

conceptxon

metaphor,

was

were
in the

weighing

that

therefore
Last

Judgment

to the scales endeavoured

arrested

and

was crowded

believed

congruous,

ishment,

We find,
evident

pictures

child, rising

representing

out

soul,'

of

Every

the souls of

bodies writhing with horThe two doctrines were
the other.

readily believed
their

some time

before

Men who

in a physical

view of the punthe

Reformation,

signs of a desire on the part of a few writers
of the soul.

The pantheistic

flowed from the school oi Averroes,
problem

Some-

their view of the suffercrs.

however,

a purer conception
notion

represented

the imagination.

Men who materialised

materialised

The

But above all, the doctrine

and each supported

in a 'physical

punishment.

all

while devils clinging

as a sexless

those who had just died as literal
rible contortions
in a literal fire.
strictly

images.'

the equilibrium.

enchained

with

of fact.

from painting,

constantly

to disturb

of the mouth of the corpse?
church

was

ot

to the senses, and

to palpable

balance,

soul was portrayed

purgatory

the language

as the language

appealed

reduced

every

; and what at an carrie)

of the people were all derived

the souls in a literal

the

of thought,

deemed

regarded

or ceremonies

subjects

to have cohabited

habits

generally

was universally

sculpture,
angel

of medimval

was materialised

period

The realisations

believed

_4:_

of the antediluvians.

the influence

and a later

times

OF EATIOI_ALISM.

of a soul of nature,
of the connection

reviving

directed
between

3 See on this subject Maury, L_gend_
i Maury, ./__ge_d_ .P/vue_, p. 124.

to rise to

writings

the old Stoical

attention

to the great

the worlds of matter

P_u_,
There

that

pp. 125-12_.
is an example

and

of this in the

Triumph of Death, by Orcagna_ at Piss.
In the Greek churches the souls of
the blessed were sometimes represented
as little children clasped in the might_
hand of God.

(Didron,

lcono_aphie,

p. 2160
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of mind.
sleeps

Tile conception

in the stone, dreams in the animal,

man;"

the

produces

belief

that

essence

hidden

that is present

had occupied

of antiquity,
the Christian

which

century

in the

both

Tauler,

elicited

sect of the B6gards,

The

writings

which have always

and which

had

been

in part

and

Ortlieb,

century,

and

under the
it acquired

to which the strong

by the black death,

againb_ the excessive

coutributed.'

Areopagite,

popularity,

as

appeared

Suso, and Ruysbroek,

an extraordinary

by

at first with

of David de Dianant,

of Eckart,

had begun

belief,

strengthened

mysticism

guidance

that

of

may be regarded

de BOne; and in the following

feeling

all--this

Coalescing

Amaury

religious

which

is but the thrill

of Gnosticism,

in the teachings

in Germany

principle

in them

of pantheism.

traditions

thirteenth

especially

whie_

and wakes in the

vital

and was, perhaps,

of mysticism,

form

some lingering

spirit,

so noble a place among the speculations

reappeared,

the rapid progress

m the

the

the varied forms of organisation,

the Divine
which

of an all-pervading

aridity
ascribed

and the reaction
ot scholasticism,
to Dionysius

the

been the Bible of mysticism,
translated

by Scotus

Erigena,

and also some of the works of Scotus himself, rose to sudden
favour, and
theological

a new tone was oMven to almost
reasoners.

tone of thought,
which was
generated

an order

the philosophical
of investigation

shown in curious enquiries
in matter.

which Lucretius

aspect
was

laid so great

of this

produced,

about how life is first

The theory of spontaneous

generation,

had made the basis of a great portion

mystem, and on which
_ntury

As

all classes of

the philosophers
stress, was strongly

of the

of his

eighteenth

asserted,'

and all

' Schelling.
• SeeSc]midt, _tude_ stLrl, M'ystieis_ AM
du Illr"ffu_e, in the
i_m_ira d_ _c/ow_ Morda a Po//aquo de l'Inat/_ de Fray, tom-i_
t The fol|owiagpassagefrom Vive_ is interesti_ both as gt_ringa oonoi_
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_he mysteries

of generation

treated with a confidence

elicits a smile, 1not unmixed
how

completely

these

_5
that

with melancholy when we think

great

questions

of the

nature

and

origin of life, which may be almost said to form the basis of
all real knowledge,
_bsolutely
respect
of the

have eluded our investigations,

the i_air promise

been unfulfilled.

assistance

of the pagan

the case, a very

writers

by diffcrent

I cannot

maintained

that thought
substance

doubt,

and how
has in thiJ

about the .genesis

to examine

earnestly

its nature.

pursued,

with the

; and the conclusions

schools

wide influence

ceptions.
the thinking

enquiries

to proceed

were accordingly

at on this point

different

From

soul, it was natural

Such enquiries

of the last century

exercised,

upon their

that

when

as is always

theological

at last

is the essence of the
is therefore

so wholly

arrived
con-

Descartes

soul, and that
and generically

from the body, that none of the forms or properties

of matter can afford the faintest image of its nature, he contrivuted
much to that frame of mind which made men
naturally

turn with contempt

from

ghosts,

visible

demons,

viewof the _otions prevailingabout spontaneous generation,and on account
of the very carious
notionin it about mice : ' De viventibus alla generationem
habent spontaneum,ut musc_ culices,formic_ apes : queenec sexum ullum
habent. Alia ex commixtione sexuum prodcunt, ut homo, equus,canis, leo.
Sunt qu_ ambiguamhabent procreationem,ut inures ; uam eorum alii ex sordi.
bus sine concubitu,alii ex coneubitu proveniunt.' (De Anirna, lib. L) Van
Helmont_as is wellknown, gavea receipt for producing mice. St. &ugustine,
taking great pains to solve different objections to the goodnessof Providence, oddly enough selects the existence of mice as an impenetrable onQ
which faith alonecan grasp: ' Eo,,_vero fateor me nescire mutes et rangequam
Crestlsunt_aut muscle,ant vermiculm.
) (De G_nesicontra Mani_)
c.xvi.)
Thus, Melanchthondeals,in a tone of the most absolute assurancs,with
_he great question of the cause of the differenceof sex : _Mares nascuntur
magis in dex_ parte matrici_ eta semine quod magis a dextro testlculo
oritur. Fcsmell_in sinist_ matrlcispartenascuntur.' Melanchthon,De A m,
ma, p. 4_0.
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iud purgatorial
was soon
ever

fires. _

in a measure

the old notion
From

may

of the
great

eclipsed,

of an hner

be said to have

seventeenth
contempt,

troversy

It is true that

the time of Descartes,

indeed

on the

and
and

it at least

the doctrine

steadily

declined.'
centuries

at least,

in the Church

during

the first half

den,

Whiston,

Horberry,

the Cart_.sian

destroyed

for

of a material

fire

Dodwell,
different

The

it with

great

to have
century.

and in America
points

sceptics

treated

the last

seems

of the eighteenth

it from

doctrine

body. s

in England,

subject

discussed

but

eighteenth

place

Edwards,
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of view,'

contaken
Swin-

JonathaL
and at.

The sharp line Descartes tried to draw between the body and the soul ex.
plains his doctrine of animals, which has o/_en been grossly misunderstood.
Thought, he contended, is the ea_ence of the soul, and all that is not thought
(as life and sensibility) is of the body. In denying that brutes had souls, he
denied them the power of thought, but left them all besides. This distinction
in its full ri_dity would now be maintained by very few; and Stahl gave
psychol%o7 an impulse in quite another direction by hi_ doctrine (which seems
to have been flint of Aristotle), that the soul includes the vital principle--all
that separates living from dead bodics. He thus founded the psychology of
animals, and in a vol_at measure fused psychology and medicine. There is a
clear statement on this point in Maine de Biraa, ffouveau_ Rapports _Physi_
e_ Mora/.es. There is at present a remarkable revival of the doctrine of Stall
in France in the writings of Tissot, Boullier, Charles, and Lemoine.
A doctrine, however, something like that of the old Fathers, but applied
to the bodies of the blessed, has been lately advocated in two very ingenious
American books---Hitchcock's J?_./_
of Geology, and Zedura oa t]_
_ne.
The author has availed himself of Reichenbach's theories of'odie
light,' &_.
t Descartes himself gives us the opinion of his eonte.mporarieson the subject: ' Bien que la commune opinion des th6ologiens solt que los damn6s 8ont
tourment6s par le feu des enfers, n6anmoins leur sentiment n'est pas pour cela
qu'ils sont dequs par une fausse idle que Dien lear a imprim6e, d'un feu quI
lee consume, reals phtSt qu'ils sour v6ritablement tourment& par le feu; par.
ceque "comme resprit d'un homme vivant, bien qu'il ne soit pas corpure], est
9_nrnoins d_,_au dans le corps, a;n_ Dieu par sa toute-puim_mco peut ais6.
meat faire qu'il soulrre les atteintes du lea corporel aprbs la mort."' (Rg
auz 8i.zib,ne Obfi_i_ns.)
' This was, as far as I kuo% the last of the great controversies ooacemi_

_)EVELOPMF_NTS

Zested the rapid progress
_lose of the century
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of the scepticism.

the doctrine

excluded

now lingers
Roman

from the popular
manuals

I have dwelt
because

or change

I have

I believe,

endeavoured

was to chill and deaden
inflict suffering,

it was

though

Dissenters,

it even

and "n the

upon this very revolting
an extremely

fluence on the modes of thought
past.

the

for the poor.

at length

it exercised,

of dogmas,

teaching,

among the least educated

Catholic

Towards

had passed away, fbr though

there was no formal recantation
virtually

_

important

and types of character

to show

to predispose

to retard

the march

in-

of the

how its necessary

the sympathies,

and seriously

doct]ine,

effect
men to

of civiLisa-

tion.
It has now virtually passed away, and with it the type
of character that it did so much to form.
Instead of the old
stern Inquisitor,

so unflinching

his enterprises,

so remorseless

the men who multiplied
tures, who wrote
stimulated

long cold treatises

every

of this

ecclesiastical

the

land with

feminine

sensibility,

modern

Christianity

Philanthropy
the locality
vommon

of hell--a

oentre of the

The preeminent

is the boundless

question

which

earth.

Whiston,

application,

had

however,

we meet
morbid

asceticism

who denied

contended

that it was the sun.

According

all

indisposiof

it displays.

was to the middle

excited great

sanctioned,

with

characteristic

attention.

The

was that it was in the
the

eternity of punish-

merit, contended that it was the tall of a comet; while Swinden
leems to have made a considerable sensation, and was translated
atrenuously

who

wars, and who

philanthropy

which had once

St. Thomas

tor-

of the innocent--instead

of character,

is to our age what

opinion,

on their

and an almost

tion to inflict punishment.

of

the most hideous

most ferocious

the blood

type

so heroic in

in his persecution--instead

and elaborated

and embittered

watered
almost

in his asceticism,

(who_
book
into French)

to Plancy (fl/ct.

Inf_

art. Enfer)_ some early theologians not only held thie, but explained
Jpotl in the mm by the multitude of the _ila.

the

_
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ages, and what polemical
seventeenth

centuries.

humanity

was

never

in Protestantism

has been

most

so developed,

evinced,

by the clergy.

where

Indeed,

weak

and effeminate

lectual

and moral,

clergy

dwells

character.

upon

as the

Whether

despicable

both

every

satirist
feature

intelof the

of their

when duly analysed,

supposed,

is as

may be questioned;

of ascribing

tics of the school of Torqucmada,

guided

as by their admirers.

which

this quality,

all events, no one would think

been

this fact is recog-

most prominent

as is sometimes

The changes

the movement

sentimentality,

is the quality

the

and its de-

has always

nised quite as much by their opponents
A certain

and

part of humanity,

at least,

strikingly

and represented

was to the sixteenth

The emotional

of impulse,

velopment,

discussion

at

it to the ecclesias-

of Calvin,

or of Knox.

that take place from age to age in the types

of character

in different

professions,

very evident,

and though

they form one of the most sugges-

tive branches

of history,

logical

proof.

though

they are often

arc of course not susceptible

A writer

can only lay the general

of direct

impressions

he has derived from the study of the two periods
judgments
of those whose studies have resembled
It is more, therefore,
may notice
history

as an illustration

in conclusion

of punishments

than as a proof, that

the

striking

exhibits

in the

contrast
two

logical development.

We have seen that

mate of the adequacy

of the penalties

ferent

crimes must

realisations
of torture

in a great

of guilt.

measure
almost

which

periods
the

of the@

popular

modes

of reasoning

of fef,ling

which

than

entirely

the

abolition

due to the opp<_

by the influence

civilisation

esti

vary with the popular

nentsof the Church, and that itwas effectedmuch
any process

l

the

that are affixed to dif-

We have seen, too, that

was a movement

before the
his own

produced.

lessby

of certain
Soon,

how-
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ever, we find that the impulse
Voltaire,
thodox,

Beccaria,

realised

which was communicated

and the Revolution,

passed

and it was only then it acquired

The doctrine

of a literal fire having

conception,

of punishments
countries,

a growing

was

but more

of philanthropy

especially

manifested;

in England,

there was no sin-

was shown.

:Nowhere perhaps

travelled

:Not only in

his exertions

of pl_-ons,
never

and effected

the penal code.
numerous,

complacency,
tITmen.
better

rob,

but

VIII.

and

the

in Fraunce

hartes.

The

an attempt

was

part of England into pasture

of which

can
of

made

code

of violence

were

was

had
es-

probably

Fortescue,

who was

the fact with curious
hanged

in seven, because

larcenies. '_

of

mitigation

of the superiority

Scotchmenne,

whole

of that

of executions
Indeed,

men,' he tells us, 'are

only commit

when

and

to the condition

the

severity

VI., notices

proof

the

the results

as crimes

number

Henry

as a plain

'More

the

in Europe.

under

in one year than
have

in the annals

soil a martyr to

over

public opinion

a revolution

In England

unparalleled

chief justice

but

Soon after tbllowcd

long been unexampled;
quite

England,

directed

be estimated.

l.ecially

The first

over more than 40,000 miles

in works of mercy, at last died on a foreign
Euro,le,

and ill most

than is prese]:'_ed by the life of that great

who, having

his cause.

to be a
severity

do we meet a picture of more unsullied

fruitful beneficence
dissenter,

its full intensity.

almost ceased

gle subject on which more earnestness

by

on to the or-

sense of the undue

everywhere

step was taken by IIoward.

349

of his counin Englondo
the

likewise,

In the

never

reign

to convert

English

the

dare

of Henry
greater

land,' and when the suppression

Barrtngton,On the Btatuta (London, 1769),p. 461.
• Sir Thomas]gore,In his U'top/a(book L),gives a frightfuldescriptionof
the misery and the crimes resultingfrom the ejectmcntsnecessitatedby
ehan_e. He speaksof twentymen hung on onegibbet.
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of the monasteries

had destroyed

the main source of charity

and had cast multitudes helplessly

upon the world, Holinshed

estimates the executions
2,000 a year.'
mitigated
ecutions

at the amazing number of 72,000, or

The poor law of Elizabeth

to a certain extent

the evil, yet at the end of her reign the annual exwere still about 400.'

In the middle

of the eigh-

teenth century, however, though the population had greatly
increased, they had fallen to less than one hundred.'
A little
before this time Bishop Berkeley,

following

in the steps

that

had been traced by More in his 'Utopia,'
and by Cromwell
in one of his speeches, raised his voice in favour of substituting other punishments

for death'

But all through

of George HI. the code was aggravated,
carried

to such a point, that

the number

of capital

only at the
present

was

traced

the

treatise

last

as over the

Crimes

began

and in the

for
and

the

school

It was
of the

was changed.

Beccaria

created
was

The

may be ulti-

of which

impulse

Punishments'

was

his career,

beginning

rest of Europe,

to that Voltairian

representative,
'On

Romilly

that this state of things

reform in England,
mately

and its severity

offences was no less than 2302

close of the

century,

when

the reign

by

univel_al,

the
and

it was the first great effort to infuse a spirit of philanthropy
into the penal code, making
inflict the smallest
especially
capital

identified

punishment,

possible

it a main object
amount

with that great
which

of legislation

of suffering.

Beccaria

cause of the abolition

is slowly but

steadily

to
is
of

advancing

i Barrington,pp. 461, 462.
' Ibld.
' Barringtonsays this was the case when he wrote,whichwas in 1766.
' He asks _whetherwe may not, as well as other nations, contriveemploymentfor our criminals; and whetherservitude,chains,and hardlabour for•
termof year_ would not be a more discouragingas well as a more adequat_
p_mishment
for felonsthan even death itself.' (_er/at, No. 54.)
' See Romilly'sI_fe for manystatisticson the subject.
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triumph.

of the movement

In England

though

perhaps

ropean.

But wlnle conceding

thinkers,

there

the support

that

enabled

Parliament,,
exertions
no

doubt

Romilly,

of the Evangelicals,
could

that

between

the position

opposite

position

Sectarians

rival churches,

be able to detect

and

with

amounted

an
even

that

indulgence
to a fault,

religionists

of the ancient

of the

medimval

The

in the de-

codes, and the
clergy,

is very

will only see in it the difference
but the

candid

the changed

tion has produced

owing to the untiring

of these

precisely

types

be-

historian

will, I think,

of character

that civilisa-

; while in the difference that does undoubt-

edly in this respect

exist between

icism, he will find one of the
of intensity

with

mind to the debasing
_iewed.
It has been

Wilberforee,

into the cause of philanthropy.

of the worst features

degrees

and

who, with a benevolence

struction

tween

that the enthusiasm
Mackintosh,

damp,

sometimes

cast their whole weight

remarkable.

and °

not so great, was also Eu-

was in a very great degree

crime

contrast

to Beeearia,

to carry their long series of reforms through

disappointment

towards

superior

by Ben.

the fullest melSt to these great

can be little

and Brougham

the philosophi.

was nobly represented

tham, who in genius was certainly
whose influence,

35]

Protestantism
results

which

of the very

those

and indurating

said that

the

and Cathol-

religions

conceptions

tendency

of religious

different
direct
I have

the
re_

thought

in the pl esent day _is all in one direction--towards
the iden
titicatioa
of the Bible and conscience?
It is a movement
that

may be deplored,

denied.

Generation

but

can scarcely

aider generation

be

overlooked

or

the power of the moral

faculty becomes more absolute, the doctrines that oppose it
wane and vanish, and the various elements of theology are
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absorbed
most
ethe

and

men

recast

by its influence.

to dogmatic

fear of tampering

based

on general

that general
words

theology

conviction

is with

of creeds

retained,

but

to the mind, or exercise

life.

modes

which

those

of thought,

modes

transformed.

The whole

tenor of life, the
the

imagination,

moves onward

are
under

and the opinions
are

condition.
exhibit

the

which

some

endeavoured
of some

of these

to reassure

of universal

admission,
dogma

of these moral

qualities

dence of the triumph

of

with

man
and

its intellectual

laws, the

chapter

to

direction

in

are

tending.

such an enquiry

exhibit._

all the landmarks

ot

that may serve in a meas-

Christianity
and

of

laws in a given

modifications

is indefinitely

any particular

the whole

conceptions

in the present

change

affection,

universally

intellect

of regular

of these

That

benevolence,

the

The

is one consideration
them.

and

atmosphere,

to some minds to remove

the past, there

the

of character

in any age are realised

successive

of constant

The old
present

types

harmonise

nature

should appear

produce

that

which

I have

If the prospect

ure

those

the

enthusiasms,

the influence

operative,

rare ;

the old influence upon the

changed.

direction;

so intense,

extremely

no longer

intellectual

all

men

are essentially

prevailing

of
and

are no longer

less profound.

and

produce,

that
some

they

old images
The

indifference
so marked,

have become

of belief is not the

are indeed

The

is now

with formularies

revisions

but the change

v UROPE.

was designed

sympathy,

being

more certain

is essential to it;
we have therefore

of the conceptions

and in the

t¢

a f_t

than that
increase

the strongest
of its Founder.

evi

CHAPTER
ON

IV.

PERSECUTION.

PART I.
THE ANTECEDF__NTS
OF PERSECUTION.
V_ mEN it is remembered

that the Founder

_ummed up human

duties in the two precepts

and love

and

parable

to man,
representing

illustrated

the

sentimcnt

_estroying

all the animosities

persecution

in the Christian

is painful.

In the

was commonly
the clergy,

Church

appears

century,

humanity
of

as stal_ling
the

of the

interested

of Voltaire

as it

minds

of

contrast,

it

motives

to

and his school

hypocrisy

was

secution.

This notion may now be said to have quite passed

away.

While

and even
purely
these
the

it is undoubtedly

some that

are far from
The

confiscations,

lodger

were very

selfish motives,

the facts.

as the usual

by a

the history

when

by imputing

and in all the writings
represented

precept

of a common

time very sensible

explained

of love to God

second

of sectarianism,

eighteenth

men were for the first

the

of Christianity

animosities
23

furnishing
the
that

the

of per-

true that some persecutions,
atrocious,

it is almost

burnings,

concomitant

have

universally

any adequate
tortures,

disabilities,

the

for so many

sprung

from

admitted

that

explanation

for

the imprisonments,
long
centuries

wars

and

still

marked

the

_onfliets

of great

theological

whose lives were spent
believed

bodies, are chiefly due to men

in absolute

to be true, and whose

scathed

through

l_ their worst

that persecution

invariably

tions,

may

and

their action

therefore

last chapter

wards the solution

consequently

judgmen*..

realisation

with

their

presumed

of the difficulty.

who

to remove

is one of the chief
order

of a

fluctua-

to represent

I have

an absolute

were
that

external
reluctance

preservatives

to persecute,

done

something
shown

class of realisations
to the

The

and

to inflict pain which

persuaded

I have now to
men

task is a painful

I must refer to are those

the

to the

Church,

and to show the process

away.

that

to-

upon the char-

indifference

of society.

of ideas which

those ideas passed
doctrines

the

I have, I trust,

be to produce

of those

duty

too, since th,_

a passionless

fluctuated

be fairly

normal effect of a certain
acter would

their

with

section of the

upon life.

In the

the

un-

criticism.

the most earne._t

observed

accompanied

class of doctrines,

trace

of a large

It has been

investigated

passed

were but the expon(nts

of the wishes

particular

sufferings

have

and that section was commonly

has been

to what they

and searching

acts the persecutors

and the most unselfish.
subject

characters

the most hostile

and representatives
community,

devotion

that it was
by which
one, for the

which are most repugnant

our moral sense, and in an age in which they are not re_
_lised or believed the bare statement of them is sufficient to
zhock

the

of their

nature

derstanding
There
diffused

feelings

of many : at the

and influence

same

is absolutely

time a clear view
essential

to an un-

of the past.
are two

through

moral

sentiments

which

the human race, and which

as the nuclei around

which all religious

seem universally
may be regarded

systems

are formed.

o_ P_o_rm_.
They are the sense of virtue,
of merit

to certain

actions

355

leading

men to attach the idea

which they may perform

sense of sin, teaching

men that their

not that of claimants

but of suppliants.

degree

there

antagonistig

mind in which
as prominent

relation

probably

elements

in the

Although

and

moral

was

the same.

tile sense of virtue

a religious

development

there

are other ages in which

_ense of sin.
the original

of ewry

constitutions

of surrounding

mind

that

latural

Io the political
inant.

When

moral

the circumstances

from

victor)"

Ideal, to interrogate

such

upon

the
from

measure

due

that are dom-

and

dominion

as fortitude

and every

a suffering

endowed

and

dignity

system
people,

with religious

different.

have

self-reli-

will become

that

opposes

it

or from a people
sentiment,

It will reflect

its char-

something

of

that gave it birth ; it will be full of pathos,

of emotion

; it will lead men to aspire to a lofty

their

with scrupulous

conscience

with

nervous

care the motives that

their own powers,

help.

in

But when, on the other hand, a religious

acter will be entirely

external

by the

them

in a great

the sense of human

principle,

that is eminently

to distrust

act so early

circumstances

and

greatness,

emanates

to study

is occupied

to the differences

tx_ssible to distinguish

prosperity

will be distasteful.

of humility,

of religion;

races, or to those influ-

which

intellectual

ance, are cultivated,

system

nature

in which

to elate, and when the xfirtues that contribute

to political
chief

owing

; but it is certainly

and

long continued
most

this position

of different

it is scarcely

tendencies

importance

ages

the mainspring

This may be partly

ences

the

There are certain

has been

in some

they may be traced

age and creed, but at the same time their relative
is far from being

Deity is

to the

never

they did not coexist,

; and the

and to throw

anxiety,

actuate

them,

themselves

upo_

3_
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Now, of all systems

ophies of ancient
to the

the world

Greece

has ever seen, the philos-

and Rome

sense of virtue,

appealed

and Christianity

to the

The ideal of the first was the majesty
Ity ; the
hood

ideal of the

into God.

other was

of a Greek

without

perceiving

statue,
how

examine

life of a Christian

the

Christian

conception
earliest

artist,

was

without

and more

accompanied

Christianity

it.

is to say, it consisted

intellectual

propositions.

tury that
were

the moral

congealed

sequence
because

necessarily

precision

and to convert

though
by

directly
grew

and

in different

expressed
tion

most
the

Faith
opposed

and

to one

in the first instance

In

perception

strictly

which

that

and

theology,

;

not of

the third cen-

at first constituted

it

and were in conperverted,

or tiLithful represent-

:Moral sentiments

do not possess

which belong to the articles

the former

into

the

fatal consequences.
sense of sin have
in every

form, under
another;

the

a religion

I say necessarily

Justification

of an

dominant

was habitual,

of modes of emotion

degrees,

in a dogmatic

moral

was then

and rigidity

to

this was chiefly mani-

be an adequate

of a creed,

to the

p:_inting

self-distrust.

delicate

perverted.

the logical

impossible

of mind which

sentiments

cannot

of excellence

that the

It was not till about

ative of a mode of feeling.

sense of virtue

and

into an elaborate

a dogma

ably leads

saint, or the

awful

of Plutarch,

idea

perceiving

frame

and in the higher
that

the

days of the Church

devotional

man-

to look upon the

It is equally

self-abnegation

and purest

fested in the

of pride.

human-

of the

or to read a page

with that

early

of self-relying

completely

was blended

strongly

sense of sin.

the absorption

It is impossible

beauty

most

by
and

invari-

Thus, while
always

religious
the

latter

the

coexisted,
mind_ when

names of Justifica-

Works,

they

became

while

each

doctrine

out of the moral

faculty,

each was
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at last developed
indignantly

to consequences

revolts.

from which that faculty

As the result of one doctrine, men con

structed a theory in which the whole scheme of religion
turned into a system

of elaborate

was

barter; while that attitude

of self-distrust
and humility which _ as produced by the
sensitiveness
of an awakened
conscience was soon trans
formed into a doctrine according
all the

piety

of the heathen

to which all the virtues and
contained

nothing

pleasing to the Almighty, or that could ward
tence of eternal damnation.
In considering,
cupied

towards

Church,

however,
the

mean

the

conception

man, who regards
can appear

the attitude

which mankind

in the

theology

Ahnighty

we have another
of

to examine:

hereditary

guilt.

To

self-evident

but guilt

appears

the other hand, there
conceptions

abstractedly,
than

that

is nothing

is even

a civilised

no proposition

a man can only be

personal

more certain

Yet, on

than

that

guilt and of hereditary

pervade
the belief and the institutions
have under the most varied circumstances
which

I

of which he has himself
of one man may fall upon

to be entirely

both of hereditary

with a tenacity

of the

element

guilty of acts in the performance
had some share.
The misfortune
another,

early

oc-

important

the question

more

that was
off the sen-

the
merit

of all nations, and
clung to the mind

now but beginning

to relax.

We find them in every system of early punishment
which
involved children
in the dcstruction
of a guilty parent, in
every

account

of curses transmitted

lies or particular
in every
idea

that

nations,

legend
there

of an early
is something

man that may be reflected
apectiv._ly of their

through

in every hereditary
thll.

All

these

rest

It would

famiand

upon

in the merit or demerit

upon his successors

own acts.

particular
aristocracy,

altogether

perhaps

the

of one

be rash

irre,
to
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draw with much confidence
of this idea to different
of Christendom,
strongest

IN
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any law concerning

conditions

of society

from the history

but, as far as we may judge,

in ages when

civilisation

it seems

is very low, and

whole to decline, hut not by any means

steadily

ously,

There

with

period

are

intellectual

in the

volving
esced

the

history

merit.

has

cause

For the

source of honour

from

of living

character

and

men
actions

their ancestors
cial influence

the

of men become

depend

of religion

l,)gical

doctrine

will, I believe,

by the

origin

dim and

than

any

of hereditary

upon

tile

merit

own

position

is never

doctrine

of

insulated,

spheres_ and

its sominds
of judgIf in

of personal

supersede

or demerit,
by the

the

their

and

have recoiled.

rationalistic

the theo-

the

triumph

change
of demo-

of politics.
diffused

ancestors

tradition

system was

to a standard

otherwise

habit

of judging

is one of the

points in philosophy.

distorted

of bar-

of society_ the

habituated

of this widely

deeds of their

and contested

actions

into many

in the sphere

howe_er,

night

to the dead, to make

the

effccted

they

is to transfer

should ever completely

be mainly

when

more

aristocracy

of hereditary

principles

The

the

in-

are acqui-

find,

the

doctrine

all the relations

insensibly

merit and demerit

We

not so much

as upon

ment from which they would
the sphere

the

living

to he a

parent
period

of an aristocracy

penetrate

modifies

seems

contributed

; and as a great

as its ramifications

and continu-

a vast aristocratical

probably

essence

another

ages when

to consolidate

to be
on the

when punishments
guilty

unjust.

of the middle

which

other single

cratic

and

was in part dispelled,

organised

merits

natural,

as manifestly

that in a portion
barism

nation

child with the

in as perfectly
repudiated

advance.

of every

the innocent

the relationl

Some have

of the Fall;

others

moat

men

obscure

seen in it s
have attrib
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uted it to that confusion of misfortune with guilt which is so
prominent in ancient beliefs. Partly in consequence of the
universal conviction tha_ guilt deserves punishment, and
partly from the notion that the events which befall mankind
ale the results not of general laws but of isolated acts di.
_ected to special purposes, men imagined that whenever they
saw suffering they might infer guilt. They saw that the effects of an unrighteous war will continue long after those
who provoked it have passed away ; that the virtue or vice,
the wisdom or folly, of the parent will often determine the
fortunes of the children ; and that each generation has probably more power over the destiny of that which succeeds it
than over its own. They saw that there was such a thing as
transmitted
suffering, and they therefore concluded that
there must be such a thing as transmitted guilt.
Besides
this, patriotism and Church feeling, and every influence that
combines men in a corporate existence, makes them live to a
certain degree in the past, and identify thcmselves with the
actions of the dead. The patriot feels a pride or shame in
the deeds of his forefathers very similar to that which
springs from his own. Connected with this, it has been observed that men have a constant tendency, in speaking of
the human race, to forget that they are employing the lan.
guage of metaphor, and to attribute to it a real objective
existence distinct from the existence of living men. It may
be added too that that retrospective imagination which is so
strong in some nations, and which is more or less exhibited
m all, leads men to invest the past with all the fascination
of poetry, to represent it as a golden age incomparably su
perior to their own, and to imagine that some great catas
trophe must ha ee occurred to obscure it.
These considerations, and such as these, have often bees
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urged by those who have written on the genesis
of hereditary guilt.
is unnecessary
a_certain

Fortunately,

the expression

matic teaching,
expression

purpose,

conception

and to trace its influence

ur.anhnous belief
to Christia_lity

_heir examination
which is simply

of this general

is both manifest

on account

however,

for my present

were doomed

to eternal

According
damnation,

of their own transgression,

The opinion

who said 'he doubted

great

whenever

it is impossible

to dilate.

ventured

At a period

without
who

died

exception

adults

pronounced

excluded

it, it was
was intro-

by all the heretics,

it was universally

were

un-

which is so early

baptism

and the whole body

or hesitation,

unbaptized

case of unbaptized

to impugn

to define it, infant

Church,

in a measure

enforced.

of sins;'

one of

It is one, however,

any heretic

well as by the orthodox;

by the

infimts not

in the early

it became

duced into the Church ; it was adopted
' the remission

baptism

expressed

not there were

confidence

of tranquillity

most unequivocally

until

the floor of' hell,' is not

it is pleasing

and if in times

that

about

was held with

realised,

not only

but also on account

which was so graphically

a span long crawling
which

The
to the

guilt of Adam ; and therefore even the new-

born infant was subject to the condemnation
had united it to the Church.

those on which

in dog-

upon practice.

and emphatic.

to

of the early Church, all who were external

of the transmitted

theologian

of the notion

from

a few exceptions

as

said to be for
of the Fathers.
that
heaven.
were

all infants
In the
admitted,

t Martyrdom,or, as it was termed,the baptism of blood, being the chief.
&)me,however, relying on the case of the penitent thief_admitted a ' baptism
of perfect love,' _hen a baptism by water could not be obtained. _
con
fisted, of course,of extraordinaryexercises of faith. Catechumensalso, wh¢
diedduring the preparationfor baptism,were thought by someto be saved
See Lameret Fromageau,D/ct. des Uasd_ C_,
tom. L p. 208.
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but

the sentence

on infants

English

historian

ception

of a contemporary

been

unable

member

Baptism

states

to discover

his opinion
a single

expressing

who was Archbishop

in his diocese;

named ¥incen

as heretical,

he has

of an orthodox

the opposite
of Rheims

opinion before

in the

ninth

cen

a bishop who had quar-

and people ventured

and IIincmar,

learned

that, with the ex-

instance

tury. _ In tile time of this prelate,
relled with his clergy

The

of St. Augustiz,e,

recanted

of the Church

Hincmar,

was inexorable.

of Infant

tius, who speedily
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to prohibit

while severely

baptism

condemning

the

act, expressed
a hope that it would not be visited on the
infants who died when the interdict was in tbrce.
With this
exception

the unanimity

of the Greek Fathers,

seems to have been unbroken.

indeed, imagined

place assigned

to infimts,

nor enjoyment,

while the Latins

guilt

that

they must

both agreed

that

where

descend

in the Church,
rationalistic

fant

denied

baptism,

sins, and
this

desperate

the child l*

* Wall

that

but
was

who was

of his age, and
guilt,

in-

it was for the remission

of

that

pressed
he was

(,f maintaining
the

severely

who

retained

severely

says

resource
when

of torment;
The doctrine

to deny its necessity.

to wash away
Once,

Wall's H'utory
afterwards _ested

from the hereditary

of hereditary

he was most

St. Augustine

was necessary

the womb"

reality

suffering

that even Pclagius,
intellects

acknowledged

that

and

somewh:tt

the

did not venture

point

nents,

inferred

into a place

one of the most
entirely

there was neither

they could not be saved.

_o filznly rooted

Some

that there was a special

by his oppodriven
that

guilt of the
pressed

It was on
to the
baptism

pettishness

as to the

oi

conse

of Infant
2Mptlam, vol. ii. p. 211.
St. Thomas Aquinas
the possibility of the infant being saved who died within

' God may have ways of saving it for aught we know.'
vol, i. pp. 28_, 288.

It is gratifying

to know that

St. Augustln_
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quences

of the doctrine,

acknowledge

that

St. Augustine

he was

was

not p]_epared

cally that it would have been better

compelled

to assert

to

dogmati.

for these children

not to

have been born ; but at the same time he denied emphatically
that a separate
sermons

place

against

was assigned

the Pelagians

they descended

into ' everlasting

the Egyptians

explained

existence.'
alike imputed
adopted.

he distinctly
fire. '1

the doctrine

Augustine

righteousness,

them, and

associated

maintaining

that

in one of his
declared

Origen

by the theory

it with
guilt

that

the writings

and virtue

of the Fathers

of ple-

of imputed
might

; ' and this view seems to have been

Among

that

and many of

b_

generally

there

are few

which long possessed a greater authority than a short treatise
'De Fide,' which is one of the clearest and most forcible extant

epitomes

of Erasmus

of the Patristic
was generally

It is now known
the

sixth

by

find the following

very

writes

distinct

who have begun

fire;

must

in the

name

be punished

for although

they

we

treatise

of the doctrine :--

doubt

not that

to live in their mothers'

away from the world without
administ_.red

of

In this

not only

the use of their reason, but also littl,

have there died, or who, having

Ghost,

though

in the beginning

statement

the saint, 'and

till the time

to St. Augustine,

St. Fulgentius.'

men who have obtained
children

ascribed

to have been written,

century,

' Be assured,'

faith, and which

been just

the sacrament
of the

Father,

by the eternal
have

born,

committed

womb and
have passed

of holy baptism,
Son, and

torture

Holy

of undying

no sin by their owl

answeringthis argument,distinctlydeclaredthat the cryingof a baby is no!
and therefore does not deserveeternaldamnation.
' /'b/d. voL ii. pp. 19_,--2u6,_a full view of St. Augustine's_nfiments om
'he subject.
• Kieronym,_
,ib. ii. ep. 18.
'_
28.
' He was born aboutA.D.467. (B/o9. Uz_._
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will, they

have

nevertheless

tion of original

sin,

by

their
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drawn

with

carnal

conception

them

the condemnaand nativity.'

1

It will be remembered
that these
saints, while
maintaining
that infants whose existence
was but for a moment
descended
into

eternal

thousand
the

fire
years

creation

personal,

on

before

and

and

devised

the

the

as substitutes

the

stricken

they
death

acts

curious,

record
mothers

Church.

Sometimes

upon

the

; sometimes

womb
that

the

Almighty

eaten

maintained

infants

we

four

also

were

trace

the

superstitious

for regular

attempted

was

the

that

direct,

of the Deity.

ages

nothing

of the

that

born,

of those

middle

their

in hopes

were

in the innumerable

can be more
than

of an apple

uncontrolled

All through
this doctrine

account

many

be

which

the

awful

stillborn

water

antedate

were

pathetic,
the

terror-

sentence
was

child

of

indeed

deeply

by

the baptismal

would

Nothing

more

ways

to evade

the

rites which

baptism.

can

influence

of

sprinkled

was baptised,
the

ceremony;

i , Firmlssime tene, et nullatenus dubites, non solum heroines jam ratione
utentes, verum etiam parvu]os, qul, sire in uteris tantrum vivere incipiunt et
ibi moriuntar, sire jam de matribus nati sine sacramento sancti baptismatis
quod datur in no,nine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Saneti de hoc s_eculo trauseunq
lgnis seterni sempiterno supplicio puniendos; quia etsi peccatum propvim
actionis nullum habuertm h originalis tamen peccati damnationem carnali conceptione et nativitate traxerunt.'--De _d_, § 70. So also St. Isidore : ' Pro
sou originaU reatu luunt in inferno nuper nati infantu]i poenas, si renovati pe_
lavacram non fuerint.' (De _ntent. lib. L c. 22.) St. Avitus, being of
poetical turn of mind, put the doctrine into verse :-' Omnibus id vero gravius, si fonte lavacri
Divini expertem tenerum mors invida nature
Praw_ipitat,dur& generatum sorte, gehenn_,
Qui mox ut matris cessarit tilius esse
Perditionis erit : tristes tune edita nohmt
Qum flammis tantum genuerunt pignora marten'
A d __tsd_m
several other testimonies of the later Fathers to the same effect, see Natalil
AlMffia_der,/Ftstor/a Ecc_a
(Paris, 1699), tom. v. pp. 130, 131.
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sometimes

the m, ther invoked

Et_ immediate

the Host or obtained

them to the benefit

similar practiees_

continued

the mother's

ages i_

of their clergy,

of the Church had wrung

age to bear.

VCeak and

of rebelling

could not acquiesce

even

superstitious

against the teaching

in the perdition

and they vaizdy attempted

lemma by multiplying

cen-

that they were en-

heart with an agony that was too poignant

who never dreamed

offspring,

some-

and many

the middle

the people

by

and ap-

them, and the severest

For the doctrine

submissive

women,

These

all through

sures were unable to persuade
tirely ineffectual.

abso|ution,

of her child.

spite of every effort to extirpate

for that

to purify

power the intent that was to be born;

times she received
plied

the Holy Spirit

of their

to escape fi'om the di-

superstitious

practices,

or by attribut-

For a very full account of these curious superstitions,

see the chapter

on

'Baptism'
in Thiers' Superstiglo_ts, and also a _triking memoir in the first
volume of Le Moyen Aye, by Lacroix.
We can now hardly realise a condition of thought

in which

the

mind was concentrated

unborn fLetus ; but we should remember

that, bcsid_

so strongly

there were two subjects much discussed in the early Church _hich
produce an order of realisations
to which we are not accustomed.
the early

writers,

and especially

the Nestorians,

upon the

the doctrine of baptism,

had agitated

ccruing the time when the divinity of Christ was united
womb, that had filled the Church with curious physiolo_cal

tended to
Some of

questions

con-

to the foetus in the
speculations.
Be.

sides this, one of the earliest struggles of the Church was for the suppression
of the custom of destroying
the offspring in the womb, which was extremely
¢ommou among the pagans, and which they m_"cely regardad a crime.
Tin'.
tulllaI: (Apol.

c. 9) and

the author

of the

Epistle

ascribed

to St. Barnabu

appear to have been among the first to denounce this pagan practice.
Another
dlustratiou
of the estimate in which baptism was held is furnished
by the
uotion that bodily
fened

to the

distempers

belief

that

followed

priest ; but perhaps the most curious
o| _t. VItus's dance, which appeared
m_m f_ople

then believed

mg baptised

the children,

culty

tlmt the lives of the

0re M_ddle Agal,

irregular

somnambulists

that

resulted

re.

by a drunken

from unchaste

fury was so great

ecclesiastics

pp. 153, 1M.)

I have already

baptised

example was in a great epidemic attack
in the Netherlands
in 1375.
The corn

the disease

and their

baptism.

had been

were

saved.

that

priests hay

it was w_th dii9

(Hecker,

_o/dem/es

el
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mg to them a more than orthodox

efficacy.

of the theologians

All the methods

these unhappy

was untiring.

mothers

endeavoured

But the vigilance

to persuade

by which
themselves

that their children might have been saved are preserved
_ho. decrees of the Councils that anathematised
them.
At last the Retbrmation
¢er of that

great

immediate

objects

came.

movement,

In estimating

we must carefully

from its ultimate

The
the

at last issued in a diffusion of a rationalistic
Church,

however

retrograde

has

been

of special

creeds by the principles

seem

inherent

aspirations,

and

in human

nature.

words, to judge
teachings
science;

what

of tradition,
and where

but by the light

are stated

which

men, in other

is good, not by the
an avowed

a change

change

of realisations.

in language

or if they are brought

which

is so colourless

and with so many qualifications
nal force is almost
the immediate

lost.

and exceptions,

This, however,

a religious

matic, distinct,

which should represent
four centuries.
by so many
anarchy,

it.

more faithfully
and

that it can scarcely

they

and ambiguous,
that their origi-

They

designed

not

to con.

be as essentially

as that which they assailed,

The Anabaptist
excesses,

grad-

forward

and most of the Re-

system which should
and exclusive

of

Doc-

was thebultimate,

effect of the Reformation,

formers were far from anticipating
struct

religion--by

of reason and of con-

it has not produced

obsolete,

to

the al_icles

which shock our sense of right have been allowed

ually to become

no

able

sentiments

It leads

and what

creed, it has at least produced
trines

of universal

the moral

is true

of

spirit which

or dogmatic,

The essence of that spirit is to interpret
the

its

impulse

consequence,

exc],_de.
the wants,

the charao-

distinguish

effects.

which it was in part the cause, and in part

in

the teachings

movement

degenerated
be regarded

dogbul

of the first

was accompanied
so (onstantly

into

as a school of reli-
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giOUS thought;

but it had at least the effect of directing

minds of theologians

to the subject

Council

of Trent

Rome.

It declared

salvation

; it added, to guard against

lism

emmeiated

must be by literal

usual

formulary

opposite

tendencies

were

possessed

disposition

of the worshipper,

the

olic the

doctrine

fore more
guilt.

taught

disposed

single
even

theologians,:
went

'eternal

On the

clearly

righteousness,
upon

the

of baptism

beyond

Roman

fire,' whereas

the

Church

of Rome

had revived,

the

notion

had originated,
and which

general

among

about

hand,

the

Cath-

of imputed
assert-

had
place

of the
sin was

never

for-

which

the

some of the schoolmen

the time of the

the Catholics.'

as

for they

to original

of a third
which

many

Catholics;

due

condemned

baptism

quite as emphatically

penalty

Fathexs

to per-

and was there-

and in one respect
the

that
of the

of Augsburg,

the

Greek

objects

other

than

doctrine

that

mally

was very

cause.

two

the doctrine

independently

in the Confession

the Tridentine
explicitly

with the

One of the first

merit

more

to dwell

necessity

taught

for

had been l_avoured by infant

ed the absolute

Protestants

of baptism

and it was not difficult

of imputed

The Lutherans,

of

the Protestants

or restrict

an intrinsic

by any other

Protestant

doctrine

and it concluded

manifest.

ceremonies

the

The

every cavil, that ba F-

Among

was to oppose

ceive that this doctrine

clearly
necessity

water,'

of a curse.

of the Reformers

more than

very

the absolute

the

of infant baptisr_

Reformation

Calvin was in some

: A great deal of controversyhad been excited in the middle ages about •
Jew, who, being converted to Christianityin a desert, where there was no
water,and being as was supposed in a dying state, was baptisedwith _nd.
Thc_ewere also some cases of womenb._ptisingtheir childrenwith wine. Fo_
ftLIdetails about these, see Thiers' Tra;t;, de_ _tTe_'_lillcros.
• Arts.ii. and ix.
I Wall The nouon of a iimbo had been ao widely diffused that E:srp/
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respects

more

favourable

ciples

of Luther,

were

undoubtedly

as efficacious

demus
was

saved,

be retained,

which

had

susceptible
arose

followers

to admit

more

such

a

nature,
of

of the

doctrine

vation

of

from

moral

No

school

and

infants.

A

infants,

to

eternal
few

of reprobation

baptised

declared

of

Calvin

even

to the
more

maintaining

and

hiR

doctrine

constantly

mere

that

and
tile

possession

of

of

the

of

nature,

enthusiastic
denied

these

of a ceremony,

damnation

of the

to it,

But

of human
the

hap.

to Nico-

applied

efficacy

repugnance

attaching
the

discourse

reluctance

was

infant

universally

depravity

di_

to baptise

although

in the

the

of believers

interpretation.'

the

any

than

children

that,

extraordinary

the utter

of perdition

majority

and

a different

guilt.

sentence

intention

been

the

emphatically

the

that

passage

not at all from

transmitted

the

the

simply

infimt_

that

previously
of

doctrines

and

to unbaptised

for he taught

as the ceremony,

iem should
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the

great

advocates
universal
the

sal-

Almight_

_ays the Tddentine Fathers at one time hesitated whether they should ntt
condemn as heretical the Lutheran proposition that unbaptised infanta went
into 'eternal fire.' We find Pascal, however, stating the doctrine in a very
repulsive form: 'Qu'y a-t-il de plus eontraire aux rbgles de notre mis6rable
justice que de damner _ternellement un enfant incapable de volont5 pour uu
p_ch_ oh il paroit avoir eu si peu de part qu'il est commis six mille aus avsnt
qu'il fur en _tre ? Certmnement rien ne nous heurte plus rudement que cette
doctrine, et cependant sans ce myst_rc le plus incomprehensible de tous noua
sommes incompr_hensibles i_ nous-m_mes.' (Pens_es, cap. iii. ,_ 8.) I hav_
little doubt, however, that the more revolting aspect of the doctrine was nearly
obsolete in the Church at the time of the Retbrmation. In the twelfth century, St. Bernard had said : ' Nihil ardet in inferno nisi propria voluntas.'
According to Wall, Calvin was the very first theologian who denied that
he passage, 'Ezcept a man be born of water and of the spirit,' &c., applied
to baptism. (Vol. ii. p. 180.) Jeremy Taylor strongly supported Calvin's view :
'The water and the spirit in this place signify the same thing ; and by water is
meant the effect of the spirit cleansing and purifying the soul, as appears in iU
parallel place of Christ baptising with the spirit and with fire.' (/Abecty oJ

/',_ph_,,g, § is.)
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might have predestinatedsome of them to destruction.All
of them maintained that the infantswho were saved were
saved on account of theirconnectionwith Christianity,
and
not on accountof theirown innocence. All of them declared
that the infantcame into the world steeped in guilt,and
umler the sentenceof eternalcondemnation. Jonathan Edwards, who was probably the ablestas he was one of the
most unflinchingof the defendersof Calvinism,has devoted
to thissubjectallthe resourcesof hisgreat ingenuity. No
previouswriterdeveloped more clearlythe arguments which
St. Augustine had derived from the death of infants,and
from the pangs thataccompany it; but hischiefillustrations
of the relations
of the Deity to His creaturesaredrawn from
those scenesof massacre when the streetsof Canaan were
choked with the multitudeof the slain,and when the sword
of the Israelite
was forever bathed in the infant's
blood.'
So far,then,the Reformation seems to have made little
or no change. Thc doctrineof Catholicism,harsh and r£_
pulsiveas it appears,does not contrastat allunfavourably
with tho_ of the two great foundersof dogmatic and conservativeProtestantism. At

a period when

passionsran

high,and when there was every dispositionto deepen the
chasm between Catholicityand the Reformed Churches-at a periodthereforewhen any tendency to rebelagainstthe
Catholic doctrine of transmitted guilt would

have been

clearlymanifested,that doctrinewas in allessentials
fully
accepted. Questions concerning the natm_ of the eacraments, the forms of Church government, the meaning of
particularpassages of Scripture,
the due order and subor_
dinationof different
portionsof theologicalsystems,were
* See Jonathan

Edward8 on Or/q/_/_/n---one

ch,Lt have ever proceeded

from the pen of man.

of the most revolting

books
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tiscassed

with the most
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untiring and acrimonious

zeal.

All

Europe was convulsed with controversy, and the most pas
sionate enthusiasm was evoked.
But the whole stress and
energy

of this enthusiasm

|_ was not the
Juth_rlty

revolt

flowed

of the

reason

in the domain of thought;

_f the moral faculty against
teaching:

was entirely

claiming

a supreme

that collided

existed,

and their position

estantism

channel

it was not the rebellion

doctrines

or if such elements

unavowed,

in a dogmatic

with its

they were latent and

in the first ebullitions

subordinate.

The germ

of Prot-

of Ration-

alism had indeed been cast abroad, but more than a century
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desire to subordinate traditional tenets to the dictates of
reason and of conscience, and that his entire system of inter.
pretation was due to this desire. It is also evident that it
was this spirit that induced him to discard with unqualifie._
severity the orthodox doctrines of the sinfulness of error an]
of the transmission of guilt.'
It may appear at first sight a strange paradox to represent the career of Zuinglius as in any degree parallel to that
of Socinus. Certainly the bold and simple-minded pastor of
Zurich, who bore with such an unflinching calm the blaze of
popularity and the storms of controversy, and perished at
last upon the battle-field, forms in most respects a glaring
contrast to the timid Italian who spent his life in passing from
court to court and from university to university, shrinking
with nervous alarm from all opposition and notoriety, and
instilling almost filrtively into the minds of a few friends
whom his gentle manners had captivated the great prin.
ciples of religious toleration.
Certainly, too, nothing could
be further from the mind of Zuinglins than the doctrines
which are known as Socinianism, nor did the antecedents of
the two Reformers bear any resemblance.
Yet there can, I
think, be no doubt that the dominant predisposition of Zuinglius also was to interpret all tenets according to the dtrriorl
conceptions of reason and conscience. Though a man of much
more than common ability, he had but slight pretensions to
learning, and this, in an age when men are endeavouring to
break loose from tradition, has sometimes proved a positive
and a most important advantage.
The tendency of his mind
was early shown in the position he assumed on the eucharistic controversy.
There was no single subject in which the
leading Reformers wavered so much, none on whizh the+
i Neander,H_st.of Dogmas
, vol.ii. pp.657,658.
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found so great a difllculty in divesting themselves of theil
old belieI: The voice of reason was clearly ou one side, the
weight oi tradition inclined to the other, and the Ianguage
of Scriptare was susceptible of either interpretation.
Luther
never advanced beyond consubstantiation ; Calvin only arrived at his final _iews after a long series of oscillations; the
English Reformers can scarcely be said to have ever arrived
at any definite conclusions. Zuinglius alone, from the very
beginning, maintained with perfect confidence the only doctrine which accords with the evidence of the senses, stated it
in language of transparent precision, and clung to it with
unwavering tenacity.
The same tendency was shown still
more clearly in his decisions on those points in which tradition clashes with conscience. It is surely a most remarkable fact that in the age of such men as Luther and Calvin,
as Melanchthon and Erasmus, Zuinglius, who in intellectual
power was far inferior to several of his contemporaries,
should almost alone have anticipated the rationalistic doctrine of the seventeenth century concerning the innocence of
error, and the tolerance that should be accorded to it. On
the subject of original sin he separated himself with equal
boldness from the other leaders of the Reformation, maintaining that it was nothing more than a malady or evil tendency,
and that it did not in any degree involve guilt2
Neander,Hi_t.of Dogmas,voLii pp.658,659. Bossuetmadea v*olea
attack
uponthis
notion
ofZuinglius,which
heregaled
withextremehorror
because,a_ he plaintivelyobserves,supposingit to be true,then ' le p6ch_
orlginelne damnepersonne,pas rn_meles enfantsdes paiens? (Va_atlom
_ta_da, liv.ii.c. 21.) The remarksof Bossuetare especiallyworthyof
attentiononaccountof the great clearnesswithwhichhe maintainsthe uui
versalityof thebeliefin the damnablenatureof ori_dualsin in allsectionsof
the ChristianChurch. He has,however,slightlyoverstatedthe doctrine_f
Zuiagliua The Reformerdistinctlydeclaredoriginalsin to be simplya di,_
ee_ andnotproperlya sin. Fromhislanguagein hisTrea_ean
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it was inferredthat he asserted the salvation of pagan infants. However,in
1526, he wrote a short treatise On Or/if/ha/S/n, in which he said that his former work had been misrepresented; that he maintained indeed that the word
' sin ' was only applied to our original malady by a figureof speech; that he
was quite sure that that malady never in itself damnedChristianchildren,but
that he was not equally sure that it never damned pagsn children. He in.
dined, however,stronglyto the belief that it did not : ' De Christianorumnatis
certi sumus cos peccato originsli non damnari,de aliorumnon itidem; q,nm.
vis, ut ingenue fateor,nobis probabiliorvidetur sententia quam docuimu_non
temere pronuneiandumesse de gentilittmquoque naris et ets qui opus legiJ
faciuntex lege intus digito Dei scripts.' (P. 28.)
: Chillingworthtreated the subjectwith his usual vdmi_ble good sense :
'This is certain_that Godwill not deal unjustly with unbaptisedinfauts; lml
how in particularHe will deal with them concerns not us, and so we need not
much regardit.' (Re//g/on of P_z_nta, chap. vii.) Jeremy Taylorstrongly
rejectedbeth origimdsin, in the sense of trm_mittedguilt_sad the dRm_atio_
ff infantsthat was inferredfrom it.
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appeared fi'om popular teacl_ng, and what a general and
intense repugnance is excited by its simple statement. It
was once deemed a ruere truism; it would now be viewet
with horror and indignation : and h_ we desired any further
proof of the extent of this change, we should find it in the
position which the Quakers and the Baptists have assumed
in Chriatendom.
It is scarcely possible to conceive _ny
sects which in the early Church would have been regarded
with more unmingled abhorrence, or would have been
deemed more unquestionably outside the pale of salvation.
It is no exaggeration to say that the feeling of repugnance
with which men now look upon the polygamy of the Mormons presents but a very t_aint image of that which the
Fathers would have manifested towards those who systematically withheld from their children that baptism which was
unanimously pronounced to be essential to their salvation.
Yet the Quakers and the Baptists have now obtained a place
among the most respected sections of the Church, and in the
eyes of very many Protestants the peculiarities of the second,
at least, are not sufficiently serious to justify any feeling of
repulsion or to prevent the most cordial cooperation.
For a
great change has silently swept over Christendom: without
controversy and without disturbance, an old doctrine has
passed away from among the realisations of mankind.
But the scope of the doctrine we are considering was not
confine¢, to unbaptised children; it extended also to al]
adults who were external to the Church
If the whole
human race existed under a sentence of condemnation which
could only be removed by connection with Christianity, and
if this sentence was so stringent that even the infant was not
exempt from its effects, it was natural that the adult heathen
who added his personal transgressions to the guilt of Adam
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should be doomed at last to perdition. Nor did the Fathers
who constructed the early systems of theology at all shrink
from the consequence. At a time when the Christian Church
formed but an infinitesimal fraction of the community, at a
time when almost all the members who composed it were
themselves converts from paganism, and reckoned among the
pagans those who were bound to them by the closest ties of
gratitude and affection, the great majority of the Fathers de_
liberately taught that the entire pagan world was doomeg
to that state of punishment which they invariably described
_s literal and undying fire. In any age and under any cir.
eumstances such a doctrine must seem inexpressibly shocking,
but it appears most peculiarly so when we consider that the
convert who accepted it, and who with a view to his own
felicity proclaimed the system of which he believed it to form
a part to be a message of good tidings, must have acquiesced
in the eternal perdition of the mother who had borne him, of
the father upon whose knees he had played, of the friends
who were associated with the happy years of childhood and
early manhood, of the immense mass of his fellow-countrymen, and of all those heroes and sages who by their lives or
precepts had first kindled a moral enthusiasm within his
breast. All these were doomed by one sweeping sentence.
Nor were they alone in their condemnation.
The heretics,
no matter how trivial may have been their error_ were re,
served for the same fearful fate. The Church, according to
the favourite image of the Fathers, was a solitary ark floating
upon a boundless sea of ruim
salvation; without it salvation

Within its pale them was
was impossible.
'If any

)ne out of Noah's ark could escape the deluge, _wrote St.
Cyprian_ 'he who is out of the Church may also escape. !
'Without
this house,' said Origen, 'that is without the

( y, vv_a_s_v=ov,.
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a I take these references from Palmer On the Church (vol. i. pp. 11-13,
8d ed.), where there is much evidence on the subject collected.
Mr. Palmer
oontends that the Fathers are unanimous on the subject, but Barbeyrac shows
that at least two, and those of the earliest (Justin Martyr and Clemens Alexaadrinus), admitted the possible salvation of the pagans (Morale de* l"_ra,
eh. xi. § I1), and that the first expressly sand that Socrates and Heraclitus in
the sight of God were Christians. I am afraid, however, there is no doubt
that the great majority of the Fathers took the other view. Minucius Felix
thought the d_emon of Socrates was a devil. (Octavius, ch. xxvh)
I De Fide, § 81 ; and again, still more explicitly: '0toni enim homini qui
_x:lesim Catholi_e non tenet unitatem, neque baptismus neque eleemosyna
quamlibet copiosa,
nequemors pronomineChristi
suscepta
proficere poterit
ad
nlutem,quamdiueo velhmretica
velsehismatica
pravitas
perseverat
qu_ dueil

t:! mortem.' (§ s2.)
t Palmer, On the Church, vol. L p. 18. And again the Synod of Zerta in
4 v. 412. _Whosoever is separated from tim Catholic Church, however inno_ntly he m_y think he lives, foz this crime alone that he is separated from
the unity of Christ will not have life, but the wrath of God remaineth on him.'
This _mtemeut is said to have been drawn up by St. Augustine.. See Hawm_],
ua's _
and Truth, pp. 39, 40 (DubLin, 1809_
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J I know nothing in the world sadder than one of the saylugs of Luther
on this matter. I quote it from that beautiful old translation of _
Tab/e
Ta/]¢ by Bell: 'It were a fight and an easy matter for a Christian to suffer
and overcome dea_ if he knew not that it were God's wrath ; the same title
maketh death bitter to us. But an heathen dieth securely away; he neither
seeth nor feeleth that it is God's wrath, but meaneth it is the end of nature
and is natural. The epicurean says it is but to endure one evil hour.' A dis.
ting_aishedliving antiquarian, comparing the heathen and the medieval representations of death, observes : ' Dana la soci6t6 pafenne, toute compos_e du
sensualisme et de licence, on se gardait bien de r6presenter la mort oomme
quelque chose de hideux ; il ne parait m6me point que le squelette ait 6t6 alom
le symbole de l'impitoyable divinit6. Mais quand le Christiaalsme eut oonqulJ
le monde, quand une 6remit6 malheurense dut _tre la partition de6 fantes commise_ ici bas, la mort qui avait sembl6 si indiff6rente am[ aneie_ devtnt une
chose dent les cons6quences furent si terribles pour le ehr6tlen qu'fl fallut lg
lui mpporter it cheque instant en fmppant ses yenx des lmagM ltmtbrt_
{Jubia_, &tr lee _
d_ ]forta, p. 8.)
I Plato.
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It is remarkablethat Aristotle, whom the schoolman placed almost on
kwel with the Fathers,owes his position entirely to the early herefies; that
the introductionof his philosophywas at first invariablyaooompauiodby an
increaseof heresy; and that the Fathers,with scarcelyan exception, unequiv.
ocally denouncedit. See much curious evidemceof this In Altemand-Lavt_
gerie,_
CT_
d'P_dme. (Thee pr6sant& _ I- Fscult6 d_ Lett_
de Paris, 181kO.)
m _Odh_,on'm
_
_g_j_/ry, Introd.p. Be.
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as to prepare

men for the better

phase that was to follow it.
All this was done by the doctrine
At the Reformation,
monised

when

with the intellectual

Ihe spirit of revolt was
countries,
and

the doctrine

although

amount

partly

condition

maniihsted

and wheL

on all subjects

and in all

it had

the anarchy

which it was retained

an inconceivable

at least

of transition.

the effect of
The tenacity

[ y the Reformers

due to the difficulty of extricating

theological

har.

of Europe,

produced

suffering,

rapidly

salvation.

no longer

was for the most part unchallenge,t;

undoubtedly

of mental

terminating
with

it

of exclusive

the old Church

modes of thought;

is of course

the mind from old

but it was, I thixlk, still more

the result of that early tendency to depreciate the nature and
the works of man which threw them naturally upon dogmatic systems.
There were, indeed, few subjects on which they
were so unanimous.
'The
doctrble
of" salvation
in the
Church,'

writes

Lutherans

a learned

and ]_eformed,

living author,

_ was held by all the

and by the sects which separated

from them, as well as by the Romish and other Churches.
Luther teaches that remission of sins and sanctification
are
only obtained in it ; and Calvin says, "Beyond
the bosom of
the Church no remission of sins is to be hoped for, nor any
malvat.ion."

The Saxon

Confession,

of Trent A.D. 1551, the Helvetie
Sc,,ttish,

all avow

Church.

The

minster,

Confession,

salvation

Presbyterian

of Faith"

the Belgie,

the

divines

assembled
Advice

at West
concerning

a

(c. 25), declare that "the visible Churc h,

is also Catholique

(not confined

to the Synod

is only to be had in the

A.D. 1647, in their "Humble

Confession
which

that

presented

and

universal

under the

Gospel

to one nation, as before under the Law), con-

lists of all those

throughout

the world that profess the true
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religion

. . . out of which there is no ordinary

salvation."
was

The Independents

the position

admitted

of the Anglican

The Athanasian

Creed was given

her formularies,

and the doctrine

asserts was implied
and was stroilgly
divines.'

the

a Confession

of Faith

future

mind,

he

a long

when

epoch

place among

of the ChuIch,

repudiated
before

:Numa

the Scipios

Camillus,

lived

In our age, when the doctrine

seldom

excites

more than a smile,

of exclusive

such language

but when it was first written

despaired

Hercules

will be present

God.'

amazement

Aristides,
and

and the Catos,' and when every upright

and holy man who has ever

natural;

that

and Abra-

and

Theseus,

of the

language

and Enoch, Noah

and

In

heroic, the faithful,

will mingle with ' Socrates,

with

it.

in the history

the

and

his death,

ham, Isaac and Jacob,
Antigonus,

of her

Zuinglius,

in magnificent
saintly,

Abel

Nor

different.

succession

which he wrote just

of all the

and the virtuous,'

an honoured

of

which that creed distinctly

and unequivocally

described

'assembly

at all

Reformers,

and which marks an important
human

Church

by

leading

alone, openly

the same. '1

of the services

maintained

Among

Zulnglius

in several

possibility

and indignationof the salvation

it excited

Luther

with

his

salvation

appears but
on all sides

on reading

it said he

Bossuet

quotes the

of Zuinglius.

passage as a climax to his charges against the Swiss l_eformer,
and quotes it as if it required

no comment,

sufficient

author

in_lignation
I shall

to

hand

dowu

its

but was in itself

to the

contempt

and

of posterity.
now proceed

to examine

the more remote

cons_

• Palmer, On the O_rc/L, voL L p. 15.
• See a great dealof evidence of this in Palmer.
• This passage is _ven in full by Bossuet, V_onm
Pr_m_
fly. IL
*. 19. The original Confesseionwas publishedby B.llin_er in 1686, with •
reryb_,t_o..- _.-,
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quences of the doctrine of exclusive sal_ ation, in order to
trace the connection between its decline and some other
remarkable features of rationalistic development.
In the first
place, it is manifest that the conceptions I have reviewed are
no directly opposed to our natural sense of what is right and
just, to all the conclusions at which those great teacher4
arrived who evolved their doctrines from their own moral
nature, that they must establish a permanent
between dogmatic theology and natural religion.

opposition
When tile

peace of the Church has long been undisturbed, and when
the minds of men are not directed with very strong interest
to dogmatic questions, conscience will act insensibly upon
the belief, obscuring or effacing its true character.
Men will
instinctively endeavour to explain it away, or to dilute its
force, or to diminish its prominence.
But when the agitation
of controversy has brought the doctrine vividly before the
mind, and when the enthusiasm of the contest has silenced
the revolt of conscience, theology will be developed more
and more in the same direction, till the very outlines of
natural religion are obliterated.
Thus we find that those
predestinarian theories which are commonly identified with
Calvin, though they seem to have been substantially held by
St. Augustine, owe their reception mainly to the previous
action of the doctrine of exclusive salvation upon the mind.
For the one objection to the metaphysical and other arguments the Calvinist can urge, which will always appear conelusive to the great majority of mankind, is the moral objeo.
tion. It is this objection, and this alone, which enables men
to cut through that entangling maze of arguments concerning
frcewiU, foreknowledge, and predetermination,
in which the
greatest intellects both of antiquity and of modern days have
beca hopelessly

involved, and which the ablest metalJhysi-

_8_
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cians have pronounced inextricable, Take away the moral
argument: persuade men that when ascribing to the Deity
justice and mercy they are speaking of qualities generically
distinct from those which exist among mankin'l--qualiiies
which we are altogether unable to conceive, and which may
Ix, compatible with acts that men would term grossly unjust
and unmerciful : tell them that guilt may be entirely uncon
netted with a personal act, that millions of infants may be
called into existence for a moment to be precipitated into a
place of torment, that vast nations may live and die, and
then be raised again to endure a never-ending punishment,
because they did not believe in a religion of which they had
never heard, or because a crime was committed thousands of
years before they were in existence: convince them that all
this is part of a transcendentally perfect and Hghtcous moral
scheme, and there is no imaginable abyss to which such a
doctrine will not lead. You will have blotted out those
fundamental

notions of right

and wrong which the Creator

has engraven upon every heart; you will have cxtinguished
the lamp of conscience ; you will have taught men to stifle
the inner voice as a lying witness, and to esteem it virtuous
to disobey it. But even this does not represent the full
extent of the evil. The doctrine of exclusive salvation uot
only destroys the moral objection to that ghastly system of
religious fatalism which Augustine and Calvin constructed ;
it directly leads
of the immense
irrespectively of
live and die in

to it by teaching that the ultimate destiny
majority of mankind is determined entirely
their will. Millions die in infancy ; millionp
heathen lands; millions exist in ranks o_

society where they have no opportunities for engaging in
theological research ; millions are so encumbered by the
prejudices of education that no mental effort can emancipat_
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_hem from the chain.
rianism

We

accordingly

was in the first instance

ment of the doctrine
illustrated
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find that predestina-

little

of exclusive

more

salvation.

it by the case of a mother

_a lump of perdition

performed

act.

perishes

unbaptised

tremes,

been

pushed

soon perceived

the Reformation,
will, which
and certainly
said Luther,

as Satan

would prefer,
contend

one of the most

or betake

The

whole
revolting.

of burden.

wills.

never

seems

to the same ex-

Nor
'

as it

mild and sagacious
principal

evils of

in defence

of free-

if Satan

compass

of theology,

' The human

will,'

If God mounts

it, it

mounts

can it choose

it, it wishes
the

rider

itself to him, but it is the riders

for its possession.'

it

one of the most unequivocal

in the

and goes as God wills;

goes

Church

a treatise

from Luther

'is like a beast

one, and

and is saved.

in this one of the

of fatalism

has ever

with the same precision,

and he wrote

elicited

declarations

overlies

and Ambrose

early

was by the Reformers.'

Erasmus

and

in the

St. Augustine

;' neither

is baptised,

of Augustine

or to have been stated

at_erwards

wishes

mother

; the other

But the doctrine
to have

The

a develop-

who had two infants.

Each of these is but
a moral

than

it

who

' This is the acme of faith, to be-

* The doctrine of double prede_tlnationwas, however,maintained in the
_ath century by a monk named Gotteschalk,who was opposedby Hincmar,
Archbishopof Rheims,in the spirit of a theolo_an, and by SeotusErigena in
the spirit of a freethinker. For an account of this once-famouscontroversy
•ee the learned work of M.St. Ren_ Taillandier, Scot Erig&ru_
et la PMl.oaoplde
Se.holaat/que(Strasbourg, 1843), pp. 51-58 ; and for a contemporary view of
the opinlormof Gottesehalk, see a letter by Amulo, Archbishop of Lyotm(tbe
hnmediate successor of &gobard), printed with the works of Agobard (Paris,
1686). According to Amulo, Gotteschalk not only held the doctrinesof repro.
batbm and particular redemption, but even declared that the Almighty rejoiced
and exulted over the destruction of those who were predestinated to damns.
fl(m. Gotteschatkwas condemnedto be dev-n'a_led
from the priesthood, to be
imprisoned, and to be scourged. (Llorente. Hist. de PI_lUlSiti_ tom. L

_o.)

' _8io humans voluntaqin ma(ho posits eat ceu jumentmm Si iasededt
25
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lieve that He is merciful
so many;
says,

who saves so few and who condemna

that He is just

us necessarily

doomed

He seems

EtYROr_.

who at His own pleasure
to damnation;

to delight

in the

so that,

tortures

has made
as Erasmus

of the

wretched,

and to be more deserving of hatred than of love.
If by any
effort of reason I could conceive how God could be merciful
and just

who

shows

so much

would be no need for faith.' '
ject to contingencies,
plishes
will.

all things

by an unchanging,

By this thunderbolt

According
predetermined

and

iniquity,

freewill

of Calvin
to them, the

the

with

and accom-

in the dust.' I

of the Reformers.

his school was

Fall,

equally

explicit.

all its consequences,

Creation,

sub-

and efficacious

sinks shattered

of the greatest

and

ages before

eternal,

there.

nothing

but He foresees, foreordains,

Such were the opinions
The doctrine

anger

' God foreknows

and was

was

the neces-

Deus, vult et vadit quo vult Deus, ut Psalmus dicit : "Factus sum sicut jumenturnet ego semper tecum." Si insederit Satan, vult et vadlt quo vult Satan.
Nee est in ejas arbitrio _d utrum 8essorem currere nut eum qutm'er_sed ipsi
sessores certant ob ipsum obtineudum et possldendum.' (Z)t _
21rb//r/o,
parsi. sec.
24.)
'Hic est fidei summns gradus, credere ilium esse clementem qui tam
paucos salvattam multos damnat ; eredere justurnqui sua voluntatenos necessario damnabiles facit; ut videatur, referente Erasmo, dele_tari cruclatibus
miserorum,et odio potius quam smote dignus. Si igiturpossem ulla rationo
comprehenderequomodo is Deus mlsericors et justus, qui tantum iram et
iniquitatemostendit, non esset optm fide' (Ibid. sec. 23.)
• ' Est itaque et ho¢ imprimis necessarlum et salutare Chri._tiauouosae_
1uodDeus nihfl prsmcttcontingiter,sed quod omnia incommutabillset t_rna,
.afaUibiliquevoluutateet pr_videt et prseponltet faeit. Hoe fulmine s_ruit_r
et conteritur penitus liberum arbltrinm.' (Sec. 10.) I give these lectiona
mceordingto Vaughau's translation (1823), for in the original edition (1_;26)
thereare no divisions,and the pages are not numbered. Melanchthon,in the
edition of his Commonp/aea, expressed extreme predestinarlsuviews, bul
oautted them in later editions. Luther,in his old age, said he could not
view with perfect satisfactionany of his works except, perhspe,h_ _'_._.-_
Jad his/_ _
Arb/tr_ (Vanghan's Priam, p. {;7_ There is s full
this book ia one of Sir W. Hamilton'sessay.
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tory consequence of that predetermination.

The Almighty,

they taught, irrevocably decided the fateof each individual
long before IIe called him into existence,and has predestinated millions to His hatred and to eternal damnation.
With that object He
withholds from them

gave them being--with that object He
the assist'racethat alone can correct

the perversity of the nature with which He
lie will hate them

created them,

during life,and afterdeath He will cast

them into the excruciating torments of undying

fire,
and will

watch their agonies without compassion through the countlessages of eternity.'
It is needless to comment

upon

such teaching as this.

That it makes the Deity the direct author of sin,'that itsubverts allour notions of justice and of mercy, that the simple
i On Calvin's views, see especially his De _terna Dei -pra_festinatione,
and his Imtibul. Christ. lib. iii. c. 21-23.
But perhaps their clearest and most
emphatic statement is in a work of Bcza, De xEterna Dei Pra, desti:_atione,
oantra Sebastianum Uastdllonem (published in the Op_ada of Beza, Gcnevm,
1658). The pointed objections on the score of moral rectitude of his rationalistic opponent brought the enormities of the Cultinistic doctrine into the fuUcst
relief. There is a curious old translation of this work, under the title of
Beza's Display of JPopi,h -practices, or .Patched -pelaqianlsm, translated by
W. Hopklnson (London, 1578). Beza especially insists on the unfairness of
aecush_g Calvinists of a_serting that GOd so hat_t some men that He predestinated them to destruction ; the tralth being that God of HIS free sovereignty
predestinated them to destruction, and thervfore to His hatred ; so that ' God
iSnotmoved with thehatredof anythatHe _l.c_dd
drive
him todestruction,
but He hath hatedwhom He hath prc_Icstinated
to des/ruction.'
Another
point on which Jonathan Edward._ especially has inqi_ted (in his Freedom of
WalT) is that there can be no injustice in punishing voluntary traasgTession,
and that the transgressions of the reprobate are vohmtary ; men hating bees
_mce Adam created
withwillssohopelessly
comiptthat withoutDi_dnea_sttheymust i_w_tably
be damned,and God havinginthemajority
of caseB
resolved
to withholdthatassistance.
The ICatality,
therefore,
doesnotconsist
Inman beingcompelled
todo certain
tJ_mgswhetherhe wishesitornot,but
inIdabelngbroughtintotheworldwithsucha naturethathiswishesnece_
tartly
tendina givendirection.
t 0alvini_t_
h_deed,
oftenprotest
againstth_ conclusion
; butitisalmou
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of it is inexpressibly

scarcely

be denied

we combine
considered

in the

tile other

chapter,

religious

have retired

ar.d revolting,

supporters.

with

in the present

age such tenets

shocking

by :ts warmest

this teaching

as unequalled

EUROPE.

Indeed,
doctrines

the whole
history

may be regarded

of mankind.

found only in the

obscure

Jonathan

they have had no exponent

Edwards

genius, and
a serious
language
Luther,
larity,

writer

loss of reputation

openly

as was

oil this

employed

would not now be tolerated

pervaded
which

all

our

salvation,

liarly

without

them.
by men

zenith

that

and

of their

prepared

spirit
every

has so

doctrine

doctrine

the latter

a

an intense
of ex-

the mind for the

realised,

like
popu-

outside

cxcltes

as the

Such

doctrine

appears

pecu-

revolting.

Another

very important

of exclusive
relation

salvation

between

invariably

_elf-evldent,

and the

the permit*.ar
ttate of events

exercised

to dogmas

or not
in such

of the

for his opponents:
hinderer

great

the doctrine

influence,

an intrinsic

of sin, and

a manner

school

efficacy which

admits

at the same

that sin, if it be permitted

infallibly

follow ; ] say, if this be all that

or not hindered,
is meant,

Thus we

it in a sense which is

' If b) the author

of sin is mean_

time a disposer

for wise, holy, and most

purposes

is the

The older theologians

of their effect upon life.

ablest writer

large

upon which

and morals.

independent

sufficiently

subject

has

dogmas

attributed

was entirely

quite

of undoubted

subject

sense

am

Since

venture

The rationalistic

aversion;
which

men.

to profess

of thought,

is no longer

In our
they

for a moment

to our moral

ever-increasing

of reprobation,

circle.

habits

is repugnant

clusive

could

and Beza, while in the

small and uninfluential

and

of obscurc

no distinguished

Calvin,

I have

from the blaze of day;
writings

cal:
when

excellent

will most

of the

ends and

certainly

and

I do not deny that God is

the author of sin.'
(Jonathan
Edwards, ]_reedom of Will, p. 369.)
The I)1_
deRtination of the fall of Adam, whose will wa_ not hopelessly corrupt_ hu
course its own pectfliar ditficul_lea
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aave

already

had

occasion
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to observe,

that

in the

early

Church no controversies were deemed so important as those
which concerned the connection between the two natures in
Christ, and that at the Reformation
the acceptance
or rejection of transubstantiation
was made the habitual test of orthodoxy.

On the other hand, the politician,

is inclined

to value

their influence
have presented

lect and energy

from

weliSre of society.

diffuses, and

by

the

spires.

object

intensity

elements

early theologian,
excellence

l,y which

have

aucceeded

the

nature,

principles

are

never
their

in forming

sense

of duty it
it in-

a system

as possible,

the

in
and

The rational.
two.

Like

the

of theological

politician,

efficacy.

he de-

He believes

and develop

the

affectivc

that they are the vehicles
conveyed

functions

they

of society

a purely spiritual

an t they therefore

it exercises

philanthropy

be received,

In the earlier phases

of the Deity,

that

measure

an intrinsic

to the

the evils of theology,

like the

to act upon

otherwise

discharged

between

utilitarian;

possess

certain

importance.

are conducive

of the

that

side of human

would

of intel-

shM1 be as great

he denies

that they are intended
or emotional

proportion

i,_ to encourage

position

is entirely

nies that dogmas

and san-

shall be few and torpid.

a central

of the

long

by the high

therefore

which the moral restraint
the dogmatic

to the thsion

for by the control

of mankind,

ist occupies

that

to

that re-

the social system,

a large

These he considers

over the passions

according

IIe sees

have produced

enterprises

which are compensated

they

obstacle

of a nation,

wars, and have diverted

His

solely

have often dislocated

an insuperable

different elements

which

systems

upon the acts of mankind.

ligious controversies

guinary

religious

in a secular age,

make

into
and
must

the

mind

that

when

lose their

men have nevel

and moral

conception

an image

which the?
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By this means the conception

fled and debased, but
tained:

a great

As, however,
pacity

IN

abandoned.
appealing

moral

men obtain
purer

with
and

'm unmingled
Just ill the

ceremonies,

that have no relation

is ro
benefit.

increasing

civilisation

more moral

conceptions,

same way a purely

moral

sense of duty and

It is consequently

numerable

of worship

of an inestimable

can never be efficacious

society.

is falsi_

a caidola

evil, and is in consequence

to a disinterested

excellence,

influence

evil is the price

for forming

try becomes

the

of the D(tty

in an early

materialised,

with

religion,

perception

of

condition

of

associated

elaborate

to moral

creeds,

sentiments,

at lz.A

with

with

in-

duties

with an ecclesias-

tical framework,
and with a copious legendary.
Through
all this extraneous matter the moral essence filters down to
the people, preparing
ment.

Gradually

doctrines

them fi)r the higher

the ceremonies

is reduced,

acter is exchanged
manliest

the ecclesiastical
flexibility,

and regenerated,

pure spirit tlmt had created
It is mani_ibst that

according

antagonism

between

of a religious

system,

mainly

of dogmatic

age being

a great

except

a man believe

*.hat men

should

the

which

and the moral

their relative

degree

influ-

of civilisation;

is a great

blessing

of exclusive

in permanent

an
iraone

be saved,'

it 'before

salvation

subordination

If there be a Catholic

he cannot

deem

dogmatic

exists a

:Now one of the most ob-

of the doctrine

side of religion.

is at last

in all its parts with the

and that

on the

pressure

that it places the moral

char-

conceptions

religion

to this view there

evil in another.

vious consequences
dogmatic

and the

of

it.

perpetual

amount

ideal of life and

radiant

elements

ence will depend

the number

for the moral ideal ; dogmatic

an increased

transfigured

phases of develop-

drop away,

to the

faith ' which

it is quite

all things'

is,

natural

necessary

tc
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If the purest moral life cannot atone for error, whil,q
religion

has

will naturally

many means

turn to the doctrinal

cal side. The extent
fe_ted in the Church
controversialists
authentic
lists
with every
the favourites

and

who have

ces with full orthodox
by endowing

against

been

who have

assuaged

by her

and who have

at last,

or undergoing

a penance

heretics, persuaded

of devotion

not to be confounded
Lives

like

atrocious

that

with

of Benvenuto

crimes

alternate

rous and triumphant

Cellini,

are scarcely

yet it would be rash to say that
two countries
estant

are probably

their morality

births,

the first is well known

average

that

Scotland

test

morality

as in general
and impartial

is furnished

of European

criminality,
Protestant

means of judging,

in which

pervaded
though

witness,

The

by Prot-

number

somewhat

de-

of illegitimate

to be considerably
nations,

most

and Sweden ; and if we

by the

has been

the

of the most raptu-

evil is unknown.

by the common

fective

is

ever to be met with,

which are most thoroughly

theology

measure

the

which

is I think more rare.

with ecstasies

piety,

that

In Protestant-

and immorality,

hypocrisy,

or direct-

themselves

they had efi_ced all the crimes of their lives.
ism this combination

among

who have clung to her ordinan-

tenacity,

a monastery

long and perfectl)
who were stained

nevertheless

qualm of conscience,

ing a persecution

the mint

rather than to the practi

drawn up
characters

of the Church,

every

guilt,

to which this tendency has bccn mani
of Rome is well known.
Protestanl

have often
of celebrated

crime,

absolution

of effacing

below

the

while the second, in this

pronounced by a very able
who has had

the fullest

to be very far below every other Christian

nation. _
i See Laing's _
pp. 108-141, where this question Is minutely e_
amtned. This is a mere question of figures. The following passage from
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These are the contradictions
of exclusive

salvation

among

high order of sanctity,
the indulgence

that result from the doctrine
those who do not belong

and who gladly

of their passions

of what

they deem

A very

much

the more

important

more general

influence

mankind,

is displayed

whose

Being

heresy,

and

convinced
that

the

they have habitually
falsehoo&

breach
befall
and

overwhelming

a man who
if the

is doomed

to eternal

moral

majority

If some

misfortune

What-

that

thc_e

will justify

trembling

declared

and

law, it is certain

that

lay on a sickbed,

as

misery,

of mankind

considerations
great

of

unself-

their creed by imposture
of the

physician

has

can be so great

That they should do this is quite natural.

of its provisions.

death;

which

zeal is entirely

heretic

ever may be the foundation
some

one

faith.

upon the lfistory

no misfortune

that in the eyes of tile immense
are

and

that

supported

cultivation

side of their

tendency,

a i_ar more pernicious
by those

a licence for

by an assiduous

exercised
ish.

purchase

to a

were

between
the

a
to
life

knowledge

anotherwork of the same writer is less susceptible of decisive proof, and is,
I am inclined to think, somewhat overstated, but is nevertheless very suggesfive: ' The Swiss people present to the political philosopher the unexpected
and most remarkable social phenomenonof a people eminently moral in conduct, yet eminently irreligious: at the head of the moral state in Europe, not
merely for absence of numerous or great crime.%or of disreg4rd of right, hu!
for ready obedience to law, for honesty, fidelity to their engagement_,for fairdealing,sobriety, industry, orderly conduct, for good government, useful publlc institutions,general wcilbeing,and comfort ; yet at the bottom of the scale
for religious feeling,observances,or knowle_ige,especially in the Protestant
cantons,in which prosperity,wellbeing,and moralityseem to be, as compared
to the Catholiccantons,in an inverse ratio to the influenceof religion on the
people. .
It is a very remarkablesocial state, similar, perhaps, to that
of the ancient Romans, in whom morality and social wrture were also sustainedwithout the aid of religiousinfluences.' (Laing's _Vot_sof a Traveller,
pp. 146, 147.) Dr. Arnold said. I think truly,that the popularnotion about
the superiorpro_pezityof the Protestant over the Catholic cantons is greatly
sxaggerated : it exists in some cam andnot in others.
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_f that misfortune

would be certain

_nd if concealment

was only possible

are very

few moralists

If the most ardent
an assassin

in pursuit

misdirecting
l_redicted

who would

denouncer

that

always

the lie would

there

by a falsehood,

condemn

that

there

falsehood.

were to meet

man, and werc able by
it may be safely

be unscrupulously

uttered.

It

these things by argument,
or to
criminal and innocent falsehood;

are circumstances

been admitted

to the patient;

to save the fugitive,

is not very easy to justify
draw a clear line between
but that

death

of ' pious frauds'

of an innocent

the pursuer
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_vhich justify

by the common

untruth

sentiment

has

of mankind,

and has been distinctly
laid down by the most eminent
moralists.'
When therefore
a mab believes that those who
adopt

an erroneous

opinion

when he not only believes
operative
either

by direct

of truth
finds

truth;

this, but realises

and when

he perceives

it as a living
that

the evidenceb
irresistible.

important

distinctions

between

mentioned

and the pious frauds of theologians.

the resvJts of isolated
The

first,

extremely

moral

and raised
again,

spring

it is possible

influence

upon

or distortion

there

are two very

the hypothetical

cases I have

to the dignity

rare and exceptional

any perceptible

But

judgments,

from

and

of his faith, he usually

temptation

systematised

to perdition;

l_alsehood or by the suppression

to strengthen

the

will bc consigned

The first are

while

of a regular

circumstances
that
the

the latter

doctrine.

that

they can scarcely
general

are

veracity

are

so

have
of the

person who utters them, while the second induce a habit of
continual
i_alsehood.
The Fathers
laid down as a distinct
proposition

that

pious

fi_uds

were

justifiable

and

even

T| us, not to quote Roman Catholic authorities_ Jeremy Taylor, in the
Dub_ant_n,
lib. iii. c. 2, lays down several cases of justifiable false

,ood.
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laudable ; ' and if they had not laid this down, they would
nevertheless have practised them as a necessary consequence
of their doctrine of exclusive salvation. Immediately all
ecclesiastical literature became tainted with a spirit of the
most unblushing mendacity.
Heathenism was to be cornbated, and therefore prophecies of Christ by Orpheus and
the Sibyls were forged, lying wonders were multiplied, and
ceaseless calumnies poured upon those who, like Julian,
opposed the faith.
Heretics were to be convinced, and
therefore interpolations of old writings or complete forgeries
were habitually opposed to the forged Gospels. The veneration of relics and the monastic system were introduced, and
therefore innumerable miracles were attributed to the bones
of saints or to the prayers of hermits, and were solemnly
asserted by the most eminent of the Father_'
The tendency
See on this subject the evidence collected in Middleton's Free _quiry
;
the curious panegyric on the habit of telling lies in St. Chrysostom On the
; the remarks of Coleridge in T/_ Fr/end, and of Maury, Croyanca et £kgmtdes, p. 268.
St. Augustine, however, is in this respect an ex.
ception. In his treatise Contra Me_utaclum he strongly denounces the tendcoey, and especially covdetaus the PrisciUianists, among whom it appears to
have been very common, and also certain Catholics who thought it justifiable
to pretend to be Priscillianists for the purpose of discovering the secrets of
that seck The most revolting aspect of this subject is the notion that heretics
are so inten._ely criminal as to have no moral rights--a favourite doctrine in
Catholic countries where no Protestant or sceptical public opinion exists. Thus
the Spin ish Bishop Simancas---' Ad lxenam quoque pertinet et la_reticorom
odium, quod tides iUis data servanda nor, est. Nam si tyrannis, piratis, et
c_eteris pr_edonibus quia corpus oocidunt tides servanda non eat, louge minus
hmreticis pertin_cibtm qui occidunt an|runs.' (De Oathollci_ lnmtilutianib_

p. zs_.)
' Since the last note was written, this subject has been discussed at some
'ength by Dr. Newman, in his .dpo/og/a pro lrita _
I do not, however, find
anything to alter in what I have stated. Dr. Newman says (Appendix, p. 77) :
'The Greek Fathers thought that, when there was a ._a
ea_,_a,an untruth
need not be a lie. St. Augustine took another view, though with great mi_
giving, and, whethez he is rightly interpreted or not, is the doctor of the great
and common view that all untruths are lies, and that there can be no just
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men

over Christendom,
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believed
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; in order

who

taught
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to be so certain,

other
in the-

their histories,
and at the
of suc-

scattered

these

at the same time
a crime.
As long
was believed
and

for the peace of mankind
certain

all

they were the wonder

that credulity was a virtue and scepticism
as the doctrine
of exclusive
salvation
realised,

into

fables, so grotesque

that

the

every

of stimulating

they had acquired

and more especially

tissues of the wildest
ages.

for the purpose

to truth

time so audacious,

ceeding

calumny

fiction, not only did they invcnt

of miracles

ALl their writings,

became

of the

to their f_ith, not only did they encircle

saint with a halo of palpable

a_
any

gloomy

Not only did they pursue with the grossest

every
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for

in Europe

believed

of the condition

is known

literature;

the only scholars

who

people.

picture

ages arrived,

truth

that they

of what

it was necessary

they
to sup-

cause of untruth.
. Now, as to the just cause, the Greek Fathers
make them such as these---self.defence,charity,_ for G_od_honmH',and
the llke.' It is plain enoughthat this last wDuldinclude _11of what are corn
monly termed pious frauds.
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A love of truth, by the vcry definition
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to his mind
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fire, though
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in the
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its truth
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the present

the probabilities

as long as such an argument

,_.

a very

unre-

he would derive

Pascal--who

opinions,

and

in-

of his act ; be-

advantage

of what may be termed

of his theological

would
who

more probable

less probable

of probabilities--derived

that

an absolute

consequence
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great.

results

as prudent

in the

from the insurance
From

of the
regarded

against

as extremely

improbable,

it are not infinite.

is urged

simply

Now,

with a vmw of

i In a very curious book called Tlwol,_ai_Christian_ 1}rincipia Mathdm_
(Lo.dini, ]699.)
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inducing

men to adopt a certain
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grounds. 1 But the ease becomes

when to adopt the least
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a Church
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an absolute
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in the truth of
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to believe

what they do not
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all

from one side
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acted on in every society
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Nor is this merely
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reasonings

first

belief

it upon the other, and by the employment
influences

of their judgment.

is constantly

upon

widely different

this is the case, the argument

by the force of reason;

and concentrating

fect

course

means, and only can mean, that

efforts,

results

probable

When

force of will compel
believe

course of action, it has no

a very

the specula_

it is a principle
which is governed

Mere sophisms
small

place

the

in the

that
by

or imperhistory

• The readermay find a reviewof it made on those grounds in Laplace
TlzJoe/edes/xrobab///b_. It is manifestthat_if correct,obedience would be
clueto any impostorwho said he dreamedthat he was a Divine me_enger,
providedhe put his promisesand threateningssufficientlyhigh_
Thus in the seventeenthcenturythe following was a popularCatholic
argument. Protestants admitthat Catholiesmay be savedI but Catholicsdeny
:hat Protestantscan; thereforeit is better to becomea Catholic. Considering
that this argumentwas designed,by playing on superstitious terrors,andby
obecuring the sense of the Divine goodness, to induce men to tamperwith
their sense of truth,and consideringtoo that its success dependedmainly Oa
the timidity,self-distrust,andmodestyof the person to whom it was addresae_
i mayprobablybe regardedas thoroughlybase and demoralisingas any that
it is even possiblefor the imaglnationto conceive. Yet it was no doubtvelT
effective,and was perfectlyin harmonywith the doctrinewe are considering.
Selden asked, ' Is their Church better than our%becauseit has less charity_'
and Bedell,in a passagewhicl: Coleridgejustly pronouncedone of the moa
bemstifuliu English prose,comparedthe two churchesin this respectto th#
rival mothers
before
Solomo_
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their met. ods than on the skill with which they developed
and diffused them. Long before Descartes, St. Augustine
had anticipated the 'cogito ergo sum;' but that which St.
Augustine had thrown out as a mere truism, or, at best, as a
passing suggestion, Descartes converted into the basis of a
great philosophy.
Half a century before Bacon, Leonardo
da Vinci had discovercd the superiority of the inductive
method, and had clearly stated its principles; but even if
Leonardo had published his work, it may be safely asserted
that the magnificent development of Bacon was necessary
to make that method supreme in science. Each of these
great men attacked with vast ability and marvellous success
some intellectual vice which lay at the very root of the old
habits of thought.
Descartes taught that the beginning of
all knowledge was the rejection of every early prejudice,
and a firm resolution to bring every opinion to the test of
individual judgment.
Locke taught the necessity of mapping out the limits of human faculties, and by his doctrine
concerning innate ideas, and above all by his masterly
analysis of Enthusiasm, he gave the deathblow to the opinions of those who would remove a certain class of mental
phenomena altogether from the jurisdiction of the reason.'
Bacon, whose gigantic intellect made excursions into every
field, was pre-eminently noted for his classification of the
idol_ or distorting influences that act on the mind, and for
i It has been observed by a very able French critic (_I. Littr6) that the
iueveaslng tendency, as civilisation advances, to subsumte purely p_ychologlcal
for miraculous _lutions is strikingly illustrated by a comparison of 0_
with Handet. The subject of both pieces is essentially the same---a murdered
king, a guilty wife, a son distracted between his duty to his dead father and te
his living mother ; but while the Greek found it necessary to bring the Furies
upon the scene to account for the mental paroxysms of Oreste_ the English.
man deemed the natural play and conflict of the emotions amp'y sufficient t4
account for the sufferings of Hamlet.
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templationof things as they are,without superstition
or hnpo_ure, witho_
_rror or oonfusion, is in itself more worthy than all the p_rod____of dilmoved_

(_Vo_

Orgono..)

c_ _FXnYnON.
doctrines

of their

tendency

of his teaching.

But, whatever
inductive
there

master,

but

they represented

may be thought

philosophy

now

can be no doubt

both

essay of Locke were peculiarly
of thought

on account

they displayed.
making

expcrience

discouraging

the

exuberance

of the

tile

excursions

grotesqueness

general

which the

English

mind,

philosophy

somewhat

and

mediaeval

plodding

tke

modem

character

the domain of tile senses, by

final test

of the European

on the
that

fatal to the

By enlarging

lhe

of the influence

exercises

that
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of truth,

of theorists,

they

imagination,

to the wild fictions

that

and by

greatly

checked

imparted

the

an air of

had so long been

re-

ceived, and taught
men to apply tests both to their traditions and to their emotions which divested them of much of
their
and

apparent
Bacon

ciples

that

Europe,

that

It was from the writings

Voltaire

shattered

the

and it is against

defenders
bitter

mystery.

of medimval

and his followers
proudest

drew

ecclesiastical

these

philosophers

theology

have

that

exhibited

of Locke
the prinfabrics
the
the

of

ablest
most

animosity?

Thus De Maistre,the great apostleof modernUltramontanism,assures us
that 'dana l'6tude de la philosophic,le m6pris de Locke eatle commencement
de la sagessc; ' and that ' _Essai wr l'_
Humain eat tr_s-certainement, et soit qu'on le hie ou qu'on eu convienue,tout ce que le d_faut absolu
_e g6nieet de style poutenfanterde plus assommant.' (_/r_ do ,_. P_ter,
_ourg, 6_* Entretiem) Bacon he calmlyterms ' un charlatan,'and, speaking
_f his greatestworks, says : ' Le livreDe la Dipni_ ,t dol'Aceroissementd_
_/ene_ eat done un ouvrageparfaitementnul et m6priaable.
. Quant
au _Vo_m Organo_, il est bien plus condamnable encore, puisque_ind6pendammentdes erreurs partiouli_re8dent fl fourmille,le but g6n4ral de l'ouvrage
iv rend digue d'un Bedlam.' (_men do/a Pkilosopkie doBaco_t) In the
sameway, though in very differentlanguage,the Tractarianparty,and capedally Dr. Newman (both before and after his conversion),have been cem_
imaly carping at the psychology of Locke and the inductive philosophy
Bazon.
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It was thus that the great
century, who were
men for impartial

teachers

themselves

tires of the tendencies

I_u]_OP]_

of the seventeenth

but the highest

representa,

of their age, disciplined

enquiry,

and, having

so l_ng had hound them, produced
which has revolutionised

the minds of

broken the spell that

a passionate

all departments

love of truth

of knowledge.

tc the impulse which was then communicated
traced the great

critical

movement

illusions,

recesses,

rearranging

and altering
thies.

destroying
scope

But all this would

parts

the doctrine of exclusive

hut for the

or destroying

the

For, as we have seen, whenever

salvation

realised, habits of thought

dispelling

of our sympa-

been impossible

spirit obscuring

notion of the guilt of error.

all
into

of our knowledge,

and character

have

diffusion of a rationalistic

has penetrated

old prejudices,

the various

the whole

that may be

which has renovated

history, all science, all theology--which
the obseurest

It

is generally

befieved

and

will be formed around it that are

diametrically

opposed to the spirit of enquiry and absolutely

incompatible

with human progress.

a spirit of blind and at the
be encouraged,
will associate
will make

men esteem

torpor on every

that

their

impartiality

faculties

subject.

For

preside

enquiry is animating

of every kind,

lute credulity,

and the

and of guilt,

of judgment

and

of our

that it is impossible

to di-

and to make a spirit
while a spirit of

In the middle

ages theol.

sphrlt of that theology

same

and

elements

over one compartment
the others.

will

as to produce a general

compartments,

ogy was supreme, and the

to truth,

an unholy thing,

the different

are so closely united

vide them into separate
of credulity

fictions

is the very soul of truth,

so emasculate

knowledge

will multiply

enquiry with the ideas of danger

study which
wil.

which

An indifference

same time wilful credulity,

spirit

was

speedily

was abs_
diffused
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through allforms of thought. In the seventeenthcentary
thepreSminenceof theologywas no longerdecisive,
and the
great secularwritersintroduceda love of impartiality
and
of freeresearchwhich rapidlypassed from natural science
and metaphysicsinto theology,and destroyedor weakened
allthose doctrineswhich were repugnant to it. It was be
tween the writingsof Bacon and Locke thatChillingworth
taught,forthe first
or almostfor thefirsttime in England,
the absoluteinnocenceof honesterror. It was between the
writingsof Bacon and Locke thatthatlatitudinal_an
school
was formed which was irradiatedby the genius of Taylor
Glanvil,and Hales,and which became the very centreand
seedplotof religiousliberty. It was between the same
writingsthat the writ De _'_ieo

comburendo was ex-

punged fi'omthe StatuteBook, and the soilof England for
thelasttime stainedwith the misbeliever's
blood l
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